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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most ef-
fective approach to the solution of many problems facing 
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway 
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by 
highway departments individually or in cooperation with 
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
ing growth of highway transportation develops increasingly 
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. 
These problems are best studied through a coordinated 
program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators 
of the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national 
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Department of Transportation. 
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parent organization, the National Academy of Sciences, a 
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it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of special-
ists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings 
of research directly to those who are in a position to use 
them. 
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portation departments and by committees of AASHTO. 
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in the program are proposed to the Academy and the Board 
by the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs 
are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies 
are selected from those that have submitted proposals. Ad-
ministration and surveillance of research contracts are 
responsibilities of the Academy and its Transportation 
Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi-
cani contributions to the solution of highway transportation 
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. 
The program, however, is intended to complement rather 
than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research 
programs. 
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FOREWORD State and regional planners concerned with freight transportation will find 
this report to be of special interest. Lack of basic data has been a significant de- 

	

By Stafi 	terrent to comprehensive analyses in the freight planning activities of all transporta- 

	

Transportation 	tion modes. Also, because freight planning is a relatively new function for many 

	

Rçseqrch Board 	states, future data requirements are not well known. This report contains a User's 
Manual presenting a detailed catalog of existing data sources, methods to obtain 
missing data, and guidelines for data collection and management activities in state 
agencies. A companion document, NCHRP Report 177, provides a detailed assess-
ment of existing freight issues and identifies the data required to apply the related 
analysis techniques. Use of these two NCHRP reports should facilitate the develop-
ment of data collection programs and, hopefully, minimize the collection of un-
necessary data. 

The need for research in this area was determined at the TRB Conference on 
Statewide Transportation Planning, February 21-24, 1974; the conference findings 
are reported in TRB Special Report 146. Data collection activities typically involve 
high costs and large commitments of staff, as clearly evidenced in state highway 
traffic counting programs and urban origin-destination surveys. Relating the scale 
and make-up of a data collection program to the actual needs of the "user" has often 
been a trial-and-error process resulting in either excessive collection costs or 
unmet data needs, or both. In the infancy of freight planning by state agencies, 
this project was initiated in an attempt to disseminate information that would assist 
planners in their data collection efforts and to ease the trial-and-error process. 

Because freight planning techniques are in the early developmental stages, 
supporting data requirements will undoubtedly change over time. This point was 
fully recognized at the initiation of this research; however, because techniques and 
data are so intertwined, and because the development of new and revised tech-
niques is a never-ending process, an early assessment and documentation of data 
types, characteristics, and sources was desirable. NCHRP Reports 177 and 178 
should serve as a basic reference during the development of improved analysis 
techniques through future research and planning activities. 

The User's Manual, NCHRP Report 178, presents guidance for identifying 
data requirements, obtaining primary and secondary data, and data management. 
Of special value is the extensive catalog of existing freight data sources contained in 

the appendix to the User's Manual. NCHRP Report 177 presents an assessment of 
freight data requirements, data availability, and unmet data needs in relation to 
current problems and issues. The information is presented by mode for various 



planning stages (i.e., initial, intermediate, and advanced), by data category (e.g., 
traffic flow), and by planning activity (e.g., economic evaluation). Strategies to 
develop data collection activities are also outlined. Although this research focused 
on data needs, a useful state-of-the-art summary of techniques for (1) demand 
estimation, (2) modal choice modeling, (3) network analysis, (4) economic 
evaluation, and (5) impact estimation is included in the appendix. Both reports 
cover highway, rail, water, air, and pipeline modes of transportation. 

This research was conducted by Roger Creighton Associates of Delmar, N.Y., 
and R. L. Banks & Associates of Washington, D.C. Their direct contacts with 
federal and state agencies during the conduct of this research and their familiarity 
with other efforts in this general area serve to make the findings contained herein 
directly relevant to current issues. For example, these research findings should 
be useful in conjunction with the Rail Planning Manual published by the Federal 
Railroad Administration. 
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FREIGHT DATA 
REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS PLANNING 
USER'S MANUAL 

SUMMARY 	Urgent matters (such as railroad bankruptcies, energy and environmental 
problems, and land settlement issues) impel state and federal governments to in-
crease planning activity in the field of freight transportation planning. Because 
freight transportation is a relatively new focus, state DOT's are often not familiar 
with the kinds of freight data needed for such planning. Little is known about cur-
rently available data, or about their reliability, their compatibility among different 
sources, their temporal continuity, their units of aggregation, and their costs. Know!-
edge of data sources is indispensible to sound planning. 

Accordingly, the research problem was to identify and rank data essential to 
freight transportation planning and to begin building a core of knowledge about 
these data that will be useful to those engaged in such planning at the state level. 
The findings of this research are presented in this "User's Manual" and a com-
panion report, NCHRP Report 177, "Freight Data Requirements for Statewide 
Transportation Systems Planning—Research Report." 

The research approach consisted of: 

Identifying the principal problems/issues facing states through state-level 
visits and infonnation from other sources. 

Through examining problems/issues, deducing the types of state-level plan-
ning activities needed to deal with these problems/issues and their corresponding 
data requirements. 

Through contacts and a literature review, identifying available planning 
methods and their individual data requirements. 

Cataloguing available secondary data sets. 
Assessing unmet data needs by comparing data requirements with the data 

supply, both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
Assessing the criticality of unmet data needs and proposing alternative 

strategies to improve the data supply through both state- and federal level activities. 

A pervasive factor in the research work—and a major finding of the project—
is the immature state of the art of freight transportation planning. There is a great 
diversity of problems and issues, of possible state roles in freight planning, and 
geographic/jurisdictional levels at which problems occur. As a result, there is a 
diversity of actual and potential planning responses. No consensus was found as to 
a formalized process by which different planning activities could be woven together 
to produce a plan, or, in fact, any agreement as to the content of a freight plan. 

The research team found, through examining 74 major freight problems/ 

issues: 

The greatest data need was for physical and operating data, especially in-
formation on facility location, operation characteristics, use, and capacity. This 
occurs regardless of mode and priority group. This data need is especially impor-
tant during the beginning phases of freight planning. 
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There is a strong need for information on vehicle flow and on plant condition 
and unit costs, both capital and operating. 

Data supporting impact estimation are of moderate importance, especially 
data relating transportation system change to public health and safety. Of lesser 
importance is detailed information on the carriers themselves and the attributes of 
shippers and receivers. 

Four kinds of planning activities were examined in detail: demand forecasting, 
modal choice analysis, economic evaluation, and impact estimation. The examina-
tion was for three main purposes: (1) to identify the likely planning activities by 
stage, (2) to determine data requirements, and (3) to assess the current state of 
the art. Each of the four activities was found to have a sizable number of technical 
methods or models within it, some fairly standard or well-perfected, others largely 
untested or experimental. Key findings from the examination of planning methods 
include: 

Demand Forecasting. The interdependency of freight or commodity flow 
and macroeconomic data in forecasting—that freight demand forecasts can be no 
better than estimates of total economic growth and change. Trend extensions and 
simple correlations of traffic flow data with macroeconomic variables, which repre-
sent the current state of the art, must ultimately be replaced by more advanced 
techniques that take into account economic interdependencies, differential regional 
growth and specialization, and technological change. 

Mode Choke Analyses. The interdependency of data and theory, the lack of 
consensus among professionals on bbth data and theory, and the fact that, even were 
agreement reached, much developmental work remains to be done before mode 
choice models can be readily applied by state planners to freight statewide trans-
portation systems planning. Model development has been hampered by the scarcity 
of suitable traffic flow data containing transport level-of-service and commOdity 
attributes. 

Network Analysis. Mechanical assignment methods must be developed 
further to simulatç more realistic routings of freight traffic. Development of these 
more refined methods is directly related to improvements in traffic flow data avail-
ability. 

Economic Evaluation. Methods for developing cost, rate, transport time, 
and time reliability information must be further developed to support economic 
evaluation activities. Cost and rate data are so specialized, difficult to understand, 
and changeable over time as to effectively preclude direct state involvement with 
original data sets. 

Impact Estimation. Techniques for impact estimation, although originally 
developed primarily for application at the project level, can be adapted to use in 
systems planning to the extent that supporting traffic, operating, and physical data 
are available, as well as information on ambient conditions necessary to determine 
air, noise, and water pollution impacts. More refined estimates of unit energy con-
sumption and emissions productions are also needed to more closely simulate actual 
conditions. 

With respect to data availability, substantial resources were found to exist that 
can be used for freight statewide transportation systems planning. These data are 
not all in the form or in the degree of detail needed for planning purposes, nor are 
the various data files consistent as to type or degree of geographic detail so as to 
make them easy to use. The research team found 80 principal data sources, 114 
other sources, and 34 reference sources, as cataloged in Appendix C. 



The purpose of the catalogue is to aid the state planner in locating and obtaining 
suitable data as required for freight planning. Given the extensiveness of the data 
sources listed and the need for priorities, recommendations have been included as 
to which data sources states should •acquire, referenced by planning stage, mode, 
and order of acquisition. 

For each of 31, freight data categories, assessments were made of present 
availability and quality. These were compared with the frequency that the particu-
lar data categories are required in statewide transportation systems planning to 
determine the criticality of deficiencies and unmet data needs. The most important 
unmet data needs were found to be: 

Commodity flow and traffic flow data. 
Routing data. 
Rates/tariffs data. 
Transport level-of-service data. 
Unit cost data (capital and operating). 

Strategies to reduce deficiencies and generally to improve the quality of data 
available to the states differ as a function of the data category and the criticality of 
the deficiency. Five basic strategies for improving the quality and quantity of avail-
able data are identified and discussed in detail. These include: (1) assembling 
similar data sets, (2) publishing and disseminating data, (3) establishing close 
working relationships with carrjers, (4) expanding the sample rates of federal data 
sets, and (5) expanding the Census of Transportation. For certain types of physical 
and operating data, states can best assemble the required data. Given the adminis-
trative and technical difficulties involved and the relatively high cost of new surveys, 
states are not advised to conduct their own primary surveys except in cases (such 
as a shipper's survey) where limited, specialized information is required that is not 
available from any othXer  source. States should basically rely on existing secondary 
data for freight transportation systems planning purposes. 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This User's Manual is a guide to obtaining data for state-
wide planning in the freight transportation field. It is de-
signed as a reference to data sources, data collection tech-
niques, and data characteristics. The audience to which it 
is directed consists of professional and technical personnel 
in federal, state, and regional agencies who are involved in 
transportation planning for multi-state areas, states, and 
substate regions. The purpose of the User's Manual is to 
describe, by text, diagrams, and illustrative examples, how 
practitioners can obtain the freight data they need. Such 
a guide is necessary: 

To promote knowledge and understanding in a rapidly 
expanding field where new data sources are continuously 
being developed. 

To provide a centralized listing of the multitude of 
freight data resources available from the wide range of gov-
ernmental and private organizations that collect such data. 

To provide specific guidance, based on experience 
gained throughout the research project, for states just enter-
ing the freight planning field on how to develop and main-
tain a data base. 

The User's Manual is complemented by NCHRP Report 
177, "Freight Data Requirements for Statewide Transporta- 



tion Systems Planning—Research Report," also produced as 
a part of NCHRP Project 8-17. The Research Report de-
scribes the processes and findings of the research work; it 
includes a number of appendixes to which reference is made 
in this User's Manual. 

Freight transportation systems planning as employed in 
this User's Manual has been broadly defined. It deals with 
a wide variety of planning activities that relate to the move-
ment of goods across states and regions, by all modes of 
transport. It does not, however, deal with intraurban area 
goods movement, which is considered to be a distinct field 
outside the immediate scope of this project. In urban area 
transportation studies, "systems planning" refers to the 
complex but orderly process by which plans for road or 
transit networks are prepared and tested, primarily by 
means of computer simulations. Such a meaning, it turns 
out, would have been too restrictive in the field of statewide 
freight transportation, inasmuch as network simulation is 
only embryonic at present and because there are dozens of 
critical problems that call for policy, regional, corridor, and 
modal planing in addition to "pure" systems or network 
planning. 

Both the Research Report and this User's Manual, there-
fore, deal with a complete spectrum of freight data needs 
and data that are available regarding freight transportation. 

TABLE I 

DEFINITIONS OF PLANNING STAGES 

PLANNING 
STAGE 	DEFINITION 

Initial stage. Involvement largely limited to ob-
taining an initial familiarity with the freight 
transport system and its economic implications. 
Planning largely an individual response to par-
ticular problems or issues. Some broad-scale, 
policy-level planning. Data requirements lim-
ited to readily available secondary source data 
concerning network characteristics and use. 

11 	Intermediate stage. Developing a systems plan- 
ning capability. Initial use of analytical tech-
niques for forecasting demand, estimating 
modal choice, assessing economic effects, and 
estimating impacts for comprehensive freight 
planning. More sophisticated, quantitative re-
sponse to particular problems or issues. Deeper 
understanding of factors influencing demand 
and mode choice. Data requirements mandate 
the acquisition and use of a majority of the 
listed data sources. 

III 	Advanced stage. Full development of a compre- 
hensive freight transportation systems planning 
process. Full-scale application of the more 
sophisticated techniques for demand estimation, 
mode split, network analysis, economic evalua-
tion, and impact estimation. Data requirements 
include the listed data sources plus other sets 
of primary and secondary data. 

THE SEVrING 

As documented in the Research Report, the present state 
of the art of freight transportation systems planning is im-
mature and fragmented. There are many types of problems 
and issues (74 were identified in the Research Report) and 
these occur at different geographic and jurisdictional levels. 

This situation has a profound influence on the entire 
problem of data needs for freight transportation systems 
planning. In freight transportation, planners must deal with 
a number of "clients" (public and private), with many 
commodities having substantially different characteristics of 
density, value, and fragility, and with multiple modes of 
transport. As a result, the range of problem types is great. 
And because of the newness of the field, there is no ac-
cepted over-all process by which system plans can be pre. 
pared. However, a significant reservoir of data is available 
for freight planning although these data are not available 
in a standard, clearly defined package. States preparing 
studies have had to obtain data for each type of problem, 
or group of problems individually on an ad hoc basis. 

This lack of a standard data set means that professionals 
engaged in planning for freight transportation must first 
specify, with great care, their own planning work programs. 
This is the first step leading to a determination of data 
needs. Its importance cannot be over-emphasized, because 
only those data should be collected that will be useful to the 
particular planning processes being employed. 

Generally, state planning for freight transportation will 
occur in three successive stages marked by increasing depth 
and sophistication (see Table 1). Most states and regions 
will not advance through these stages at the same rate for 
all modes. For example, a state may have a highway plan-
ning process that is highly sophisticated in terms of esti-
mating truck movements (Stage III planning) and yet be 
only in Stage I in the field of railroad planning. The plan-
ning program should attempt to increase the quality of 
freight planning for all modes, year by year, consistent with 
the state's priorities; priorities will undoubtedly be strongly 

influenced by the severity of problems for the various modes. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL 

Because of the immature and fragmented state of the art 
of planning for freight transportation, Chapter Two begins 
by suggesting a process for establishing a work program for 
freight transportation planning at the statewide or regional 
level. Once the planning work program has been estab-
lished, specific planning techniques are selected. This leads 
to the identification of needed data and then to the deter-
mination of whether the data are available or not. 

Chapter Three is concerned with secondary data. It de-
scribes the general characteristics of secondary data and the 
techniques available for obtaining secondary data. In addi-
tion, it provides a guide to the use of Appendix C, the cata-
logue of presently available secondary data developed as a 
part of Project 8-17. A specific example showing how 
secondary data can be used to develop a network inventory 
is contained in Appendix B. 



Chapter Four deals, in general terms, with primary data 
collection. The major types of primary data collection ac-
tivities.are described. As an example of specific procedures, 
Chapter Four refers to Appendix A of this manual, which 
describes the organization and execution of shipper surveys. 

This type of survey is the principal primary data collection 
technique that a state may need. 

Chapter Five contains recommendations regarding the 
maintenance and management of data by states and regional 
organizations. 

CHAPTER TWO 

IDENTIFYING FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe a step-by-step 
procedure that will assist technical personnel to identify the 
types of data needed by their states or regions, and to deter-
mine the availability of secondary data. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

For the purposes of this chapter, the following conditions 
have been assumed: 

The agency undertaking planning in the freight field 
has the necessary constitutional or legislative authority to 
develop plans for the various freight modes. 

An advisory committee exists comprised of represen-
tatives from carriers, labor unions, industry groups, and the 
general public. The purpose of the committee is to provide 
private sector inputs, liaison, and communication. 

A state interagency coordinating group (or similar 
mechanism) exists with representatives from various state 
government agencies that have an interest in transportation 
matters. The purpose of the group is to provide inter- and 
intragovernment communications and coordination. 

A statement of goals and objectives for freight trans-
portation has been prepared and approved. It is assumed 
that this statement will be carefully worded and will contain 
goals and objectives collectively seen by state government, 
carriers, user groups, and the general public. The statement 
of goals should be approved by advisory committees or 
similar groups. 

Meeting all of the preceding conditions is not an absolute 
prerequisite to freight statewide transportation system plan-
ning or to subsequently determining data requirements. 
These steps simply show the seriousness of the states to-
wards statewide transportation system planning and the de-
sire to consider and be guided by affected interests wherever 
practical. 

OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURE 

The procedure for identifying freight data needs is dia-
grammed in Figure 1. The procedure is a seven-step process 
(see numbered boxes); other elements shown in Figure 1  

are inputs to the process, or resource materials, including 
appendixes in this User's Manual and in the Research 
Report. 

The first three steps have to do with developing a plan-
ning program, which results in the specification of a series 
of work tasks. The last three steps have to do with identi-
fying data needs and finding the data in the catalog or by 
conducting primary surveys. 

Many states have had little or no experience in freight 
planning; for them it is extremely important to develop a 
general understanding of freight transportation or to under-
take a "reconnaissance study" of freight transportation. 
This can be done at the same time that the planning pro-
gram is being developed. Such states should find the 
Stage I data sources listed in Table 2 (same as Table 10 
in the Research Report) helpful in developing a back-
ground understanding. 

Other states, however, are farther advanced, and already 
have their planning work programs established and a good 
idea as to technical methods. Such states can start with 
Task 4 in the process, as diagrammed in Figure 1. 

The steps of the process are described in the following 
sections. 

Identifying Freight Issues and Problems (Step 1) 

Using issues and problems listed in Tables 3 through 8 
(reproduccd from Appendix A of the Research Report) as 
a starting point, the state freight planning agency should 
identify all the issues and problems in freight transportation 
that currently exist or will exist in the near future in the 
state. 

Issue and problem identification can be undertaken by a 
variety of means, including: 

In-house staff studies. 
Interviews with key business, agricultural, industrial, 

and other users. 
Interviews with key transportation company executives. 
Interviews with key governmental officials, including 

local governments. 
0 Meetings with advisory committees or groups. 



The statement of goals and objectives that is an assumed 
input to the data identification procedure has relevance to 
the identification of problems. (A problem can be defined 
as poor performance relative to a given goal or objective.) 
The performance of the various modes should be checked 
against each of the goals given in the approved list. This 
will provide an important check against the completeness of 
the list of problems and issues. 

The list of problems and issues can be cast into a format 
similar to that shown in Tables 3 through 8. Problems that  

are site-specific or specific to a particular region within a 
state should be worded or generalized, to the eALeut possi-
ble, to match those shown in the tables. Then the conclu-
sions of the research regarding level or scale, state role, 
planning activities, and, ultimately, data needs, can be used 
more or less directly. 

Arrange Tssues and Problems in Priority Order (Step 2) 

The issues and problems identified in Step 1 should be 
arranged in priority groupings of, perhaps, three to five 
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categories. These may range from "very serious, demand-
ing immediate attention" to "not expected to be serious in 
the next five years." 

Ranking issues and problems in priority order will re-
quire collective judgment. Both the advisory committee and 
the interagency coordination group can be extremely help-
ful in this operation. 

Establish Planning Program for Freight Transportation 
(Step 3) 

Given problems and issues arranged in priority order, the 
agency should next establish its planning program. The 
planning program should be quite specific for a two-year 
period, but more generalized for the subsequent two or 
three years. 

The planning program may be documented in a variety 
of forms. One form may be similar to that of the Unified 
Work Programs produced by metropolitan or regional agen-
cies. Another form may consist of a flow diagram illustrat-
ing the sequence of individual tasks. 

Each project in the planning program should be described 
on a separate form, such as that shown in Figure 2, 
identifying: 

Project name or title; mode; project number. 
Priority. 
Purpose (describe). 
Output of task. 
Input data required (list) (see Step 5 below). 
Method (describe) (see Step 4 below). 
Time to accomplish (weeks or months). 
Personnel required (by skill group and level). 
Cost (direct and indirect). 

Generally, states will advance, in their planning pro-
grams, from initial reconnaissance or "increasing knowl-
edge" (Stage I) planning, to Stage II or intermediate level 
planning, and finally to Stage III planning, which is the 
most sophisticated level. (For definitions of levels see 
Table 1.) The rate of advancement may differ from mode 
to mode; for example, many states will become sophisti-
cated in rail freight transportation, but will only need to 
have a "reconnaissance" study made of pipeline transporta-
tion. Clearly, the type and required detail of data will be 
influenced by the level of planning sophistication. 

The planning program will be influenced by a variety of 
factors, including (1) federal programs and funding, (2) 
state budget constraints, (3) available professional skills 
within and outside the freight transportation planning 
agency, (4) the role which the state or region adopts for 
itself, (5) how critical each problem is and how much 
planning has already been accomplished. These factors will 
vary from state to state; hence, the planning programs will 
be unique for each state. 

Determining Planning Methods (Step 4) 

Given a particular planning task, the next step is to deter-
mine the method of achieving the desired output. Some 
planning methods are fairly well developed and alternative 
techniques or models are available. The following five basic  

types of planning activities have been studied and are de-
scribed in the Research Report: 

Demand estimation Appendix B 
Modal choice modeling Appendix C 
Network analyses Appendix P 
Economic evaluation Appendix E 
Impact estimation Appendix F 

A variety of specific techniques has been discovered for 
each of the preceding major types of planning. The user 
should carefully review the indicated appendixes in the 
Research Report to determine whether the techniques are 
appropriate to his needs. Data requirements for each 
technique have been specified. 

On the other hand, many freight transportation problems 
are unique or have not previously been attacked; hence, 
methodologies are not available. In such cases—which will 
be frequent—a new method must be devised or a variation 
of an existing method must be developed. 

It cannot be over-emphasized that there is a reciprocal 
relationship between methods and data availability. This 
was one of the findings of the research work, as stated in 
Chapter Two of the Research Report: in many cases, the 
development or improvement of planning methodology has 
been inhibited by lack of data. Accordingly, before the 
methodology is finalized, data availability must be ascer-
tained. If the data are not available and cannot be obtained 
except at prohibitive cost or time delay by new surveys, the 
planning method must be changed. 

Determining Data Needs and Available Resources (Step 5) 

Both the design of planning methods and the determina-
tion of data needs require highly professional work—
thoughtful, process-oriented, detailed as regards specifica-
tion of what must be done, but not requiring so much detail 
in calculations that excessive manpower is consumed. Fur-
ther, the accuracy that is sought must be consistent with the 
reliability of the input data. In sum, this step calls for a 
great deal of judgment and careful work. 

In light of the preceding, this User's Manual helps the 
user to determine rapidly the areas where information exists 
and, in the cases of major files, what the contents of the 
original files are. This will be of major assistance to users. 
However, the User's Manual cannot supplant professional 
work or substitute for actually obtaining the secondary data 
files and testing out whether the information contained 
therein will actually work with the planning technique. 
Many "golden" ideas have been wrecked on the practical 
problems of minor difficulties with, or absences of, data. 
Hence, it is important to procure the secondary data files 
and test each planning method with the data that are in 
hand. The User's Manual helps here by identifying the 
agency and office to go to for the data. 

If the methods to be used are among those given in 
Appendixes B through F of the Research Report, the reader 
will find in each appendix a table giving the types of data 
required. 

If the methods are not included in Appendixes B through 
F, or are new, the basic data needs must be specified by the 
user. 



TABLE 2 

INDEX OF FREIGHT DATA SOURCES REFERENCED BY PLANNING STAGE 
BY MODE AND ORDER OF ACQUISITION 

Ref. No. i Short Title 	 Ref. No. J 	 Short Title 	 - 

STAGE I STAGE II 	(cont.) 

Railroad 
P/A/61 *U.S. Transportation Zone Maps 	 P/A/62 *Interline Revenue Settlement Data 
0/1/33 *Official Rail Guide, No. Amer. 	Freight Services 	 P/A/46 *Form QCS, Class 	I RR;s Qtr. 	Rept.-Frt. 	Commodity Stat. 0/1/36 *Railroad Mileage by States 	 0/4/61 5USRA NE Railroad Prog. Rehab. Planning Master File 
0/1/48 *Yearbuok of Railroad Facts, 	19xx 	 0/A/60 *USDA NE Railroad Prog. Field Inspection Master File 
P/G/06 *Railroad Company System Maps 	 P/A/32 *Form R-1, Class I Railroads Annual Report P/G/OS *Railroad System Traffic Density Maps 	 P/A/33 *Form R-2, Class II Railroads Annual Report 0/1/41 *Statistics  of Railroads of Class 	1 in U.S. 	 0/A/40 *Railroad Carload Cost Scales, lYxx 
0/1/38 Rank of Class I Railroads 	 0/A/39 *Rail Rev. Contribution by Commodity I Territory, lYxx 
0/1/04 American Short Line Railway Guide 	 O/A/54 *Short Line Mileages 
0/1/17 Handy Railroad Atlas of the United States 	 R/I/16 *Standard Point Location Code 
R/A/12 Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad Companies 	 R/I/06 *Freight Station Accounting Code Directory 
R/I/13 Price List of MR Publications 	 0/A/35 Circuity of Rail Carload Freight 

R/1/01 MR Standard Route Code 
Motor Carrier 	 P/A/24 RR Agent's Report-Shipments of Minerals/Products 

0/1/08 *ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, National Edition 	P/I/In Revenue Freight Loaded by Colmilodities 
0/1/20 tlntercity Truck Tonnage, lYxx 	 P/A/39 Form OS-A, Class I RR's Qtr. Rept.-Yard/Trairs Services 
0/I/05 *American Trucking Trends, 19xx 	 P/Gilt Railroad Through Freight Schedules 
0/1/26 *Motor Truck Facts, 	19xx 	 R/I/12 Official List of Open and Prepay Stations 
0/A/49 *Highway Statistics. 	19xx 	 0/1/37 Railway Line Clearances Including Weight 
0/1/40 *Stand. Hwy. Mileage Guide on H'hold Goods Carriers 	0/1/32 Official Railway Equipment Register 
P/A/13 *Census/Transportation Truck Inventory/Use Survey 	 P/A/58 Matl. Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Inventory 
R/I/10 Natl. Dist. Dir-Local Csrtage-Short-Haul Cars. 	Wrhsg. 	P/A/27 Form F-1, Class A Freight Forwarders Annual Report 
R/1/03 American Trucking Association Publications List 	 O/A/38 Invest, of RR Freight Route Structure, Lx Parte 270 

0/1/14 Freight and Passenger Traffic Density, Class I RR's- 
Air Cargo West. District 

0/1/10 *Official CAB Airline Rte-Maps-Airport to Airport Migs. 	O/A/26 Waterborne Shipping Market Analysis Master File 
0/1/02 *Air Transport 	 0/6/02 Situation Reports 
R/I/02 *Air Cargo from A to 1 	 O/G/03 Railroad Company Valustion Maps 
0/1/02 *Air Cargo Guide 	 0/6/04 Railroad Yard Diagrams 
0/A/47 FM Statistical Handbook of Aviation, 	lYxx 	 0/6/01 DICCS Maps 

R/I/04 Car Hire Master List 
Waterway/Ports 	 Rh/OS Manual for Railway Engineering 

P/A/02 *Inland Navigation System Maps 	 0/A/06 Freight Car Supply Problem and Car Rental Policies 
P/A/03 *Map Inland Waterways Freight Tonnage 	 O/A/08 Livestock Transportation Survey 
0/1/21 *lnterstate Port Handbook, lYxx 
P/G/OS *Port Authority Facilities Reports Motor Carrier 
O/A/ll Transportation Series 	 P/A/60 *Truck Weight Study 
0/1/24 Hap-Commercially Navig. 	Inland Waterways of U.S. 	 P/A/34 *Form ItS, Freight Commodity Statistics, Annual Report 
O/A/20 Essential U.S. Foreign Trade Routes 	 P/A/28 *Form M-1, Class I Motor Carrier of Prop. Annual Report 

P/A/29 *Forja M-2, Class II Motor Carrier of Prop. Annual Report 
Pipelines 	 P/A/30 *Form M-3, Class III Motor Carrier of Prop. Annual Report 

P/I/0l eAtlas/Crude_Dil Pipelines of U.S. and Canada 	 0/A/36 *Cost of Transportation Freight-Class I-II MC's-Gen. 
P11/02 eAtlas/Products Pipelines of the United States Commodities 
0/A/31 5Crude0il and Refined-Products Pipeline Mileage in U.S. 	P/G/03 *Motor Carrier Continuing Traffic Studies 

RJI/16 *Standard Point Location Code 
TOFC/COFC 	- 	 0/1/44 Trinc's Blue Book of the Trucking Industry 

0/A/41 *Study of TOFC Operations 	 0/A/52 *Natioowide  Truck Coaaaodity Flow Study 
0/1/33 *Official Rail Guide, No. Amer. Freight Services 	 O/AJ48 Highway Freight Flow Study 
0/1/48 *Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 	19xx 	 0/1/45 Truck Taxes by States 

0/1/34 The Owner-Operator: 	Independent Trucker 
Multi-Modal 	 0/A/44 Comp.-Intercity Freight Market-Waybill Study of MC Industry 

0/A/55 *SunwTary of National Transportation Statistics 	 P/A/27 Form F-1, Class A Freight Forwarders Annual Report 
0/1/43 Transportation Facts and Trends, 19xx 	 P/A/58 National Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Inventory 
P/A/59 National Transportation Study 	 0/1/09 ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, Spec. Services Edition 
R/A/10 Statistical Abstract of the United States 	 P/A/So Test Study Distribution of Shipments/Weight 
k/A/DO Historical Stats, 	of the U.S.-Colonial Times to 1957 	0/A/09 Livestock Trucker Survey II 
0/A/37 Intercity Ton-Miles, 	1939-1959 	 0/A/08 Livestock Transportation Survey 
R/I/OS Coamercial Atlas and Marketing Guide 

Air Cargo 
Mon-specific 	 P/A/Si 5 FM Airport Master Record Forms 5010-1,-2 

R/A/14 *Standard Transportation Commodity Description and Code 	-0/I/30 -Official Airline Guide 
P/A/07 Air Freight Origin-Destination Study 
P/A/OS CAB Service Segment Statistics 

STAGE II 	 P/A/il Scheduled All-Cargo Services 
0/1/12 CTOL Transport Aircraft char/trends 

Railroad 	 D/A/46 FM Air Traffic Activity 
P/G/DY *Railroad Track Charts 	 0/1/13 Digest of Statistics, Traffic Flow 
P/G/07 *Railroad Employee Timetables 	 0/1/42 Transoceanic Cargo Study Master File 
P/A/SI *Railroad Carload Waybill Sample 

* Essential data source. 	Ref. No. -- 1st digit: Nprincipal data source; Dother data source; R=reference. 
2nd digit: A=public agency; I=privste organization or individual; 

Ggeaeral. 
3rd digit: Listing order found in Table C-3 



Ref. No.1 	 Short Title 	 - 	Ref. No. I 	 Short Title 

STAGE III 	fcon't.) 
STAGE II 	(con't.) 

Waterways/Ports 
*Port 	 0/1/29 

Motor Carrier 
*NCHRP 33-Values of Time Savings of Cormeercial Vehicles 

P/A/OS Series-Part II 

P1 A/O6 Waterborne Commerce Statistics 	 P/G/04 *Motor Carrier  Waybilis 
Rev. 

P/A/35 Form N-I, Class A-B Carriers-Waterways, Annual Report 	P/A/48 Form QFR, Class 1-Il Motor Car, of Prop.-Qtr. Rept. 

P/A/36 *Form W-3,  Class C Carricrl-Waterwayl, Annual Report 	P/A/49 Form QL & 0, Qt, Repurt Freight Loss/Damage, Class I MC's 

P/A/37 *Fora 15-4, Maritime Carriers Annual Report 	 P/AJ43 Form PTR-M, TOFC Traffic-Class I Motor Carriers of Prop. 

0/A/51 List of Lights and Other Marine Aids 	 P/A/53 Form RBO, Rate Bureau/Organizations Annual Report 

WA/03 River Pt. 	Dir., Miss. 	River-Gulf Coast Inland Water- 	0/A/04 Cost of Operating Trucks for Livestock Transportation 

ways System 

0/1/19 Inland Waterborne Commerce Statistics, I9XX Air Cargo 

0/1/16 Greenwood's Guide to Great Lakes Shipping 	 P/A/iD *Financial/Operating Report-Cert. Air Carriers 

0/A/56 Traffic Report of the St. Lawrence Seaway, 19XX 	 P/G/02 *(Jrsiform Airbills 

0/A/26 Waterborne Shipping Msrket Analyses Master File 	 P/A/09 *Financial/Operating Report-Air Freight Forwarders 

P/AJ17 Ship Data System 

0/4/10 Petroleum Transportation System Study Waterways/Ports 	- 

0/1/42 Transoceanic Cargo Study Master File 	 P/A/04 *performance Monitoring System 

0/A/43 Barge Mixing Rule Study 0/1/23 *Keystone Coal Buyers Manual 
Traffic 

R/AJ07 List of Barges Specialty Designed-Carried on Other Ves. 	P/A/52 'Forai QWS, Qtr. Report Water Carriers Revenue 

0/A/22 Inventory of American Intermodal Equipment 	 P/A/14 Container Utilization 

P/A/is Tanker/Barge Shipments FAD III-Crude Oil/Petroleum 

Pipelines 	 P/A/16 Foreign Trade System 

0/1/27 *NPC: 	Report of Committee on Oil and Gas Trans. Facilittes 	P/A/45 
Form PTR-W, TOFC Traffic Term. -Class A Water Carriers 

0/1/46 *U. S. Petroleum and Gas Transportation Capacities 	 fl/A/07 Grain Market Newa 

P/A/23 *Pipeline Products Report 

P/A/31 'Form P. Carriers by Pipeline Annual Report Pipelines 

O/A/29 Statistics of Interstate National Gas Pipeline Cos. 	P/A/Sl *Form QPS,  Quarterty Report of Pipeline Companies 

0/4/27 Cost of Pipeline and Compressor Station ConstructtOn 	O/A/28 Gas Supplies of Interstate No tural Gas Pipeline Cos. 

0/A/30 United States Imports and Exports of Natural Gas 	 0/1/15 Gas Facts 

0/1/31 

TOFC/COFC 
* Official intermodat Equipment Register 	 P/A/43 

TOFC/COFC 
*Form PTR-M. TOFC Traffic-ttass I Motor Carriers of Prop. 

O/A/40 *Railroad Carload Cost Scales, 19XX 	 P/A/44 'Form PTR-R, TOFC Traf. Term-Class I RR's/Car Movements 

0/A/50 Intermodal Cargo Study 	 P/A/45 *Fora PTR-W, TOFC Traf. Term-Class A Water Carriers 

0/A/35 Circuitv of Rail Carload Freight 	 P/A/42 *Form PTR-FF, TOFC Traf. Orig. Class A Freight Forwarders 

P/1/03 Revenue Freight Loaded by Commodities 

O/A/22 Inventory of American Interrmdal Equipment Multi-modal 
P/A/21 'Bureau of Mines Repetitive Commodity Surveys 

Multi-modal 	 P/A/22 *Distribution of Bituminous Coal/Lignite Shipments 

P/AJ12 * Census/ Transportation  Commodity Trans. Survey 	 P/A/Ol 'Fresh Fruit/Vegetables Shipment Master File 

P/A/15 * Domestic/International Transportation-U.S. 	Foreign Trade 	O/A/25 *U.S. Multiregional Input-Output Data File 

0/1/27 *MPC: 	Report of Corisaittee on Oil and Gas Trans. Facilities  0/I/11 *Coal Traffic Annual 

O/AJ58 * TSC Intercity Freight Flows File 	 P/A/20 Bituminous Coal/Lignite Production and Mine Operation 

O/AJ23 National Network Simulation ModeLTraffic Flow File 	P/A/iS U. S. Exports-Schedule B, Master File 

0/A/53 Selected Statistics-Distance Hauls of Freight by Mode 	P/AJI9 U. S. Imports for Consumption/General Imports Master 

O/A/42 Transport Economics 	 O/A/33 Mineral Facts and Problems 

0/1/39 Shifts in Petroleum Transportation 	 0/1/06 Annual Statistical Report 
Form 	Class A Freight Forwarders Qtr. Report of Revenues 

0/A/57 Transportation ProjectiOns: 	1970-1980 	 P/A/47 
Survey 	P/A/42 

QFF, 
Form PTR-FF, TOFC Traffic Orig. Class A Freight Forwarders 

0/A/05 Day Granular Fert. and Formula Feed Transport 

Mon-specific 
R/A/02 

Non-specific 
*Guide to IDA Statistics 

R/I/17 *Standard Transportation Commodity Code 
0/A/03 *Annual Summary of Crop Production, 19XX 

R/AJ13 'Standard Industrial Classification Manual 
O/A/59 'U. S. Muitiregional Input-Output Data File 

WI114 'Standard Carrier Alpha Code 
Expansion Proj-Phase I 	O/A/21 *Input-Output Structure of the U. S. Cconomy 

RJA/04 *Comoodity Transportation Survey 
National 	 0/A/01 *Agricultural Statistics, 	19XX 

O/A/45 'Energy Statistics_supplement to Summary of 
0/1/35 *Petrolema Facts and Figures 

Transportation Statistics 0/A/14 Census of Mineral Industries 
P/I/il National Motor Freight Classification 

O/A/12 Census of Agriculture  
R/I/19 Tariff Guide No. 0/A/1I Census of Manufacturers  
R/ 1/07 Hazardous Material Code 

0/A/18 County Business Patterns 

R/A/09 Schedule B-Stat. Class, of Domestic & Foreign 
STAGE III 

Commodities Exp. U.S. 

R/A/08 Schedule A-Stat. 	Class. of Commodities Imported-U.S. 

P/t/04 
Railroad 

*TeleRail Automated Information Metwork - II 	 Ft/I/15 Standard Definitions for Petroleum Statistics 

R/1/20 United Nations Standard Intl. Trade Classification 
P/G/Ol *Railroad Abandonment Applications 

I 	RR's 	0/A/32 Fuel and Energy uata, U.S., by States and Region 
0/I/18 'Indices of RR Material Prices and Wage Rates, Class 

O/A/34 U. S. Mineral Resources, Geological Survey  
0/1/23 *Keystone Coal Buyers Manual 

0/1/07 Annual Statistical Review  
R/I/18 'Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics 

0/1/22 Iron Ore 
P/G/lO *Railroad Waybills 

Report RR Employees, Serv. 6 Comp. 	0/A/17 Census of Wholesale Trade 
P/A/26 Forms A-B, Monthly 0/A/16 Census of Retail Trade 
P/A/40 Form 	-B, Class t RR's Qtr. Report-Oper. Statistics, 

O/A/lS Census of Population and Housing 

P/A/41 
Revenue Traffic 

Form OS-C, Class I RR's Qtr. Report-Oper. Statistics, 	0/A/24 Survey of Current Business 
P/A/OS County and City Data Book 

P/A/SO 
Pwr/Equip. 

Form QL, & 0-R, Qtr. Report Freight Loss/Damage, 	
R/AJ01 
P/A/Il 

Agricultural Outlook 
National Petroleum Product Supply and Demand, 19XX 

P/A/44 

Class I RR's 
Form PTR-R, TOFC Traffic Term-Class I RB's/Car Movements 	0/1/49 

Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics 

P/A/53 Form RBO, Rate Bureau/Organizations Annual Report 	 0/1/28 National Petroleum Mews Factbonk, 	19XX 

P/A/54 Form RE, g I, Qtr. Report Rev./Exp./tnc. Class I KR's 	0/I/25 Metals Statistics 

P/A/38 Form CBS, Class I RR's Qtr. Cond. Balance Sheet 	 0/1/03 Aluminum Statistical Review 
R/I/09 Moody's Transportation Manual 
0/1/47 Weekly Statistical Bulletin of API 
O/A/02 Interregional Analysis-U.S. 	Grain-?'&tg. 	Industry 

O/A/19 Enterprise Statistics 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR RML PLANNING 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR MOTOR CARRIER PLANNING 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR PORT PLANNING 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR INLAND WATERWAY PLANNING 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR AIR CARGO PLANNING 
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DATA REQUIRED FOR PIPELINE PLANNING 

Type lasue/Prob. Level or Scale State EXT Role Planning Activities. 
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The first step in determining whether the required data 
are available or not is to scan Table 2. This table is or-
ganized by planning stage (Stages J, H, III) and by mode. 
The titles of the freight data sources and their reference 
numbers are given. The user should check under the "multi-
modal" and "non-specific" headings for data that are not 
specific to each mode. He should check or make a list of 
the data sources that are appropriate to the type of data 
required by the planning method. 

The second step is to examine Table C-4, which is or-
ganized so the contents of each data source are character-
ized (1) by mode and (2) by type. Information in the 
right-hand columns can be used to find each source that 
corresponds with a user's needs. 

For example, Table C-4 can be used to locate "physical 
and operating" data for "domestic water" transportation. 
The first source that fails into both these categories is 
P/A/02, entitled "Inland Navigation System Maps." 

Another example of the use of Table C-4 is the case of 
a state that is beginning rail planning and wants to find 
traffic flow data for that mode. By running down the right-
hand columns of Table C-4, all sources that meet both the 
"rail" mode and the "traffic flow" conditions can be found. 
The first such source is P/A/Ol, "Fresh Fruit/Vegetable 
Shipment Master" and the second is P/A/06, "Railroads 
for National Defense Data File." 

Third, given the list of titles and reference numbers pro-
duced by the preceding two steps, the user should refer to 
the main body of Appendix C in this User's Manual for 
details on each source. 

If the required data are available, the user can contact 
the issuing agency to obtain the information. On the other 
hand, if the required data are not available, the user must 
consider (1) altering planning methods to suit what infor-
mation is available, or (2) obtaining data by primary sur-
vey. Methods of obtaining data by primary survey are 
given in Chapter Four. 

CHAPTER THREE 

ASSEMBLING SECONDARY DATA 

A continuing theme stressed throughout both the Re-
search Report and the User's Manual is that states should 
utilize secondary data sources, rather than primary surveys, 
whenever possible. Secondary data are less expensive to 
obtain and can be assembled from recognized and estab-
lished sources. The purpose of this chapter is to describe 
how secondary data are assembled and the characteristics 
of these data. 

CATALOGUE OF EXISTING FREIGHT DATA SOURCES 

One of the primary tasks of this research project has been 
to develop an inventory of existing sources of data useful in 
freight transportation system planning. The results of this 
inventory are contained in Appendix C. 

Four basic criteria were employed to select the sources 
to be included in this catalogue. The first criterion is input 
into quantitative methods currently used to respond to 
freight issues. Second, the data must be applicable to all 
states, not just a few. Third, the data must be from either 
a regularly recurring data collection program or from a re-
cent, one-time study. Finally, a comprehensive rather than 
restrictive approach was adopted in selecting data sources. 
If a potential use for the data existed, the source was in-
cluded. This aids the user in choosing the data best suited 
to his needs. 

Many of the data files included herein have not been pre 

viously released to states, either because they have not been 
requested or because they contain proprietary information. 
The latter are included because many of them could be 
made available to states through special arrangements. 
Government, carrier, trade association, commercial, and 
even individual author data sources have been included. 

Each reference included in the appendix has been classi-
fied as a (a) principal data source, (b) other data source 
(judged less significant to statewide transportation systems 
planning), or (c) as a reference work. The documentation 
prepared for each principal data source includes: 

Title. 
Mode. 
Type of data. 
Collected by (agency). 
Form (magnetic tape, hard copy, microfiche). 
Time period covered. 
Abstract/key words. 
Issued by (agency). 
Form of issued data. 
Price. 
Coverage. 
Relevant content of source file. 
Available summaries. 
Description of collection process. 
Significant exclusions of data. 
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Future update or extension plans. 
Data availability/constraints on dissemination. 
Evaluation/comments. 

The documentation of other data sources and references 
is in somewhat less detail. A complete description of this 
documentation and of how to use the list of sources is 
contained in the foreword to Appendix C. 

OTHER SOURCES OF SECONDARY DATA 

Not all possible sources of secondary data have been in-
cluded in Appendix C. A number of potential sources were 
eliminated because of age, limited geographic coverage, du-
plication of more basic sources, and questionable or limited 
applicability to freight statewide transportation systems 
planning. In addition, new sources will be developed as 
time passes. Therefore, state DOTs should be on the alert 
for new or supplemental secondary data sources, such as: 

State-Specific or Regional Data. Contacts should be 
made through advisory committees set up to provide intra-
or intergovernment coordination to determine if other agen-
cies have collected state or regional-level information of use 
in freight systems planning. In some cases, regional plan-
ning organizations (e.g., the New England Regional Com-
mission and the Tn-State Regional Planning Commission) 
have long been involved in freight planning and have data 
of interest at the state level. In other cases, an organization 
may not be planning-oriented, but it still may have col-
lected data on commodity consumption or production (e.g., 
a State Commerce Department) or on the characteristics of 
carriers in the state (often a part of the transport regulatory 
function). The "evidence and discovery" submissions sub-
mitted before the ICC or state regulatory commissions often 
contain information on cost and revenue data and traffic 
density. 

Carrier or Facility Data. Occasionally states may in 
their contacts with carriers or operators of facilities dis-
cover the existence of other types of useful data. Carriers 
may or may not be willing to share such data with states—
a lot depends on relationships established between carriers 
and the state DOT. States should not overlook such possi-
bilities or become discouraged should the carriers express 
hesitancy in the release of such data. On the other hand, 
data on publically owned facilities (e.g., ports and airports) 
should be somewhat easier to obtain than those from private 
carriers, as long as the pitfalls of inter-governmental rivalry 
can be avoided. 

New Data Sources. States should be alert to changes 
in regularly produced data series and the completion of 
major new one-time studies providing information hereto-
fore unavailable. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY DATA 

Users of secondary data must fully understand the char-
acteristics of these data. During the search for data, sec-
ondary sources were located that appear to satisfy most of 
the general data requirements identified in the analysis of 
problems/issues. However, these sources often do not con-
tain enough detailed information to fully meet a state's  

planning needs. By obtaining a clear understanding of the 
data characteristics described in Appendix C, a determina-
tion can be made of the usefulness of each source. An ex-
ample of the assembly and use of data from secondary 
sources is included in Appendix B. 

Collection Methods 

To understand the collection methods used to obtain 
data, information must be obtained on sampling plans, 
source documents, survey procedures, and survey respon-
sibility. Each of these components may have a direct im-
pact on the accuracy and reliability of the data and its 
usefulness for a particular purpose. The general process 
of data collection used to obtain each of the primary 
references is given in Appendix C. 

For example, for source P/A/20, Bituminous Coal and 

Lignite Production and Mine Operation, the collection 
process is described as follows: 

Report requested from each mine. Response is not re-
quired by federal law, and response averages 85 percent 
to 95 percent. Data for non-respondents are obtained 
from records of state mine departments, which have statu-
tory authority to require reports. 

If a sample is used to represent the universe, information 
on the sample design must be obtained to determine the 
reliability and variance of the survey results. A small sam-
ple used initially for a national study probably would not 
be useful at the substate level. If a carefully designed sam-
pling plan has been used, sampling error can be evaluated 
by the application of standard formulas that exist for each 
sampling strategy. Estimates of the variation inherent in 
sample design are reported for many national data sets. 
Even if a census has been used and there is no inherent 
sampling error, other aspects of the collection process must 
be examined. This analysis should be designed to assess 
analysis and measurement errors. Measurement errors oc-
cur as response errors, where questions have been misunder-
stood or incorrectly completed during a survey, or as equip-
ment or hardware measuring errors (e.g., scales). Analysis 
errors are those stemming from clerical or mechanical proc-
essing errors in survey forms or source documents (such as 
waybills) and as errors inherent in computational processes. 
Generally these types of errors cannot be analyzed using a 
formal quantitative procedure, but a review of the actual 
methods used in the data collection should be made to de-
termine if the processes used were systematic and carefully 
planned. 

Cost 

The cost of a particular data source depends on its form 
(i.e., hard copy or tape) and if new processing is required. 
Acquisition cost or price for each of the sources listed in 
Appendix C is given for both the source itself and any avail-
able hard copy of tape summaries. 

For example, for source P/A/ 19, U.S. Imports for Con-

sumption and General Imports, a monthly subscription to 
the data tape is available at $3,100 per year or an annual 
summary tape can be obtained for $950 per year. In addi- 
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tion, seven hard-copy summaries are available at prices 
ranging from $37.75 to $71.85 per year. 

In most cases, the cost of hard-copy summaries previ-
ously prepared is probably not significant. However, if 
states require copies of computer data tapes, they will be 
more expensive to obtain, as noted in the example. Acquisi-
tion of the raw data tapes will require state-level processing 
and programming expenditures, thus adding still further 
costs. If new summaries are required to obtain the data a 
state needs, it may be less expensive to arrange for the pro-
gramming and processing to be done by the collecting 
agency rather than attempt to accomplish this through state 
staff resources. 

Periodic or One-Time 

There is a wide variation in the time sensitivity of the 
various freight data items. Certain types of data, such as 
physical and operating data, are generally considered to be 
relatively stable through time, whereas other types of data 
(e.g., traffic flow and financial data) change more rapidly. 
Before an older one-time study is used, the analyst must 
carefully consider the inherent variability with time of the 
data he is studying. Both periodic and one-time studies 
(some going back to the early 1960's) are included in 
Appendix C. 

In the case of periodic studies, the schedule for updating 
is also included; many of these studies are updated quarterly 
or, in some cases, monthly. Other things being equal, it is 
probably best to use a periodic source for data, if one is 
available, due to its currency as well as to its data collec-
tion procedures that have been perfected over time. 

Content and Data Exclusion 

A complete listing of data included or excluded from a 
source is required before its usefulness can be evaluated. 
Data content can be obtained from the survey form (if one 
is used) or from the data processing formats used for the 
output summaries and listings. By using the formats, in-
formation available in machine readable form will be iden-
tified. This will be an advantage to a user because informa-
tion that was collected on survey forms, but has not been 
transferred to a machine readable form, would be very diffi-
cult for a state to obtain or use. After the data items have 
been identified, the level of detail provided should be 
assessed. Some of the sources are national and may only 
deal in national totals, or they may have limited data on 
such items as commodity type or geographic origination! 
termination. 

For example, in the documentation of source P/A/22, 
Distribution of Bituminous Coal and Lignite Shipments, the 
section states that data on the following are excluded: 

Producers, sales agents, distributors, wholesalers and 
Great Lakes and tidewater commercial dock operators 
producing or selling less than 100,000 tons per year. 

Coding Methods and Compatibility 

Mechanical processing of data requires that information 
be coded numerically. If a number of secondary sources 
are used, they may use a variety of coding schemes for the  

same type of data. Users then face two problems—com-
patibility and level of aggregation. As noted in Appendix C 
of the Research Report, full compatibility of data among 
modes and between domestic and international is unlikely 
to be achieved in the near future. Therefore, 'bridging sys-
tems" will have to be developed to permit cross-classification 
of data. Even if the coding is compatible, the aggregation 
level may be different between sources. The analyst may 
then be restricted to a level of aggregation inappropriate to 
the particular planning activity at hand. A listing of the 
coding scheme or units is provided for each data source in 
Appendix C. In cases where an internal code has been used, 
a user would have to obtain information on this code from 
the collecting agency. Then a decision could be made on 
the "bridging systems" and level of aggregation required to 
relate the internal code to other coding systems adopted by 
a state. 

Confidentiality Requirements 

An analyst may obtain a listing of data collected from a 
secondary source, locate what he wants and still be unable 
to obtain the source because of regulations governing the 
release of data. This type of regulation is necessary because 
confidentiality has been promised to the company providing 
data and this legal guarantee is instrumental in gaining their 
cooperation'These limits are noted for the secondary 
sources in Appendix C under the section "Data Avail-
ability/Constraints on Dissemination.' As noted With some 
of the sources, only published summaries are available. 
However, detailed request by a state agency may be re-
ceived favorably because many of the regulations are de-
signed to avoid the release of competitive information. This 
problem is discussed in the following. 

INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS 

When using any secondary data, there often are certain 
built-in problems due to legal requirements or long-standing 
practices that will restrict a state's access to vital informa-
tion. These restrictions or constraints are discussed in this 
section and methods or arrangements that may be useful in 
overcoming them are discussed in the next section. 

Federal Agency Constraints 

Many of the data collected and disseminated by federal 
agencies are subject to disclosure regulations. Federal dis-
closure regulations stipulate, in effect, that if data are to he 
published for a commodity-area combination (cell), there 
must be more than three establishments in that cell and no 
single establishment can account for 70 percent or more of 
what is being measured. In addition, the largest two estab-
lishments must account for less than 90 percent and the 
sampling variability must be less than 50 percent. The pur-
pose is to provide confidentiality to individual responses. 
Such disclosure requirements are used by the Bureau of the 
Census, the Corps of Engineers, the Interstate Commerce 
Comimssion, and to a lesser extent by other agencies. The 
effect of the disclosure requirements is to force a higher 
level of geographic aggregation than desired for statewide 
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transportation planning purposes in order to meet the 
commodity-area constraint. Disclosure requirements apply 
equally to printed materials and magnetic tape, and to fed-
eral agencies as well as other governmental and private 
users. 

Disclosure requirements and consequent data aggregation 
or data suppression are a fact of life that must be accepted. 
Significant changes in law or application of disclosure re-
quirements are unlikely. Different laws apply to individual 
agencies; consequently, agencies do interpret disclosure re-
quirements differently. A state DOT has better credibility 
than most outside organizations, especially if written guar-
antees of confidentiality and limited use can be offered in 
return for certain data. In some cases, the level of detail 
and level of aggregation can be negotiated with the sup-
plier agency. For example, organization of a traffic flow file 
can sometimes aid in obtaining less aggregated data, because 
disclosure requirements are applied at the origin end. State 
DOT's would be in a better bargaining position if the fed-
eral agency is being reimbursed for the cost of providing the 
requested data. 

Carrier Constraints 

Carrier attitudes on sharing proprietary data with state 
DOT's vary widely. Some carriers are very cooperative, 
others aren't. Much of this stems from past experience with 
government, both favorable and unfavorable, and the fact 
that carriers are private businesses in competition with other 
carriers. Government requests for data for statewide plan-
ning purposes could receive any number of reactions in-
cluding (1) state DOT's should leave the freight planning 
business to private carriers, (2) a reticence to share any 
information that might be useful to a competitor or might 
be used against them by a governmental agency, (3) irrita-
tion at the staff time and materials involved in honoring the 
request, and (4) honest willingness to cooperate with the 
agency in the planning effort. The key ingredient is estab-
lishing trust and confidence in the work being done. States 
would be well advised to include carriers in their freight 
planning activities in a policy or advisory role, to develop 
work programs and data needs mutually with carrier repre-
sentatives, and to reimburse carriers for services rendered. 
Experience to date has proven this course of action to be 
quite effective in obtaining needed data from carriers. 

Trade Association Constraints 

Trade associations represent a useful source for national 
or regional data. However, they are not a good source for 
detailed data due to constitutional or bylaw restrictions on 
the release of traffic or operations data from member 
carriers. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

State DOT's might often find it advantageous to seek the 
release of nonpublished data or to contract with govern-
mental agencies or carriers for special processing of exist-
ing data files. The advantage of such arrangements is that 
by preparing special tabulations in the ultimate form de-
sired, it may be possible to release data that could not be  

released under applicable disclosure requirements or that 
carriers were reluctant to release for fear of revealing 
proprietary data. For example, traffic flow data usually 
contain very detailed commodity coding but are far too 
aggregated geographically for state planning purposes. Re-
formating the file to aggregate on commodity and to reduce 
the level of geographic aggregations could conceivably pro-
vide data that otherwise could not be released. 

The use of service contracts or purchase orders with fed-
eral agencies or with carriers is a potential way of obtaining 
data that would otherwise be unavailable. So far, this pro-
cedure has not been used much by states. 

Ideally, it should be possible to document administrative 
requirements on an organization-by-organization basis. 
However, requests for data have been so few and far 
between as to obviate the need' for standard procedures for 
information requests. Thus, only some general guidelines 
can be offered, as follows: 

Before making any special request, study the data 
source information contained in Appendix C. Then contact 
the agency to find out full details on the data files in their 
possession (names and addresses are included in Appen-
dix C). Request user guides, if available, or other docu-
mentation, such as tape formats and field descriptions, 
necessary to familiarize state DOT personnel with the files 
before making a specific request. 

Once available documentation has been assimilated, 
make an informal contact to determine (I) the availability 
of data on magnetic tape, (2) the prior preparation of 
reports of a similar nature, (3) the existence of utility rou-
tines to reorganize or aggregate the data, (4) agency poli-
cies on minimum levels of aggregation or inclusion of sensi-
tive data fields, (5) the approximate time and cost involved 
in responding to outside requests, and (6) any confiden-
tiality requirements or guarantees that may be required of 
the state DOT. Figure 3 shows a sample guarantee actually 
used in connection with release of railroad traffic data to 
states. 

If a special tabulation is still required, write up the 
details of the request as completely as possible. Alterna-
tively, visit with agency representatives and work out the 
details jointly. If reimbursement is required, request the 
agency for a written price quote and time estimate. 

Secure any necessary financial authorization from the 
state DOT budget office. 

Prepare and submit a formal request, including with 
it any confidentiality requirements or guarantees and pay-
ment forms for billing purposes. 

Once the tabulation has been completed, carefully re-
view the product to ensure that it meets the requirements 
specified in the formal request. 

WHAT COURSE OF ACTION SHOULD A STAlE FOLLOW? 

States should develop a familiarity with data by using 
Appendix C to obtain sources that relate to their problems. 
To gain an understanding of what the data mean, states may 
wish to consider preparing summaries of the data for inter-
nal distribution. Such summaries are particularly useful 
when compared against earlier ones and can be used to 
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determine trends or changes. Another possibility is de-
veloping a formally organized 'bank" of data pertaining to 
freight transport within that state. States should not wait 
for the need to develop before seeking appropriate data. 
Data acquisition and developing the concurrent understand-
ing and expertise should be an assigned function pref-
erably handled, or at least supervised, by a middle-level 
professional. 

In addition to using the sources in Appendix C, states 
should supplement their acquisition of national data sets 
with those from local sources. These include local or re-
gional governments, carriers, state-level trade associations, 
other state agenices, and the like. 

Finally, states should take steps to improve freight data 
quality and availability. They should play an active role in 
seeking better support for such improvements. Promotional 
activities should be coordinated among states or by working 
through such organizations as the American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials, the National 
Conference of State Railroad Officials, and the like. Better 
data availability should be sought through revisions to dis-
closure laws or regulations that will permit access to more 
detailed data by pledging confidentiality or restricted use. 
Such changes must be viewed as long-term; states must first 
show the need for such data and then prove their capability 
and responsibility in maintaining confidentiality. 

I, 	 , an authorizedoffjcial of the State 

of 	 , represent that I require of the rail- 

roads in reorganization in the Region, computer tape containing 

confidential traffic data, in connection with the exercise of my 

powers as 	 of the State of 

I have read and understand the provisions of Section 15(11) of the 

Interstate Commerce Act, 49 U.S.C.1 eta. concerning the release of 

traffic data, and agree to be bound thereby in connection with any 

use of this information. This information will not be released to 

anyone except to state, local, or regional government authorities 

engaged in transportation planning who will make similar pledges of 

confidentiality, will not be used to the detriment or prejudice of 

any shipper or consignee, and will not be improperly disclosed to any 

competitor thereof. 

Source: United States Railway Association, General Counsel. 

Figure 3. Sample statement of responsibility for confidential matter. 
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OBTAINING PRIMARY DATA 

There will be times when the needs of planning for state-
wide freight systems cannot be met by available secondary 
data; the desired information does not exist or is insuf-
ficiently detailed. In such cases states may consider obtain-
ing the data directly through interviews and field surveys. 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss when and where 
primary data collection activities are appropriate. 

WHEN IS PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION PRACTICAL? 

Primary data collection is usually considered when there 
is a lack of data or deficiencies in existing secondary data. 
Although occasionally a state may consider primary data 
collection when in fact suitable secondary data do exist, 
such duplication will be rare, especially if the catalogue of 
data sources (Appendix C) is used. The decision process 
is inevitably one of balancing or trading off the need for the 
information against the cost and difficulty of obtaining it by 
primary data collection methods. The decision normally is 
subjective, because the cost of obtaining data can be quanti-
fied but its value cannot. Sometimes, sophisticated assess-
ments of the value of the data can be made through the 
application of decision theory, regret analysis, and the like, 
to determine the consequences of wrong assumptions or 
estimates. No definitive guidelines can be offered, as each 
case or situation is unique. 

The practicality or necessity of state primary data collec-
tion increases with (1) the specialized nature of the data 
being sought, (2) the amount of detail or depth of informa-
tion required, and (3) the degree to which the information 
sought can be limited to a particular geographic area or 
category of shippers or receivers, commodity, or mode. On 
the other hand, the practicality of state primary data col-
lection decreases as the amount of information or the size 
of proposed field operations increases. To illustrate this, 
states rarely would conduct their own shipper survey to ob-
tain general-purpose freight traffic flow data for the state 
as a whole, as considerable information already exists in the 
FRA/ICC 1 percent waybill sample, the Census Com-
modity Transportation Survey, and the Corps of Engineers 
waterborne data, from which generalized traffic flow pat-
térns can be derived. However, if state interest is focused 
on a set of railroad branchlines, or motor carrier transport 
of hazardous materials, or the transport requirements of a 
particular industry, primary data collection may be a per-
fectly feasible way to obtain adequate information. 

Primary data collection has several other advantages. A 
state can focus exactly on the information it needs, both in 
content and detail. It has the choice of conducting a census 
or a sample. If the latter, the desired level of precision and 
confidence interval can be worked out in advance. A state 
can define the variables and classify and code the results to 
fit the intended use of the information. Finally, a state has  

better control because it is making the decision as to when 
and where and from whom the data will be obtained and 
who will actually accomplish the data collection and 
processing activities. 

The main disadvantage of state-initiated data collection 
is the cost. For example, a personal interview survey today 
will cost in the order of $50 to $100 per completed inter-
view (keypunched and tabulated) and a telephone survey 
from $10 to $20. Thus, a budget of, say, $25,000 for data 
collection purposes probably will not go very far. A sec-
ond disadvantage is the necessity of providing experienced 
management and technical skills for sample design, sample 
selection, field survey execution, and office coding, editing, 
and tabulating operations to ensure that the data produced 
are reliable. Although most state highway agencies or DOTs 
have conducted field surveys on physical facilities and per-
son travel, relatively little work has been done in the field 
of freight transport. Freight traffic flow surveys, although 
similar in concept to origin-destination surveys, tend to be 
more complex and difficult to accomplish satisfactorily. 
Third, one-time, single-purpose data collection usually can-
not meet the needs of others having similar interests, nor 
can the data obtained generally be combined or compared 
with other similar data; hence, its use tends to be limited. 
Finally, there is the continuing problem of obtaining the 
cooperation of the shipping community in providing volun-
teer access to shipping records. Many shippers are either 
apprehensive or negative towards such surveys and espe-
cially concerned over whether states can indeed provide 
information confidentiality in view of the increasing popu-
larity of freedom of information laws (47 states have such 
laws). States do not have the legal or regulatory powers 
enjoyed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census or the ICC to 
obtain desired information. The result is that reporting may 
be considerably below desired levels. 

KINDS OF PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 

In the Research Report, five major types of data were 
identified. These are (1) traffic flow data, (2) carrier data, 
(3) shipper/consignee attributes, (4) physical and operat-
ing data, and (5) direct and indirect impacts. Of these, 
carrier, as well as physical and operating data, can normally 
be obtained from secondary records maintained by the car-
riers or submitted to regulatory bodies. States may some-
times find it necessary to measure direct and indirect im-
pacts, although much of this will inevitably be based on 
secondary records or the primary data of others. However, 
the limited availability of traffic flow data often forces states 
to collect such data directly. The "shipper survey" is a typi-
cal response to this need. (Occasionally, a state may be 
interested enough in shipper/consignee characteristics to 
undertake a survey solely for this purpose; however, such 
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data are normally collected in conjunction with obtaining 
traffic flow data.) 

Thus, the shipper survey is the most likely type of pri-
mary data collection to be considered by states. A survey 
may be conducted to (1) provide basic traffic flow infor-
mation, either for stock taking or predictive purposes; (2) 
extend existing traffic flow data sets to provide information 
on local origins and destinations (e.g., one state has con-
ducted a survey of grain shipments by truck to/from river 
ports); (3) provide research data on shipper/consignee 
attributes; (4) provide information on the impacts of poten-
tial mode shifts; or (5) give shippers/consignees an oppor-
tunity to identify impacts of transportation system invest-
ment or disinvestment and their effect on transport volumes 
were such a course of action implemented. Surveys can be 
(1) mode-specific or multimode, (2) in-depth versus gen-
eralized, (3) a sample or a census, or (4) they may have 
a statewide/regional or a line/facility focus. Thus, the 
shipper survey is a flexible technique adaptable to a wide 
range of different statewide transportation planning needs. 
Further discussion on how a shipper survey is organized 
and conducted is contained in Appendix A. 

However, shipper surveys are not the only form of pri-
mary data collection of interest to states for statewide trans-
portation systems planning purposes. One essential activity 
for states is to build a background core of knowledge on the 
operations of the different freight modes. Included within 
this is finding nut (1) the type of traffic, capacity, and use 
of various line-haul facilities; (2) the purpose, function, 
and throughput of different terminal and transfer facilities; 
(3) the long-term growth prospects and likely capital in-
vestments of freight system users and carriers; and (4) the 
technological changes that will affect freight transport. 
Knowledge of this type can best be obtained by interviews 
with executive-level and middle-management carrier per-
sonnel. One state recently completed an extensive inventory 
of truck terminals within urban areas, using interviews to 
obtain background information and increased understand-
ing of the operations involved. 

Still another form of primary data collection, particu-
larly applicable to the rail industry, are physical inspections 
of track and rolling stock undertaken by the Federal gov-
ernment and a number of state governments, usually through 
the state transport regulatory agency. Condition assess-
ments are very important in state rail planning for subsidy 
or rehabilitation of light-density lines. A form of primary 
data collection already in existence is the biennial truck 
weight studies conducted by a large number of states for 
the Federal Highway Administration. Further examples of 
state primary data collection can similarly be identified. 

OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

In this discussion, the presumption has been made that 
a state would first use its own forces to collect whatever 
primary data were believed to be necessary for statewide 
transportation planning purposes. However, there are other 
alternatives. A state may elect to contract the data collec-
tion to a qualified transportation planning consultant, a 
university, a public opinion survey firm, or a market re-
search group. Or a state may contract directly with car-
riers to have them provide the required data (for a nego-
tiated fee) or to perform both the data collection and the 
analysis work. A state may also contract with a federal 
agency to expand or extend the primary data collection 
work being done in that state. For example, several states 
elected to increase the sample size when conducting truck 
interviews as part of the National Truck Study. Several 
states have investigated the possibility of having the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census expand portions of the Census of 
Transportation within their states. These alternatives tend 
to mitigate, in some degree, the disadvantages associated 
with direct state involvement in primary data collection 
activities. 

WHAT COURSE OF ACTION SHOULD A STATE FOLLOW? 

Because of administrative and technical difficulties, and 
relatively high costs, states should undertake primary sur-
veys (such as shipper surveys) only after careful study. The 
main justification for undertaking primary surveys is to ob-

tain limited, specialized information to solve specific prob-
lems in cases where there are no available secondary data. 
Wherever possible, states should rely on secondary data for 
freight planning purposes. 

If primary surveys are undertaken, however, then the 
interviewing process, if well managed, becomes an oppor-
tunity not only to build knowledge and understanding of 
freight transport operations, but also to improve communi-
cations between the state and major shippers or carriers. It 
is advisable for analysts themselves to do some of the inter-
viewing, but this means of increasing knowledge should be 
supplemented by background research and study. 

If the state has a data collection unit with experience in 
survey design, sample selection and survey management, 
then such a unit can be delegated the task of primary data 
collection. Otherwise it is advisable to use the services of 
other private or public groups that have experience in this 
field. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide general infor-
mation describing the components and characteristics of a 
freight data management system suitable for state DOT's 
involved in statewide freight transportation systems plan-
ning on a continuing basis. This system, properly imple-
mented and periodically updated, would provide users with 
the majority of their freight data needs. The system de-
scribed is based on the concept of state acquisition of data 
sets in machine readable form, wherever possible, and the 
ref ormating and reorganization of these files into a "library" 
system suitable for meeting the needs of a variety of users 
within state government. It presumes that the concept of 
a transport statistics center, either as a Federal government 
responsibility (with state governmental access) or indepen-
dently organized and operated, will not be achieved for five 
to ten years and that states should develop their own data 
resources at least in the interim. 

The freight data management system should have the 
following general characteristics: 

A uniform level of quality and sufficient detail pro-
vided to be useful in analyzing the state problems/issues 
identified in the Research Report. 

All files and sources periodically updated. 
Control maintained over confidential information. 
Indexes, guides, and other references provided to the 

data contained in the system based on consistent definitions 
and uniform or compatible coding systems. 

By developing a formal freight data management system, 
a state will be able to coordinate the collection and study 
of freight data sources, thus (1) eliminating a great deal of 
redundant effort among system users, (2) providing better 
information, and (3) reducing the possibilities for analyst 
error through misinterpretation of data stemming from 
limited familiarity with data sources. 

SYSTEM GOALS 

During the design of the data management system, cer-
tain standards should be set for its operation as a whole and 
for each of its components. These standards should be 
developed based on a set of goals similar to the following: 

Flexibility. The system must be developed so that it 
can adapt to data changes, equipment and processing 
changes, or changes in user needs. New and expanded 
sources of freight data are being published frequently and 
the system must be able to incorporate these data. 

Capacity. The mechanical processing system and stor-
age facilities should be adequate to provide sufficient ca-
pacity for the data. If existing computer facilities within a 
state DOT are utilized, the additional burden on equipment 
and staff should be small, except perhaps for programming 
services. Careful control must be maintained over the data  

files created, even though stored in a centralized tape li-
brary. In addition, a separate library of materials in hard 
copy form should be maintained in an area of the organiza-
tion responsible for freight planning. 

Quality. Definitions of each data item and descriptions 
of the variance and general reliability of each data item 
should be maintained. Users must be aware of the limita-
tions of the data to avoid making invalid conclusions. 

Compatibility. A set of "bridging" codes should be 
developed to permit the use of all data sources that pertain 
to a data item. These "bridging" codes should be available 
in hard copy form for all system users. 

Current and timely. Information sources used in the 
system should be updated if they are periodic data sources 
and reviewed if they are one-time studies. The review 
should consider when the one-time study was done and the 
inherent variability in the specific data item. 

Economical. One of the primary functions of the in-
formation system will be to reduce the cost to a state of 
freight data collection. By maintaining the system, it should 
be possible for all users to obtain information without the 
time-consuming and costly process of reviewing and obtain-
ing new data sources. 

DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION 

After the goals have been established, the next step will 
be to form a working team to develop and organize the sys-
tem. This team could include (a) a coordinating committee 
to oversee policy issues and to ensure that the system goals. 
are achieved; (b) a user group to define needs and data 
sources; and (c) an operating group to develop and imple-
ment the system. Specific activities that would be the re-
sponsibility of the operating group are development of pro-
cedures for data processing, data transfer, file management, 
and operational administration and control. The user and 
the operating group must work together to establish the 
components of the system. After the system is organized, 
the operating group begins to serve user needs through pro-
duction runs of actual requests. The following sections de-
scribe the various activities of the operating group in more 
detail after a brief discussion of the staffing requirements 
for the system. 

Staffing Requirements 

Staffing levels will vary between the developmental or 
start-up stages and the actual operational stages. During 
start-up, limited part-time input will be required from all 
of the participating groups mentioned previously. A larger 
input will probably be required of all prior freight data 
users within a state DOT, who can provide information on 
data sources for the system. One professional-level staff 
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person should be appointed freight data coordinator dur-
ing this start-up period. In larger states, this might be a 
full-time position; in smaller states, a professional with 
other freight planning duties could be assigned to this task. 
This position is important, because it will assure that sys-
tem continuity will be maintained and experience and ex-
pertise will be gained. After start-up activities are com-
pleted, the continuing operation of the system would be 
done by an operating group consisting of the freight data 
coordinator and personnel (on an as-needed basis) from the 
data services section of the state DOT. 

Data Processing 

The operating group will be responsible for the actual 
processing of data once it has been obtained. Processing in 
the broad sense consists of a number of activities, including 
the following. 

Organizing data files. Freight data from different sources 
will be obtained in a variety of forms and formats. A re-
sponsibility of the coordinator will be to organize these 
diverse data into meaningful categories and files. Initially 
each source will remain in its original form (e.g., a com-
puter tape or a hard copy summary), but later it may be 
transformed into a combined file. A starting point for the 
categorization could be the breakdown of the 31 data items 
in Table 9 into six groups. In some cases, such as for physi-
cal and operating data, it may be best to group the data into 
one file. But for categories containing a number of diverse 
items, such as traffic flow data, different files should prob-
ably be established (for example, one for flow data and 
another for routing data). 

Programming and re/ormating. To standardize and co-
ordinate the data system, reformating of data may be  

necessary. Reformating activities would include translat-
ing different internal codes from various sources into a 
standardized code adopted by the state. This operation can 
probably be done most efficiently by machine, if the original 
material is in machine readable form. Other programs to 
summarize data into sets sutiable for various user functions 
will also be required. These programs should be carefully 
documented to permit their reapplication or slight modifi-
cation. A standard set of access programs should be 
developed for use with each data file. 

Cataloguing and library storage. Standard coding systems 
of key words and categories similar to those used in Ap-
pendix C should be developed and all hard copy references 
should be catalogued. A current card file of references 
should be maintained to provide ready access to the various 
documents. 

Operating. The programs can be run by the existing staff 
within a DOT computer center, but over-all supervision 
must be maintained by the freight data coordinator. 

Data Transfer 

Two types of data transfer occur within the data man-
agement system—data must be obtained from the various 
sources and data must be supplied to system users. During 
the start-up period, data entering the system should be 
thoroughly reviewed by a member of the working team to 
ensure that the criteria for quality are met and to determine 
the coding systems used. An explicit description of what 
should be included in this review is given in the section on 
"Characteristics of Secondary Data" in Chapter Three. Af-
ter the system has been established, this task can probably 
be handled by the freight data coordinator. He will be as-
sisted in some cases by the analyst (user) who has initially 
obtained the data. The amount of time spent on this task 

TABLE 9 

FREIGHT DATA CATEGORIES 

TRAFFIC FLOW 
DATA 

CARRIER 
DATA 

SHIPPER/CONSIGNEE 
ATTRIBUTES 

PHYSICAL AND 
OPERATING DATA 

DIRECT AND 
INDIRECT IMPACTS 

Coimnodity Financial Level of Service Facility Noise 
Production Location 

Comiodity Air Quality 
Coninodity Operating Condition of 
Consunption Statistics Market Plant Water Quality 

Comnodity Flow Physical Shipper Operating Soil Erosion 
Characteristics Characteristics 

Traffic Flow Ecologic 
Rates/Tariffs Usage-Capacity 

Vehicle Flow Economic 
Units Costs- 

Inport-Export Operating Socio-Political 

Routings Unit Costs- Aesthetic-Visual 
Capital 

Energy Consunption 

Safety-Related 
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will decrease, because there will be repetition in the case of 
periodic sources. 

Data supplied to users can be in a number of forms, in-
cluding computer printouts, computer graphics, hard copy 
summaries, and even video displays. The coordinator will 
be responsible for describing the characteristics of each data 
item, and the user will have to be able to clearly formulate 
his need. By working together, using the program battery 
and summary library that have been prepared as the system 
matures, they will be able to arrive at a consensus of what 
can be provided. 

File Maintenance 

To be continuously useful, files must be updated by the 
data processing coordinator in a continuing program. By 
maintaining a routine updating procedure, the quality and 
timeliness criteria can be met. The timing of the updating 
process will depend on the file being maintained; but after 
the source documents have been reviewed, it should be 
relatively easy for the data processing coordinator to set up 
a periodic updating system. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the brief discussion in this chapter, a state 
should be aware of and consider the following specific 
characteristics and recommendations for managing freight 
data. 

Freight data sources are extremely diverse, ranging from  

continuing federal government studies to state-conducted 
primary surveys, and to carrier-supplied data. In addition, 
the emerging interest in the field may result in development 
of new sources. Freight data sources in many instances are 
in a state of flux. Because of this diversity and because of 
the dynamic character of many sources, a standard data 
management system is impossible and unsatisfactory. in-
stead, a flexible system is required that can adapt to changes 
and accept new data. This comprehensive system must be 
able to handle data in all forms—hard copy summaries, raw 
information from survey forms, and computer readable. 

A freight data system is only useful if it is meaningfully 
used. The task of developing and maintaining indexes, 
guides, and other references necessary to understanding the 
data cannot be emphasized enough. States should also con-
sider preparing and distributing a "fact sheet" giving inter-
esting statistics—particularly changes—occurring to the 
freight transport system in their state. Such documents 
help publicize the availability and value of the data. 

The system should be "people" oriented rather than hard-
ware oriented. The quality of the system will depend on the 
commitment of the data processing coordinator and on the 
ability of the design team to develop a system that will serve 
users' needs. Strong emphasis must be placed on acquiring 
additional data sources and the periodic updating or re-
placement of those already available with more current 
data. Continuity of effort is very important. Typically, the 
interest in data occurs spasmodically, but such an ap-
proach is not conducive to good data management or good 
planning. 

APPENDIX A 

ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING A SHIPPER SURVEY 

This appendix describes how a shipper survey is or-
ganized and conducted. As described fully in Chapter Four, 
shipper surveys are important tools that can provide essen-
tial data not available from secondary sources. Past ship-
per surveys have been conducted to provide data for a num-
ber of state- and federal-sponsored studies—most notably 
the Commodity Transportation Survey and the analysis of 
rail branchlines in various states. 

This appendix is divided into two sections. The first sec-
tion discusses the components of a shipper survey and their 
characteristics. The second discusses the actual conduct and 
administration of a survey. Experience, procedures, and re-
sults from past surveys are used throughout as illustrations. 

COMPONENTS OF A SURVEY 

Prior to survey work, careful preparation is required to 
determine who will be surveyed, what information will be 
collected, how the information will be collected, and, es-
pecially, what summaries will be obtained. Answers to these 
questions require a clear specification of the purpose of the 
survey. A discussion of the purposes that can be served by 
a survey is contained in the User's Manual. 

Surveys can be classified in a number of different ways, 
based on their purposes and characteristics. Examples of 
these classifications include single mode vs multi-mode, in-
depth vs general, sample vs complete census, and stock tak-
ing vs predictive. Although this wide range of classification 
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is possible, a simpler approach is taken in this appendix: 
surveys are considered to be of two basic types, based on 
their geographic focus. The two main types are statewide 
and regional surveys (i.e., general and large area) and line 
or facility surveys (i.e., mode specific and/or small area). 

Throughout the following discussion, reference is made 
to both types of surveys; areas of commonality and differ-
ences between the two types are noted. Specific compo-
nents treated in the following are sample selection, survey 
content, instruction manuals and training sessions, and data 
processing. 

Sample Selection 

The number of shippers that will be interviewed during 
a survey depends on a number of factors, the most impor-
tant of which are purpose of the survey, available financial 
resources, and level of precision or reliability required for 
the results. There will be a direct relationship between 
these factors and the sample size that is possible, because 
sample size has a direct impact on: 

Reliability of survey results. 
Size of survey staff. 
Cost of survey. 

TABLE A-I 

GENERAL SOURCES OF SHIPPER LISTS 
Source 	 Available Information 

I. Local chambers of Commerce 	 Many Chausbers of Conusercemahscain 
industrial directories for their 
areas. Have been very helpful in 
pastrail surveys in locating rail 
users 

2. Trade Associations such as 	- 	Combined menber lists of different 
Manufacturers Associstiols . 	 associations probably represent most 
Grain S  Feed Dealers Assocs, • 	major shippers in state. 
Coal S  Mineral issocintioss 

 Farmer's Cooperatives Lists of farsnersusing facilities. 

 State Department of ilrirulture Some have computerized lists of 
Msrkets (or equivalent) fertilizer dealers, creameries, 

farm products dealers • 	feed manu- 
facturers, and food processors 
because of lirensing requirements. 
Also nay have lists of certain 
types of farms. 

S. Power companies used by Fnnssylvania Office of State 
Planning and Development to obtain 
isitial 	list of copenercis I users. 

6. State Departeent of Neoural Lists of mine operatsrs is state. 
Resources (U.S. sureau of Mines) 

,. state Department of Cunserv- Lists of users of primery forest 
ation (or equivalent) produots 	(lumber and paper mills), 

 Thomas Re gistnr of imerican No geographic breakdown, but if 
Manufacturers company name is known, this is a good 

source for currest addresses. 

 City and Area Directories Cone aba listings of industries and other 
(Polk. Macsine S Others) companies by type of business. 

 Dun S  Biadstreet Direr tories Computerized file of establishments 
and Services (i.e., 	specific 	locations 	iseluding 

aeparste pleats). 	Coded geographi- 
cally and includes primary and 
secomdary SIC's, number of employees, 
geographic code, and other inforeatiol. 
Also hard copy directories asailable 
showing corporate head quarters of 
firms withanet worth of $500,000 
or more. 

 rranaporrattoo Coapaniea lists nicurreotaod prior ,aaern. 
Conpl.etenea, and acturscy vary with 
tospany. 

state Co,mnerre Department 	 May prepare lists of indantrial. tirms 
(auaiaesslevelopnecrkgescv) 	in state and will beawareofprivare 

noartes for such itte 

Data processing requirements. 
Quality control procedures. 

As a general rule, statewide and regional surveys have 
been conducted using a sample of shippers, whereas line or 
facility surveys have used a complete census. 

After the size and coverage of the survey have been 
determined, a list of shippers in an area, or shippers using 
a particular facility, should be obtained. This is a critical 
step. Past shipper surveys have shown that obtaining a 
complete and accurate list is a difficult task. When these 
lists are developed it is a good idea to obtain not only the 
name and address of the shipper but also some measure of 
size (e.g., employment or gross sales). If a statewide sur-
vey is planned, the sources listed in Table A-1 may be the 
best references for acquiring a complete list of shippers. In 
most states a complete list of potential shippers would be 
very large and difficult to manipulate. However, by limiting 
the list to shippers of interest to the particular survey (by 
discussions with local groups, such as Chambers of Corn-
merce) n  the list can be simplified. It is also simpler if in-
formation is obtained in machine-readable form to permit 
samples to be selected based on size or other criteria. A 
state should not rely on a single source for shipper lists, but 
should seek out information from a number of sources to 
obtain a comprehensive list. Even if carriers are contacted 
directly, problems arise. For example, if a survey is de-
signed to include all modes, it will be very difficult to locate 
private and exempt carriers (both truck and water) and 
even if they are located they will probably be reluctant to 
provide shipper lists. In addition, these lists may be in-
accurate. For example, the New England Regional Com-
mission estimated that there were inaccuracies for 20 to 
30 percent of the shippers listed by the Penn Central. 

If a large-scale survey with sampling is planned, several 
techniques are available to select a sample from the list of 
shippers. General types of sampling plans that could be 
utilized are described briefly as follows: 

Simple random sampling. A sample of a specified size 
is selected from -a list of all shippers in the market area 
based on the use of a random number table or using a 
computerized random number generator. 

Systematic sampling. To minimize the work involved 
in selecting a large sample, systematic sampling may be 
used. To obtain a systematic sample, a random number is 
selected between 1 and n. Then the remainder of the ship-
pers in the sample are selected using that random number 
as a base. For example, if there were 1,000 shippers on the 
list and a sample of 100 were to be drawn, a random num-
ber between I and 10 would be selected. If it were 3, the 
3rd, 13th, 23rd, etc., shipper on the list would be chosen 
for the sample. 

Stratified sampling. This type of sampling improves the 
precision of the estimate by dividing the population into 
groups or strata that are more homogeneous than the uni-
verse as a whole. Then a sample is drawn from each stra-
tum. Stratification could be by industry type (SIC code), 
employment size, commodity shipped, or location. The pre-
cision of the estimate is improved because there is less varia-
tion within a stratum than for the universe as a whole. 
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Clustered sample. In cluster sampling, analysis units 
are grouped into clusters, then samples are drawn from the 
clusters rather than from individual groups. Clusters are 
often formed by geographic location to reduce traveling by 
survey personnel. For example, if a state were interested in 
measuring farm shipments, a cluster sample design could 
be used to select a few townships or counties in a state. 
Then all the farms or a sample of farms in these areas 
would be surveyed. 

Continuous sampling and panel surveys. Continuous 

sampling and panel surveys are closely related because both 
are conducted at periodic intervals over a longer time pe-
riod. In continuous sampling, a new set of shippers would 
be selected each time a survey was conducted, whereas in 
a panel survey the same shippers would be interviewed. 
These types of surveys are most useful in evaluating the im-
pact of a specific action, such as a service improvement, rail 
line abandonment, or new facility construction. 

A more specific description of a multi-stage sampling 
plan that could serve as a model for states is given below in 
the following. 

Sample Design for the 1972 Commodity 
Transportation Survey 

The Commodity Transportation Survey conducted in 
1972 consisted of two parts: a mail-back survey using a 
simplified one-page form for establishments with less than 
20 employees and for certain industries, and a more de-
tailed shipper survey for plants with more than 20 
employees. 

Mailback survey. For the smaller part of the survey, a 
simple random sample was used to select about a 1 percent 
sample from all plants with less than 20 employees. The 
mail survey form did not collect information on individual 
shipments. Instead, the value of total shipments was used 
as a unit of measure rather than tons. Data collected in-
cluded the total value of products and services, major 
products shipped, distance shipped (six categories), mode 
of transport (six categories), and the destination (Census 
Region). 

Shipper survey. The shipper survey is more complex be-
cause a more involved sampling plan is used to increase the 
precision of the results in certain geographic areas for the 
higher-volume movements. The sample design uses a two-
stage sampling frame. In the first stage, a stratified sample 
of plants is drawn from the mail file of the Census of 
Manufactures. A systematic random sample is then drawn 
from the bills of lading or other shipping documents used 
at these plants. The three stratifications of plant character-
istics were: 

Tonnage division/shipper class: Eighty-five shipper 
classes and nine tonnage divisions were established. Each 
shipper and plant in the universe was classified as to its ton-
nage division and shipper class. This formed the major 
stratification. The actual sample selection process related 
the probability of selection to the tonnage divisions. The 
heavier the tonnage, the higher the probability of selection. 

Geographic: This stratification is based on the geo-
graphic location of each plant. It is designed to increase the  

probability of selection of plants in 20 major industrial 
states and thereby reduce the selection probability in other 
states. This was done to obtain greater reliability so that 
individual state and production area data could be published. 

Standard industrial code (4-digit): The final stratifi-
cation was used to distribute the sample across different 
industries. 

After the plants were selected using the stratified sam-
pling process described, a systematic random sample of 
shipping documents was drawn using the sample plan 
shown in Figure A-I. Note that different sampling rates 
and procedures are specified depending on the number of 
documents available. 

Applicability to State Surveys. The procedures used in 
the Commodity Transportation Survey have been carefully 
designed to produce accurate representations of freight 
movements with a higher precision for heavier movements. 
The sample design developed has been very successful in 
meeting these objectives for the national survey. The plants 
selected for the survey (about .14 percent of the total with 
20 or more employees) account for more than 60 percent 
of the total tons shipped. Similar results could be obtained 
at the state level, but it would probably be necessary to 
modify the sample selection process. The main difference 
between the CTS and most state-conducted surveys will be 
in terms of scale. The level of sophistication used in the 
sample selection for this survey might not be justified for 
many smaller state-sponsored surveys. These types of sur-
veys are best conducted by using simple random selection 
or, as has been done with branchline surveys, using a 
100 percent inventory. Full representation of shipper 
movements is required, because of the detailed planning 
the data are used for. However, for programs that require 
information on a large number of shippers, similar tech-
niques could be applied. The relationship of specific com-
ponents of the CTS plan and possible state surveys are 
discussed in the following. 

Shipper lists. As noted, the shipper list used for the 
Commodity Transportation Survey is obtained from the 
Census of Manufacture's mailing list. Unfortunately, this 
list cannot be released to states because of confidentiality 
regulations. The list also omits important segments of the 
economy that represent, significant freight shippers, includ-
ing all mining operations and other extractive industries, 
agricultural producers, and users of primary wood prod-
ucts. Sources for these lists of industries have been cited 
previously. 

Tonnage division/shipper class. This stratification would 
be useful in larger industrial or agricultural states where 
there would be enough plants to justify a sample survey. 
However, it would be advisable to lower the cutoff for "cer-
tainty plants" (the CTS included all plants with more than 
1,000 employees). States might want to lower this num-
ber to 500 or less. For example, in New York State there 
were 332 certainty plants used in the CTS and 687 non-
certainty plants, but in Colorado there were only 39 cer-
tainty plants and 60 non-certainty plants. A state like 
Colorado could probably increase the size of its total sam-
ple by increasing the number of certainty plants. This 
would provide more precise data but costs would still be 
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SAMPLE PLAN I - For a file with SHIPPING DOCUMENTS FILED IN Number of shipping SAMPLING PATTERN 

SERIAL NUMBER ORDER, proceed as follows: documents in file 
(Mark (2<) appropriate box) Start with Take every 

Mark (X) the box it, column (A) corresponding to the number of documents in your 
file for 1972 (as reported in item Sn on the front of this form). 

(A) (B) (C) 

200-399 lst document 2nd thereafter Read across from the box you have marked to column (B), ''Start with." 	This 
document is the first document you are to pull from your file. 	Transcribe the 

3rd document 4th thereafter 
required information to Form TC-401, 'Transcription Record for Shipments from 
Plant." 400-999 

6th document 10th thereafter 
To select the second sample document, continue across from the box you have 
marked 	to column (C), "Take every.'' 	Add this "Take every'' number to the 
serial number of the ''Start with" document and this will be your second sample 
document to be selected. 2,000-3,999 12th document 20th thereafter 

21st document 40th thereafter 
To select the third and all remaining sample documents, add the 'Take every" 
number to the previously selected serial number. 	Continue this proced ore until 4,000-9.999...... 
you have gone through the ett ire 1972 file of shipping documents. 

10.000-19,999 . . . . 54th document tOOth thereafter 

NOTE: 	If a selected serial number is missing from the files, DO NOT SUBSTITUTE 
another docuaenn. 	Enter the serial number that is misstn g  on the next available line 20,000-39,999 53rd document 200th thereafter 
of the TC-401 and next to in write "document missing." Then continue your sampling 
by adding the ''Take every" to the serial number of the misting shipping document. 40,000-79,999 97th document 400th thereafter 

BE SURE TO TRANSCRIBE EACH DOCUMENT SELECTED TO FORM TC401 
80,000-99,999 . . . . - Yost document 	I 500th thereafter 

from 0-07,500 - Tote first A file ,unnbeeed aerially starting wIth 000,000 aS uments in 	• A file numbered seelsnny I EXAMPLE - You have 7,5
=bo I your tine. 	You would mart, t " 10,000— 	\dccu,stent you would aelct 

nave' in column (A). 	The 	 cnluns, (B) 	0 	docuntnt would be 054; the 

	

is theb4thdocument. and the" column (C) 	I 	thru the entire tile. 
is the tooth document thereaft

/ 

would tue 54; the second 
third woatd be 2b4, etc., 

Tee 

ending 
select 

would 

with I 07,499 - The first 
would be tOo,005, welch 

secom 	document would 
be 	00,253, etc., thru the 

decumeot you would
is the 54th documetr. 

be 	100,153; 	the third 
entire time. 

,t 	 .sifls,s 	 I 	 u' 	
I 	s 	ir 

SAMPLE PLAN II - For a file with LESS THAN 10,000 DOCUMENTS NOT FILED IN SERIAL NUMBER ORDER, 
proceed as follows: 

Mark (X) the box in column (A) corresponding to the number of documents in your 
file for 1972 (as reported in item Su on the front of this form). Number of shipping SAMPLING PATTERN 

Read across from the box you have marked to column (B), ''Start with." 	Start 
counting 	from the first document in the file and when you reach the document 
corresponding to the ''Start w tth," pull that document and transcribe the required 

documents in file 
(Mark 	2<) 	1 	box) 

(A) - 
Start with 

(B) 

Take every 

(C) 
information to Form TC-401, ''Transcription Record for Shipments from Plant." 

To select the second sample document, continue across from the box you have 200-399 2nd document 2nd thereafter 
marked to column (C), ''Take every." 	Stan counting over again with the next 
document following the start with document pulled. 	Count each document until 400-999 3rd document - 4th thereafter 
you reach the one corresponding to the ''Take every." 	Putt that document and 
transcribe to the next line of Form TC"401. 1,000-1,999..,,,, 4th document tooth thereafter 
To select the third and all remaining sample documents, repeat the "'Take every" 
count from the last document selected, until you have counted through all the 
documents 	n your 1972 ftles. i 2,000-3,999...... 4th document 20th thereafter 

BE SURE TO TRANSCRIBE EACH DOCUMENT SELECTED TO FORM TC401 4,000-9,999 lSth,document 40th thereafter 

SAMPLE PLAN Ill - For a file with 10,000 or MORE DOCUMENTS TABLE A - Select sampling pattern and apply ONLY to dates listed in Table B 

Number of shipping SAMPLING PATTERN FILED IN DATE ORDER, proceed as follows: 

documents in file 
Start with 

(B) 
Take every 

(C) 

tMPORTANT - SELECT ONLY A SAMPLE OF THE SHIPPING DOCUMENTS 
FILED UNDER THE DATES SHOWN IN TABLE B. 

(Mark (2<) appropriare box) 

(A) 

10,000-24,999 
- 

9th document 10th thereafter 1. In Table A, mark (X) the box in column (A) correspondiag to the number of docu- 
ments in your file for 1972 (as reported it item Sn on the front of this form). 

9th document 250 thereafter 2. Read across from the box you have marked to column (B), ''Start with," 	Start 
counting from the first shipping document on the first date listed 	in Table B. 

25 000-49 999 

16th document 50th thereafter 
When you reach the document corresponding to the ''Start with," pull that docu- 
ment 	and 	transcribe the required 	information to Form TC-401, "Transcription 50,000-99,999 . . . , 
Record for Shipments from Plant." 

3. To select the second sample document, continue across from the 	box you have  
marked 	to column (C), ''Take every.'' 	Start counting with the next document 
following the ''Start with" document. 	Count each document until you reach the 
one corresponding to the ''Take every." 	Pull that document and transcribe to the  
next line of Form TC-401. 

TABLE B - Select a sample of documents ONLY tar the dates listed below 
(Mark off each date as you use it) 

t $ Oat. ad, 
DDole Oat. 

 -Data 
red  

0< 
$ Bat. 

- 
code 

3< 

± Oat. 

NOTE: Carry over the "Take every' count from one date to another. For example: I Jan. t II Ae.. 9 II july 19 31 Oct. 28 
if 	there are two shipping documents remaining for n date and you are caking 
every 10th document, the 8th document in the next date listed 's Table B would 

2 Jar 	21 12 Apr 	tO . 22 - 32 Aug. . - Nsv 	5 - 
3 
- - _________ 

Jun.22 
- 

3 
- - Apr.25 

- 
23 - Aug. in 33 - Nay. i be the one you pull and transcribe. 

4 Jan.30 14 MavuO 24 Aug.t9 34 Nov. 21 - 	- 	. 
4. To select the third and all remaining documents, repeat the 	'Take every'' count 

from the laat document selected until you have counted through all the documents 
in your 1972 file for all the dates listed in Table B. 

5 - - 
Jan. St ,J 

- - N'y 75 ..15. 
- , Aug. 27 

_________  
,.. - Ors. 

6 Feb. to 16 - Jun. 9 26 Aug. 28 36 Dec. 21 
S. In Table B, mark off each date as you use it. 	Even if you have no shipment on u 

particular date or there are not sufficient documents to select a sample shipment 
for a date shown, be sure you have marked off the date in Table B. 

7 M,'. I 17 Jun. tO 27 SepI. 	12 

Snu.. tt jj Jun. tu 
- 

28 Sept. 2'  

9 Ma,. 31 19 - Jun. 	9 29 Oct. 17  BE SURE TO TRANSCRIBE EACH DOCUMENT SELECTED TO FORM TO-dOt 
'0 Apn. I 20 Juty 4 30 Oct. 27 

Source: Wright, Donald G. "Description of Sample Design for the 1972 Commodity 
Transportation Survey," Bureau of the Census, July, 1973. 

Figure A-I. Document sampling plan for commodity transportation survey. 
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manageable. The number of stratifications for state-level 
surveys would also have to be reduced depending on the 
characteristics of an individual state's industry. 

Geographic stratifications. Geographic stratifications can 
serve two functions for states conducting shipper surveys—
they can improve precision for certain critical area (similar 
to selection process used in CTS) or they can be used to 
develop cluster sampling for surveys involving large num-
bers of small shippers distributed throughout a state (e.g., 
farmers). 

Sampling of shipping documents. The random sampling 
plan used by CTS to select shipping documents from plants 
selected on the sample list is a good model for states to 
follow, although actual sample rates should be varied to 
meet the needs of individual states. 

Non-Sample Surveys 

A large shipper list and an associated sophisticated sam-
pling plan will not be necessary for most small area and 
facility studies. For these studies, a complete survey of the 
identified universe is often used. Most studies done for rail 
planning by states in the Northeast/Midwest region have 
been conducted in this manner. In this type of survey, it 
is very important to carefully define the market area of a 
facility or geographic area to be surveyed so that all ship-
pers or potential shippers can be identified. If past use is 
being examined, shipper lists often can be obtained directly 
from carriers serving the area. In the Northeast/Midwest 
rail surveys, shipper lists were obtained from the railroads 
being surveyed. However, as noted previously, field ex-
perience revealed that these lists were often inaccurate or 
incomplete for individual branch lines. 

Survey Content 

The type of information sought in a survey will depend 
on a state's purpose in conducting the survey. A review of 
forms (a) used for rail surveys in Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Iowa, and by the New England Regional 
Commission; (b) used for a port survey in California; and 
(c) used for an air survey in Texas resulted in the list of 
data items shown in Figure A-2. This list does not repre-
sent a complete catalogue of data items that could be ob-
tained on a shipper survey; further, not all items on the list 
need to be included in all surveys. The check list on the 
right-hand side of the figure has been provided as a general 
guide to the types of information important for different 
survey purposes. 

The information that may be required for a shipper sur-
vey falls into four basic groups, as shown in Figure A-2. 
The first group includes general information on a company 
(such as its location and size). This type of information 
will be required for all types of surveys. It is best to locate 
the company on a detailed map to allow analysis of the 
relationship between the location and freight transportation 
facilities. The next group of information deals with current 
shipping data, which are essential in studies designed to 
develop commodity flows or analyze mode choice decisions. 
The third group, dealing with mode choice decisions, has 
been extremely important in past surveys designed to assess  

the impact of rail line abandonments. In more generalized 
surveys it could also be important if it were coupled with 
an analysis of the relationship of mode choice to service 
improvements. The last group deals with shipper opinions 
and attitudes. This type of information would be useful in 
assessing the advisability of various state actions in freight 
transportation system planning. 

To obtain the appropriate level of detail for industry, 
commodity, and geographic information, clear instructions 
must be given to survey personnel. More detailed informa-
tion will take more time to obtain, be more difficult to code 
and collect, may have to be aggregated to avoid confiden-
tiality problems, and may not be useful for many survey 
purposes. On the other hand, a high level of detail will be 
more useful for quantitative analysis, it may add to data 
available from existing sources, and it will provide a clearer 
understanding of specific problems for a state. The type of 
options available are discussed in the following. 

Type of industry. Three levels of industrial detail can be 
specified, based on the codes given in the Standard Indus-
trial Classification Manual (two-digit, three-digit, or four-
digit codes). Copies of the codes selected should be pro-
vided to survey personnel. 

Type of commodity. As noted in the Research Report, 
a problem with past commodity surveys was that no stan-
dard coding scheme exists for commodities. According to 
one study, more than 18 different commodity codes are used 
by government agencies. However, many of these codes 
have been derived for internal use only and have not been 
promoted as a national code. For a state shipper survey, 
the best choice of commodity coding schemes would be the 
STCC 7-digit codes used by the Census Bureau for the 
Commodity Transportation Survey. Five levels of detail 
(2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 digit) can be specified with this code and 
interviewers should be instructed to get as exact a descrip-
tion of the commodity shipped as possible (e.g., instead of 
describing a commodity shipped as leather, code 31, the 
type should be specified, such as chamois leather, code 
3111110). The interviewer should be given a list of the 
STCC commodities as an aid in classification. 

Origin-destination data. A uniform coding system must 
also be developed for geographic areas that will cover the 
state itself as well as the rest of the country. Existing state 
coding schemes should be used if they are at a suitable level 
of detail. Coding the remainder of the country can be done 
at different levels of detail—bordering states may be coded 
as substate regions and distant states may be grouped in 
multi-state regions. One possibility would be to use the 
Standard Point Location Code (SPLC) system (Ref. R/I/ 17 
in Appendix C). This is a 6-digit coding system developed 
by the Association of American Railroads, the National 
Motor Freight Traffic Association, and the National Indus-
trial Traffic League. A geographic area is described by the 
first digit, a state by the second, the county by the third and 
fourth, and the station by the fifth and sixth. The level of 
detail required should be clearly specified to interviewers. 

After the data requirements have been specified but be-
fore the actual survey manuals and forms are prepared, a 
thorough search of existing secondary sources should be 
made to determine if data are presently available that would 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Company Name 
Company Mailing Address, County and Township 

3. 	Telephone, General and of Persons Contacted 
4. 	Parent Company Name and Address 
5. 	Exact Location (Railroad Milepost) 
6. Number of Years at Location 
7. 	Market Value of Plant and Equipmemt 
-8. 	Salvage Value of Plant and Equipment 

General Market Area 
Principal Type of Business 
Average Payroll. Present and Future 
Average Employment, Present and Future 
Annual Sales, Present and Future 
Person Reporting Information, Title 
Current Year Typical 

CURRENT SHIPPING INFORMATION 

1. 	Name of carrier (s), station (s), port (s), and terminal (s) used, 
2. 	Alternative carrier (s), station(s), port (s), and terminal (s) used. 
3. 	Percent of total shipments sent and received quarterly, monthly 
4. 	Summary of shipments and receipts by mode including: 

Commodity type. 
Origin or destination. 
Number of vehicles, carloads. 
Weight 
Charges and Costs 
Estimated value of commodity. 
Oversize loads received or shipped. 

5. 	Estimated growth (or decline) in volume. 
6. 	Lease or own vehicles or facilities by type. 

IMPACT OF MODE SHIFT 

General type of impact imcluding: 
No change. 
Reduce production. 
Relocate - possible locations. 
Close plamt with explanation. 

Impact on sales volume - percent next year, at end of five years. 
Impact on employment and payroll - percent next year, at end of five years. 
Impact on overall tonnage - percent next year, at end of five years. 
Impact on transport costs - percent 
Other possible alternatives (rail service only) include: 

Use of public team track. 
Purchase of branch line or establish co-op to operate short line. 
Payment of rail surcharge. 
Guarantee mimimum shipment level. 

USER OPINIONS 

Would use increase if improvememts such as those listed below were made. 
Improve speed, frequemcy, reliability. 
Improve quality and availability of equipment. 
Chamge terminal locatiom. 

Reasons for using current mode cpuld include: 
Availability of equipmemt. 
Rates and reliability. 
Damage and security. 
Size of shipment. 

Is competition between modes and carriers a sigmificamt advantage 
Effect of current federal and state regulatory policies 
State role in freight planning of each mode used. 

Figure A-2. Types of data collected in past shipper surveys. 
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eliminate the need for part or all of the planned survey. 
Sources listed in Appendix C should be reviewed, as well 
as surveys done by other state agencies, such as the 
Department of Commerce. 

Instruction Manuals and Training Sessions 

Manuals are needed before the survey to develop stan-
dard operating procedures, during training sessions for sur- 
vey employees, during the survey as a reference, and fi- 
nally as documentation describing the exact methods used 
in the survey. Content of manuals and training sessions 
depends on the type of survey and the type of processing 
planned. Generally, two types of manuals and sessions are 
required—one on conducting the survey and the other on 
coding the survey form. Interviewer training may not be 
necessary if a mail-back survey is used (except possibly for 
a small staff to do telephone follow-ups) and formal man-
uals and sessions may not be necessary if the survey is very 
small and no outside personnel are required. Guidelines for 
preparing manuals and conducting training sessions are 
given in the following. These guidelines represent general 
principles that should be stressed in all manuals and 
throughout the training sessions. 

Interviewer's Manuals and Training 

The interviewer's manual and training sessions should 
include information on the purpose of the survey, tech-
niques for conducting interviews and locating shippers (in-
cluding those not on the interviewer's list), and specific 
instructions describing how each question on the form 
should be completed. Principles to be stressed should 
include: 

Confidentiality of information. In the past, states have 
not made it a legal requirement that shippers provide in-
formation. Therefore, an interviewer must be able to gain 
a shipper's trust by first assuring him that all information 
collected will be kept confidential. The interviewer should 
stress that only summarized information for many shippers 
will be used in published documents. It should also be 
stressed that actual survey forms will not be revealed to 
competitors or to government officials outside the state 
DOT. 

Completion rate. After an interviewer has gained the 
confidence of the shipper, he can proceed to fill out the 
survey form. It should be stressed that the best time to 
complete the form is during the first interview. Freight sur-
veys in the past have had many incomplete or inaccurate 
forms returned after the initial interview. To complete and 
correct the forms later has required extensive telephone 
contact and sometimes re-interviews in the field. This 
wastes survey manpower and shipper manpower. In addi-
tion, it is bad public relations, because the shipper becomes 
irritated by repeated contacts. Therefore, the training ses-
sions and the manual must emphasize the need for thor-
oughness and accuracy. The interviewers must have suffi-
cient understanding of the over-all purposes of the survey 
and of the material required in each question, to permit 
them to be effective editors in the field. For example, if 
a shipper who only ships 10 percent of his products by rail  

says that abandonment of a rail line will force him to close, 
the interviewer should probe further to determine if this 
answer really makes sense. The tendency of the shipper 
being interviewed will be to speed up the interviewing proc-
ess, but the interviewer must avoid this tendency if it inter-
feres with obtaining a full and accurate report. 

Information sources. Depending on the size of the com-
pany, there may be a number of individuals that should be 
interviewed to obtain information. Data on past freight 
flows by mode are best obtained from the traffic manager 
or from someone in his office. If at all possible, shipping 
documents should be consulted to obtain precise informa-
tion. (As noted earlier it may be necessary to select a sam-
ple of shipping documents, as is done in the Commodity 
Transportation Survey.) Other types of information re-
garding company growth, future plans, and attitudes to-
ward different shipping concepts should be obtained from 
a corporate officer or some other person with significant 
authority in the firm. 

Specific instructions. The manual and training session 
should deal with each question on the survey form. The 
instructions should not dwell on the obvious (such as com-
pany name and address) but should explain less obvious 
questions clearly, using examples. A sample of a good in-
struction is shown in Figure A-3. Note that the questions 
have been grouped by topics, and the manual deals with 
each topic. During the training session mock interviews 
should be conducted using actual survey responses from 
test surveys. The persons interviewed should have expe-
rience with shipper surveys and the form. They should give 
both reasonable and unreasonable answers to give the train-
ees the opportunity to judge actual responses. This type of 
experience will be invaluable when the actual survey begins 
and it should probably occupy at least one-half the time 
devoted to training interviewers. 

Coder's Manuals and Training 

If mechanical processing is planned, coding manuals will 
be required. They describe how information collected dur-
ing the survey is coded in a form suitable for keypunching. 
For most questions, coding is a mechanical process involv-
ing a simple transfer of numbers or a table look-up. 

The actual design of survey forms is not discussed in this 
report because most state DOT's have gained experience in 
the art of survey forms design, in numerous surveys con-
ducted on other topics. In terms of work flow, the form 
design occurs after the survey content and processing re-
quirements are specified. Forms can be designed to be 
"self-coding," where the coding is done directly by the 
interviewers in the field. They can also be designed to be 
coded as a separate office operation, or a combination of 
the two approaches can be used. The decision depends on 
the complexity of the information sought and on the size 
of the survey. "Self-coding" forms lower interviewer pro-
ductivity, especially if table look-ups are required. In ad-
dition, coding boxes on a self-coding form are scattered 
around the page, making it more difficult to keypunch. The 
form shown in Figure A-4 would be coded in an office; key-
punching would be much easier because all of the numbers 
are grouped in one location. 
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For most surveys a combination of self-coding and office Geographic codes for origins and destinations. 
coding is best, with the interviewers filling in any coding Commodity codes. 
boxes where actual numbers are used and the coder com- Industry codes. 
pleting all boxes where a table look-up is required. 	Typi- Industry size ranges. 
cal areas where table look-ups will be required include; Mode (name of carrier) used for shipment. 

Freight station. 

IV. 	If service on the 	 Branch Line were discontinued from 

to 	 check the most likely impact or inpacts 

on your operation: 

1. 0 No impact on production or cost. 

2. 0 Reduction in production by 

Nunber of jobs elininated 

Reduce payroll by $ per year. 

3. 0 Increase in transportation cost by $ 	 which 

is a 	increase. 

4. 0 Cause a one-tine capital cost of $___________ 

S. 0 Transfer location to another Pennsylvania site. 

0  Transfer location outside Pennsylvania. 

0 Close plant entirely. 

Also, give nearest freight station to which you would have to 

go to ship/receive goods by rail 

What percentage of present annual shipments would you still 

ship/receive by rail? 

Could you substitute TOFC/COFC? 	 0 Yes 	a No 

INSTRUCT ION 

IV. 	Impact on Operations 

The name of the branch line and the beginning and end point of 
discontinuance will have been filled in ahead of time on the form you 
are using. If this information has not been filled in (for exanple, if 
you have found a plant that was not on the original list of plants being 
served by the branch line), then fill in the name of the branch line and 
the beginning and end points of discontinuance from another form in your 
kit. 

This question is extremely important and the interviewer should 
work with the plant representative to get as accurate a picture of the 
impact as possible. Please note that it is possible to check more than 
one response in the list of seven possible responses. 

It is particularly important, in the case of sub-quetion 2, to 
get an estimated percent reduction of production, an estimate of the 
number of jobs that would be eliminated, and an estimate of the reduction 
of payroll. 

In the case of sub-question 3, try to get an accurate estimate of the 
dollar increase in transportation costs and the percentage that this would 
be of total transportation costs. Some plant respondents would be reluctant 
to try to give figures, but ask them to give you their best educated guess 
in this matter. 

In the case of sub-question 4, capital costs may be required for new 
truck docks or for special storage facilities (for example, grain storage 
facilities) at the rail head if the branch line is abandoned and materials 
cannot be shipped directly to the plant. 

Figure A-3. Sample 0/interviewer's instruction 
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from 	 to__________________ 
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Source: Illinois Department of Transportation 

Figure A-4. Sample s/upper survey form. 
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If a mailback survey is used, it is probably best to have 
all information coded by a staff ot editor-coders. These 
persons would be trained to complete the coding on a form 
but at the same time would also be given instruction on 
making telephone follow-ups to obtain complete informa-
tion or to clear up inconsistencies. Organization structure 
for handling this type of operation efficiently is discussed 
in the next section. The coding manual should give de-
tailed instructions on how each coding box is completed 
and it should contain tables of codes required to complete 
the form. The detail of instruction generally included is 
shown in Figure A-S. 

Data Processing 

After the data on the survey forms have been collected 
and coded, the next step is to translate them into final re-
ports that will be useful in planning and decision making 
at the state level. This section discusses the final editing 
that should be done on the data, the summaries and tabula-
tion that should be run, and the calculation of expansion 
factors to convert sample data into data that represent the 
entire universe. 

Edit checks. Editing has occurred throughout interview-
ing and coding, but the final edit on the actual data that 
will be processed should occur at this stage. Most of the 
problems that involve a follow-up with the shipper should 
have been completed. This final edit should be conducted 
by computer and should consist of the following edit 
checks: 

Omissions. Where a field has been left blank. 
Impossible entries. Each field is checked separately to 

ensure that the number listed is within the specified range. 
Inconsistent entries. Checks two or more fields to see if 

they are in proper relationship to each other. These types 
of checks can be the most sophisticated and the number in-
cluded are a function of the complexity of the survey and 
the time available for programming. An example would be 
entries that contained contradictions in modes used. 

After the checks have been run and corrections made to 
the data file, the survey information is ready for final proc-
essing. If a sample process has been used, factoring will be 
necessary, as explained in the next section. 

Factoring Process. The factoring process used is gov-
erned by the sample design. If a simple random sample is 
used, the total value of a data item for a universe is esti-
mated by multiplying the average value for the sample by 
the number of units in the population. For proportions, it 
is assumed that the proportion in the sample is the same as 
the proportion would be in the universe. If more complex 
stratified sampling plans are used (e.g., the one used for the 
Commodity Transportation Survey) more involved factor-
ing plans, based on the number of units in each stratum, 
will be required. It should be noted that in any factoring 
plan special procedures should be developed to account for 
incomplete interviews. 

Summaries and Tabulations. The type of summaries and 
tabulations produced depend on the general purposes of the 
survey. The information required should be specified be- 

fore the actual design of the survey forms begins. Typi-
cally, shipper survey rcsults are summarized based on a 
geographic or functional basis, as follows: 

Geographic summaries. Geographic summaries of sur-
vey information can be made at the state level, the regional 
level, the country level, the city level or at the facility level 
(as is done in a branchline survey). A sample of informa-
tion that can be summarized is shown in Figure A-6. Most 
of the items listed are general information that should be 
recorded on any general-purpose shipper survey. More spe-
cific items unique to individual surveys can only be specified 
after the survey is designed. 

Functional basis. Summaries on a functional basis are 
specific to a mode, commodity, or industry rather than to 
geographic areas or facilities. For example, data on a spe-
cific commodity of vital importance to a state economy 
(such as coal or grain) may need to be summarized sepa-
rately. An example of this type of summary is shown in 
Figure A-7. In addition to summarizing based on com-
modity type, other summaries may be run for certain in-
dustries important to a state or for shipments going over 
a certain distance. 

ADMINISTRATION OF A SHIPPERS SURVEY 

The actual administration of a shipper survey is as im-
portant as the survey design. This section discusses ad-
ministrative organization structures and schedules, expected 
productivity levels, types and sources of manpower re-
quired, amount of manpower required, and the actual con-
duct of the survey. The over-all sequence of events in 
conducting the survey is shown in Figure A-8. The time 
each step takes and the amount of effort required will de-
pend on the size of the survey planned. The purpose of this 
section is to describe how the various components come 
together and the factors that affect the selection of various 
methods and procedures. 

Types of Survey Techniques 

Three types of shipper survey techniques have been used 
in the past—mail-back, telephone, and personal interview. 
The choice among them represents a rather clear case of 
cost vs accuracy and level of detail. The characteristics 
and advantages and disadvantages of each type are as 
follows. 

Personal On-Site interview 

This technique has been used in rail shipper surveys in 
Pennsylvania and in an analysis of port users in New York 
State. It requires that an interviewer visit each shipper and 
conduct the complete interview in person. The technique 
has proven to be the most successful in obtaining complete 
information on a broad range of subjects because of the 
personal contact and longer interviewing time possible. It 
has also proven very useful because interviewers have lo-
cated shippers not previously identified. The main dis-
advantage is the high cost due to the limited number of 
interviews that can be completed per day per interviewer. 
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Telephone Interview 

This technique has been used mainly in combination with 

one of the other two survey techniques, although it can be 

used independently as was done by the Wisconsin DOT for  

a rail shipper survey. When used in conjunction with the 
other types of surveys it can be used as the principal 
follow-up tool to complete survey forms or to clarify in-
consistencies. A telephone survey is less extensive to con-
duct than the on-site interview because less time is required 

QLESTI CII 

V. 	If discontinuance of branch line forced you to close your plant, 

please indicate reason(s) why: 

0 No other way to handle commodity- 

.0 Loads are too wide/high to ship by truck. 

0 Truck costs are too high. 

0 Expensive special facilities would be needed for storing 
and transferring commodity to truck at rail head. 

S. U Other (specify) 

V. 	Reasons for Rail Being Indispensable 

The following codes will be used to record responses to this 

question. 

Reason Why Rail is 
Indispensable 	 Code 

No other way to handle commodity 

Loads are too wide/high 	 2 

Truck costs too high 	 3 

Expensive Special Facilities 	 4 

Other reasons 	 5 

it is possible for respondents to indicate two reasons why rail is 
indispensable. If one reason only is given, put the answer in the 
first single coding box at the right hand side of the page opposite 
to this section. If two responses are given, place the first response 
in the top box and the second response in the second single box. Dis-
regard any additional reasons beyond the first two. 

Figure A-S. Typical page 0/instruction from coder's manual. 

In 
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Figure A-6. Example of geographic summary. 
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Percent of Corn and Soybeans Received by a Local Cooperative by Estimated Distance 
from the Earn and Type of Vehicle, Iowa, October and November 1974 

Type of Vehicle 
2 Wagons 

1 Wagon 2 Wagons Over Semi 
1 Wagon Over 0-300 300 Eu. Gooseneck 	Single-Axle Twin-Axle Trailer Cumulative 

Miles 0-300 Eu. 300 Eu. Eu. Each Each Trailer Truck Truck Truck Total Total 

0-5 4.48 0.49 3.20 2.73 0.73 0.43 12.06 12.06 
5-10 3.14 0.65 3.32 0.01 0.41 11.46 1.97 0.41 21.37 33.43 

10-15 0.53 0.20 0.49 0.85 6.56 1.77 0.85 11.25 44.68 
15-20 0.09 0.13 0.30 5.25 4.36 3.66 13.79 58.47 
20-25 0.01 0.01 0.17 0.67 0.78 0.20 1.84 60.31 
25-30 0.01 0.66 1.38 0.62 2.67 62.98 
30-35 0.82 2.06 1.49 2.99 7.36 70.34 
35-40 0.26 4.96 3.10 7.17 15.49 85.83 
40-45 0.15 1.20 1.75 1.15 4.25 90.08 
45-50 0.40 0.34 0.97 1.71 91.79 
50-55 0.01 0.68 0.75 1.61 3.05 94.84 
55-60 0.02 0.80 0.51 1.95 3.28 98.12 
60-65 0.01 0.50 0.46 0.34 1.31 99.43 
65-70 0.10 0.02 0.40 0.52 99.95 
70-75 0.01 0.03 0.04 99.99 
75-80 0.01 0.01 100.00 

Total 8.26 1.34 7.15 0.01 3.00 38.05 19.44 22.75 100.00 

Source: 	An Economic Analysis of Upgrading Rail Branch Lines: A Study of 71 Lines in Iowa, Iowa Department of 
Transportation and Iowa State University of Science and Technology, March, 1976. 

Figure A-7. Sample 0/junctional summary. 

to complete the interviews. Fewer personnel are required 
and stricter supervision is possible. The disadvamtages are 
that a shorter form must be used, it may be more difficult 
to obtain full cooperation and, for larger shippers with 
complex shipping patterns, a personal interview may still 
be required. 

Mail-Back Survey 

This type of survey has been used in Indiana, Michigan, 
New England, and New York State. It is the least expen-
sive to conduct, but it is the most difficult to control because 
shippers can refuse to participate by simply throwing the 
form away. Generally, forms are mailed to all shippers in 
the universe but usable response rates range from only 
20 percent to 30 percent. For example, in the Vermont 
portion of the New England Survey, 27 percent of the 
forms sent out were returned in a usable form. Extensive 
telephone follow-ups are also required. Past experience has 
shown that this type of survey is not very useful for ob-
taining information on commodity movements or on de-
tailed vehicle flows. However, for conducting attitudinal 
and other special-purpose surveys a mail-back survey may 
be appropriate. Both New York and Wisconsin used a mail-
back survey to rank the importance of different rail aban-
donment impacts, such as employment and pollution im-
pacts. These were only sent to a small group of persons 
directly involved in rail affairs or regional planning. The 
Commodity Transportation Survey is also conducted by 
mail. However, the return rate on this survey is not a  

problem, because it states that "response ... is required 
by law (Title 13, U.S. Code) ." Response to state surveys, 
on the other hand, is entirely voluntary. 

Regardless of what type of survey is used the first step 
will be to prepare an introductory letter for initial distribu-
tion to those firms to be surveyed. This letter should be 
signed and approved by the Secretary of Transportation or 
the Governor of the State. In the letter, the purpose of the 
survey should be specified, as well as the potential benefits 
to shippers if sufficient data are collected. The importance 
of the request and the confidentiality of the data should be 
stressed. Finally, the survey procedure should be explained 
(e.g., an interviewer will call on you soon or you will be 
telephoned soon.) A sample introductory letter is shown in 
Figure A-9. 

Manpower Requirements and Level of Productivity 

An essential factor in the success or failure of a survey 
is the quality of manpower used for the interviewing proc-
ess. This is where the main interface between the public 
and the survey will occur; as mentioned previously, it is 
essential that shipper confidence in the competence of per-
sonnel is obtained and that shippers understand the need 
for the survey. The impression made by the interviewer will 
determine the public attitude about the survey. Interview-
ers should ideally have the following characteristics: 

Maturity and persistence. 
Knowledge of common freight transportation (traffic) 

practice. 
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DEFINE SURVEY 
PURPOSE 
DATA REQUIRED 

INFORM OThER 
STATE & PRIVATE 
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CONTROL 
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HIRE G TRAIN 
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DETERMINE SAMPLE 	 DEVELOP SHIPPER 
	

PREPARE 
SIZE & SELECTION 
	

LISTS 
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PROCESS 	 LETTER 

MAIL 
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CONDUCT 
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INITIAL EDIT 
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FOLLOW-UP 

CODE & KEYPUNCH 
DATA 

RUN MECHANICAL 
EDIT & CORRECT 
RESULTS 

PREPARE FINAL 
TABULATIONS 

Figure A-B. Flow of work for a shipper survey. 

Own a car (if a field survey is used). 
Be intelligent, able to understand the purposes of the 

survey. 

Be able to converse easily and establish good rapport. 
Be able to write legibly. 
Be trustworthy and able to work long hours without 

supervision. 

To obtain the quality of interviewer required, it will prob-
ably be necessary to pay wages higher than those typically 
thought necessary for survey work. The quality of per- 

sonnel sought should be comparable to that used for the 
Census. 

Productivity of interviewers will vary, depending on the 
complexity of the survey, the size of the firm being inter-
viewed, and the amount of travel required between firms. 
A rough rule-of-thumb based on experience in Pennsylvania 
is that an interviewer should be able to conduct between 
three and four on-site interviews a day. 

Individuals hired to be coders do not have to be as ag-
gressive as interviewers, but they still must be reasonably 
intelligent. The main characteristics required are an ability 



STATE OF OflIO 

PUBLIC UTILITIES CoI'n.tJssION 
III NORTH HIGH STREET 

JOHN JOILLIGAN 	 CoLtmIntJs. Oiirn 43215 
COVE ROR 

July 5, 1974 

Dear Shipper: 

The Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 ca].ls for the 
restructuring of the bankrupt rail carriers in a designated 
17-state region which includes Ohio, and created the United 
States Railway Association (USRA) to study the rail needs 
of the renion and produce a Preliminary System Plan (by 
October 28, 1974) and a Final System Plan (by February, 1975) 

In an effort to insure that the USRA is fully aware of the wants 
and needs of Ohio's rail users, we are surveying sh?ippers In-
cated on lines which the USRA has indicated warrant .€urtiier 
analysis before their inclusion in the Preliminary System 
Plan can he justified. 

It is imperative that we receive 1,romptly the information 
requested on the f011oing sheets so that the economic and 
cortmunity importance of your rail line can be prooerlv 
evaluated in time to fon.'ard this analysis to the USRA far 
consideration in formulating their October Preliminary Syten 
Plan. Thus, we ask that you return the completed quentiofln3irc 
to the below-listed address no later than July 19, 1974. 

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
Transportation Department 
ill North Hiqh Street 
Colubus, Ohio 43215 
Attention: tirs. Judy Nohr 

Questions regarding this mattez should be addressed to :1rs. Tchr 
or 11. J. powers--phone (614)-466-3191. 

':ic thank you for your cooperation and hope that by wort1 OCT 

Locother e can see the best interests of the State of Ohio 
cnci it citizens serve]. 

Ve v trul" yours, 

/otr. T. Cordon, Director 
/rrraFisnc)rtatjorL Dmctrl:r'Cnt 

Figure A-9. Sample infroductory letter. 
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to follow directions, work accurately, and work diligently. 
In addition to coders and interviewers, supervisors and 

editors will be required throughout the survey process. A 
typical organization structure for a survey staff is shown in 
Figure A-b. For a small survey, the intermediate-level 
managers and supervisors may be eliminated, whereas in 
larger surveys there may be several coding station and field 
supervisors. 

Alternative Methods 

Because the costs of field work are so high and because 
the costs of failure are also high, it is worthwhile to con-
sider alternative approaches. Alternatives should be judged 
very carefully because many past shipper surveys have 
failed to attain reasonable response rates and sufficient, 
complete information due to poor design or administration. 

A few alternative cost-reducing procedures are as follows: 

Use volunteer fieldworkers. This approach was used in 
Pennsylvania; area development boards, regional planning 
commissions, chambers of commerce, and utilities provided 
2 to 3 man-days each on a "volunteer" basis. No wages 
were paid, and most travel was absorbed locally. Although 
this approach was not without disadvantages (diminished 
control), it did keep costs down. 

Partial interviewing. Interview only for very specific pur-
poses, such as impact on threatened railroad branch lines. 

Pre-analysis coupled with partial interviewing. This ap-
proach would require careful analysis of carrier data show-
ing past shipments and a thorough interviewing of repre-
sentative industries, on a sample basis. It would not 
necessarily be inexpensive, but the probability of getting 
the right information (as opposed to mounds of unneces-
sary information) would be greatly increased. 

In-depth interviewing of sample with telephone interviews 
for complete coverage. This two-stage sample could be used 
to provide specific information on different strata. First, 
telephone interviews would be made to obtain strata and 
universe data and then selected on-site interviews would be 
made based on the results of the telephone survey. 

Mail-out survey with telephone follow-up. This tech-
nique was used very successfully by the Iowa Department 
of Transportation in an analysis of branch line movements. 
After the initial questionnaire was mailed, follow-up letters 
were sent to nonrespondents and as many as three person-
nel telephone calls were made. The over-all response rate 
was more than 90 percent for the two groups surveyed—
grain elevator operators and fertilizer storage and blend-
ing facility operators. Information obtained included fa-
cility size, equipment, monthly distribution of shipments, 
percent by mode, number of rail cars used, and expansion 
plans. No specific origin and destination data were obtained. 

Conduct shipper workshops. This was a technique used 
in New York State to inform shippers of their options, if 

SURVEY 
DIRECTOR 

INTERVIEW 	 KEYPUNCH 	 CODING 	 INTERVIEW MANAGER 	 SUPERVISOR 	 MANAGER 	 FOLLOW-Up STAFF 

FIELD AREA

J 	
KEYPUNCHERS 

SUPERVISORS 	 (4-7) 

INTERVIEWERS 
(4-7) 

QUALITY 	 CODING 
CONTROL 	 STATION 

CHECKER(S) 	 SUPERVISORS 

CODERS 
(4-7) 

Figure A-jO. Stafi organization for a shipper survey. 
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they were on a rail line that was classified as "potentially 
excess," and to verify commodity shipment information that 
was being used by USRA. In addition, future development 
plans that might affect branch line volumes and impact on 

employment and tax revenue affected by loss of local rail 
service were discussed. Although this was an informal tech-
nique, it did prove successful because additional data were 
collected and previously unknown users were identified. 

APPENDIX B 

A PHYSICAL SYSTEM INVENTORY: AN EXAMPLE OF ASSEMBLING 
AND USING SECONDARY DATA 

A physical systems inventory is basic to statewide trans-
portation systems planning. Numerous questions on physi-
cal plant and operations are inevitably asked. For exam-
ple, what is the network's physical extent? Where are the 
loading/unloading points? What are the constraints on 
movements? Answering these types of questions by con-
ducting a field survey would be extremely expensive and 
unnecessary. 

The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate how a typi-
cal physical inventory data package can be assembled from 
secondary sources. The example used here is a rail network 
inventory. The discussion traces the development of a state-
wide rail system physical inventory data file from concep-
tion to completed product. The example chosen, although 
perhaps more complex than for other modes, is typical of 
the physical inventories that can be assembled for all the 
freight modes. The example is based on work done for the 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation as part of its 
statewide railroad planning program. 

PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS 

The motive in conducting a rail system physical inven-
tory is threefold; first, to organize the large quantity of data 
describing the rail system in a form suitable for use by 
planners and policymakers; second, to establish a base net-

work for a rail traffic assignment and other macro-scale 
operations-type studies; and third, to establish a standard 
framework for recording all data associated with the state-
wide rail network, including operating and traffic flow data. 

The inventory should reflect data needs for both trunk 
and light-density line planning, thus necessitating appre-

ciable detail and comprehensiveness. However, such an in-
ventory usually is not intended for engineering design or 
similar purposes. Probably the most important purpose of 
a rail network inventory in both its development and its use 
is background information on a state's rail plant and its 
operations. The network inventory is the first step, and a  

vital one, in creating a working knowledge of the rail system 
at a staff level. 

DATA SOURCES 

Given the problem specifications, the next step is to de-
termine which parameters describing the rail system are 
important for planning and where those items can be ob-
tained. The Pennsylvania rail network inventory included 
those items given in Table B-i. Possible sources of these 
items are also indicated. Information about the rail net-
work, as is the case with any transportation network, can 
be categorized by nodes (those points at which two or more 
links are joined, and/or where traffic enters or leaves the 
network) and links (the pathways that connect nodes). Rail 
nodes include freight stations, interchange points, yards, 
and shops. Links are simply the route segments intercon-
necting these points. The items given in Table B-i describe 
the configuration of the network and those parameters which 
constrain vehicular movement on it. 

The use of secondary sources is not without its pitfalls, 
however. The accuracy and reliability of a data base that 
one puts toegther from secondary data sources is directly 
dependent on the quality of those sources. Moreover, be-
cause something like a physical inventory must be assem-
bled from a wide variety of secondary sources maintained 
by different organizations, the reliability of the end prod-
uct often is dependent on the weakest input. 

As is demonstrated, an inventory of a statewide rail net-
work can be assembled solely from secondary sources. In 
some cases, there will be several sources from which a par-
ticular data item could be extracted. The source chosen 
will depend on its accuracy and reliability, availability, 
understandability, ease of use, and completeness. Often, 
the effort to obtain a single item of information from a 
complex data source is very time-consuming and wasteful. 
These judgments can only be made after examining the 
sources themselves, a process that is illustrated by the fol-
lowing description of what was learned by obtaining and 
using individual secondary sources for Pennsylvania. 
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TABLE B-I 

RAIL INVENTORY DATA 

Data Item Possible Source(s) No. 

 System Name Employee Timetables P/G/07 
 Division Name Track Charts P/ClOY 
 Line Name System Maps P/G/06 

Official Railway Guide 0/1/33 

 Link Length Employee Timetables P/G/07 
USGS Maps - 
Track Charts P/G/09 

 Link Type (Passenger or System Maps P/G/06 
Freight) Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 

 Link Use Status (Active, Systems Maps P/G/06 
Petitioned for Aband. Index of Abandoned Lines 
Etc.) 

 FRA Track Class Track Charts P/G/09 
 Number of Tracks System Maps P/G/06 

Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 
Track Charts P/G/09 
Employee Timetables P/G/07 

 Weight of Rail Track Charts P/G/09 
 Siguial Type Signal Charts P/C/OS 

Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 
Employee Timetables P/G/07 

 Maximum Speed Employee Timetables P/G/07 
Track Charts P/G/09 

 Speed Restrictions Employee Timetables P/G/07 
Record of Spd. Restrictions - 

 Maximum Weight on Rail Track Charts P/G/09 
Employee Timetables P/G/07 
Clearance Guide 0/1/37 

 Horizontal Clearance Clearance Guide 0/1/37 
IS. Vertical Clearance Clearance Guide 0/1/37 

 Maximum Horiz. Curve. Track Charts P/G/09 
 Maximum Grade Track Charts P/G/09 
 Passing Siding Capacity Employee Timetables P/G/07 

Track Charts P/G/09 

Optional: 

 Functional Class -- 
 Rehabilitation Cost USRA Rehab. Master File O/A/61 
 Final System Plan Status USRA Final System Plan - 

 Node Type (Station, System Maps P/G/06 
Interchange, Yard, etc.) Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 

Equipment Register 0/1/32 
Employee Timetables P/G/07 

 Node Location (Coordinates) USGS Maps - 
Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 

 Location Name Trans. Zone Maps P/A/61 
Track Charts P/G/09 
Employee Timetables P/G/07 

 Standard Location Code Frt. Sta. Accounting Code Directory R/I/12 
SPLC Directory R/I/16 

Optional: 

 SMSA Statistical Abstract of U.S. R/A/lD 
 Production Area U.S. Census of Trans. P/A/12 
 Region -- 
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Track Charts 

Track charts are schematic diagrams showing track ge-
ometry, freight stations, track and roadbed maintenance, 
grade crossings, and other pertinent information. Track 
charts, like other railroad data sources, are not altogether 
standardized. Some are more complete than others; some 
do not include critical items. A sample track chart pro-
duced by the (then) Penn Central Railroad is shown in 
Figure B-i with the salient features highlighted. In this 
case, fully nine of the 25 items given in Table B-i can be 
obtained from track charts. In fact, track charts, together 
with good maps (e.g., USGS 1:250,000 series topographic 
maps), provide a relatively complete and detailed picture 
of the purely physical features of a rail line. 

Track charts are also used by railroads for recording 
when maintenance was last performed. Thus, they are up-
dated on a continuous or periodic basis and are presumably 
quite accurate. They are convenient to use and generally 
consistent in level of detail, although there will be appre-
ciable variation among railroads. Obtaining a complete set 
of charts for all railroads is sometimes difficult, and charts 
for recently abandoned or light-density lines may be non-
existent. 

Employee Timetables 

Employee timetables are distributed to operating person-
nel for guidance in operating trains. They consist of rules, 
regulations, operating restrictions and other types of infor-
mation. Their value in planning lies in the fact that they 
are a convenient, easily available compendium of informa-
tion on the operating environment. 

Figure B-2 illustrates the extent and format of data avail-
able from a Penn Central timetable for the same line 
(Schuylkill Branch) as the track chart shown in Figure B-i 
(for comparison, Fig. B-3 shows a similar timetable for the 
Chessie system). This timetable contains 10 of the required 
22 data items, although many of those same items are like-
wise contained on a track chart. Because the needed data 
items are scattered throughout the timetable, some famil-
iarity and understanding is needed in order to use it 
effectively. 

Timetables are presumably up-to-date; they are kept cur-
rent by "paste-in" pages as needed. Accuracy is also pre-
sumed, inasmuch as operating personnel are dependent on 
the timetable on a day-to-day basis. Experience has shown 
that for physical information alone, the timetable is less 
detailed and more difficult to comprehend than the track 
chart. On the otherhand, it is one of the few easily accessi-
ble sources of operating rules. 

System Maps 

System maps come in a variety of formats, depending on 
the rail company and the source within the company. 
Figure B-4 illustrates typical system maps containing the 
sample rail line. One map is excerpted from the timetable 
and is simply a schematic. The other, although geographi-
cally correct, is at a scale unsuitable for use in a detailed 
inventory. The main use of system maps is in orienting the  

user and in providing a convenient reference source for 
general network configuration. It should be noted that 
although the example shown in Figure B-4 is not particu-
larly useful, some companies produce maps with consider-
ably more detail and consequently greater utility. 

U.S. Transportation Zone Maps 

These maps, prepared by the Federal Railroad Adminis-
tration, are geographically correct maps of both rail lines 
and highways. The rail maps indicate freight stations, sig-
nal type, traffic density, and number of tracks. These maps 
(see example in Fig. B-5) are convenient to use, accurate, 
and complete, making them a good reference or back-up 
source for certain data items. 

Guide to Clearances 

This guide (see Fig. 8-6) is known officially as the Rail-
way Line Clearances Including Weight Limitations. It is 
issued periodically and shows horizontal and vertical clear-
ances for all rail lines. In addition, maximum allowable 
weight on rail is indicated. The larger railroads also include 
system maps in this publication. 

Railway Equipment Register 

This document, published periodically, is used in the in-
ventory to determine interchange points between railroads 
(see Fig. B-7). Points of intersection are not always inter-
change points or connections between railroads. Often the 
Register is the only conveniently available source of these 
data. 

Other Sources 

The foregoing sources, although generally supplying the 
needed data, may not be complete. Thus it may be neces-
sary to seek additional sources. The following sources have 
proven to be useful in certain situations: 

Rand McNally Handy Railroad Atlas of the U.S.A. A 
convenient source for state railroad maps. 

Official Railway Guide. Published bi-monthly, this docu-
ment contains system maps, station lists, and other general 
information for all railroads. This publication is also useful 
for data on Class II railroads. 

USGS maps. These maps, which show rail lines as well 
as other geographic features, are excellent for use as base 
maps (1:250,000 scale is appropriate for statewide plan-
ning; 1:24,000 is good for urban work). The user must 
remember that some of these maps may be many years 
out-of-date. 

Special maps and charts. Each railroad prepares, for its 
own use, maps or charts showing signals, number of tracks, 
siding, etc., that are useful in preparing a physical inven-
tory. Because these maps or charts vary appreciably, each 
railroad must be canvassed separately to determine exactly 
what sources are available. 

Freight Station Accounting Code Directory. This direc-
tory lists all officially designated freight stations in both 
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SIGNAL RULES 

1250-Al. Movement of Train, by Block Signal System Rules. 

Applies in Column, 1,2, 3,6,7 and S. 

X-Irsdicatcs Rules in effect except as other- 
wise indicated. 

Applies in Columns 4 and 5. 

A-Indicates Rules 305 to 316 inclusive, and 
Rules 319 to 342 inclusive, in effect. 

P-Indicates Rules 305 to 312 inclusive, and 
Rules 317 to 342 inclusive, in effect. 

Applies in Columns 9 and 10. 	 F 
C-Indicates Cab Signal Rules in effect. 

COLUMN 1-Movement of Trains in the same direction by Block 
Signal,. 
Rules 251, 253 and 254. 

COLUMN 2-Opposing and following movement of trains by 
Block Signals. 
Rule. 261 262, 263 and 264. 

COLUMN 3-Movement of trains on Secondary Tracks. 
Rules 271, 272 and 273. 

COLUMN 4-Manual Block Signal Syetem. 
Rules 305 to 342 inclusive. 

COLUMN 5-Manual Block Signal System. 
Rules 305 to 342 inclusive. 
For movements against the current of traffic. 

COLUMN 6-Traffic Control System. 
Rules 450 to 462 enclusive. 

COLUMN 7-Automatic Block Signal System. 
Rules 501 to 514 inclusive. 

COLUMN S-Automatic Block Signal System. 
Rule. 501 to 514 inclusive. 
For movement against the current of traffic. 

COLUMN 9-Cab Signal with the Current of Traffic and on 
Single Track. 
R. 	550 to 562 inclusive. 

COLUMN 10-Cab Signal against the Current of Traffic. 
Rules 550 to 562 inclusive. 
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Corves Cvn,vv,1 to Mnnn yon k-----., ._. 40 

ost,var,l Ira ins and engines on No. 2 truck over switcls, 
2070 feet west of 1113_-- 20 

Curve at Vall,'v in tic locking, No. 2 trark.- ------- ---- - 

Schuylkill Secondary Tracks 
20 
20 
15 

Curve eastward from Conshohncken .................................. ... 
Conshohocken Street (Drossing 	............................................... 

15 
Curve 390 feet wool of Mile Post 15......................................
Curve 3025 feet weat of Mile Post 17 .................................... 

20 Between 	IlPil 	and 	lIPID................. ................................... 
Between 1000 feet west of flanover Street and Kelrn 

Street Grade Crossing, Pottstown .................................... 15 
Crossing, Readiog Co. 	Brooks ............................................... 15 
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I 	PHILADELPHIA COMMUTER AREA (CONTINUED) 

Oths' No.4 Nsa No.1 Has 
Thus To..a Tesci Tenet Tenet 

Suhuebon Line (Continusdl 	
1 	1 	1J7 T 

B.E,,..ses 	 lii,, pee Hose 	- 

North End MuSS at Toned sad 2! 
Be. Ieethseod 'one Marts. B. To. 
SlAneeesslse.elee!.ee) 	 30 20 ......-- - ......- ... 

the. 6e. stalasard ("a ae.rkd St To. 	 - 	 - 

nil .,4 Aiss.ol laWloctiol S.M. 	00 20 ............... 

Sseh St.sst Ce.o,e.eEl.n 
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los setS 80.-Con, with sobaebss 

Lia,)eed Psi. (000,sithMaiaLtha).... . 	II ..........30 II 
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VoJI.yesdCyaeyd 	 - ............50 50 50 II 
Cynayde'iaa'saoth 	 _ ..........it 30 50 40 
tia,anotlaaadMea 	 ..............30 40 50 40 

Column Teble for Public Crossings at Grads 

X-Indicates Method of Operation 

COLUMN I-Trains or engines must atop before passing over 
highway crossing and a member of area most protect 
the crossing in advance of each movement. 

COLUMN 2-Automatic highway crossing protection provided on 
sidings, yard or at or tracks, sndicatea the approacb 
of a tram. 

COLUMN 3-Apparatus provided to interrupt operation Of auto-
matic highway crossing protection automatically. 

COLUMN 4-Apparatus provided to interrupt operation of auto-
matic highway crossing protection msnuaUy. 

COLUMN 5-Trains or engines must stop within limit marked 
by yellow stripe on side of rail (approximately 
70 feet each side of crossing) but clear of highway 
until crossing protection is operating and highway 
I. clear. If automatic protection fails to function, 

member of crew must protect the crossing in advance 
of each movement. 

COLUMN 6-Highway crossing protection most be operated 
manually to protect tram movement. 
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Figure 8-2. Typical Penn Central timetable. 



WASHINGTON 
cflnnTvselnxT 

Stations 

DISTANCE 
0.0 Camden Station 

0.3 
0.3 118 Tower 

0.4 
0.7 .BY lnterlg 

0.8 
1.5 CX Tower 

2.6 
4.1 Lanalowne 

1.6 
5.7 HXTower 

1.0 
6.7 St. Denia 

0.5 
7.2 Relay 

0.6 
7.8 Elkridge 

3.7 
11.5 Dorsey 

1.5 
13.0 Montevideo 

0.9 
18.9 Jessup 

0.6 
14.5 Bridewell 

1.5 
16.0 Ft. Meade Jct. 

1.6 
17.6 Savage 

1.1 
18.7 Laurel Race Track 

0.7 
19.4 Laurel 

8.7 
23.1 Muirkirk 

2.2 
25.3 BeIteville 

0.9 
26.2 Sunnyside 

2.2 
28.4 Berwyn 

1.2 
29.6 College Park 

1-0 	- 
$0.6 Riverdale 

0.7 
31.3 JD Tower 

0.3 
31.6 Hy..ttaville 

2.5 
84.1 Lsngden 

1.2 
35.8 V Interlocking 

0.7 
36.0 C Tower 

0.8 
86.8 Washington 

I TERMINAL 

rRADE CRflSSTN{S 
00 

1-103-n-AUTOMATIC CROSSING GATES 

Movement over the highway or street crossings designated 
below will be made in accordance with Rule 103-D. 

SUBDIVISION LOCATION 

HIGHWAY 
OR STREET 
CROSSING TRACKS 

Baltimore Warner St. 229 
Baltimore Ridgeley St. 231 
Baltimore Bayard St. 232 

Washington Baltimore Bush St. 233 
Baltimore Hollins Ferry Rd 234 
Riverdale Queenabury Rd. 247 

In addition to complying with Rule 103-0, the movement of 
trains and engines will be governed as follow.: 

$12,IALiM 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

WASHINGTON SUBDIVISION -- 

DESIGNATION AND USE OF MAIN TRACKS 

SUBDIVISION OR TRACK 	RULES IN 
SECTION BETWEEN 	 EFFECT TRACKS 

HE Tower and CX Tower 	271-276 Two 
Nos. 1 & 2 Tracks 

CX Tower & Jesaup 	 D.251.252 Two 
Jeasup to Savage 	 271.276 Two 
Savage to F Inter- 	 D-251.252 Two 
locking 

F Interlocking to 	 271-276 Singie 
C. Ton 

JOINT USE OF TRACKS 

LOCATION 
AND STREET 

Baltimore: 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Trains and enginea will use the tracka of other Railroad. in Bayard St., Carnegie Movements will not exceed Two 
accordance with their Timetables. Rules and regulations between Lead, No. 232 Bush (2) miles per hour approaching 
the pointa shown below; St., Carnegie Lead, croasinga, as protection will 

No. 233 Hollins operate automatically only when 
C Tower and Washington . . . . Washington Terminal Ferry Rd., East Sid- croasing is occupied. 

ing. No. 234 

Baltimore: Trains will STOP before crossing 
Bush St. South Siding and use switch key in control 
Extension No. 233 boxes located on east and west 

SPEED LIMITS sides of Bush St. to raise and 
MAXIMUM AUTHORIZED SPEED lower gatea for tracks Nos. 1,2, 

and north siding and Mt. Vernon 
Lead. After crossing Bush St. it 

PSGR. FAST SLOW 
will not be necessary to raise 

TRAINS FRT. FRT. 
gates as they will raise auto- 
matically. 

70 55 40 Trains stopping abort of ml- 
Ibis Ferry Rd. crossing will 

SPEED RESTRICTIONS use awitch key in control box' 
ea located on west end of re- 

- lay case, south of tracks, to 

Upper Level Camden 10 10 10 
Baltimore: raise and lower gates for 

East Leg of Wye BY 
(Mt. Winana) No. 1 & 2 tracks and Mt. 

Interlocking 10 10 10 
Hollins Ferry Rd., Winana Lead. Crossing most not 

Between HB Tower & be blocked between the hours 

Bayard St. 25 25 25 
of 6:30 AM and 8:30 AM. But,  

Between Bayard St. 4 ing this petiod, trains mak. 

HX To. except as ing set off at CX Tower will 

noted below 50 50 40 
make cut to clear croadng. 

Diverging movement. College Park While switching University of 
through CX Tower Maryland Siding arrange to Interlocking 10 10 10 clear Main Track. Crews will First curve west of look out for vehicles cr0.. St. Denis to west ing track. end of Relay Visduct 35 35 35 
Elkridge 45 45 40 
Hanover-curve 65 55 40 JD Tower: Westward trains receiving 
Between F Interlocking Stop Signal will atop des: 
and C Tower 46 20 20 I of road crossing, Riverdale. 

Figure B-3. Typical Chessie timetable. 



Figure B-4. Sections of typical system maps. 
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sequential and alphabetical order, along with the account-
ing code and the "standard point location code." It is a 
good source for freight station names and for determining 
which freight stations should be included in the inventory. 

Despite this full range of data sources, there are bound 
to be some gaps in the data. Secondary rail data sources 
tend to be somewhat variable among railroads, so full 
coverage may not be achievable. Information is better for 
Class I than Class II railroads; information on the latter 
tends to be fragmented. 

STORING THE DATA FILE 

Equally important is the manner in which secondary data 
are stored. The ability to use planning data for the purpose 
to which they are intended is directly related to ease of 
retrieval, updating, summarizing, and display. Therefore,  

careful thought must go into designing a storage system. 
The Pennsylvania rail network inventory data file was 

completely computerized to facilitate fast, simple access to 
its contents. This was done by coding two types of com-
puter records—a link record and a node record (Figs. B-8 
and B-9) containing link- and node-associated data, re-
spectively. These two records became the building blocks 
of the inventory. The process by which these two records 
were created was as follows: 

On overlays of USGS 1:250,000-scale base maps, the 
rail systems (companies) were separately traced in different 
colors. System maps, timetables, and track charts were used 
to confirm the eixstence of lines as they were shown on the 
base map. 

County and region boundaries were also drawn on the 
overlays and nodes inserted at the intersection between 
those boundaries and rail lines to allow isolation of these 
areas in data summaries and computer plots. 

As nodes were designated, they were assigned four-
digit numbers, the first two digits denoting the county and 
the last two being sequential numbers within a county. 
Nodes were assigned during the coding process. 

After node numbers were assigned, actual coding of 
the records was done. Each entry on the coding sheet was 
made by consulting one or more of the data sources de-
scribed in the previous section. coding was done by rail 
line (as designated in the timetable and track chart) until 
all lines were coded. Node coordinates were assigned using 
the state plane coordinate system. These were later checked 
by a computer plotting for reasonableness. 	- 

Subsequent to coding and keypunching, a number of 
mechanical edit checks were performed to verify node num-
bers, link lengths, etc. 

After becoming satisfied with the general accuracy of the 
computer file, link and node summaries were then gen-
erated, as shown in Figures B-10 and B-li. The link sum-
mary consisted of a sequential ordering of links, by line. 
This allows the user to examine each rail line by itself. 
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Figure B-s. U.S. Transportation zone map. 
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Figure 11-6. Excerpt from "Railway Line Clearances." 
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'THE DENVER 8f RIOGRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY-Contd. 

FREIGHT CONNECTIONS AND JUNCTION POINTS. 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa F.- 	Chieago,Rock Island 6 P.cifie- Colorado 6 Wyoming- 	ISeuthesan Paoi fio- Union Pacific- Contlnaed. 

Jan:c.n.CoI .................... l'allas, tltah................. ............... C c,le,rad's Sl,ri',gs, 5701.........Denver. Cal.................... 
North Yard. (ml Minneena, Col ............... ..th 	s 	t. ' v 1' Bla:ca ct' Provo, 	flats ................. 

Salt Lake City, Utah ........ Cain,', cii', 0,1 Colorado 	i,riugs, Cal......... 

Beaver, cot.................... .............. F l,or,'t,c 0. col .... ............ 	Colorado & Sn,,tl,ern - 
1',oel,lt,, C'nl C010r,,do Springs, Cal 

Missouri Pacific- 
Pueblo Vol 

Ogden, Utah...................

Union Pac,fie- Ut I,- a  Provo. Utah .................. ................... 
let.. 

. 
Salt Lake. Cnrfield 6 Wetter.- 

halt LakeCity. Utah MOdv,,le, Utah, Utah Ry. Jot.. Utah ........ B urlington Northern- 	1) enver. col ................... ......... union IaclIio) ............. 
I leaver. t:ol.................... ... ............. 
North Salt lake (Union Western Pacific- LImiter, Cob...... ............ 	Fax 	Cal ................... 

North Yard. Cot 	.....Leadville,  tlol .................. 
Csrbon Coonsy- 	 Pueblo. Col ................... . 

San Li. Central- Stock Yards), Utah ......... .. 
Salt Lake City (ltnper) Utah 

Columbia J unction, Utah... 	Wal,enburg, Cal ............. sugar Jet., cot .............. .Ogden, Utah July, 2373. 

Reproduced, with permission, from The Official Railway Equipment Register INI; © 1973 N.R.P. Co. 

Figure 11-7. Excerpt from "Official Railway Equipment Register." 
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PENNSYLVANIA COMPREHENSIVE STATEWIDE RAIL STUDY 
RAILROAD NETWORK INVENTORY 
NODE RECORD CODING FORM 

RAILROAD NAME: _ IMAP NO. ______ bODED BY: _______ IEDITED BY: _______ IDATE: 	ISHEET 	OF 	I 

Id 4 
IIW1I Id 

IolIIIcI 
I <I I 

I 

c I I 	 LOCATIONNAME 0 
0 1 IiOI hi 1  I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

Id 4  I 

I I 
a1 2 I IzI. 44 24 I 0 

'3 I '3 I 	° II - 1<1010 
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I I I 
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I 

Figure B-8. Node record coding form. 

PENNSYLVANIA COMPREHENSIVE STATEWIDE RAIL STUDY 
RAILROAD NETWORK INVENTORY 

LINK RECORD CODING FORM 

RAILROAD NAME: 	MAP NO. 	ICODED BY: 	EDITED BY: 	I DATE: 	 I SHEET 	OF 	I 

Figure B-9. Link record coding form. 



LINK RECORD DATA LIST PAGE 5 

SS DV 

- 

I N SQ A-NO AT 8i40 91 LIII LI LU FS FC FT NT WTR SG MS SRI NS MW MW. MYC MC CAP RC kG P49 DV TAB TONAB Gk P84 ISA TONBA C 

30 7 08 04 409 12 3135 12 000 1 2 130 6 30 0 00 00 000 00 000 1 

35 t 06 01 410 12 4Cc 12 004 1 1 4 10 1 

2 2 31 26 410 12 414 60 024 4 2 1 SC 0 6 132 210 000 000 1 

35 1 01 01 410 12 414 60 024 1 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 000 30169 000 30169 1 

30 7 01 03 411 12 3113 12 000 1 1 3 30 0 000 32812 000 14807 1 

52 0 01 01 0412 10 0461 60 009 1 1 4 10 144 216 1 

30 1 01 09 3413 10 0406 12 032 1 2 2 50 0 6 00 00 000 42252 00 COG 42824 1 

02 2 02 09 0454 60 1082 60 021 1 2 130 2 40 0 8 125 156 08 04 000 10385 00 000 11310 1 

306 41 2 45660 45510 63 1 	 1 1 

30 6 03 18 451 60 495 60 001 3 2 140 2 50 0 6 132 210 01 01 000 42252 00 000 42824 1 

30 6 	- 03 14 458 60 491 60 021 3 4 140 2 50 0 6 02 01 000 84000 01 000 91071 1 

52 0 01 03 460 60 459 60 1 1 4 10 144 216 1 

520 0102 46160 46060 1 1 410 144216 1 

2 2 31 19 462 60 466 tjO 044 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 000 000 1 

351 01 14 462 60 466 60 044 3 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 000 30169 000 30169 1 

35 1 02 01 463 60 466 60 020 1 1 4 10 0 6 132 180 1 

351 0601 464*0 499 60 003 1 1 410 1 

30 1 01 02 465 60 411 12 010 1 1 3 30 0 000 32812 000 14801 1 

35 1 10 01 465 60 415 60 008 1 1 4 10 1 

2 2 31 18 466 60 222 60 044 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 191 	B I 

35 1 01 15 466 60 222 60 044 3 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 191 8 24038 24038 1 

2 2 31 20 461 *0 462 60 010 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 182 B 1 

35 1 01 13 461 60 462 60 010 3 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 182 B 30769 30769 1 

35 1 09 02 464, 60 467 60 031 1 1 4 10 0 6 000 000 1 

30 6 41 1 469 60 456 60 20 1 	 1 1 

35 1 09 01 469 60 468 *0 031 1 1 4 10 0 6 000 000 1 

22 31 21 41060 46160 013 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 000 000 1 

35 1 01 12 410 *0 467 60 013 3 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 - 000 30169 000 30169 1 

2 2 37 22 411 *0 410 60 021 4 2 1 50 2 6 132 210 000 000 1 

35 1 01 11 411 60 410 60 021 3 2 1 50 2 6 132 210 000 30169 000 30169 1 

2 2 31 23 411 60 412 60 013 4 - 	 2 1 50 1 6 132 210 000 000 1 

35 1 01 10 411 60 472 60 013 3 2 1 50 1 6 132 210 000 30169 000 30169 1 

2 2 37 24 413 60 412 60 020 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 314 8 1 

35 1 01 09 413 60 412 60 020 3 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 314 6 30169 30169 1 

2 2 31 25 413 60 474 60 048 4 2 1 50 0 6 132 210 000 000 1 

35 1 01 08 413 60 414 60 048 1 2 1 50 0 6 131 210 000 30169 000 30169 1 

30 7 08 03 415 60 409 12 045 1 2 130 6 30 0 10 03 000 02 000 1 

0 1 08 02 41660 475 60044 1 2 130 6 30 0 - 03 01 000 00000 1 

30 1 CS 01 417 60 476 60 023 1 2 130 6 30 0 05 02 000 03 000 1 

30 6 06 02 418 60 491 60 004 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 03 00 000 24857 03 OOC 17994 1 

35 1 03 01 419 60 410 60 025 1 1 4 10 0 6 000 000 1 

30 6 06 03 479 60 418 60 021 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 02 00 000 24851 03 000 17954 1 

30 6 06 04 480 60 419 60 014 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 02 05 000 24857 05 000 11994 1 

30 6 06 05 481 60 480 60 035 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 01 03 000 24851 00 000 11994 1 

30 6 06 06 432 CO 481 60 Ocb 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 03 03 000 24851 03 000 17994 1 

30 6 06 01 483 60 482 60 014 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 02 02 000 24851 03 000 11994 1 

0 6 06 09 484 60 406 30 003 1 2 131 6 40 0 8 03 00 000 24851 03 000 11994 1 

30 6 03 15 485 tO 458 60 022 3 4 140 2 50 0 6 02 01 000 84000 02 000 91011 1 

30 1 01 02 48* 60 481 60 054 1 2 2 50 0 6 05 03 000 42252 09 000 42924 1 

30 1 01 01 481 60 404 30 010 1 2 2 50 0 6 05 00 000 42252 01 000 42624 1 

30 6 03 21 488 60 489 60 026 3 2 133 2 50 1 6 132 210 03 04 000 42252 09 000 42824 1 

0 6 03 26 489 60 403 30 008 3 2 140 2 50 0 6 132 210 04 00 000 42252 09 000 42d24 1 

30 6 03 24 490 60 402 30 011 3 2 140 2 50 0 6 132 210 03 00 000 42252 03 000 42824 1 

306 2101 49160 40230 out 1 2 130.6 30 C 01 03000 00000 1 

Figure B-b. Link record summary 
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Figure B-lI. Node record summary. 



Figure B-12. Pennsylvania computer-prepared density plot. 
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Node summaries were simply ordered by county. Many 
other permutations were possible as the result of the built-in 
flexibility of a computer file. 

The capability for computer plotting was also built into 
the file by virtue of coding of coordinates for each node. 
This allowed plots to be made of county rail networks, sin-
gle systems, single-track lines, automatic signaled lines, etc. 
In Pennsylvania, traffic density information was also coded 
into the file, thus permitting bandwidth plots of this pa-
rameter. A sample plot is shown in Figure B-12. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This example has shown the practicality of combining 
numerous secondary sources into a data file that could be- 

come the foundation for statewide rail systems planning. 
The secondary data sources used in this study were not 
originally created for planning purposes. To make them 
useful, the user must be willing to spend time in becoming 
familiar with and rearranging these data into a form suit-
able for planning purposes. 

Another benefit that accrues from systematic assembling 
and storing of secondary data is that the file can be ex-
tended as needed. The rail inventory file can be used to 
store the results of financial studies, rehabilitation and 
maintenance estimates and surveys, ICC proceedings, etc. 
In addition, creating a network inventory file automatically 
leads to increased staff familiarity with the statewide rail 
network, which is a valuable prerequisite to statewide trans-
portation systems planning. 

APPENDIX C 

CATALOGUE OF EXISTING FREIGHT DATA 

INTRODUCTION 

This catalogue provides information on available second-
ary data that are needed by state DOTs for statewide freight 
planning. Details are provided on (I) availability, (2) 
source, (3) content, (4) general evaluation (including 
workmanship and statistical reliability, where appropriate), 
(5) constraints on use, and (6) significant exclusions of 
data. 

ORGANIZATION 

For convenience and efficiency, the data files included in 
the catalogue have been grouped into three categories. 

Principal 

Major, regularly collected data sources most often re-
quired for statewide transportation planning purposes. Em-
phasis on original data sources, either hard copy or a form 
suitable for computer processing, rather than statistical sum-
maries or information obtained from other sources and fur-
ther summarized. Sources contain strictly freight-transport-
oriented data. 

Other 

Less significant data sources having one or more of the 
following characteristics: (1) data on production or con-
sumption, or otherwise not strictly freight-transport-
oriented; (2) statistical summaries of data from various 
sources, such as modal trends, facts, and/or figures; (3)  

major one-time studies, or studies conducted on an irregular 
basis; (4) less significant and important data sets as judged 
by their potential use in statewide planning; and (5) data 
on highly specialized phases or aspects of freight transport. 

References 

Tools needed to understand and interpret freight data, 
including codes, definitions, guidebooks, manuals, and other 
data-related publications. 

DOCUMENTATION 

Data files in each of these categories are documented on 
appropriate forms. As a general rule, principal sources are 
described on the long form, other sources on the condensed 
form, and references on the summary form. 

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOGuE 

The following guidelines should facilitate use of this 
appendix: 

The basic index for catalogued data sources is Table 
C-3. Listed are the title and source of the data, with the 
corresponding reference and page number. Sources are or-
ganized into three groups: (1) principal data sources, (2) 
other data sources, and (3) references. Within each group, 
sources are further grouped by (1) public agencies, (2) 
private organizations and individuals, and (3) general. 

To locate the sources of data that are appropriate to 
a specific planning task, the user should be directed by 
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three descriptors: mode, data type, and key words, found 
in Items 2, 3, and 7 on the long form and 4 on the sum-
mary form. Values of these descriptors are given in Table 

C-I. The indexes in Tables C-4 are sequenced by mode and 
data type. Once reference is made to a specific source, the 
key words are used as a uniform description of the data 

contents. 
3. To locate the sources that are appropriate to an over- 

all planning program in terms of level of effort and expe-

rience, the user should first identify his program as being a 

Stage I, II, or III effort as defined: 

Stage I. Initial stage. Involvement largely limited to ob-

taining an initial familiarity with the freight transport sys-

tem and its economic implications. Planning largely an 

individual response to particular problems or issues. Some 

TABLE C-i 

DATA DESCRIPTORS 

NON-SPECIFIC 

Facility 
Location 

Condition of 
Plant 

Operating 
Characteristics 

Usage-Capacity 

Unit-Operating 
Costs 

Commodity 
Production 

Commodity 
Consumption 

Commodity 
Flow 

Modal Traffic 
Flow 

Vehicle Flow 

Import/Export 

Routings 

Shipper 
Attributes 

Market 
Attributes 

Commodity 
Attributes 

Transport Level 
of Service 

Financial 

Operating 
Statistics 

Physical 
Characteristics 

Rates/Tariffs 

Schedules 

Code Reference 

Definitions 

Noise 

Air Quality 

Water Quality 

Soil Erosion 

Ecologic 

Economic 

Socio-political 

Aesthetic 

Energy Consumption 

Safety Related 
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broad-scale, policy level planning. Data requirements lim-
ited to readily available secondary source data concerning 
network characteristics and use. 

Stage II. Intermediate stage. Developing a systems plan-
ning capability. Initial use of analytical techniques for fore-
casting demand, estimating modal choice, assessing eco-
nomic effects, and estimating impacts for comprehensive 
freight planning. More sophisticated, quantitative response  

to particular problems or issues. Deeper understanding of 
factors influencing demand and mode choice. Data require-
ments mandate the acquisition and use of a majority of the 
listed data sources. 

Stage III. Advanced stage. Full development of a com-
prehensive freight transportation systems planning process. 
Full-scale application of the more sophisticated techniques 
for demand estimation, mode split, network analysis, eco- 

TABLE C-2 

STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS OF ORGANIZATIONS REFERENCED 
IN THIS CATALOGUE 

Abbreviation 	
Organization Name 

MR Association of American Railroads 
AGA American Gas Association 
AIM Aerospace Industries Association of America 
AIOR American Iron Ore Association 
AISI American Iron and Steel Institute 

AD!? Association of Oil Pipelines 
API American Petroleum Institute 
AREA American Railway Engineering Association 
ATA American Trucking Associations, Inc. 
ATA-Air Air Transport Asociation of America 

AWO American Waterways Operators, Inc., The 
BEA Bureau of Economic Analysis 	(U.S. Dept. cf Commerce) 
BOM Bureau of Mines 	(U.S. Department of the Interior) 
CAB Civil Aeronautics Board 
Census Bureau of the Census (U.S. Department of Commerce) 

COE Corps of Engineers (U.S. Department of the Army) 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration (U.S. DOT) 
FEA Federal Energy Administration 
FHWA Federal Highway Administration (U.S. DOT) 
FPC Federal Power Commission 

FRA Federal Railroad Administration (U.S. DOT) 
GPO Government Printing Office (Superintendent of Documents) 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization 
ICC Interstate Commerce Commission 
11cR Institute for Water Resources 	(U.S. Dept. of the Army-COE) 

MARAD 	Maritime Administration (U.S. Department of Commerce) 
MIT 	 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
MVNA 	 Motor vehicle Manufacturers Association of the U.S., Inc 
NBS 	 National Bureau of Standards (U.S. Dept. of Commerce) 
NCA 	 National Coal Association 

NPC National Petroleum Council 
NTIS National Technical Information Service 
SLSDC St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corp. 	(U.S. DOT) 
TEA-ER Traffic Executive Association-Eastern Railroads 
TM Transportation Association of America 

TDCC Transportation Data Coordinating Committee 
TRB Transportation Research Board 
TSC Transportation Systems Center (U.S. DOT) 
USCG U.S. Coast Guard (U.S. DOT) 
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture 

USDOT U.S. Department of Transportation 
USGS U.S. Geological Survey (U.S. Department of the Interior) 
USRA United States Railway Association 
WRTA Western Railroad Traffic Association 



TABLE C-3 

INDEX OF FREIGHT DATA SOURCES 

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 
	

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

I. 	PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCES (P) 	 P/A/n Distribution of Bituminous Coal and Lignite Shipments 
(BOM) 

P/A/24 Pipeline Products Report (BOM) 

Public Agencies (A) 	 P/A/25 Railroad Agent's Report of Shipments of Minerals and 
- Mineral Products (BOM) 

P/A/Ol Agriculture, U.S. Department of 	 P/Aim Tanker and Barge Shipments of Crude Oil and Petroleum 
Products from States in P.A.D. District III (BOM) 

Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Shipments Master File 
Interstate Commerce Commission 

Army, U.S. Department of the 
P/A/27 Forms A and B, Monthly Report of Railroad Employees, 

P/A/02 Inland Navigation System Maps 	(COE) Service and Compensation 
P/A/03 Map of Inland Freight Tonnage by Direction of Movement; 	P/A/a Form F-1, Class A Freight Forwarders Annual Report 

Mississippi River, Selected Tributaries and Gulf 	 P/A/fl Form M-1, Class I Motor Carriers of Property and Holding 
Intracoastal Waterway 	(CUE) Companies Annual Report 

P/A/04 Performance Monitoring System Waterway Traffic Report- 	P/A/30 Form M-2, Class II Motor Carriers of Property Annual 
Vessel Log, Detailed Vessel Lo 	(COB) Report 

P/A/os Port Series - Part II 	(CUE) 	 P/A/31 Form M-3, Class III Motor Carriers of Property Annual 

P/A/Do Railroads for National Defense Data File 	(MTMC) Report 
P/A/07 Waterhorne Commerce Statistics Master File 	(CUE) 	 P/A/32 Form P, Carriers by Pipeline Annual Report 

P/A/33 Form R-1, Class I Line Haul Railroads, Switching and 
Civil Aeronautics Board Terminal Companies, Railroad 1-lolding Companies .Annual 

Report 
P/A/OS Air Freight Origin-Destination Study 	 P/A/34 Form R-2, Class II Line Haul Railroads, Switching and 

(P/A/09 CAB Service Segment Statistics Terminal Companies, Stockyard Companies Annual Report 
P/A/lO Financial and Onerating Report for Air Freight Forwarders 	P/A/35 Form TCS, Class I Motor Carriers, Annual Report of 

and International Air Freight Forwarders - Form 244 Freight Commodity Statistics 
P/A/li Report of Financial and Operating Statistics for 	 P/A/36 Form W-1, Class A and B Carriers, Inland and Coastal 

Certificated Air Carriers - Form 41 Waterways Annual Report 
P/A/12 Report of Scheduled All-Cargo Services - Form 242 	 P/A/37 Form W-3, Class C Carriers Inland and Coastal Waterways 

Annual Report 
Commerce. N.S. Department o 	 P/A/35 Form W-4, Maritime Carriers Annual Report 

P/A/39 Form CBS, Class I Line Haul Railroads Quarterly 
P/A/I3 Census of Transportation-Commodity Transportation Condensed Balance Sheet 

Survey (Census) 	 P/A/40 Form OS-A, Class I Line Haul Railroads, and Switching 
P/A/14 Census of Transportation-Truck Inventory and Use and Terminal Companies Quarterly Report of Train 

Survey (Censas) and Yard Services 
P/A/is Container Utilization 	(MARAD) 	 P/A/41 Form OS-B, Class I Line Haul Railroads Quarterly Report 
P/A/16 Domestic and International Transportation of U.S. Foreign of Operating Statistics, Revenue Traffic 

Trade (Census) 	 P/A/42 Form OS-C, Class I Line Haul Railroads, and Switching 
P/A/17 Foreign Trade System 	(HARM)) and Terminal Companies Quarterly Report of Operating 
P/A/lB Ship Data System (MARAD) Statistics, Motive Power and Car Equipment 
P/A/19 	- U.S. Exports - Schedule B, Master File (Census) 	 P/A/43 Form PTR-FF, Piggyback Traffic Originated by Class A 
P/A/20 U.S. Imports for Consumption and General Imports, Master Freight Forwarders 

File (Census) 	 P/A144 Form PTR-M, Piggyback Traffic of Class I Motor Carriers 
of Property 

Interior, U.S. Department of the 	 P/A/45 Form PTR-R, Piggyback Traffic Terminated by Class I 
Railroads and Piggyback Car Movements 

P/A/21 Bituminous Coal and Lignite Production and Mine 	 P/A/46 Form PTR-W, Piggyback Traffic Terminated by Class A 
Operation (BOM) Water Carriers and Maritime Carriers 

P/A/22 Bureau of Mines Repetitive Commodity Surveys (BOM) 	 P/A/47 Form QCS, Class I Line Haul Railroads Quarterly Report 
of Freight Commodity Statistics 



TABLE C-3 (Continued) 

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 
	

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

P/A/48 I 	Form QFF, Quarterly Report of Revenues, Expenses, and 	 P/G/04 Typical Motor Carrier Waybill 
Statistics of Class A Freight Forwarders Having Annual 	P/C/OS Typical Port Authority Facilities Report 
Gross Revenues of $100,000 or More 	 P/G/06 Typical Railroad Conpany System Map 

Form QFR, Quarterly Report of Revenues, Expenses, and 	 P/G/07 Typical Railroad Employee Timetable 
I 	Statistics, Class I and II Motor Carriers of Property 	PIG/OS Railroad Signal Charts 

P/A/SO Form QLW, Quarterly Report of Freight Loss and Damage 	P/G/09 Typical Railroad System Traffic Density Map 
Claims, Motor Carriers of Property with Average 	 P/c/Hi Typical Railroad Track Chart 
Operating Revenues of $1 Million or More 	 P/G/ll Typical Railroad Waybill 

P/A/Si Form QLD-R, Quarterly Report of Freight Loss and Damage 	P/G/12 Typical Rail Through Freight Schedule 
Claims, Class I Line Haul Railroads 

P/A/52 Form QPS, Quarterly Report of Pipeline Companies 
P/A/53 Form QWS, Quarterly Report of Revenue Traffic of IT. 	OTHER DATA SOURCES (0) 

Carriers by Water 
P/A/54 Form RBO, Rate Bureau and Organizations Annual Report Public Agencies 	(A) 
P/A/55 Form REI, Quarterly Report of Revenue and Expenses and 

Income, Class I Line Haul Railroads Agriculture, U. S. 	Department of 
P/A/So Railroad Carload Waybill Sample 
P/A/57 Test Study Distribution of the Shipments and Actual 	 O/A/Ol Agricultural Statistics, 19xx 

Weight of Intercity Revenue Freight by Weight Brackets 	O/A/02 An Interregional Analysis of the U.S. Grain-Marketing 
Industry 

Transportation, U.S. Department of 	 O/A/03 Annual Summary of Crop Production, 19xx 
O/A/04 Cost of Operating Trucks for Livestock Transportation 

P/A/58 Federal Aviation Administration Airport Master Record - 	0/A/05 Dry Granular Fertilizer and Formula Feed Transport 
Forms 5010-1 and 5010-2 (FAA) Surveys 

P/A/59 National Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Inventory (FRA) 	0/A/06 Freight Car Supply Problem and Car Rental Policies 
P/A/SO National Transportation Study 	 O/A/07 Grain Market News 
P/A/61 Truck Weight Study (FHWA) 	 0/A/08 Livestock Transportation Survey 
P/A/62 United States Transportation Zone Maps (FRA) 	 0/A/09 Livestock Trucker Survey II 

United States Railway Association Army, U.S. Department of the 

P/A/63 USRA Waybill Abstracts Master File 	 0/A/1 Petroleum Transportation System Study (IWR) 
O/A/ll Transportation Series (COE) 

Private Organizations and Individuals 	(I) 
Commerce, U.S. Department of 

P/I/Ol MR Railroad Data Package - Recommended (Individual 
carrier operating and transportation supervisory 	 O/A/12 Census of Agriculture (Census) 

officials) 	 O/A/13 Census of Manufactures (Census) 

P/I/02 Atlas of Crude-Oil Pipelines of the United States and 	
0/A/14 ] Census of Mineral Industries (Census) 

Canada (The Oil and Gas Journal) 	 O/A/lS Census of Population and Housing (Census) 

P/I/03 Atlas of Products Pipelines of the United States (The 	
0/A/1 Census of Retail Trade (Census) 

Oil and Gas Journal) 	 - 	 0/A/17 Census of Wholesale Trade (Census) 
P/I/04 Revenue Freight Loaded by Commoditiesand Total Received 	 O/A/18 County Business Patterns (Census) 

from Connections (MR) 	 O/A/19 Enterprise Statistics 	(Census) 
P/I/OS TeleRail Automated Information Network - II 	(AAR) 	 O/A/20 Essential United States Foreign Trade Routes (MARAD) 

O/A/21 Input-Output Structure of the U.S. Economy (SEA) 

General (G) 	 O/A/22 Inventory of American Intermodal Equipment (MARAD) 
O/A/23 National Network Simulation Model Traffic Flow File 

P/G/Ol Railroad Abandonnent Applications (NBS) 
P/G/02 Standard Uniforn Airbill 	 0/A/24 Survey of Current Business (BEA) 
P/G/03 Motor Carrier Continuing Traffic Studies 	 O/A/25 U.S. Multiregional Input-Output Data File 

O/A/26 Waterborne Shipping Market Analysis Master File (MARAD) 



TABLE C-3 (Continued) 

Ref. No. I 	 Title (Collected By/For) 
	

Ref. No. I 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

0/A/27 
O/A/28 

O/A/29 
0/A/30 

0/A/31 

O/A/32 

Federal Power Commission 	 0/A/57 
0/A/58 

Cost of Pipeline and Compressor Station Construction 	 O/A/59 

Gas Supplies of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline 
Companies 

Statistics of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Companies 
United States Imports and Exports of Natural Gas 	 0/A/GO 

0/A/61 
- 	Interior, U.S. Department of the 

Crude-Oil and Refined-Products Pipeline Mileage in the 
United States (BOM) 

Fuel and Energy Data, United States, by States and 
Region (BOM) 

Transportation Projections: 	1970-1980 
TSC Intercity Freight Flows File (TSC) 
U.S. Multiregional Input-Output Data File 

United States Railway Association 

USR A Northeast Railroad Project Field Inspection Master 
File 

USRA Northeast Railroad Project Rehabilitation Planning 
Master File 

Private Organizations and Individuals (I) 

O/A/33 Mineral Facts and Problems (BOM) 	 0/1/01 Air Cargo Guide (Reuben H. Donnelley) 
O/A/34 United States Mineral Resources, Geological Survey (USGS) 	0/1/02 Air Transport (ATA-Air) 

0/1/03 Aluminum Statistical Review (The Aluminum Association) 
Interstate Commerce Commission 	 0/1/04 American Short Line Railway Guide (The Baggage Car) 

0/I/05 American Trucking Trends, 19xx (ATA) 
O/A/35 Circuity of Rail Carload Freight 	 0/1/06 Annual Statistical Report (AISI) 
O/A/36 Cost of Transporting Freight by Class I and Class U 	 0/1/07 Annual Statistical Review (API) 

Motor Carriers of General Commodities by Regions or 	0/I/08 ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, National Edition 
Territories (ATA) 

0/A/37 Intercity Ton-Miles, 1939-1959 	 0/1/09 ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, Special Services 
O/A/38 Investigation of Railroad Freight Rate Structures - Edition (ATA) 

Scrap Iron and Steel, N Parte No. 270 	 0/I/10 Book of Official C.A.B. Airline Route Maps and Airport-to- 
O/A/39 Rail Revenue Contribution by Commodity and Territory Airport Mileages (Airline Tariff Publishers, Inc.) 

for Year lgxx 	 0/I/11 Coal Traffic Annual 	(NCA) 
O/A/40 Railroad Carload Cost Scales, 19xx 	 0/1/12 CTOL Transport Aircraft Characteristics. Trends and Growth 
O/A/41 Study of TOFC Operations Projections (AIM) 
0/A/42 Transport Econonics 	 0/1/13 Digest of Statistics, Traffic Flow (ICAO) 

0/1/14 Freight and Passenger Traffic Density - Class I Railroads, 
Transportation, U.S. Department of Western District (Western Railroad Traffic Association) 

0/1/15 Gas Facts (AGA) 
O/A/43 Barge Mixing Rule Study 	 0/1/16 Greenwood's Guide to Great Lakes Shipping 
0/A/44 Competition in the Intercity Freight Market: 	A Waybill (John 0. Greenwood) 

Study of the Motor Carrier Industry 	 0/1/17 Handy Railroad Atlas of the United States (Rand McNally 
O/A/45 Energy Statistics, A Supplement to the Surmnary of Co.) 

National Transportation Statistics 	(TSC) 	 0/1/18 Indices of Railroad Material Prices and Wage Rates, 
O/A/46 FAA Air Traffic Activity (FAA) Class I Railroads (AAR) 
0/A/47 FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation, 19xx (FAA) 	 0/1/19 Inland Waterborne Commerce Statistics, 19xx (AWO) 
O/A/48 Highway Freight Flow Study (FHWA) 	 0/1/20 Intercity Truck Tonnage, 19xx (ATA) 
O/A/49 Highway Statistics (FHWA) 	 0/1/21 Interstate Port Handbook, 	19xx (J. Helmes, 	Inc.) 
0/A/50 Intermodal Cargo Study (FRA) 	 0/1/22 Iron Ore (American Iron Ore Association) 
O/A/Sl List of Lights and Other Marine Aids (USCG) 	 0/1/23 Keystone Coal Buyers Manual 	(McGraw-Hill, 	Inc.) 
O/A/52 Nationwide Truck Commodity Flow Study (FHWA) 	 0/1/24 Map of Commercially Navigable Inland Waterways of the 
O/A/53 Selected Statistics on Distance Hauls of Freight United States (AWO) 

According to Transport Mode 	 0/1/25 Metals Statistics 	(Fairchild Publications) 
0/A/54 Short Line Mileages (FRA) 	 0/1/26 Motor Truck Facts, 19xx (Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
O/A/55 Summary of National Transportation Statistics (TSC) Association) 
0/A/56 Traffic Report of the St. Lawrence Seaway, 19xx (SLSDC) 



TABLE C-3 (Continued) 

Ref. No. 	I 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

0/1/27 	National Petroleum Council: Report of the Committee on 
Oil and Gas Transportation Facilities (NPC) 

0/1/28 	National Petroleum News Factbook, 19xx (National Petroleum 
News) 

0/1/29 	NHRP 33 - Values of Time Savings of Commercial Vehicles 
(TRB) 

0/I/30 	Official Airline Guide (Reuben H. Donnelley) 
0/1/31 	Official Intermodal Equipment Register (Internodal 

Publishing Company, Ltd.) 
0/1/32 	Official Railway Equipment Register (The Railway Equipment 

and Publication Company) 
0/1/33 	Official Railway Guide, North American Freight Services 
0/1/34 	Owner-Operator: Independent Trucker (D. Wyckoff and 

D.H. Maister) 
0/1/35 	Petroleum Facts and Figures (API) 
0/1/36 	Railroad Mileage by States (AAR) 
0/1/37 	Railway Line Clearances Including Weight (The Railway 

Equipment and Publication Co.) 
0/1/38 	Rank of Class I Railroads (AAR) 
0/1/39 	Research Review (American Trucking Association, Inc. 

Department of Economics) 
0/1/40 	Shifts in Petroleum Transportation (AOP) 
0/1/41 	Standard Highway Mileage Guide on Household Goods Carriers 

Bureau Mileage Guide (Rand McNally & Co.) 
0/1/42 	State Gross & Axle Weight Limits as of July 1, 1976 

(American Trucking Association, Inc. Dept. of Interstate 
Cooperation) 

0/1/43 	Statistics of Railroads of Class I in the United States 
(AAR) 

0/1/44 	Transoceanic Cargo Study Master File (Planning Research 
Corp.) 

0/1/45 	Transportation Facts and Trends, 19xx (TM) 
0/1/46 	Trinc!s  Blue Book of the Trucking Industry (Trinc Trans- 

portation Consultants) 
0/1/47 	Truck Taxes by States (ATA) 
0/1/48 	U.S. Petroleum and Gas Transportation Capacities (NPC) 
0/1/49 	Weekly Statistical Bulletin of the American Petroleum 

Institute (API) 
0/I/50 	Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 19xx (AAR) 
0/1/51 	Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics 

(American Bureau of Metal Statistics) 

General (C) 

0/G/O1 	DICCS Maps 
0/0/02 	Situation Reports 
O/G103 	Typical Railroad Company Valuation Maps 
0/0/04 	Typical Railroad Yard Diagrams  

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

III. REFERENCES (R) 

Public Agencies (A) 

Agriculture, U.S. Department of 

R/A/Ol 	Agricultural Outlook 
R/A/02 	Guide to USDA Statistics 

Army, U.S. Department of the 

R/A/03 	River Point Directory for the Mississippi River-Gulf 
Coast Inland Waterways System (Hydraulics Laboratory) 

Commerce, U.S. Department of 

R/A/ 04 	Commodity Transportation Survey Expansion Project, 
Phase I (Census) 

R/A/05 	County and City Data Book (Census) 
R/A/06 	Historical Statistics of the United States - Colonial 

Times to 1957 (Census) 
R/A/07 	Listing of Barges Specially Designed to be Carried 

Aboard Another Vessel (MARAD) 
R/A/08 	Schedule A - Statistical Classification of Commodities 

Imported into the United States (Census) 
R/A/09 	Schedule B - Statistical Classification of Domestic and 

Foreign Commodities Exported from the United States 
(Census) 

R/A/10 	Statistical Abstract of the United States (Census) 

Federal Energy Administration 

R/Afll 	National Petroleum Product Supply and Demand, 19xx 

Interstate Commerce Conunission 

R/A/12 	Uniforn System of Accounts for Railroad Companies 

Office of Management and Budget 

R/A/13 	Standard Industrial Classification Manual 

Transportation, U.S. Department of 

R/A/14 	Standard Transportation Commodity Description and Code 
System 



TABLE C-3 (Continued) 

Ref. No. 	 Title (Collected By/For) 

Private Organizations and Individuals (I) 

R/I/Ol 	AAR Standard Route Code (AAR) 
R/I/02 	Air Cargofrom A to Z (ATA-Air) 
R/I/03 	American Trucking Associations Publications List (AlA) 
R/I/04 	Car Hire Master List (AAR) 
Rh/OS 	Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide (Rand McNally & Co.) 
R/I/06 	Freight Station Accounting Code Directory (AAR) 
R/I/07 	Hazardous Material Code (AAR) 
R/I/OS 	Manual for Railway Engineering (AREA) 
R/I/09 	Moody's Transportation Manual (Moody's Investors Service, 

Inc.) 
R/1/10 	National Distribution Directory of Local Cartage - Short 

Haul Carriers, Warehousing (Local Short Haul Carriers 
National Conference) 

R/I/ll 	National Motor Freight Classification (AlA) 
R/I/12 	Official List of Open and Prepay Stations (Station List 

Publishing Company) 
R/I/13 	Price List of AAR Publications (AAR) 
R/I/14 	Standard Carrier Alpha Code (National Motor Freight Traffic 

Association, Inc.) 
R/I/15 	Standard Definitions for Petroleum Statistics (API) 
R/I/16 	Standard Point Location Code (ATA/AAR) 
R/I/17 	Standard Transportation Commodity Code (AAR and TEA-ER) 
R/I/lS 	Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics (MIT) 
R/I/19 	Tariff Guide No. 7 (Academy of Advanced Traffic, Inc.) 
R/I/20 	United Nations Standard International Trade Classification 

(United Nations) 
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TABLE C-4 

INDEX OF FREIGHT DATA SOURCES REFERENCED, BY MODE AND DATA 
TYPE 

Index of Freight Data Sources Referenced BY MODE and DATA TYPE 

Legend' 	RAIL = Railroads P/B 	= Physics 1 and Operating Data 
DWTR = Domestic Water CAR 	= Carrier Data 
PIPE = Pipeline IMP 	= Direct 	Indirect Impacts 
HWY Highway TF 	= Traffic Flow Data 
IWTR International Water S/C 	= Shipper/Consignee Attributes 
T/C 	= TCFC/CDFC GIN 	= General 
Air 	= Air NS 	= Nonspecific 

MODE 	 TYPE 

Ref. No Short Title tJa, 0 C 	t cz 

PRINCIFAL DATA SOURCE (F) 

P/A/UI Fresh Fruit/vegetable Shipment Master  

P/A/02 Inland Navigation System Maps / 
P/A103 Map Inland Freight Tonnage  
P/A/04 Performance Monitoring System / 
P/A/US Port Series - Part II / / / 

P/A/Do Railroads For National Defense Data File / / 
P/A/07 Waterborne Commerce Statistics V V 
P/A/Os Air Freight Origim-Destinatiom Study V V V 
P/A/09 CAB Service Segment Statistics / / / V 
P/A/10 Financial/Operating Report-Air Freight Forwarders / 
P/A/lI Financial/Operating Report-Cert. Air Carriers / / 

P/A/12 Scheduled ALL-Cargo Services V V 
P/A/13 Census/Transportation Commodity Trans. Survey V / V / / 	V / / 
P/A/14 Census/Transportation Truck Inventory/use Survey / / 
P/A/Is Container Utilization V / 
P/A/be Domestic/Int'l Transportation-U.S. Foreign Trade / V / / / 	/ / V 

F/A/17 Poreign Trade System  
P/A/la Ship Data System V / V 
P/A/Is U.S. 	Exports - Schedule B. Master File V V V / V 	V V V 
P/A/20 U.S. 	Imports for Consumption/General Imports Master V / V V V 	V V V 
P/A/21 Bituminous Coal/Lignite Production and Mine Operation V V V V / 

P/A/22 Bureau of Mines Repetitive Commodity Surveys V / V V 	V  
P/A/23 Distribution of Bituminous Coal/Lignite Shipments V V / 
P/A/24 Pipeline Products Report  
P/A/25 RR Agest's Report-Shipments of Mimerals/Products  
F/A/26 Tanker/Barge Shipments PAD Ill-Crude Dil/Petroleum V V / 

P/A/27 Foras A-B, Monthly Rept. 	Rk Employees, Serv. 	F, comp. V V 
P/A/28 Form F-I, Class A Freight Forwarders Annual Report V V V 
P/A/29 Form M-1, Class I Motor Carriers of Froperty Ann. Rept. V V 
P/A/30 Form M-2, Class II Motor Carriers of Prop. Ann- 	Rept. V V 
P/A/31 Form M-3, Class III Motor Carriers of Prop. Ann. 	Rept. V / 

P/A/32 Form P, Carriers by Pipeline Annual Report V V 
P/A/33 Form I-I, Class I Railroads Annual Report V / 
P/A/34 Form R-2, Class II Railroads Annual Report V V 
P/A/35 Form TCS, Class I MC's, 	Frt, Com. Stats. Annual Report V V V 
P/A/36 Form W-1, Class A-B Carriers- Waterways Annual Report V V 
P/A/37 Penn W-3. Class C Carriers-Wsterways, Annual Report V V 
P/A/38 Form W-4. Maritime Carriers Annual Report / V 
.P/A/39 Form CBS, Class I RR's Qtr. Cond. 	Balance Sheet / V 
P/A/40 Form OS-A, Class I RR's Qtr. Rept.-Yard/Trsin Services V / 
P/A/41 Form OS-B, Class I RR's Qtr. Wept-Op. 	Stats., Rev. Traf. / V 

P/A/42 Form OS-C, Class I RR's Qtr. Rept.-Op. Stat. 	Pwr/Equip. V V 
P/A/43 Form PTR-FF, ToEc Traf. orig. Class A Frt. Forwarders V V V V V 
P/A/44 Form PTR-M, TDPC Traf—Class I Motor Carriers of Prop. V V V 
P/AV45 Form PTR-R, TDPC Prof. Term-Class I RR's/Car Movements / V V 
P/A/46 Form PTR-W, TOFC Traf. Term-Class A Water Carriers V V V 

P/A/47 Form QCS, Class I RR's Qtr, 	Rept.-Frt. Commodity Stat. V V V 
P/A/48 Form GFF, Class A Frt. Fwrdrs. Qtr. Rept. of Revenues V V V V V 
P/A/45 Form QFR, Class I-Il Mtr. Car, 	of Prop.-Qtr.Rept. 	Rev. V V 
F/A/as Form QL 5 D. Qtr. Rept. 	Frt. Loss/Damage, Class I MC's V V 
P/A/Si Form QL & D-R, Qtr. Rept, Frt. Losm/Dmmage, Class I lix's V V 

MODE 	 TYPE 

Ref. 	No. Short Title u, 	as a 	. 

P/A/52 Form QFS, Quarterly Report of Pipeline Companies V V 
P/A/53 Form QWS, Qtr. Rept. Water Carriers Revenue Traffic / V 
FVA/54 Form RIO, Rate Bureau/Drganizstions Annual Report V V V 
P/A/al Form RE S I, Qtr. 	Rept. 	Rev.VEmp./lnc. Class I RR's V V 
F/A/sb Railroad Carload Waybill Sample V V 

P/A/57 Test Study Distribution of Shipments/Weight / V 
P/A/SB FAA Airport Master Record Forms 5010-1, -2 V 
F/A/59 NatI. Railroad-Highway Grads Crossing Inventory V V V 
P/A/SO National Transportation Study / V V V I V V 
P/A/el Truck Weight Study V V 

P/A/62 U.S. Transportation Zone Maps V V V 
P/A/63 USRA Waybill Abstratts Master File V V V 
P/I/UI MR Railroad Data Package V V V V 
P/5/02 Atlas/Crude-Oil Pipelines of U.S. and Canada V V 
P/5/03 Atlas/Products Pipelines of the United States / V 

P/I/04 Revenue Freight Losded by Commodities V V V 
P/I/Os Telegail Automated Information Network - IF  
F/G/Ol Railroad Abandonment Applications V V V V V 
P/G/02 Standard Uniform Airbill V V V V 
P/G/03 Motor Carrier Continuing Traffic Studies V V V 

P/G/04 . Motor Carrier Waybill V 
P/G/OS Port Authority Facilities Report V V V 
P/C/so Railroad Company System Map / - V V 
P/G/07 Railroad Employee Timetable V V V 
P/G/Oa Railroad Signal Chart  

P/G/09 Railroad System Traffic Osmaity Map  
P/C/IC Railroad Track Chart V 
P/C/Il Railroad Waybill V V V V 
P/C/la Rail Through Freight Schedule / V 

OThER DATA SOURCES (0) 

i/A/Cl Agricultural Statistics, 	lOss V V 
n/A/02 Imterregilnal Analysis-U.S. 	Grail-l'Utg. 	Industry V V 
O/A/03 Annual Suiimary of Crop Production, 	lsxx / V 
O/A/04 cost of Operating Trucks for Livestock Transportation V V 
n/A/os Dry Granular Fert. & Formula Feed Transport Survey V V V V V 

OVA/Ce Freight Csr Supply Problem and car Rental Policies V V V 
i/A/07 Grain Market News  
0/A/08 Livestock Transportation Survey V V V V 
n/A/Os Livestock Trucker Survey II V V V 
0/A/I0 Petroleum Transportation System Study V V V 

0/A/I1 Transportation Series V V V 
O/A/12 Census of Agritulture V V 
o/A/13 Census of Manufactures V V 
m/A/14 Census of Mineral Industries V V 
U/A/IS Census of Population and Housing V V 

OVA/lb Census of Retail Trade V V 
U/A/lI Census of Wholesale Trade V V 
0/A/18 County Business Patterns V V 
OVA/ag Emterprism Statistics V V 
0/A/20 Essential U.S. 	Foreigs Trade Routes -V V 

511/21 Input-Output Structure of the U.S. Economy V V 
0/A/22 Invem tory of .3juericam Imtmrmodal iquipment V V V V 
0/A/23 National Network Simulation Model Traffic Flow,  File V V V V V V V 
O/A/24 Survey of Current Iusinmsl / V 
0/A/25 U.S. Multiregional Enput-Dutput Data Film,game Year 1963 V V  

o/AV 26 Waterborne Ship ping Market Ma bysis Master File V V V 
5/A/27 Cost of Pipeline and Compressor Statilm Comstructiom V V V 
n/A/28 Gas Supplies of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline CDI. V V 
n/A/li ctrieri-ssfl,,raa'etsrm -csi-.,,'1r. 	pi1i,,r, ,1 / 



TABLE C-4 (Continued) 	 MODE 	 TYPE 	 MODE 	 TYPE 

Ref.No. Short Title 'ua,o wua,z 

O/A/31 Crude-Oil and Refined-Products Pipeline Mileage in U.S.  
O/A132 Fuel and Energy Data, U.S., by States and Region  
D/A/33 Mineral FactE and Probleea  
O/A/34 U.S. Mineraa Resourcea, Geological Survey V 
0/A/35 Circuity of Rail Carload Freight  

0/4/36 Cost of Trans. 	Frt.-Class I-El MC's-Ger. Coamoodities / V 
O/A/37 Intercity Ton-Miles, 	1939-1959  
o/A/38 Invest, of RR Frt. 	Rt. Struct., Ex Parte 270 V / 
01,9/39 Rail Rev. Contribution by Coomaodity 	Territory, 19xx V 
0/Af40 Railroad Carload Coat Scales, loxx  

0/A/41 Study of TOPC Operations  
0/A/42 Transport Economics  
O/A/43 Barge Mixing Rule Study V / 
o/A/44 Coasp.-lntercity Frt. MIst-Waybill Study of MC Industry V V  
O/A/45 Energy Stats-Supp. To Suaasary of Natl. Trans. Stats.  

0/A/46 FM Air Traffic Activity V 
O/A/47 FM Statistical Hsndbook of Aviation, 19xx V 
OIA/48 Highway Freight Flow Study V 
O/A/49 Highway Statistics  
0/A/50 Intermodal Cargo Study V / 

O/A/Sl List of Lights and Other Marine Aids V V 
O/AV52 Nationwide Truck Commodity Flow Study  
o/A/53 Sd. Stats-Oh stance Hauls of Freight by Mode V V V V V 
OfA/54 Short Line Mileages V V 
O/AVSS Summary of National Transportation Statistics V V V V V V V V 

0/A/56 Traffic Report of the St. Lawrence Seaway, lpxx V V 
0/A/57 Transportation Projections: 	1970-1980 V V V V V V 
o/A/Sg TSC Intercity Freight Flows File V V V V V V V 
o/AV59 U.S. Multiregional Input-Output Data File - 1963, 	70, 	so V V 
O/A/60 USRA ME Railroad Proj. Field Inspection Master File V V 

0/A/61 USRA NE Railroad Projec. Iehsh. Planning Master File V V V 
0/1/01 Air Cargo Guide V V 
0/1/02 Air Transport V V 
0/0/03 Aluoainua Statistical Review V V 
0/1/04 American Short Line Railway Guide V V V 

0/I/O5 American Trucking Trends, 	lOxx V V V 
0/0/06 Annual Statistical Report  
0/0/07 Annual Statistical Review V V 
0/1/08 ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, National Edition V V 
0/1/09 ATA American Motor Carrier Dir,, Spec. Services Edition V V 

0/0/10 Official CAB Airline Rte. Maps-Airport to Airport MIgs. V V 
0/1/11 Coal Traffic Annual V V V V 
0/0/12 CTOL Transport Aircraft Chsracs,-Trands 9 Growth Projs. V V V 
0/1/13 Digest of Statistics, Traffic Flow V V 
0/1/14 For. 	9 Pass. 	Trf, 	Dens.. 	Class 	I 	kR's-West. 	District V V 

0/1/15 Gas Facts V V V 
0/1/16 Greenwood's Guide to Great Lakes Shipping V V V 
0/1/17 Handy Railroad Atlas of the United States V V V 
0/1/18 Indices of RR Material Prices A Wage Rates, Class I IR's -V V 
0/1/19 Inland Waterborne Comeerce Statistics, lOxx V V V 

0/1/20 Intercity Truck Tonnage, 	IOns V 
0/1/21 Interstate Port Handbook, 19xx V V 
0/1/22 Iron Ore V V 
0/0/23 Keystone Coal Buyers Manual V V V V 
0/0/24 Map-Commercislly Nsvig, 	Inland Waterways of U.S. V V 

0/1/25 Metals Statistics V V 
0/1/26 Motor Truck Facts, 	lYxs  
0/1/27 
0/1/28 

NPC: 	Rept. 	of Committee on Oil 9  Gas T

,

rns

a 
National Petroleum News Factbook, 	lOon V 

0/1/29 NQIRP 33-values of Time Savings of Comae 	Vehi des 

0/1/30 Official Airline Guide V V 
0/0/31 Official Interalodal Equipment Register V V V 
0/1/32 Official Railway Equipment Register V V V 

Ref. 	No. Short Title 0 w u a z 

0/1/33 Official Rail Guide, No, 	Amer., 	Freight Services V V V 
0/1/34 Osner-Oporstor: 	Independent Trucker V V V V 

0/1/35 Petroleum Facts and Figures V V V V 

0/1/36 Railroad Mileage by States V V V 

0/1/37 Railway Line Clearances Including Weight V V 

0/1/38 Rank of Class I Railroads V 

0/1/39 Research Review of the ATA V 

0/1/40 Shifts in Petroleum Transportation V V V V 

0/1/41 Stand. May. 	Mileage Guide or H'hold Goods Cars, 	Guide V 
0/1/42 State Gross 	9 Axle Weight Limits as of July I, 	1976 V 
0/1/43 Statistics of Railroads of Class I in U.S. V V 

0/0/44 Transocesnic Cargo Study Master File V V V 

0/I/45 Transportation Facts and Trends, 19xx V V V 	V V V V 

0/1/46 Trinc's Blue gook of the Trucking Industry V 
0/0/47 Truck Taxes by States V V 

0/1/48 U.S. 	Petroleum and Gas Transportation Capacities 
 0/1/49 Weekly Statistical Bulletin of API 

0/I/50 Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 	OOxx V V 

0/I/51 Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics V V 

DIG/Il OICCS Maps V 
OVGV07 Si tuation Reports V 
OVGV03 Typical Railroad Cospany Valuation Msps V 
OVG/04 Typical Railroad Yard Diagram a V 

REFIRENCI'S 	(R) 

R/AVOI Agricultural Outlook V - V 

RVA/02 Guide to USDA Statistics V V 

RVAV03 River Pt, 	Dir., Miss. 	Ri, 	GIf. 	Coast Inland Ntrwys.Sys. V V 

RVAV04 Comoaodity Transportation Survey Expansion Proj. Ph. 	I V 
R/AVOS County and City Data Book V 

B/A/OS Historical Stat, of the U.S. 	' Colonial Times to 1957 V V V V V I V V 

RVAV07 List of Barges Specially Designed - Csrried on 0th. 	yes. V V V 

I/WOe Sched. 	A - Stat. 	Class. 	of Coemodities Imported-U.S. V 
PVA/09 Sched. 	B - Stat. 	Class. 	of Doe, 	9 For. 	Coaaaods. 	Exp. 	US , 

I/A/lI Statistical Abstract of the United States V V V V V I V 

I/A/il National Petroleum Product Supply and Demand, 	lOss V V 

BVA/12 Unifore Systee of Accounts for Railroad Coepanies V 
V R/A113 Standard Industrial Classification Manual 

' V 
R/A/14 Standard Transportation Coaaaodity Description 9 Code 

• / 
I/I/DO MR Standard Route Code V 

1/1/02 Air Cargo from A to 2 V V 
R/I/03 American Trucking Associations Publications List V V 
R/1/04 Car Hire Master List V V 
R/I/OS Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide V V V V 
1/1/06 Freight Station Accounting Code Directory V V 

R/1/07 Hazardous Materisl Code V V 
I/I/OS Manual for Railway Engineering V V 
R/I/09 Moody's Transportation Manual V V 
R/I/10 Nstl. Dist. Dir-Locsl Cartage-Short-Haul Cars. Wrhsg, V V 
1/1/11 National Motor Freight Classification V V 

R/1/12 Official List of Opem and Prepay Stations V V 
R/I/13 Price List of MR Publications V V 
R/I/14 Standard Carrier Alphs Code V V 
I/I/IS Standard Definitions for Petroleum Statistics V V 
1/1/16 Standard Point Location Code V V V 

1/1/17 Standard Transportation, Conaaodity Code - V V 
1/1/18 Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics V V 
R/I/19 Tsriff Guide No. 	7 V V 
1/1/20 United Nations Standard Intl. Trade Classification V V 



TABLE C-5 

INDEX OF FREIGHT DATA SOURCES REFERENCED, BY PLANNING 
STAGE AND ORDER OF ACQUISITION 

Legend: Order of Acquisition 
High Priority 	 Low Priority 

STAGE  

gef. 	No. Short Title I II III 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE (P) 

P/A/01 Fresh Fruit/Vegetable Shipment Master A 
P/A/02 Inland Navigation System Maps A 
P/A/03 Map Inland Freight Tonnage A 
P/A/04 Performance Monitoring System B 
P/A/OS Port Series - Part TI A 

P/A/OS Railroads for National Defense Data File A 
P/A/07 Waterborne Commerce Statistics A 
P/A/ag Air Freight Origin-Destination Study A - 
P/A/OP CAB Service Segmont Statistics B 
P/A/ 10 Financial/Operating Report - Air Freight Forwarders B 
P/A/li Financial/Operating Report - Cert. 	Air Carriers A 

P/A/li Scheduled ALL-Cargo Services B 
P/A/13 Census/Transportation Commodity Trans. Survey A 
P/A/14 Census/Transportation Truck Inventory/Use Survey B 
P/A/lS Container Utilization B 
P/A/16 - Domestic/Int'l Transportation-U.S. 	Foreign Trade A 

P/A/17 Foreign Trade System B 
P/A/IS Ship Data System C 
P/A/il U.S. 	Exports - Schedule B, 	Master File B 
P/A/la U.S. 	Imports for Consumption/GeneraL Imports Master B 
P/A/il Bituminous Coal/Lignite Production and Mine Operation A 

P/A/li Bureau of Mines Repetitive Commodity Surveys A 
P/W23 Distribution of Bituminous Coal/Lignite Shipments A 
P/A/24 Pipeline Products Report B 
P/A/iS RB Agent's Report-Shipments of MInerals/Products B 
P/A/is Tanker/Barge Shipments PAD Ill-Crude Ois/Petroleue B 

P/A/27 Fores A-B, Monthly Rept. 	RB Eeployees, Serv. 	B Comp. B 
P/A/28 Form F-i, Class A Freight Forwarders Annual Report B 
P/W29 Form H-i, Class I Motor Carriers of Property Mn. 	Rept A 
P/A/30 Form H-i, 	Class 	II Motor Carriers of Prop. 	Ann. 	Rept. A 
P/A/31 Form M-3, 	Class 	Ill Motor Carriers of Prop. Ann._et. 

P/A/32 Form P, Carriers by Pipeline Annual Report A 
P/A/33 Form B-i, Class I 	Railroads Annual Report A 
P/A/34 Form R-2, Class Il Railroads Annual Report B 
P/A/IS Form TCS, Class I MC's, Frt, 	Coe. Stats. Annual 	Report A 
P/A/36 Form N-i, Class A-B Carriers-Naterways Annual Report A 

P/A/37 Fore F-I, Class C, Carriers-Naterways, Annual Report B 
P/A/38 Form 11-4, Maritime Carriers Annual Report B 
P/A/39 Form CBS, Class I 	BR's Qtr. 	Cond. 	Balance Sheet B 
P/A/40 Form 05-A, Class 	I BR's Qtr. 	Rept.-Yard/Train Services B 
P/A/41 Form OS-B, 	Class 	I 	BR's Qtr. 	Rept.-0p. 	Stat., 	Rev. 	Tral B 

P/A/42 Form OS-C, 	Class 	I 	RR's Qtr. 	Rept.-Op. 	Stat. 	Pwr/Equip. B 
P/A/43 Form PTR-FF, 	'IDFC Traf. 	Drig. 	Class A Frt. 	Forwarders C 
P/AJ44 Form PTR-M, 	TOFC Traf.-Class I Motor Carriers of Prop. 
P/AJ45 Form PTR-R, TOFC Traf. Term, -Class I RB' a Car Movements B 
P/A/46 Form PTR-N, TOFC Traf. 	Term-Class A Water Carriers B 

P/A/47 Form QCS, 	Class 	I 	BR's Qtr. 	Rept.-Frt. 	Commodity Stat. A 
P/A/fl Form QFF, Class A Frt. 	Fwrdrs. 	Qtr. 	Rept. 	of Revenues C 
P/A/49 Form QFR, 	Class 	I-Il 	Mtr. 	Car, 	of Prop.-Qtr. 	Sept. 	Rev. B 
P/A/SD Form QLSD, Qtr. 	Rept. 	Frt. 	Loss/Damage, Class I RCa B 
P/A/Si Form QLBD-R, Qtr. 	Rept. 	Frt. 	Loss/Damage, 	Class 	I 	RB's B 

STAGE 

Ref. 	No Short Title I ii III 

P/A/Si Form QPS, Quarterly Report of Pipeline Companies B 
P/A/53 Form QWS, Qtr. 	Report Water Carriers Revenue Traffic B 
P/W54 Form RBO, Rate Bureau/Organizations Annual Report C 
P/A/55 Fore REBI, Qtr. 	Report Rev./Exp./Inc. 	Class 	I RR's B 
P/A/So Railroad Carload Waybill Sample A 

P/1157 Test Study Distribution of Shipments/Weight C 
P/A/SB FM Airport Master Record Forms 5010-1, -2 A 
P/A/SI Nati. Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Inventroy B 
P/A/60 National Transportation Study A 
P/A/SI Truck Weight Study A 

P/A/Si U.S. Transportation Zone Maps A 
P/A/63 tlSRk Waybill Abstracts Master File A 
P/I/al MR Railroad Data Package A 
P/I/li Atlas/Crude-Oil Pipelines of U.S. and Canada A 
P/1/03 Atlas/products Pipelines of the United States A 

P/I/04 Revenue Freight Loaded by Commodities B 
P/I/OS TelaRail Automated Information Network - II A 
P/G/Ol Railroad Abandonment Applications A 
P/G/Oi Standard Uniform Airhill B 
P/G/03 Motor Carrier Continuing Traffic Studies A 

P/G/04 Motor Carrier Waybill B 
P/c/OS 'Typical Port Authority Facilities Report A 
P/c/OS Typical Railroad Company System Map A 
P/G/07 Typical Railroad Employee Timetable A 
P/c/OS Railroad Signal chart A 

P/C/DY Typical Railroad System Traffic Density Map A 
P/C/ID Typical Railroad Track chart A 
P/c/Il Typical Railroad Waybill B 
P/c/li Typical Rail Through Freight Schedule B 

OThER DATA SOURCES (0) 

0/A/0I Agricultural Statistics, 	19xx B 
O/A/Oi Interregional Analysis-U.S. 	Grain-Mktg. 	Industry C 
O/A/03 Annual Summary of Crop Production, lDxx A 
O/A/04 Coat of Operating Trucks for Livestock TransportatioT 
0/A/05 Dry Granular Fert. 	i  Formula Feed Transport Survey C 

0/A/06 Freight Car Supply Problem and Car Rental Policies C 
0/A/07 Grain Market News C 
0/A/08 Livestock Transportation Survey C 
0/A/09 Livestock Trucker Survey II C 
0/A/I0 Petroleum Transportation System Study B 

0/A/Il Transportation Series B 
0/A/12 Census of Agriculture B 
O/A/13 Census of Manufactures B 
0/A/14 Census of Mineral Industries 
D/A/IS Census of Population and Housing C 

0/5)16 Census of Retail Trade C 
0/A/17 Census of Wholesale Trade C 
0/A/18 County Business Patterns B 
D/A/19 Enterprise Statistics C 
D/kIiD Essential U.S. 	Foreign Trade Routes C 

0/A/21 Input-Output Structure of the U.S. 	Economy A 
0/A/2 Inventory of Aaerican Intermodal Equipment C 
0/A/23 National Network Simulation Model Traffic Flow File B 
0/A/24 Survey of Current Business . C 
0/A/25 U.S. 	Multiregional 	Input-Output Data File A 

0/A/26 Naterborne Shipping Market Analysis Master File 
0/A/27 Cost of Pipeline and Compressor Station Construction C 
I/A/is Gas Supplies of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Cos. B 
D/A/29 Statistics of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Cos. B 
0/A/30 United States Imports and Eaports of Natural Gas C 



TABLE C-S (Continued) 	
STAGE 

Ref. No. 	 Short Title 
	

I I II I Ill 

O/A/31 Crude-Oil and Refined-Products Pipeline Mileage in U.S. A 

O/A/32 Fuel and Energy Data, U.S., by States and Region B 

O/A/33 Mineral Facts and Problems B 

O/A/34 U.S. Mineral Resources, Geological Survey B 

0/A/35 Circuity of Rail Carload Freight A 

O/A/36 Coat of Trans. Frt.-Class 1-1I MC's-Gen. 	Couseodities A 

O/A/37 Intercity Ton-Miles, 1939-1959 
O/A/38 Invest, 	of RR Frt. Rt. Struct. - Ex Parts 270 C 

0/A/ 39 Rail Rev. Contribution by Commodity B  Territory, 19xx A 

0/A/40 Railroad Carload Cost Scales, 19xx A 

0/A/41 Study of TOFC Operations A 

O/A/42 Transport Economics C 

0/A/43 Barge Mixing Rule Study C 

O/A/44 Comp.-lntercity Frt. Mkt-Waybill Study of MC Industry B 

O/A/45 Energy Stats.-Supp. to Suumnsry of Natl. Trans. Stats. B 

0/A/46 FM Air Traffic Activity C 

O/A/47 FM Statistical Handbook of Aviation. 19xx C 

0/A/48 Highway Freight Flow Study B 

O/A/49 Highway Statistics A 

0/A/50 Intermodal Cargo Study B 

0/A/Sl List of Lights and Other Marine Aids A 

0/A/52 Nationwide Truck Commodity Flow Study B 

0/A/53 Sel. Stats-Distance Hauls of Freight by Mode B 

0/A/54 Short Line Mileages A 

0/A/55 Suesnsry of National Transportation Statistics A 

0/A/56 Traffic Report of the St. Lawrence Seaway, 19xx B 

0/A/57 Transportation Projections: 	1970-1980 C 

O/A/58 TSC Intercity Freight Flows File B 

O/A/59 U.S. Multiregionsl Input-Output Data File A 

0/A/60 USRA ME Railroad Proj. Field Inspection Master File B 

0/A/61 USRA NE Railroad Projec. Rehab. Plsnning Master File A 

0/1/01 Air Cargo Guide B 

0/1/02 Air Transport A 

0/1/03 Aluminum Statistical Review C 

0/1/04 American Short Line Railway Guide B 

0/I/05 American Trucking Trends, lOxx A 

0/1/06 Annual Statistical Report B 

0/1/07 Annual Statistical Review B 

0/1/08 ATA American Motor Carrier Directory, National Edition A 

0/1/09 ATA American Motor Carrier Dir., Spec. Services Edition B 

0/5/10 Official CAB Airline Rte. Maps-Airport to Airport MIgs. A 
0/I/I1 Coal Traffic Annual A 
0/1/12 CTOL Transport Aircraft Characs.- Trends B  Growth Projs. B 
0/1/13 Digest of Statistics, Traffic Flow C 
0/1/14 Frt. 	8  Pass. 	Trf. 	Dens-, Class 	I 	RR's-west. 	District B 

0/1/15 Gas Facts B 
0/1/16 Greenwood's Guide to Great Lakes Shipping B 
0/1/17 Handy Railroad Atlas of the United States A 
0/1/18 Indices of RR Material Prices 4  Wage Rates, Class I RR's A 
0/1/19 Inland Waterborne Commerce Statistics, 	19xx B 

0/1/20 Intercity Truck Tonnage, 19xx B 
0/1/21 Interstate Port Handbook, 19xx A 
0/1/22 Iron Ore B 
0/1/23 Keystone Coal Buyers Manual A 
0/1/24 Map-Commercially Navig. 	Jul and Waten4sys of U.S. B 

0/1/25 Motals Statistics C 
0/1/26 Motor Truck Facts, 19xx A 
0/1/27 MPC: 	Rept. 	of Coei'sittee on Oil 	B  Gas Trans. 	Facilities A 
0/1/28 National Petroleum News Fsctbook, 19xx C 
0/1/29 NOIRP 33-Va1ues of Time Ssvings of Commercisl Vehicles A 

0/1/30 Official Airline Guide A 
0/1/31 Official Intersodal Equipment Register A 

Ref. 	No. Short Title I II III 

0/1/32 Official Railway Equipment Register B 
0/1/33 Official Rail Guide, No. 	Amer. 	Freight Services A 
0/1/34 Owner-Operator: 	Independent Trucker B 

0/1/35 Petroleum Facts and Figures 
0/1/36 Railroad Mileage by States A 
0/1/37 Railway Line Clearances, 	Including Weight B 
0/1/38 Rank of Class I Railroads B 
0/1/39 Research Review of ATA C 

0/1/40 Shifts in Petroleum Transportation C 
0/1/41 Stsnd. Hwy. Mileage Guide or H'hold Gcods Cars. Guide A 
0/1/42 State Gross B Axle Weight Limits as of July 1, 1976 B 
0/1/43 Statistics of Railroads of Class I in U.S. C 
0/1/44 Transoceanic Cargo Study Master File C 

0/1/45 Transportation Facts and Trends, 19xx C 
0/1/46 Trinc's Blue Book of the Trucking Industry A 
0/1/47 Truck Taxes by States B 
0/1/48 U.S. 	Petroleum and Gas Transportation Capacities C 
0/1/49 Weekly Statistical Bulletin of API C 

0/1/50 Yearbook of Railroad Facts, 19xx A 
0/1/51 Yearbook of the American eureau of Metal Statistics C 

0/G/Ol DICCS Maps C 
O/G/02 Situation Reports C 
O/G/03 Typical Railroad Company Valuation Maps C 
O/G/04 Typical Railroad Yard Diagrams C 

REFERENCES (R) 

R/A/01 Agricultural Outlook C 
R/A/02 Guide to USDA Statistics A 
R/A/03 River It. Dir., Miss. Riv.-GIf Coast Inlsnd Wtrwys. Sys A 
R/A/04 Commodity Transportation Survey Expansion Proj-Ph. 1 B 
R/A/05 County and City Data Book C 

R/A/06 Historical Stats, of the U.S. - Colonial Times to 1957 C 
R/A/07 List of Barges Specially Designed - Carried on 0th. yes. C 
R/A/08 Sched. A - Stat. Class, 	of Commodities Imported-U.S. B 
R/A/09 Sched. 	B - Stat. Class of Doe. 	B For. Cosmmods. 	Exp. U.S. B 
R/A/10 Statistical Abstract of the United States C 

R/A/lt National Petroleum Product Supply and Demand, 19xx C 
R/A/12 Uniform System of Accounts for Railroad Companies B 
R/A/13 Standard Industrial Classification Manual , A 
R/A/14 Standard Transportation Commodity Description & Code B 
R/I/01 MR Standard Route Code A 

R/I/02 Air Cargo from A to 1 A 
R/I/03 American Trucking Associations Pubticstions List A 
R/I/04 Car Hire Master List C 
R/I/OS Co,ueercisi Atlas and Msrketing Guide B 
R/I/06 Freight Station Accounting Code Directory A 

.R/I/07 Hazardous Material Code C 
R/1/08 Manual for Railway Engineering C 
R/1/09 Moody's Transportation Manual C 
R/I/10 Natl. Dist, Dir-Local Csrtsge-Short-HauI Cars, Wrhsg. C 

R/1/11 National Motor Freight Classification B 

R/I/12 Official List of Open and Prepay Stations B 
R/I/13 Price List of MR Publications A 
R/I/14 Standard Carrier Alpha Code A 
R/I/lS Standard Definitions for Petroleum Statistics B 
R/I/16 Standard Point Location Code A 

R/I/17 Standard Transportation Commodity Code A 
R/I/lS Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics A 
R/I/19 Tariff Guide No. 7 B 
R/I/20 United Nations Standard Intl. Trade Classification - - B 



DOCUMENTATION OF PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCES 

LEGEND FOR REFERENCE NUMBERS 

P = Principal data source 
0 = Other data source 
R = Data reference 

A = Collected by/for public agency 
I = Collected by/ 	private organization or individual 

G = General; nonspecific to single organization 

I REF, 	NO, 	P/A /0; 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Fresh Fruit andvegetable MODE: All 
Shients 	(Master File) pm 

TYPE: Traffic flow 

	

ECT' 	U.S. Bepartment of Agriculture Co LL 	CD BY . 	Agriculture Marketing Service 
Fruit and ipoptahl p BIvI 1imn 

FORM OF DATA: 	Punch cards 	 I. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: - 	 Annual. 	Beginning 1962 - 
7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

It summarizes modal 	traffic flow of fresh fruits and vegetables by states of 
origin to cities of destination, by origins 	states), by commodities and by 
months. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Same as Iten 4. 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	No charge 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

IT. 	COVERAGE; 	Rail, boat aad 'available' truck and air shipments in 48 
contiguous states of fresh fruit and vegetable commodities. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE;  

ITEM 	(FROM flATs pnnrpcc FORMAT) sao11lo.ACHE2lEoRJ1riIT 

For each shipment: 

Commodity Internal 	code 
On gin state Internal 	code 
Osstinaciom state Internal 	code 
Oustination city Internal 	code 
-Quantity Carloads, 	truckloads. 	etc. 
Month 	 . Internal 	code 

AVAILABLE SUI'Pi.ARIES 

NNiE Fresh Fruit and vegetable Shipment Totals by Csnnoditles, States, 
Months 

ISSUED BY; 	Same as Item 4 

PRICE; No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

This sumnary reports dsxrentic rail, boat and available truck and air 
shipments of fresh fruitn and negetables by commodities, origins (states) 
and months. (Coossodity production) 

NAME; Fresh Fruit and vegetable Shipments by States, Commodities, Countier 
Stati ons 

ISSUED BY: 	Same as Rein 4 

PRICE! No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; This susunery reports for each state; a) rail 
and truck shipments by commodities and month and (b) rail shipments by 
comnoditles, counties, waybilling stations and months. In addition, for 
Arizona, California. Florida, Texas and Washington, rail-truck (piggyback) 
shipments by commodities, counties, waybilling stations and months. 
(Cainnodi ty production) 

NAME! Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Unload totals for 41 Cities 

ISSUED BY; 	Same as Item 4 

PRICE: 110 charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE! Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 
This sumnary reports (a) rail (includes boat and air), truck. rail/truck 
(piggyback) and air unloads in 41 cities by states of origins and nonth; 
(b) rail and truck unloads in 41 cities by commodities, origins (states) 
and months; and (c)  rail and truck unloads by origins (states)! 
destination (41 cities) and commodities. (commodity conssmption) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data are conpiled from various sources including carriers, shippnrs and 
inspection sernice racords. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA; 

Truck and air shipments are incomplete; only those reported are included. 

IS. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Csrremt progran to continue indnfimltel. 

11. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION; 

Three sumsary publications (Item 13)  contain the available data. 	Punch 
cards will not be released (they  are destroyed after summarization). 
However, special 	tabulations may be granted on request before destruction 
of source data. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

Factors are used to convert air, truck and boat to rail carload 
equivalent,. 	In the suensary publications, only the equinaleets are 
presented. 	In some instances, air, boat and piggyback are combined with 
rail 	In the summary tabulations. 

These data represent very generalized traffic flow for the included 
commodities. 	Reliability problees exist due to questionable coverage and 
aggregation. 	These data can probably best be used for estinates of 
demand. 



I REF. 	NO. 	P/A/ 02 

NCHRP PROJECT 817 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Domestic water 

Inland Navigation System MaPs 3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 
Onprarins 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Geographncal 3/ accuratn maps at the inland waterway network indicating 
location and naow/nanter of facilities, including existing and 
proposed locks and date. 	(Facility location) 

5. 	IJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Existing principal waterway 
Waterway ander construction 
Aathorized waterway 
Esisting lock(s) 
Lock(s) ander construction 
Anthoriced lock(s) 
Lock eases/matters 
Naober of nnaltiple locks 

Data are displayed on a geographically accurate state-ontline nap and 
indicate facilities within and/or adjacent individaal 	states. 

6. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Published as completed and/or reissaed 

7. DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
U.S. Arty corps of Engineers U.S. Arose Corps of Engineers 
Office, Chief of Engineers Office. Chief of Engineers 
OAEN - CWP . S Washlngtoo. D. 	C. OAEN - CWP - S 	Washington, D. C. 

20314 . 20314 

I_B 	//o3 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Map of Inland Freight Tonnage by MODE: 	Domestic Water 
Direction of Moaemnott Mississippi River, 
::&Tcta5esand Gulf Intracsastal 

9xx TYPE: 	traffic flow, Physical 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Waterway traffic tonnage density map, by direction between key geographical 
locations inclading ports, locks and terntini of inproved waterways ander 
US Arty Corps of Engineers administration. 	(Traffic flow. Facility location. 
Usage/capacity) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Schenatic nap indica ting ni llions of short tons of inland and Gulf 
Intracostal waterborne traffic by: 

Waterway segnent 
Direction of noveeeet 
Major port and landing location 
I otra - and in tersegnteota I movement 

5. PUDLICAT]ON CYCLE: Publiohed in coejanction wi th Corps of Engineers annual 
Waterborne comerce statistics 

7. DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED DY/PRICE: 

US Arty Corps of Engineers US Any Corps of Engineers 
US Army Engineering Division, Lower US Any Engineer District, Vtcksbarg 
Mississippi Valley P. o. Box 60 

Vicksburg, Missisoippi Vicksbarg, Minsiosippi 	39180 

$2.00 

I REF. 	NO. 	P /A/D4 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Performance Monitoring System MODE: 	Domestic water 
Waterway Traffic Report 
(Vessel 	Log, Detailed Vessel 	Log) TYPE: 	Traffic flow, Physical 

andlpmrueing 

COLLECTED BY: 	Department of the Arty 
Corps of Engineers 

FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape 5. 	TIME PERIOD CDVERED: 
Unspecified 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	The vessel log and detailed vessel log prowide data 
on barge movements via reports filed at each waterway lock. 	When 
aggregated,these data provide detailed nodal traffic flow Information for 
doseetic waterways. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	U.S. Arty Engineer Waterways Esperimeot Station 
Attention: WESHA 
Pm 	Be, Ril: virkcwurn 	Misc cclnol 	19150 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None issued to 	ID. PRICE: 	Not applicable 
data 

11 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All cesnoditles, all movenents through Corps of Engineers 
operated waterway locks. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) OR UNITS _CDDING_SCEFME 
Vessel 	identification: Nane and number 

Flotilla length 	)inclsdieg towboat) Feet 
Flotilla width 	(Including towboat) Feet 
Flotilla draft Feet and inches 
Nunbar of barges loaded and empty Nueber 

Barge identification: Number - vessel 	index 
Barge type Internal code 
Comodity Internal code 
Weight of cargo Tons 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEII CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

The following additional data for each 
shipment are contained only on the detailed 
vessel 	log: 

Origin port Internal code 
Destination port Internal code 
Hazardoas comodity code 	 . Internal code 

 AVAELABLE SUMMARIES: 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data are furnished by captain of towboat an Corps of Engineers Form 3102d 
or by providing the same infoneatlon to lock staff by radio.' 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

The vessel log is completed without exception. 	The additional data 
incladed on the detailed vessel 	log is collected only on approval of the 
Chief of Engineers, presanahly for special analyses. 	Only includes locks 
sporated by the Corps of Engineers. 

 FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS: 
The vessel log and detailed vessel log are presently being prepared on 
an experinestal banis. 	Plans for continuation of this program and 
suoTtarization of these data are ascertain. 

The performance nonitorlog program may in time replace the present program 
of waterborne csemeerce statistics (see Ref. No. P/A/ 	). 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

At present these data are produced for internal use only. 	No procedures 
have yet been established for release of this file. 



IS. EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

Because this program is experimental and no data have yet been released, 
the reliability of this file cannot be assessed. 

Data provided on the vessel log are complete (100% sample) but of limited 
asefulness due to the lack of origin-destination identification. 
Additional data included on the vessel log are of far more interent to 
planning mince they are sufficient to establish e highly reliable and 
detailed Inland waterway traffic flow file. Unfortunately, the estent 
to which the detailed vessel log will be prepared is unknown. 

I REF. 	NO, 	P/AJ9 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Port Series 	(Part 	II) MODE: Ouseitic water, 
(Single reports covering groups of 

~2. 
international water 

U.S. 	deep draft ports) 
3. 	TYPE: 	Physical 	and Operating 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors 
U.S. 	Corps of Engineers 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Multiple forms 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Varies - Approx. eenry 10 to 12 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	
yrs 

Physical data concerning all 	deep draft ports 	in the U.S., 	including 
description of navigational 	paraneters and service facilitieu. 	(Facility 
location,operatinq characteristics, physical 	characteristics) 

ISSUED BY: 	U.S. Corps of Engineers 
Board of Engineers for Rivers and iarbors 
Fort Belsoir, Virginia 27060 

FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy (50 	10, PRICE: Ranges from $75 to 
reports, each covering a group of port.) $4.65 for individual 	reports 

II. 	DETAILEO DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All deep draft port and harbor facilities in the U.S. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE:  

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) 	- SCHEME OR UNITS _CODING 

Port and harbor conditioss: 
Location Narrative description 
Channel 	inproeenents Narrative description 

Channel depth Feet 
Channel width Feet 

Anchorage area Narrative description 
Bridges (Location and Clearanceu) Narrative description 

Port administration Narrative description 
Port and harbor facilities: 

Piers, wharves and docks Narrative description 
Grain elevators Narrative description 
Oil 	handlisg and oil benkerisg Narrative destripticd  

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED) 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Marine repair facilities Narrative description 
Floating equipment Narrative description 
Rail 	lines serving port Narrative description 

Port usage charges by type Dellaru 
Labor edninistration Narrative description 
Pier, wharf and dock facilities:' 

Location Narrative description 
Ownership and operation Name 
Purpose Narrative description 
Various dinension 5 Feet 
Mechaelcal 	handling facilities available Narrative description 
Rail connections Narrative description 
Highway connections Narrative description 

Port and harbor facilities: 
Type Narrative description 
Description and dimensions Narrative description 

and feet 
Facilities available Narrative description 

Companies serving port and principal ports 
of call Nave, flag, country name 

(Map of port also provided in publication) 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: - 

Isterviews and on-site observations 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Part I. Port Administration, port and ternninal charges, formerly prepared 
by Maritime Administration, U.S. Oepartssent of Connerce, was suspended in 
lgss. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Series revised at irregular intervals- 

Department of Navy, Naval 	Facilities Engineering Command is putting these 
data on magnetic tapes; for internal use of DOD only. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

None 

EVALUATION/COFtIENTS: 

Several reports are not current because of lag between revisioss. Local 
Port Authorities can provide the sane information on current facilities. 
The Port Series does, howeeer, presently conprisn the most reliable, 
comprehensive and up-to-date data source concerning port physical and 
operating data. 



F 
REF. NO. F / A / 06 

FflPlP PROJECT 8-17 
FREIC-a-ff DATA REOUIRECrNTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEM PLN1ING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SIJ*RY 

1 Tng.n; s; 	Rail 

Railroads for National 

723 
Defense Data File E! 	Traffic flow 

64 COILECI1US BY; 	Military Traffic Pianageo.ent Command (MDIC) 
Department of the Anny 
Washington, D.C. 	20315 

5. 

 

FORM OF DATA; 	Magnetic tape 0. 	TIIE PERIOD COVERS: 	Annual 

7. swcr/vrY cloDs: 

A census of government bills of lading for shipments by railrcad related 

to each defense activity in the U.S. 	(Modal traffic flow) 

. ISSUED BY: 	>;ilitaty Traffic :Ianageaent Co,cvand, eQ 
Department of the Army 

9. 

 

FORM OF ISSUED DATA: Hand espy 10, 	PRICE: 	Free to states 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIFTIDQ 

1.1.. CO'/EMGF 	All military peaiectne defense rallr cad traffic 

12. 

 in the U.S. 

RELEVANT cc*rmNl OF SOURCE FILE; 

CODING SOuSE 
11TH (FBM'I PEPfPTING FORM) OR JIlTS 

Ocigin location by alarm, city, and defense activity Internal codea 
Destination location by state, cIty and defense activity Internal codes 

Commodity (a nlassificatfeos) Internal code 

Cart! rip atingcarriota (up to seven) 1-digit alpha ceden 

lFi.abetofshipments iu,ceric 

Site of shipment Carloads 

Qoaotity Poosdn 

13, AVAIL.AIV_E S!Jt5t.RIES 	gone 

164. DESCRIPTIF1'I OF OULECTIffI PRIXESS: 

Data were derived from individual shlpsent dnnoeents (govetncent 
railroad hills of lading ) 	related to peacetime defense traffic 
(100 p ernenc enocera lion). 

III. 	EVAIJATIOR/C5STPAINTS ON USAGE 

15. SIC4dIFICNJT EXCLISIITOS OF DATA: 

Data does not include wartine defense requirements. 

if. F19IN uPDATE OR FYTENSIEfI PLNIS: 

Planned yearly collect inn and sunnariratios to cnnttoae indefinitely. 

2.7. DATA AVAIL.PJVILITY/CIIISTRAIIJTS ON OISSFYIFmTICuJ: 

Up on request • summaries of this file will be sadc available- to states 
sirpic will provide data for all rail shipments originating or tencinatinsg 
In any particular state. 

18. EVALLiATI(TUCQtROiTS; 	 - 

This data will be help ful to states in develop iog state rail plans which 
eaneffentcvelyrespondto the tequiresents ofnatisnal deaense 
commodity traffic file could be particularly useful in identifying clear- 
ancerooteoasedby the silicaril for the novenentofoverieoe andover- 
weigh I shipments. 	E t is inporl ant to note that this file do es not inc lade 

Up so request • MTMC will provide supplementary 
data (sorb an atraregirally inportant rail lines) tostatea to fill this 
void in the file. 

lefenne highway and waterway ahipoent data also 'flats, but due to the 
appreciable espenne which would be incurred for electronic data processing 
to prepare the data in a use fal farnea t , 	these data are presently not 
available Is states 

REF. 	NO. 	
P1A /07 

NCHRP PROJECT 5-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 	 - 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. TITLE; MODE; 	Donestic Water 

Waterborne Commerce Statistics 
TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

(Maater File) 

4 
COLLECTED BY: Department of the Army, Corps of tngieeern 

Waterborne Commerce 
P 	1 	Pus 	R1PPO; 	liena 

Statistics Center 
nelsen 	enirlaca 	701CO 

5. FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape, 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
Beginning 1)65 Annual beginning 1920 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Modal 	traffic flow by port, vessel type and operators on navigable waters 

of the IS. 

Dictrict Engineer, U.S. Any Engineer District, New Orleanc 
8 ISSUED BY: 

, 	
P.O. Bon 60267 
New Orleans, Loulniana 70160 

9. FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy or 	10. PRICE: Reimbcrsoneot of 

edited magnetic tape prograroning, 	processing coot 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

 COVERAGE; 	All 	individaal domestic freight shipments by water carrier. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM  DATA PROCFSS FORMAT) I _CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Vessel type Internal code 

Vessel 	name Internal code 

Vessel net registered weight Net tons 

Vessel flag Internal code 

Vessel 	district Internal code 

Originating port Internal code 

Originating dock Internal code 

Originating date Month/day/year 

Originating port draft Feet 

Destination port Internal code 

Destination dock Internal code 

Destination date Month/day/year 

Destination port draft Feat 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED) - 

ITEM COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

ClicUodity Internal code 
Quantity Short tons 
Type of service (ICC regslatsd. esenpt, 

for-hire, 	prinate) Internal code 
Alternate waterway routes (incl.  

direction) Internal code 
Operator 

AVAILABLE SUFWRIES 

NAME: 	WaterboreeCommerce of the United States. Part 1, Waterways and 
Harbors. Atlantic Coast 

ISSUED BY: 	Sve Itean No. B 

PRICE; 	$1.75 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annaal 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: ronnage data for donestit and foreign traffic, 
by port and waterways, classified and partly cross classified by 
commodity. moport/escport, apbound/downbonnd. and coastwlse receipts and 
shipments. 	Also nanber of trips and draft, by vessel 	type. 	Some tos- 
mile data. 	(Modil traffic flow) 

NAME: 	Waterborne Commerce of the United States • Part 2. Waterways and 
Harbors, gulf Coast. Mississippi Ricer System and Antilles 

ISSUED BY: 	Sea Itans No. 8 

PRICE! 	$3.50 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sane as Atlantic Coast 	Sea above) 

NAME: 	Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 3, Waterways and 
Harbors, Great Lakes 

ISSUED BY: 	See Item No. 

PRICE: 	$3.25 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annaal 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Sane as Atlantic Coast (Sea aboea) 



AVAILABLE SUI'IIIARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: Waterborne Commerce of the United States, Part 4, Waterways 
and Harborn. Pacific Coast, Alaska and Hawaii 

ISSUED BY: See Item No. B 

PRICE: 	$200 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! Same as Atlantic Coast (See abone) 

NAME: Waterborne Commerce of the Uni ted States • Waterways and Harbors, 
Part 5, National Summaries 

ISSUED BY: See Item No. 

PRICE: $2.00 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Same as Atlantic Coast (See abone) 

NAME! Domestic Oceanborne and Great Lakes Commerce of the U.S. 

ISSUED BY: U.S. Oepartnent of Commerce, Maritime Administration 

PRICE: $1.50 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS Suomnarizes osodal traffic flow by conimodi ty and port 
for coastwi sn and Great Lakes shipments 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 	 - 

Reports from all nessel operators, on Corps of Engineers, 550 Con 3925. 
containino data described in Stan 12, above, for each vessel trip 
100 percent enunaratlon). 

I II, EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
Salt is included in commodity code 1499, 'Nonnetallic Minerals, Esoept 
Fuels, NEC,' to anoid Individual company operations. 

6. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continued annsal publication planned. A developmental progran known as 
Performance Cnitoring System may incorporate the present statistical 
collection process Into a broader progren for proniding osanagement 
information. 

17, DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Dissemination of proprietary data in prohibited by law. Special runs or 
reports will be prepared by the Waterborne Commerce Statistics Center on a 
cost reinbursenent basin, pronided that confidentiality restrictions are 
not violated. 	 - 

EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

Published reports do not include origin-destination data, and the data 
which are published do not contain all of the cross-classifications that 
could be useful. Such data may be obtained by special runs, so long as 
the data specification provides for subanerging confidential detail. 

Magnetic tape, If acquired in the format and with the content data - as 
now constructed . could be manipulated to produce the otherwise submerged 
data. 

These data are the primary source for description of waterborne traffic 
flow, they form a major conponent of a nultimodal traffic flow file. 

No, 	P/A/on 

NCHRP PROJECT B-Il 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Air Freight orilin'Dastlnatlon MDDE: 	Air 
Study (Docket No. 22859) 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow, Carrier 

CDLLECTED BY: 	Emil Aeronaatics Board 

FORM OF DATA!Magnetic tape'tapes TIME PERIDD COVERED: 
per 12 oosnthn) Monthly, since February 1972 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; Bonentic air freight traffic flow, by origin, 
destination and Intermediate points, by comonodity. by carrier. 	Pieces, 
weight and revenue of traffic on certificated scheduled air carniern. 
(Modal 	traffic flow, Carrier operating statistics, 	Rates/tariffs. Routings) 

ISSUED BY; Oi rector, Bureau of Accounts and Statistics 
Cinil Aeronautics Board 
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 	Washington, B.C. 20420 

FDRM OF ISSUED DATA; Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: 	Cost reimbursable 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

CDVERAGE ; 	b-percent sample of all domestic air freight shi pments on 
scheduled certificated domestic trunk and local 	sernice air carriers. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (PROM DATA PRDCFSc. 	FORMAT) CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Coornadity Internal 	4-digit code 
Loose pieces in shipment Number 
Weight of loose pieces Ponnds 
Container type(s) Internal 	code 
Container weight - Poundn 
Number of containers, by type Number 
Container loading/unloading code Internal 	code 
Transport revenue Bollars 
Excess value revenue Bollars 
Service/rate class Internal code 
Basis for rate Internal code 
Entra-Interline Internal code 
Shipper code Internal code 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CDNTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Carriers in routing Number 
Origin airport 3-letter airport code 
Intermediate airport(s) 3-letter airport code 
Bestinatlom airport 3-letter airport code 
Originating air carrier 2-letter carrier code 
Intermediate carrier(s) 2'letter carrier code 
Final carrier 2-letter carrier code 
Carrier code of airbill Internal numeric code 
Origin station of airbill 3-letter airport code 
Serial 	number of airbill Nszmber 
Airbill 	date Internal code 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Birect Exhi bits of Burean of Economics • in Domestic Air Frei ght 

ISSUED BY; 	Bureas of Economics 

PRICE! No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; One-time suommary 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Natlomal air freight flow summaries, varionsly classified by number of 
shipment, pieces per shipment, weight of shlposnnt. origin-destmsatoos 
regions, revenue, air carrier and coonsodity, ll-oomnthn ended oecenber 1972. 

14, DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data from lD'percemt of all domestic airbills are compiled monthly by 
airlines and nubamitted on tape to CAB, where they are conbimed onto base 
data 	tape. 

III, 	EVALUATIDN/CDNSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Initial period was 11-months ended Bece,sber 1972. 	Subsequent files 
contain data for 12-months ended each calendar quarter, 1st quarter 1973 
through 2nd quarter 1974. 	Carrier tapes for later periods have been 
fnled and will 	be summarized on muaster tapes. 	CAB hag made no decision 
as to continuation of the data program after its forthcoming decision in 
Bocket 22859. 



17 DATA  AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

None 

18. EVALUATON/COI'VIENTS 

The data set are an excellent source of data on air traffic and revenue 
flow. InfosTnation aboat shilxrent sizes and container types would be 
useful for terninal planning. users of ccenrodity data wonld have to 
reconcile the special classification system with standard codes enployed 
for freight by other modes or for productiom data. 

A /Q9,_ 

NCHRP PROJECT 8—s7 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: MODE: 	Air 

CAB Service Segment Statistics TYPE: 	Traffic flow. Carrigr 
Phys:cal and Operegsmg 

COLLECTED BY; 	civil Aeronautics Board 

FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape, one per TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
month Monthly, beginning July 1970 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	Modal traffic (freight tons separately identified) 
in schedsled service of U.S. 	certificated airlines, by service segment. 

(Vehicle flow, usage capacity, Operating statistics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: Machine Readable Archives Bivisios 
National Archives 
aachimstnn 	15 r 	inim 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Magnetic tape 	50. PRICE; Cost reimbursable 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE; IDO percent of traffic an schedaled flights of U.S. certificated 
airlines, except carriers operating solely within Alaska 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM DATA PROCESS FORMAT) I..SDD!NG SCHEJIF OR UNITS 

Segment origin city/airport Internal code 
Segment destination city/airport Internal code 
Year and novth Internal code 
Carrier mane Internal code 
class of service (mixed pass/cargo, cargo only) Internal code 
Flight number Carrier designated number 
Segment distance Miles 
Aircraft departures schedsled Number 
Aircraft departares perfonmed Number 
Aircraft miles flown Miles 
Capacity available Tons 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED); 

- 	 ITFM CODING SCHE!IE OR UNITS 

Tons transported on segment by type; Tons 
Freight (excluding baggage) 
U.S. 	mail 	- priority 
U.S. 	mail 	- nonpriority 
Foreign mail 
Express (prior to discontimuance of service) 

long enplaned by type: 
Freight (excluding baggage) Tons 
U.S. 	mail 	- priority 
U.S. 	mail 	- nonpriority 
Foreign mail 

Ions deplaned by type; Tons 
Freight (excluding baggage) 
U.S. 	mail 	- priority 
U.S. 	mail 	- nonpriority 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Anneal Passenger/cargo Misiprint by Month 

ISSUED BY; 	CAB 

PRICE: Not for sale 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 	(aged 1 year) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Suninery of traffic flow by service segment 
including; 	tons and revenue ton-si les. 	(gmeratinq statistics. Traffic flow) 

NAME: 	htnthly Passesger/Cargo Maxiprint 

ISSUED BY: 	CAB 

PRICE: Not for sale 	PUBLICATIDN CYCLE; 	Monthly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Simil ar to mini pri nt. but contains monthly traffic 
data for a slsgle flight number. 	(Carrier operating statiotics, Traffic 
flow) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS; 
Airlines submit monthly data (100 percent enumeration) to CAB on magnetic 
tape or punched cards. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Air carriers operating solely within Alaska 

FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Continuing program. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Domestic data available one year following close of calendar year foa 
which it Is reported. 
Data for international segments not available outside Federal government. 
Requests for waiver of access restriction should be directed to: 

Chief, Statistical Data Division 
Iureau of Accoonts osd Statistics 
Civil Aeronautics Board 
Washington. D.C. 20420 

18. EVALUATION/CDBVIENTS: 

The data are semt oriented; they do not link the air origin and 
destination or the u timate origin and destination. Tommages boerded at 
a flight origin cannot be traced to point deplaned, except for flights 
serving only a smIle segment. These limitations preclude any analysis 
of modal traffic flow. These data do. however, provide a resource for 
network analysis. 



I REF. 	NO, 	/ A/Ia 

- 	 NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1 	TITLE: 	Financial and Operating Report 2. 	MOOE : 	Air 
for Air Freight Forwarders and Inter- 
national 	Air Freight Forwarders (to  Civil 
Aeronautics Board, on CAB Form 244) ' 	Carrier, Traffic flow, 

Physicaland Operating 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Civil Aeronaatics Board (CAB) 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy 	 16. TIME PERIOD CDVEREO: 

uarterly and annually 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

MQdal 	traffic flow and carrier data: 	financial 	and operating statistics, 
Tor each freight lorwarder. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Available for public use at CAB. 

9. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	1 PE! N 	fr s o RIC
ae Reimbnr

0.
cootpyingcoale. sts 

UI. 	OETAILEO DESCRIPTION 

11 	COVERAGE. 
. 	Financial and operating data, including specific orióin and 

destination traffic, 0-0 pair traffic flows, 	including both 
donestic and international shipments: plus oileage segnent, surface nhiRsents 
ithin each ternninal 	air station location. 
12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCMFME OR UNITS —CODING 

Balance sheet conpri ned of assets, liabili- 
ties and stockholders eqsity Dollars 

Accounts receivable and payable aging and 
uncollectable allowances Dollars 

Accounts with associated conpanies Dollars 
Property and equipment owned by type Dollars 
Income atatwsent (revenues and eapesses) Dollars 
Schedule of operating statistics by type 
of carrier; by donestic/internationel/ 
systom: Traffic class 

Nunber of consolidations Nssber 
Weight 	(lbs.) tbs. 
Transportation purchased Value (5) 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: 	Air Forwerder Statistics (17 reports) 

ISSUED BY: 	cargo Economics. Inc. 
Suite 540 
1990 M Street, N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20036 

PRICE: 	$285 per year 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Qaarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Suonnarination of Form 244 with conparisons nade of fine leading 
competitors. 	(Operating statistics. 	Financial) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Census of all 	individual air freight forwarders, domestic and 

international, 	various schadales conpri sing Form CAB 244 susitted 
qnarterly or yearly as reqaired by law. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
Traffic flow data relate only to specified city pairs conprising lens 
than the total universe. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continuing report. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 

No constraints. 

 SVALUATI0N/CDPVHENTS: 

This is the basic public record of air freight forwarder operations. 
It is an official, mandatory report. 	There are penalties for 
knowingly or willfully making false reports. 

Althoagh dealing with a very snail portion of the transport narket, this 
source pronides aseful traffic flow, financial and physical data for use 
in financial and network analyses. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE PILE 	(CONTINUED)! 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Origin station report 	(by  individual 	station 
location): 
Traffic received from customers Nunber/lbs. 
Traffic received from other stations Lbs. 
Consolidations oatbound tendered to 
airlines Number/lbs. 

Destination station report (by individual 
station location) 
Shipments received for delivery to 

castoisers Number/lbs. 
Traffic flow between city pairs (80) Nunber/lbs. 
Tons enpianed bystation Tons 
Distance to source of shipment (origin 

to airport) by station Miles 
Tons deplaned by station Tons 
Distance to destination of shipment 
(destination to airport) 
by station Mileage 

Supplemental opnrations by type Number/tons 
Shipments classified by weight classes Nember 

AVAiLABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Quarterly Economic Report, Air Freight Forwarders 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: io charge 	PUBLICATION CYCLE!Quarterly throagh 1975. 
Annually thereafter 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sunimary of indaatry traffic, earnings, 	ineeatmest. (Operating statistics, 
Financial) 

NAME: 	Air Freight Forwarding: The Decade 1963-1972 

ISSUED BY: 	CAB 

PRICE: No charge 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Single time stedy 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Industry data, trends, analysis: 	financial, traffic, rates. 
History of CAB regslatios or forwarders. 	(Operating statistics. 	Financial) 

REF. 	NO. 	P /A / 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-11 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: Report of Financial and Operating MODE: 	Air 
Statis 	for Certificated Air tics 
Carriers 	(CAB Fonm 41) TYPE: 	Carrier 

CDLLECTED BY: 	Civil Aeronaetics Board (CAB) 

5, 	FORM OF DATA: Hard copy 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Monthly, since 1938 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Carrier data: 	Financial and operating statistics, physical characteristics 
including cargo traffic and capacity, aircraft hoars, fuel and oil by type 
of aircraft; enplaned revenue naN, eopreas and freight at each on-line 
airport; and aircraft niles of all-cargo service for Dept. of Defense and 
others. 

ISSUED BY: 	Endisidsal certificated air carriers, available for public 
review at CAB. 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Multiple forms 	10. PRICE: 	Not for gale; 
reimbarse copying costs 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. 	COVERAGE: 	All certificated air carriert 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Balance sheet (assets, 	liabilities, 	stock- 
holder equity) Dollars 

Accounts with sabsidiaries, other associated 
companies and nontransport divisions Dollars 

Cost of propertiea and eqaipsent Dollars 
Airfram,es and aircraft eslines acquired Dollars 

(cost, depreciation, residaal 	value, 
airworthiness reserves) Dollars 

Developmental and Preoperating Costs Dollars 



12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Gross revenues and costs of services Dollars, ton-si les, 
performed for Oepartomnt of Defense, passenger silos 
including available ton-niles. and 
property ton-silos and revenue passenger- 
miles 

Operating revenues Dollars 
Operating expenses Dollars 
Non-operating incoole and expense-net Dollars 
Current period income taxes Dollars 
Special 	items Dollars 
Net 	incsssrne Dollari 
Unappropriated retained earnings Dollars 
levense by type of service by quarter Dollars 
Freight transport revensos by donestic, 

territorial 	and 	international 
nhipnents Dollars 

Aircraft operating expenses by type of 
aircraft Dollars 

Distribution of ground servicing 
expenses by on-Dine facility 
locution; also total 	off-line, 
regional and system expenses Dollars 

Traffic and capacity statistics by 
class of service ion-miles. silas 

Cargo traffic and capacity statistics 
by type of aircraft Ton-miles. silas 

Aircraft hoars, fael and oil 	by type 
of aircraft Hours. gallons 

Enplaned revenue nail, express and 
freight at each on-line airport Tons 

Aircraft miles of all cargo service 
for Department of Defense and 
others Miles 

13. 	AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Air carrier Traffic Statistics 

ISSUED BY: 	Civil Aeroeas tics Board (CAB) 

PRICE $27.00/yr. 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Monthly, since 1954 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Traffic, capacity, performance, for all 	regulated air carriers and 
carrier groups. 	(Operating Statistics) 

13- AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: Aircraft Operating Cost and Perfotsence Report for Fiscal Years 

ISSUED BY: GPO (No. 003-006-00069-7) 

PRICE: $2.70 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE:  Aanual since 1960 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Operating costs, performance and characteristics of broad aircraft groups 
by air carrier groups. roste carriers. (Operatinv characteristics) 

NAME: Quarterly Cargo Review 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Quarterly salinary of Industry financial and operating statistics for cargo 
operations. (Operating statistics. Financial) 

NAME: handbook ofAirline Statistics 

ISSUED BY: GPO (No. 0306-0057) 

PRICE: $18.10 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Biannually Is 	January, 
since 1948 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Historical facts and figures for lndlaldaal air carriers and carrier 
groups, with passenger data for principal cities and city pairs. 
Eonparlsov of air with other nodes of travel. (Last published in 1973.) 

(Operating statistics) 

NAME: Local Service A Carriers Unit Costs 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Senlannaal 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Unit costs by airline, by aircraft type. (Unit operating costs)  

13, AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: Airport Activity Statistics of certificated Route Air Carriers 

ISSUED BY: GPO (No. 050-007-00260 

PRICE: $8.20 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Seed-annual, since 1958 
(Last issued in 1974) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Conplete counts of aircraft departures and enplaned passengers, freight, 
eupress and nail handled by certificated route carriers at each airport. 
Rsports cover 12 months through June 30 and December 31 each year. 
Operating statistics) 

NAME: Quarterly Airline Industry Econosic Report 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: No charge PUBLICATION CYCLE: Quarterly, 1968-1975 
Annaully thereafter 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Aggregate data on finances, traffic and capacity of sis principal air 
carder groups. (Operating statistics. Financial 

NAME: Air Carrier Financial Statistics 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: 590/year 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Quarterly, since 1952 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Revenues, expenses, income, operating investment, rate of return assets. 
liabilities, stockholders equity, for individual air carriers and carrier 
groups. (Financial) 

NAME: Aircraft Operating Cost & Performance Report (Red book) 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: No charge 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual since 1966 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Aircraft operating expenses and aircraft erformance and characteristics of 
all aircraft types operated by U.S. certificated carriers. (Financial. 
operating characteristics) 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: 	List of PublicatiOns, March 1976 

ISSUED BY: CAB 

PRICE: No charge 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Irregular 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Lists a variety of publications (containing data from Form 41) whIch are 
Issaed on an irregular and infrequent basis. 	(General) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS 

Census of indinidual certificated air carriers using CAB standard 
reporting forms (CAB Form 41) reflectIng accounts prescribed by uniform 
system of occoants. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continaing reporting program 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CoNSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

No constraints on disseesination 

 EVALUATION/COPVIENTS: 

The Poem] 41 is the basic public record of airline traffic and financial 
results. 	It is an official, mandatory report. 	There are penalties for 

knowingly and aiillfnlly naklng false reports. 

These data would be used in economic, financial and network analyses. 



REF 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

• TITLE: Report of Scheduled All-Cargo MODE: 	Air 
Services (to CAB on Fons 242, a 
supplement to Font 41) TYPE: 	Carrier 

 COLLECTED BY: 	Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) 

 FORM OF DATA: 	Bard copy TIME PERIOD COVERED: 

Annual 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Carrier data, 	financial 	statistics 	Operating statistics, on individual 
aurlime operation of scheduled all-cargo services. 

 ISSUED BY: 	Individual certificated scheduled air carriers; available 
for public use at CAB. 

B. FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Not for sale. 
Reimburse copying cost. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION  

 COVERAGE: 	All-cargo air carriers only. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) 
COIUBIGSCiIEtIE OR UNITS 

Invented capital by purpose Dollars 
Operating revenues by source Dollars 
Operating expenses by source Dollars 
Revenue tons enplaned by type Tons 
Revenue ton-miles by type Ton-miles 
Revenue aircraft departures Number 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

H.. 	 PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE  

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: Census of Transportation Base Tape MODE: 	All 
(Coeasodity Transportation Survey) 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of the Census 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape 5. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
1963, 1967, 	1972 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Modal 	traffic flows between PICADAD key points of origin and destination 
by commodity, by distance, by weight and by node. 

J.S. Department of Conanerce ISSUED BY. 
Dureau of the Census 
Transportation livi sion 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Edited tapes, harlo PRICE: variable 
copy or special tabulations 

If. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

15. COVERAGE: 	The shipment from manufacturing establishments with 20 or more 
employees located in the 48 	cuterninmis 	states and the District of Colunbia. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM DATA PROCESS FORBT) SCMnslp OR UNITS _CODING 
Origin and destination specified by: 
PICADAD key point PICADAD 
Census division Internal code 
State Internal code 
County Internal code 
SMSA Internal code 
Production area Internal code 
Freight rate terricory Internal 	code 

Plant type SIC 
Plant size Employees 
Shipping facilities Internal code 
Co.nDnodity STCC 	(S digit) 
Packaging Internal code 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Operating Results of Scheduled All-Cargo Service 

ISSUED BY: 	CAB 

PRICE: 	No charge 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Semi-annually, covering 
12 months ending dune 30 and 
Decembor 31, sisce 1963 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Revenues, expenses 	revenue per ton-mile, uni c costs, 	traffic and 
aircraft types 	in scheduled all-cargo service. 	(Operating statistics, 
Unit coats) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Enumeration of all scheduled all-cargo air operationt. 	Each carrier 
sutmits CAB rovis 742 which is certi fiod correct by the carrier. 

III. 	EVALUATON/cON5TRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continuug reporting program. 

I]. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

No constraiets on disseunination 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

This is a supplement to Form 41 and it constitutes a part of the basic 
public record onresults of all-cargo operations. 	It is an official 
nandatory report. 	There are penalties for knowingly or willfully making 
false ruports. 

These data are useful 	primarily for financial 	and necwork analyses. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCMEME OR UNITS 

Mode of transport Internal 	code 
Distance shipped 	(straight line) Miles 
Height nmueds 
Month shipped Internal 	code 
capansion factors Internal 	code 

13, 	AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	CTS-OD 	Tape No. 1 

ISSUED BY: 	Same as item B 

PRICE:$280 ($70 	4 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Four or five-year 
reels) 	 i ntercennal 	intervals  

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Traffic flows from 25 specified production areas to 59 destination areas 
by commodity, by distance, by weight and by node. 

NAME: 	CTS-BO Tape No. 2 

ISSUED BY: 	Sane an ItemS 

PRICE: $420 ($70 a 6 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Four or five-year 
reels) 	 intercensal 	intervals 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Traffic flows frmo state of origin to state of destination by commodity, 
by distance, by weight and by mode. 

NAME: 	Census of Transportation - Comodity Transportation Ssrvey:Part 1 
Shippers Groups 

ISSUED BY: GPO 

PRICE: 	$lOPS 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Four or five-year intervals 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

For each of the 24 shipper groups and 86 shipper clasueg, tons and ton- 
miles classified in terms of means of tranoportation, distance of ship- 
ments, weight, 	size of plant, origins and destinationu. 	(Traffic flow) 



13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME U.S. Census of Transportation - coennodity Transportation Survey; 
Part 2, production Areas and Selected States 

ISSUED BY:  GPO 

PRICE; Paso 	PUBLICATION CYCLE:  roar or five-year intervals 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Bisplays nodal traffic flows from 25 prodaction areas to prodactios areas 
of destination and Census 7TY isions of destination, and from 20 selected 
states to Census divisions of destination by coelnodity, by distance and 

by rode. 

NAME; U.S. Census of Transportation, Conimodi ty Transportation Survey, 
Part 3, commodity Groups 

ISSUED BY;  GPO 

PRICE:$7.sg PUBLICATION CYCLE: Four- or five-year intervals 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Shows nodal traffic flow, distance and weight for approairately BO STcC 
3-digfEUduNiodity groups 

14- DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data were derived from a sample of individual shipment docsments (e.g., 
waybill, sales Invoice, bill of lading, etc.). A two-stage probability 
nample was selected which consisted of 1,4 (1967) and 1.6 (1972) niillion 
shipments. Included in the survey were about 13,000 plants out of a total 
of 100,000 plants. 

III, EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Manafactaring plants with employees less than 20; SIc's 19. 2026, 204, 2097, 
241 and 27 (the survey includes essentially SIC 20 through SIc 39 and 
eacludes all others); agricultare. eatractive and wholesale activities; 
Alaska and Hawaii; local shipments nosing less than 25 miles. 

16. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 
The Census of Transportation is required- by law to be pnrfonmed at five-
year Intervals. Plans for eatensiov of the survey are not yet. conplete' 
however, susiepossibilities include a larger sarple size and greater 
coeiaodity coverage (including agriculture and raw materials), 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: MODE: Highway T1. 
Census of transportation. truck Invento
and Use Survey, 1972 TYPE: Physical and Opersting 

COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Department of cooTnerce, Social and Economic Statistics 
Adssnlstration, Bureau of Census, Transportation Bivision 

FORM OF DATA: 	Mavnetic tape 	 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 1972 
every 5 years 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Data relative to physical 	characteristics and use of national rotor truck 

resources, 	Data covers each of 50 states, Bistrict of Columbia and United 

States total. 	Based on a stratified probability sasple of vehicle regis- 

trations by licensi eq 	lurimdictiov 	Iooeratisv characteristics) 

B, 	ISSUED BY; aureavu of Census. Data User Sereice Office 
Washington. D.C. 	20233 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: 	$70 

(1 	reel) 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All 50 states; all 	trucks except governnemt owned vehicles; 
all commodities 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FRoM REPORTING FORM) CODIPIGSCHE!IE OR UNIIS 

State of Registration tIPS 	(2 digit) 

Census serial number, st. 	truck license 4-digits serialized from 0001 

number within each state 

Make of vehicle Internal code 

Year model Internal 	code 

Registered weight Pounds 

Ownership Internal code 

Sold 	(if sold prior to survey, 	indicates Month/year 

month and year sold) 
Acquisition (purchased new, used or leased- Internal code 

from others) 
Year purchased (If used) Year 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

No restrictions on the release of edited public-use tapeo, such as CTS-OD 
Tape No. 1 and No. 2. Special tabulations of selected data prepared for 
individsal users en a reimbursable cost basin, may be furnished on tape, 
microfilm, punch curds, conputer printouts, typewrittas copy or haed-ps'stud 
tables. The Infonisation before being released is thoroughly screened to 
avoid disclosures and to rent other policy requirements. 

EVALUATION! COMJMbN I S 
Sampling variability can be very high for snall emtinates. Tvroamipulate 
the public use tapes to disaggregate further would yield vtat.stically 
poor results- 

This source can be useful for analyses of node split, demand estimation 
and traffic flow. However, its general usage is restricted by some major 
limitations: 

a- Only eanufuctured coomnsdities are covered 

b. Sample vize is small 

C. Cumbersome levels of aggregation ('production areas") 

d. Unworkable disclosure rules. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 	(continued) 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) 
COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Base of operations (state) FOPS 	(2 digits) 

(production area) Internal code 

(intrastate) Internal code 

Mileage 	(thousands) 	- annual Actual miles 
- 	lifetime Actual 	miles or blank 

teased or not yes, no. not answered 

Time leaved. If leased Internal code 

Major industry use by type (12 types) Internal code 

Principal 	product carried 	(21 	categorIes) Internal code 

SnusIl 	truck description 	(pick-up, 	panel nternal code 

multistop or walk-in) 
Gross vehicle weight code Internal code 

Body type (21 choIces) Internal code 

Body size Internal code 

vehicle type (single anit, truck-tractor, Internal code 

not answered) 
Axle arrangement (9 discrete arrangements) Internal code 

Nueber of powered asles (one, two, Internal code 

three, four or nore) 
Tilt cab or not Internal code 

Feel 	type 	(gasoline, diesel. LPG or other) Internal code 
Maintenance source (self, dealer/factory Internal code 

branch. own repair shop, independent 
garage, other) 

Area of operation (local, short haul one Internal code 

way s  200 miles, long haul can way 
200 miles) 

Fleet size at sane base: 
(pickups: panels, multiotops or walk-ins) Actual 	nsuxbar 

(other trucks) Actual number 

(truck tractors) Actual number 

(number trailers) Actual number 

vehicle size clans 	(light, nediszo. 	light- Internal code 

heaay, heavy-heavy) 
tapansion factor (to universe level) number Nether 

trucks this record represents when ag- 
gregating for eutinutes of total 



 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	Census of Transportation 	1972: 	Holsane 	II 
Truck Inventory and Use Survey 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

Stock No. 0324-00914 

PRICE: $12.30 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Five year intervals, 
years ending in "2" or "7" 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Contains United States ouovvary and separate reports for each state and 
Bistrict of Columbia on private and commercial 	trucks. 	Included are 
such characteristics as majer use, annual vehicle miles 	body type, size 
and weight class, type fuel and range of operations. 
(Operating characteristics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

These data were derived from a maailout-mseilback survey of a sample of 
113.000 trucks draws from an estimated 19.7 million total 	registrations. 
This was a stratified probability sanple based on the muster of state 
registrations and vehicle size, 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Vehicles owned by federal, state and local governments and private or 
commercially owned vehicles net required to be licensed such as farms 
trucks, off-highway vehicles and other trucks used esclusleely on private 
property, 

IS. - FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Cessusi's taken atfive-year Internals for years ending 	in 	'2' or '7 i.e.. 	1177, 	1982 , 	1987, 	etc. 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMIPIATION: 

No constraints. 	Tapes are normally edited in accordance with disclosure 
de rules to preclu 	Identification of individual and/or corporate operators, 

but states may be able to obtain unedited tapes. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I, 	TITLE: 	Container Utilization MODE: 	International water 

TYPE: Traffic flow 

COLLECTED BY: 	Bepartmknt of Commerce - Maritime Administration 
Bivision of Trade Studies and Statistics 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape, first nut 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
on tape in 1968 Annual 	since 1970 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives the modal 	traffic flow and vehicle flow, within the traffic flow 
pattern, of costainerized cargo in United States ocean-borne foreign trade 
for a calendar year, csnpiled from forms MA-578 Supplenental Unitized Cargo 
Container Reports filed by ship operators and/or agents. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: Bepartnent of Csonserce - Maritime Administration 
Office of Subsidy Adninistration 
Oieisioel 	of Trade Sfudieo 	and ceas'istie. 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: Unknown/tape not 
releasable at present 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	Everyentrance or clearance by self-propelled vessel of 1.000 
or more gross registered tons that are engaged in foreign trade of the 
United States and carrying ac least ten loaded 200013 costainer equivalents. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) _CQDING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Inbound/outbougd designation Internal code 
Vessel nunber - VAP,AB Internal code 
Bate of Data Month/day/year 
Trade route Internal code 
Vessel 	flag of registry Internal code 
Operator nLznbnr/eessel Internal code 
Type of shipment (coenmercial or defense) Internal code 
Vessel nane Internal code 
Costal 	district Internal code 
United States port Schedule B 
Foreign port Schedule K 
Number of and size (dimensioso) of loaded Number/feet 
containers 

IS. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

The twofold eethod of stratifying the sanple, first at the state 
lesel and secemd on vehicle size appears sound, and sanpling nan ability 
should be low. The reliability of these data is, of course, somewhat 
dependent upon accurate replies fron survey renpondests. 

Data such as truck registrations by t"pe, size, class and products 
carried should be useful for analyses of networks and modrl split. 
However, planners should anercise caution in using data on truck-silas 
and average miles per truck for particular divisions and states, since 
mileages are attributed to the states in which the vehicles are 
tered irrespective of the area in which they actually are Operated. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 	(coitinued) 

(FROM REPORTING FORM) CODING SCMEMC OR UNITS 

f containeni oed cargo Cubic feet/long tons 
nformation processed Internal code 

ing items are contained Internal 	code 
reporting fore, bnt nst on 

 

i 

tape: 

ents 	(number, capacity Number, cubic feet, tons 
weight of containers) 
rigin end destination 
t  

10. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	Containerized Cargo Statistics 

ISSUED BY: 	Bepartement of Commerce 
Manitine Administration 	

- 

Order from: 	GPB 

PRICE: 	$1.00 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 	- 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Published by the Binision of Trade Studies and Statistics of MARAD, the 
report shows van ous statistics on the movement of containerized cargo 
in the United States, foreign trade, generally by trade route and by 
long toss and cubic feet with appropriate textual discussions about 
conanodities and their activities. 	(Traffic flow) 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

For every entrance or clearance 	each vessel of 1,000 or more gross 
registered tons that is engaged in United States foreign trade and 
is carrying at least ten loaded 20x8xB containers or equivalent, reports 
through the ship operator or agent to NRAB on Form MA-578A Supplemental 
Unitioed Cargo Container Report as required by 1936 Merchant Marine Act 
and General Order 39, both as amended. 



III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA! 

Does not report onnoeements of less than ten loaded containers nor 
vessels under 1,000 gross registered tons. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Startipiu with atcuillala Lion or 	1975 data, 	plans 	to 	include more 
information from the submitted and completed data gathering form 
MA-S 78A. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

rape not publicly available now. 	Were it to be made available, 
certain propretary information of tape data factors would be 
suppressed. 

18, EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Workmanship and reli ability of data source are high and thoroughly 
acceptable. 

The overall 	statistical 	reliability is high because the bulk of the 
movement of containers moving in this particular service is recorded. 

These data should be useful 	for planning purposes; there are no known 
peceliarities or infirmities that would detract from their utility. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Commodity of euports Schedule I 	IS digit) 

Means of transport-international 
o,oveeient Internal code 

U.S. 	or international 	carrier flag Internal code 
Eotinated universe (sanpllng) shipnent 
value Dollars 

Estinated universe (sampling) shipping 
weight Pounds 

Ueweighted (actual) valee-sample ship- 
ment Dolluro 

unweighted (actual) shipping weight - 
sample shipment Pounds 

Containerization key (international) Internal code 

Containerization key (domestic) Internal 	code 
Manner of shipment pecking Internal code 
U.S. Customs District of Import U.S. Foreign Trade Statistic 

Classification Schedule, 
1968 

U.S. 	CustomS District of Unloading U.S. 	Foreign Trade Statinic 
Classification Schedule, 
1968 

U.S. Custcams District of Export U.S. 	Foreign Trade Statiic 
Classification Schedule, 
190 

Production (export) or entry (import) 
ureu lntprnvl code 
S. ports of unloading and exporting Internal code 

U.S. 	destination points 	(Imports) and 
acquioition points 	(esports) Internal code 

Distance between points of entryl 
unloadIng/production/expOrt/ 
destination/acqai oi bloc; various 
combinations Miles 

Also included 	(but not available) on 
survey base tape: 
District port Identification Schedule 

Point of U.S. production Internal code 

Point of U.S. 	acquisition Internal code 

Point of U.S. 	destination Internal 	code 
Foreign port of loading Internal code 
Economic analysis zone lEA 
Commodity Schedule A (7 digit) 

Conimodity Schedule B (7 digit) 

coomodity SITE 
Flag of Internation carrier Internal code 
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FREInHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	All 

Domestic and International Transportation 
of U.S. 	Foreign Trade. 3, 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

4. COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Oepartnent of Commerce 
Bureau of the Censes 

S. FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetictape (quantity 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED 	1870 
unknown) Ssaller collection in 1956 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

contains nodal traffic flow data describing by state the domestic leg of 
shipnents in foreign trade. 

 ISSUED BY: 	Chief, Data User Services Office 
Bureau of the Census 

 FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA:Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: $50 per reel 
(Two reels) 

If. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. COVERAGE: 	Shipnents coepri ned of general cargo having one teflili nuN 
outside the U.S. 

12, RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM DATA pRnrFcc pneMsT) _CUDING_SCHFXE ON UNITS 

Available on public user tape: 
Month and computer control nunber Internal 	code 
Origin 	(euports only) Internal code 
Serial 	nunber in order of sample selactiol Internal code 
Industry SIC 
1-0 sector DIE 
Maritime trade route Internal code 
Means of transport (domestic leg) Internal code 
Approsimate transportation commodity code STcc 	(S digit) 
Means of transport (entry port-unloading 

port); Imports only Internal code 
Foreign country of origin and destination Internal code 
comsodity of imports Schedule A (S  digit) 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Domestic and International Transportutlon of U.S. Foreign Trade: 1970 

ISSUED BY! U.S. Department of Commerce or GPO 

PRICE: $1.00 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	one time 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Modal traffic flow data by state for general cargo 
shipments u,md receipts, with one terminus outside U.S., 	in foreign trade 
for the year 1970. 

 DESCRiPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 

Sanpling from foreign trade base tape of census Bureau containing universe 
of exports and inports; probability sample collected to prepare question- 
naire for each shipment selected in sample. 	Questionnaire mailed to each 
euporter and importer to supply new factss results of questionnaire coupled 
with base tape sample and other nource data to create new computer record 
with complete statistical detail. 	There are 28,335 records on import 
tape and 25,450 records on esport tape, all coded to numeric. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
Data are principully for liner-type (general cargo) comoditles and excludes 
certain naor bulk comiuoditieo. 	Also excludes totally from survey the land 
transport of shipments between U.S. and Cunada/Meui co 	as well as shipments 
of value under $250.00 

 FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS: 

A new espanded survey was conducted in 1976. 	This survey lecluded 
more vessel 	shipments, because coverage of bulk collmodities was 
increased. 	Other inprovements were also made. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 
Both user tape for and hard copy publication of data are available for 
purchase. 	No constraints on dissemination. 	Base tape is not available 
due to disclosure policy. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS! 

Workmanship and reliability of techniques appear high. 	Although the 
sample size varied depending upon made and commodity, the overall 
sample sioe in the earlier surveys wan less than one percent. 	Sanpllng 
error could be high - as much as 67 percent for weight entimates 
of nessel 	shipnento and 53 percent for value estinutes or air 
shipments, as examples - but this will vary downward. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: Foreign Trade Syatea MODE: 	International water 

TYPE: Phyaic1 and Operating; 
Traffic flow 

COLLECTED EY : Departiment of Commerce; Man tine Administration; Dm1 abs of 
Trade Studies and Statittics; Washington, D.C. 20230 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape; first put TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
on tape in igea Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

compilation of locations, traffic flow, usage and capacitiea and other 
operating characterlatica of vessels engaged in foreign coninerce with 
the U.S. 

ISSUED BY: 	Department of Commerce; Manitine Administration; 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: Unknown; tape not 

released at present. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	Each nessel containing liner-type cargo that interfaced with 
U.S. Marntnme foreign trade system during the year. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM DATA PROCESS, 	FOhM,AT) CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Enbeund/outbound designation Internal code 
Coastal district/U.S. Internal code 
U.S. 	port Schedule 0 - Census Bureau 
Foreign port Schedule K - Census Bureau 
Type of traffic (cargo or passenger, 

commercial 	defense) Internal code 
Trade route Internal code 
Vessel flag of registry Internal code 
Vessel number - MARAD Internal code 
Date Month/day/year 
Type of vessel Internal code 
Vessel operator line and service (sane and 

code) Internal code 

EVALUATION/COI'VIENTS: 

Workmanship and reliability of data source are high and thoroughly 
acceptable. 

These data should be useful for port planning; there are no known 
peculiarities or Infirmities that woul-i detract from their utility. 

12 RELEVANT RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM 	 CDDING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Nationality of operator 	 Internal code 
Entrance/clearance port 	 Schedule 0 - Census Bureau 
Vessel dead weight tons (Owl) 	 Long tons 
Passenger cargo code 	 Internal code 
Type of service 	 Internal code 

The following items are contained on the 
reporting form, but not on the base tape: 

Cargo on-board by type 	 Long tons 
Vessel capacity by type 	 Long tons/cu, ft. 
Origin port 	 Internal 	code 
Origin port comodity 	 Internal code 
Destination port 	 Internal 	code 
Destination port csnnmodity 	 Internal 	code 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

The operator of every self-propelled vessel, of 1.000 or more registered 
tons* carrying dry cargo and/or passnngers and that in engaged in foreign 
trads within the U.S., completes and transmits to the District Director 
or Collector of Custons (for further transmittal 	to MARAD) FInn MA-721 
(blue) Inbound or Fonn l-722 (white) Outbound for each voyage entering 
or eniting a U.S. 	port point, 

(*Gross registered tons Inbound; Net registered tons Outbound) 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Does not contain data on balk: (dons not include non-liner or tanker tonnag 
data), 	00ev not cover vessels under 1,000 registered tons. 

Ii. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Plans to sake nsore cunprehensive ntarting with 1975 data by eatracting more 
i nfonniatisn from the submi tted and cmmpl eted data gathering forms - Form 
MA-121 	blue) 	Inbound and Fore MA-722 (white) Outbound, 

11. DATA AVAILADILITY/CONSTRAINT5 ON DISSEMINATION: 

Tape not pabl icly available now. 	Were it to be nadn available, certain 
proprietary information would be suppressed. 

I REF 	NO. 	/A/ IS 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. TITLE: 	Ship Data System 2, 	MODE: 	International water 

3. 	TYPE: Physical and Operating, 
Carri Cr 

 COLLECTED BY: Departnent of Commerce - Maritine Administration 
Oivislon of Trade Studies and Statistics 

 FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape; first put TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
on tape in 1966 Monthly and quarterly 

1. ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Covering all aspects of physical and operating characteristics of ships 
(except unit operating and capital costs) and certain carrier/corporate 
Information, these data describe characteristics of the world neritimo 
conimnercial 	fleet. 

8. ISSUED BY: 	Departnent of Commerce 
Maritine Administration 

g. FORM OF 	ISSUED DATAI Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: 	BuS- 580 P reel 
nurses 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. COVERAGE: 	All vessels of the world's maritime coomsercial fleet 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: - 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) 

Vessel number - MARAD Internal code 
Flag of registry Internal code 
Vessel name Name 
Type of vessel Internal code 
Class of vessel Internal code 
Cost of vessel U.S. 	Dollars 
Year baist Year 
Where built/flag Internal code 
Owner number Internal code 
Gross weight Long tons 
Deed weight lot 	cons 
Speed Knots (a  hour 
Draft Feet 



RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (continued) 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Engine type Internal code 

Length Feet 

Bear Feet 

Depth Feet 

Boiler type Internal code 

Reefer space Cubic feet 

Horonponwer Korsepower 

Bale cubic CubIc feet 

Year scheduled for delivery Year 

Year converted to container Year 

Number of containers Nunber 

Size of container in fleet Cubic feet 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: Foreign Flag Merchant Ships Owned by U.S. Parent Compenieu 

ISSUED BY: 	Departneet of Cominerce - Maritinle Administration 

Order from: 	GPO 

PRICE: $1.15 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Physical and carrier characteristics of foreign flag oceen going nerchant 
ships of 1.000 gross tons and over, owned by U.S. parent coepanien located 
and incsrporated in the United States, either by direct ownership or 

through a foreign subsi diary company. (Physical 	characteristics) 

NAME: 	Vessel 	Inventory Reports; U.S. Flag Dry Cargo and Tanker Fleets 

1,000 Gross Tons and Over 

ISSUED BY: Oepartnent of Commerce . Maritime Administration 

Division of Trade Studies and Statistics 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Semi-annually 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 	 (continued) 

NAME: 	New Ship Construction 

ISSUED BY: 	Department of Commerce - Maritime Administration 
Biviuion of Trade Studies and Statistics 

PRICE: 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

For oceangoing ships of 1,000 gross tons and over and for both U.S. 
and foreign shipyards, the document shows deliveries from shipyeard 
durimg calendar year as well as ships on order and under construction 
at shipyards at year end, oumarized by country of construction and/or 
registration, nunber of ships, gross tons and deadweight tons and te 
regated by the four types of combination passenger and cargo, freighters, 

bulk and tankers. 	(Physical 	characteristics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data collected from secondary sources (sen 'teem 16 below) 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Vessels under 1,000 gross tons are escluded. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS 

In process of raking a major synten change by acquiring tapes Instead of 
docunemts from prine sources such as the Lloyds of London Register and 
Norsky-ieritas (BET). 	These tapes will then be the basis for MARAD easter 

tape. 	Change espected to be effective by July lgle. 

13. AVAILABLE  SUMMARIES: 	 (continued) 

ABSTRACT/KEY •  WORDS: 

Shows for U.S. registered nerrhant typeoceasg oimg ships of 1,000 gross 
tons and over, at rid-year and at year end, certain physical char-
acteristics as wall as mane, vessel type, owner/operator and design 
type of each non-eerchant type vessel in the National Defense Reserve 

Fleet. )ygical_characteriyj) 

NAME: Merchant Fleets of the World 

ISSUED BY: Department of Coonmerte - Maritine Administration 
Office of Subsidy Administration 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Facluding oceangoing sessels under 1,000 gross tons, ships operating on 
the Greet Lakes and special type vessels such as ice breakers and cable 
ships, the dscueent shows physical fleet data of nueber of vessels and 
deawelght tonnages of six all-i nclusiae vessel type designations for the 
merthant ships of all nan tine natlonu. (Physical characteristics) 

NAME: A Statistical Analysis of the World's Merchant Fleets 

ISSUED BY: Oepartnant of Commerce - Maritime Administration 
Office of Subsidy Administration 
Order from: GPO 

PRICE: -$2.10 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Shows aarious physical and statistical data Including age, size, speed 
and draft byfrequency groupsing and in summery fore for the world's 
fleet of nerchant-type ships 1,000 gross tons or core (excsuding Great 
Lakes vessels and specialand military types) and by four types: con-
binatlon pssseeger and cargo. ferighters, bulk and tankers. 

(Physical characteristics) 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

These data are publicly available. 

EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Reliability of data source Is high since the secondary sources used by 

MA5 are recognized internationally. 

these data should be useful to port planners as a reference source for 

raritine vehicle data. 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: U.S. 	Exports - Schedule I 2. 	MODE: All 
EMS?? (monthly) 
EA622 (annual summary) 

3 	Traffic TYPE: 	flow 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Oepartsent of Coonserce 
Bureau of the Census 

cMOF DATA: tnetictaP 1° J[TIMEPERIOD COVERED: 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sanple of national 	exports port-to-port noneanents (traffic flow). 	These 
data describe sbipnents by value, quantity and coinsodity. 

ISSUED BY: 	Bureau of the Census 
Foreign Trade Dininion 

FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: Monthly subscription: 
Univac conpatible (IBM at extra cost) about 2 	$2,400/year; Annual 	summary: $790 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION  

COVERAGE: 	All U.S. conumercial and charitable exports. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FR1 DATA PROCESS, 	FORMAT) CODING SCHEME DR UNITS 
Comodity SUTC (Schedule n version) 
Country of destination Special code 
Customs district of departure Special code 
Sanple size Nunber 
Quantity Lb., 	ft. • 	etc. 
Total value Dollars 
Mode Internal code 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: U.S. Exports Schedule n commodity by Country (FT 410) 

ISSUED BY: GPO 

PRICE: $10.20 per issue 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly 
1122,20 per year 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Shows quantity, value and commodity of U.S. exports by cosmnedity and 
country of dentimetios, (commodity production) 

NAME: Waterborne Exports and Ostbonnd In-Transit Shipnents: 
SM705/705IT monthly; SA705/705IT annual 

ISSUED BY: Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Oivision 

PRICE: $2,350 monthly 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly or annual 
$650 annual summary 	 summary 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

There are eagnecic tapen extracted from the saster enport tape. They 
sunvnarize type of service by custons district and port of lading, by 
foreign port of unloading. (Modal traffic flow) 

NAME: U.S. Exports of Domestic Merchandise (FT 450) 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives toss and value by Schedule B comusodity groupings (SITC based), 
world area, country and method of transportation, (Modal traffic flow) 

NAME: U.S. Exports of Domestic Merchandise (FT 455) 

ISSUED BY: GPO 

PRICE: Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives tons and value by world area, country, Schedule n coenmodity 
groupings and method of transportation. (Modal traffic _flow) 

AVAILADLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: U.S. Exports of Domestic Merchandise (FT 610) 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE 	Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives quantity and value by SIC products and world area. (commodity 
production) 

NAME: Highlights of U.S. Export and Import Trade (FT 590) 

ISSUED BY: GPO 

PRICE: $3.15 per issue 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly 
$37.75 per year 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Seasonally adjusted and unadjusted data; quantity, connmodity country, 
custons district and method of transportation. (Modal traffic flow) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data collected prinarily from shippers and export declaration for non-
military traffic. Non-U.S. military exports deternined from direct 
submissions from the Department of Defense. 

Sampling from these docusestn is on a stratified basin with those ship-
sents nalned over $1 .000 being sanpled on a 100 percent besis and those 
between $251 and $gng sampled at a 50 percent rate (shipments to Canada 
have slightly lower sanple rates). 

III. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Exclunions include: Gold, intra-U.S. Cast osn zone goods (i.e_ Puerto 
Rico, V.1., Guam, etc.). in-transit goods, electricity, certain fuels, 
nail, goods for nsa of U.S. government, U.S. Military, and allied agencies, 
and details of shipsents valued less than $251 (suoxsary

, 
 of total value 

included) 

6. 	FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Current progras to continue indefinitely.  

DATA AVAILABILITY/C9NSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

All data dinseminetlon subject to Title 13, U.S.C. B and Title 15, U.S.C. 
1525 (64 Stat. 864) (Census Bureau disclossre rules). 

Past three years available on an annual summary basis. (Three years or 
less on monthly.) 

18. 	EVALUAT ION/COEBIENTS 

These data are statintically reliable because of the high sampling raten. 
The document from which they are derined is presumed accurnte. 

The generalized port traffic flow data included in this file is useful 
for port facility planning (network analysis). 
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NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. TITLE: U.S. 	Imports for Consumption and 	2. MODE: All 

General 	Importo 

3, TYPE! 	Traffic flow 

4. COLLECTED BY: 	Department of commerce. Bureau of the Census 

S. FORM OF DATA: 	Magnotic tape 	 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Monthly and Annual Summary 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Modal traffic flow data by country of origin, customs district of entry 
and comodity. 

B. ISSUED BY: 	Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Oinisisn 

9. FORM OF 	IS5URD DATA! Maqmetic tape 	ho. PRICE! Monthly subscription: 
Univac compatible (IBM at extra cost) about 4 3.loO/year; Annual 	500mnary: 

$950/I'.' 

IT, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION - 
ii. COVERAGE: 	All 	individual shlpmomto over $250 in value of U.S. 	general 

sports and inports for consunption. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM DATA PROCESS. FORMAT) CODJ,N0_8dIIEIJC_OB.JANJ.Th. 

cmmsnodlty TSUSA 

Country of origin Internal code 
Imports for Consumption: 

Quantity Tons, 	Cu. 	ft., 	etc. 
Customs value Dollars 

FAS value oollsrs 

CIF value Dollars 

General 	Imports: 
Quantity Tons, 	co. 	ft., 	etc. 

Customs value Dollars 
FAS value Dollars 

CIF value Dollars 

Mode Internal code 

13. AVAILABLE SUI'LMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: Imports for Consumption and General Imports (FT 210) 

ISSUED DY! GPO 

PRICE: Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE! Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Tons and value of SIC - based products and area. (Conmnodity production) 

NAME: Imports for Consumption and General Imports (FT 246) 

ISSUED BY: GPO 

PRICE! Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives tons and value of TSUSA commodity and country. (commodity production) 

NAME: U.S. Waterborne General Imports and Inbound In-Transit Shipments 
SM 305/3051T monthly 
SA 305/305IT annual 

ISSUED BY! Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Division 

PRICE: $2,350 monthly 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly/unnsally 

$650 annual mumary 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Provide type service by Customs district and port of snlading by foreign 
port of lading. 	(Modal traffic flow) 

NAME: Highlights of U.S. Export and Import Trade (P1 990) 

ISSUED BY! 	GPO 

PRICE: $3.15/Issue 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; Monthly 
$37.75/year 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Seasonally adjusted and unadjusted data, commodity country, customs 
district, method of transportation. (Modal traffic flow) 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONT;N5JED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Dutiable value lollars 

Duty Dollars 
Custons district of entry Internal code 
Import charges by mode Dollars 
Customs district of sniading Internal code 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME! 	U.S. 	General 	Imports 	(FT 115) 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$6.00/issue;  $71.85/year PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

U.S. general 	inport characteristics by cswmmodity, by country (Schedule A 

groupings). 	(Modal 	traffic flow) 

NAME: 	General 	Imports (FT 150) 

ISSUED BY! 	GPO 

PRICE! 	Unknown PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Gives tons and value by cowvmodity groupings, world area, country and 
method of transportation. 	(Modal traffic flow) 

NAME: 	General 	Imports (FT 155) 	- 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE! 	Unknown PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Gives tons and value by world area, country, Schedule A comudity groupings 
and method of transportation. 	(Modal traffic flow) 

DESCRIPTION OF:COLLECTION PROCESS: 

By law, importer e Import entry and warehouse withdrawal forms 

with the U.S. Cu vice. The Census Bureau takes a 100 percent sanple 

of these fore's f valued over $250. and a one percent sanple to 
astimaate the tot or goods under $251. 

III, ATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

5. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
Exclusions Include: gold, ln.transit goods, lntra-U.S. Customs uone goods, 
nail and goods brought In for personal nse, Also no Indication of final 
U.S. destination Is given. 

B. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 

Continue current monthly and yearly schedule. 

7. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON OISSEMINATIONI 	- 

All data disseminated subject to TItle 13, U.S.C. B and TItle 15, U.S.C. 
1525 (84 Statnte 864) (Census Bureau disclosure regulations). 

Only past three years available on annual summaries. (Three years or less 
on monthly tunmnerleu.) 

B. EVALUATL0N/C0pv'ICNIS: 
These data are statistically reliable since they resolt primarily from 
a 100 percent sample of a document whose contents are prasuned accurate. 

These data provide generalized traffic flow data by coensodity for ports. 
As such they are useful for port facility planning (network analysis). 



I REF. 	NO, 	fAin 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE; ii tuni noun Coal 	and Lignite MODE: Rail, Highway, 
Production and Mine Operation Domestic water 

TYPE; Traffic flow, Shlpper/ 
- 	Consignee attributes 

COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Mimeo 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape (one tape) 5, TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Beginning 1870 Annual - beginning 1890 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A survey of producers of bituminous coal and lignite 
shows production by state and county, rode of transport, and domestic uses and 
exports. 	(Eomnnodity production, inport/eaport, shipper attributes, narket 

attributes, ceimsiodity attributes) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Office of Technical 	Data Service 
U.S. Departnent of the Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: None isnued to 	10. PRICE: 	unknown 
date. 	(See Iten 17) 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All nines in the U.S. 	producing 1.000 ton or more of 
bituminous coal and lignite per year. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FRI REPORTING FORM) SCHEMF OR UNITS .DDING 
Mine locution (state/county) FOPS 
Remaining recoverable coal Short tons 
Quantity shipped by mode Short tons 
Total annual production Short tons 
Quantity and value of coal sold in open 

market Short tons 
Quantity and value of captive coal, coal 	not 

sold in open narket Short tons 
Quantity shipped via rail by naoe of origi- 

nating railroad Short tons 
Rail 	tonnage shipped by unit truin by nasa 

of originating railroad Short tons 
Quantity shipped via waterway by name of 

n,'iv,lnutien ,uuferwaj. I 	SlwrO tees 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME; 	Minerals Yearbook - Volume 0 	. Metals, Minerals and Fuels 

ISSUED 	BY: 	Gonerrosent Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 

PRICE: 	$14.40 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sunanary by connindity of quantity (short tons, barrels, gallons, etc.) and 
dollar value of production, quantity of domestic user consueption and 
exports, and for some commodities quantity shipped by node of transport. 
(Co ensodity production) 

NAME: 	Minerals Yearbook - volune II . Area Reports; Oonestic 

ISSUED BY: 	Governnent Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 

PRICE: 	$10.20 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sane as Mineral Yearbook - Volune I • except by states. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 
Report requested fron each mine. 	Response is not required by rederal law, 
and response averages 85 percent to gS percent. 	Data for nonrespondents 
are obtained from recordn of state mine departments, which have ntatutory 
authority to require reports. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS DN USAGE 

S. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Mines producing less than 1,000 tons per year. 

6. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Yearly collection and summarization to continue indefinitely. 	Publication 
follows approsimately one year after collection. 

7' DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Source data not presently available to the public, availability to states 
uncertain. 	Present plans call for the release of these data, fons unknown. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE PILE 	(CDNTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCMEME OR UNITS 

Quantity value and sulfur content of coal 
shipped, by use Short tonI/dollars/percent 

Total coal mined by nethod of operation Short tons/dollars 
Actual 	and practical 	potential 	for 

production, fourth quarter of 
previous year Short tons 

Rank of mine operating constraints, fourth 
quarter of previous year Internal code 

Actual 	enployinent(beginning lnli) Mam-bours, days, 	shifts/year 
Employment potential 	(beginning 1974) Man-hours, days, shifts/durh 

- fourth quarter 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME; 	Coal 	- Bituninous and Lignite (Preprinc from Minerals Yearbook) 

ISSUED BY: 	Sane as Items. 

PRICE: 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Sumary by state and county of number, type and production of coal sines; 
short tons shipped via rail or domestic waterway and highway, to sine-mouth 
electric generatinl planto and all 	others; and dollar value per ton. 
Summary by state of short tons shipped via unit train, and tosal 	shipped 
via naned originating railroad and domestic waterway. 	Modal 	traffic flow) 

NAME: 	The Mineral 	Industry of "Named State 	(Preprint from Minerals Year- 
book) 

ISSUED BY: 	Same as Iten 8. 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

For a particular state, summary by county of total dollar value of various 
ninerals produced, 	short tons and dollar value of each major nineral 
produced, and nane and address of principal producero of mineral products. 
(cosanoditpqucti) 

18. EVALUATION/CDl'BIENTS; 

Data for the current year are compared with data for each mine for the 
previous year, and respondents are questioned regarding data that appearu 
unreasonable. Based on a survey of all nines producing 1,000 tons or more 
per year and data for nonrespondents obtained from state mine departments, 
the data should have a high degree of statistical reliability. 

Data will be useful in analyses of deeand astisastion nodal split and net-
work analysis. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

- 	 I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

i. 	TITLE: 	 2. 	MODE: All 

Bureau of Mines 	Repetitive Coaasodity 
Surveys 	 3. 	TYPE: Traffic Flew, Shipper/ 
.(Approximatel y 150 cgsngg4iti&si_, 	 Craisionee 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Departuent of Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	oepemdemt on commodity 	6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
survey, usual fore, - magnetic tape Varies - Monthly. Yearly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Surveys of commodity producers for over 150 coonsod- 

ities indexed by (1) 	fossil 	fuels. 	(2) nonferrous metals, 	(3)  ferrsus eatals 
and (4) nonmetallic ninerals. 	Individual commodity surveys usually cover 
cosinodityprsductlon/consunption, nodaltrafficflow, niulal operations, 
distribution statistics, shipperattributes and coimnodityattributes. 

ISSUED BY: 	Office of Technical Data Service,Dspartment of the Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	 10. PRICE 	Not applicable 

NoseIssuedto data (seeiten17) 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II. 	COVERAGE: 	Surveys concentrated on obtaining information from all major 
producers for each commodity 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM _ SEMEMEOR_UNITS ,,QDDING 

Forms earyin contents dependen ity 

Distribution statistics: 
Producer identification Internal 	code 
Producing district or area Internal code 
Quantity prodsced 

I 

Units 
Oiotribution of shlpennts by g l Units 
area, by type of user and by 

comnsodity inventory lesels Units 
(See Ref. No. 	P/A/22 	Distributi
Bituminous coal 	and Lignite Sbi
additional data on distribution 	 ) 

13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 	(continued) 

NAME: 	Mineral Yearbook - Vol mae I 
Metals, Minerals and Fuels 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: $14.40 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sunmnary by commodity of quantity produced (short tons, barrels, gallons. 
etc.) and dollar ealee of production, quantity of domestic user con- 
sueption and esports, and for some connnsodities quantity shipped by mode 
of transport. 	(Coisonodityproduction) 

NNIE: 	Mineral Yearbook - Volune Il 
Area Reports: 	Doeestic 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: $10.20 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Same as Mineral Yearbook - Volume 1 escept by states 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Report requested from each producer. 	Respoese is not required by 
Federal law, and response averages 85 to gS percent. 	Data for non- 
respondents are obtained from records of state mime departmeets, which 
have statutory authority to require reports. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Varies, dependent on type of commodity surveyed. 

16. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Varies by commodity. surveys are conducted annually, monthly, quarterly 
and seei-ammually. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 	(continued) 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Production and operating statistics: 
Producer identification Internal code 
Kind of operation Internal code 
Operational 	status Internal code 

Estinated reserves Units 
Quantity produced by eeamo of Units 

transportation 
Quantity produced by eethod of Units 

disposition 
Value by disposition Dollars 
Trensportatioe carrier, quantity Units/Internal Code 

loaded and nethod of shipnent 
Quantity ohipped by type of user Units 

Method of operation: 
Quantity and type of equipeent Units/Internal code 

used 
Quantity produced by type of Units 

operation method 
Employment statistics Nunber/Nam-hours 
Actual and practical potential Units/Nan-hours 

production 
Ranking of mine operating Internal code 
constraints 

(See Ref. No. 	P/A/20 Bitamimoeo 
Coal and Lignite Production and 
Mine Operation for detailed infor- 
mation on production and operating 
statistics) 

Listimg of all tO arms dities surveyed 
is available in hard copy form, en- 
titled SurveyFormsCatalog (See 
item l3I 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME : 	Survey Fdnms Catalog 

lSSt 	BY: 	U'S. 	Bepartonent of the Interior, Division of Statistical and 
Technical Services. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D.C. 	20240 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: March 1975, updated 
when necessary 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This catalog is designed to serne as a basic reference to the repetitive 
survey ferns used by the Bureau of Mines, 	It contains two sections: 	(1 
alphabetical index of ferns by sabject/cooanodity. and (2) listing of 
survey forms in numerical order with essential Infonnatiom concerning 
the fernis. 	(General) 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/COFISTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Source data not presently available to the public, availability to 
states uncertain. Present plans call for the release of these data, 
form unknown, 

II. EVALUATION/COFUiENTS 

Data for the current year are compared with data for each nine for 
the previous year, and respondents are questioned regarding data 
that appears unreasonable. As a consequence, data should have a 
high degree of statistical reliability. 

Data will be usefal in analyses of demand estimation, nodal split 
and network analysis. 



LREFNO. 	P/A/23 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

H.. 	 PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Distribution of Bituminous Coal 2 	MODE: 	Rail, Mighway, 
and Lte Ship.nests Domestic water 

3. 	TYPE: Traffic flow, Shipper/ 
Consignee 

COLLECTED BY: U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape (1 tape) TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
Beginning 'gpo Quarter. beginniog 1951 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 
A survey of producing and nailing companies on short tons of bituniinout 
coal and lignite produced or purchased for further shipment, mode of trans- 
port and uses. 	(Ceirnodity production and conium tion, nodal traffic flow, 
import/enport, shipper attributes, market attr,i utes) 

gfflce of technical 	Data Service B. 	ISSUED BY. 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; 	Mona issued to 	ID. PRICE; 	unknown 
date. 	(See Iten 17) 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11, 	COVERAGE: 	Producers, sales agents, distributors, wholesalers, and Great 
Lakes and tidewater commercial dock operators who nonnally produce or sell 
lrwl mmm Sons or eva's 	nr yearns hifueni 	enul 	and llgnieu 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(Feral prpnpTn,an nnoM) CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 
Producing district Internal code 
Coal 	produced at nines and cleaning plants Short tons 
Coal purchased for further shipment Short tons 
total coal produced and purchased Short tons 
Quantity shipped by node and destination stat! Short tons 
Quantity used at mine(s) and sold to employee Short tons 
Net change in inventory Short tons 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Survey accounts for about 90 percent of all coal produced, and estinates 
are made for the remaining 10 percent based on data from other coal 
statintical reporting agencies. Survey reports are edited and verified 
against data from other toarces, which should result in a high degree of 
reliability. 

Data will be uneful in analyseR of demandestimacioe and nodal split. 

 AVAILAeLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	uitsmimoss coal 	and Lignite Distribution 

ISSUED BY: 	Same an Item 8 

PRICE: 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
cunal utinc muensury of short tons of 	Lu,,, 'I 555 LUu I 	a,'d 	ii in  i Lw produced, 
and shipped during quarters for reporting year by district of origin, 
destination state, node of transportation, export and use. 	(coer_jggjc 
S ion) 

NAME! 	Coal Bituminous and Lignite (Preprint from Minerals Yearbook) 

ISSUED BY! 	Same as Iten 

PRICE: 	No charis 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Aeoually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Suesmary of short tons of hi tuminous coal and lignite shipped, by method 
of novemest and consumer use, district of origin and consneersse. 
(itrodoccion( 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Repert requested from producers, sales agents, distributors, wholesalers 
and Great Lakes and tidewater commercial dock operators. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA! 
Producers, 	sales agents, distributors, wholesalers and Great Lakes and 
tidewater comumercial dock operators producing or selling less than 100.000 
tons per year. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Quarterly collection and summnariostion to continue indefinitely. 
Publication follows approximately four months after collection. 

11. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Source data not presently available to the public, anailahility to states 
uncertain. 	Present plans call 	for the release of Lhese data, fore unknown. 

NCF1RP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA - SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE; 	Pipeline Products Report MODE: 	Pipeline 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow, Physical 
and Doeracino 

COLLECTED BY: U.S. 	Bepartrmemt of the Interior 
Bureau of Mines 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape (1 	tape) 5. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Beginning 1178 Beginning 1950 

1. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A survey of pipeline companies for barrels of stocks 
at begi nning of month, receipts and shipments during month, shortuge or 
overage during month, and stocks at end of month. 	 (etidal traffic 
flow, operating characteristics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY.: 	Office of technical Data Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

- 	Bureau of Mines 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None issued to 	10. PRICE! 	Enkmown 
date. 	See Item 17. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All 	pipeline companies handling seth refined petroleum products 
as gasoline, jet fuel, 	keresine, 	distillate fuel 	oil, 	liquefied petroleum 
mates. r,at,,ral 	casnl ins and nlent condensate. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM. (FROM REPORTING FIRM) SC.MthEDR UNITS .QOOING 
Product SIC 	(1-digit) 
Stocks beginning of month 1.080 barrels 	(42 gallons 

each) 
Receipts during month 1,000 barrels 	(42 gallons 

each) 
Shipnents during month 1,800 barrels (42 gallons 

each) 
Shortage (+) or overage (-) during month 1,000 barrels 	(42 gallons 

each) 
Stocks at end of month 1,000 barrels 	(42 gallons 

P.A.D. 	(Petroleum Administration for Defense) 1 	through 	
each) 

district noveneots between PAD, district 1,000 barrels 02 gallons each) 



 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Refinery district Internal Code 
Stocks at end of month by refinery district 1,000 barrels (42 gallons 

each) 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Crude Petroleum, Petroleum Products and Natural San Liquids 

ISSUED BY! 	Sane as Steno 8. 

PRICE! 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Monthly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 
Sunnsary for 	pipelines by connoodity of barrels of stocks held in each P.A.D. 
district,; total 	received, delivered and shortage or average; and, osoeenesto 
between P.A.D. 	districts, 	(Modal 	traffic flow) 

NAME! 	Crude Petroleum and Petroleum Products (Preprint from Minerals 
Yearbook.) 

ISSUED BY: 	Same as Iten B. 

PRICE! 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Suninary for pipelines by commodity and month of barrels of receipts, 
deliveries, shortages or overages, and stocks; and, eovesents between 
P.A.D. 	districts. 	(Model 	traffic flow) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Reports ssbmitted on a voluntary basis by companies handling refised 
petroleum products, 	 - 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Shipments by pipeline internal 	to each P.A.D. 	district. 

lb. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 

Monthly collection and suninerization to continue indefinitely. 
Peblicatisno follow approximately fosr months after collection. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 

Source data not presently available to the public; availability to states 
uncertain. Present plans cull for the release of these data, fonm unknown. 

EVALLIAT ION/COEtIENTS 

Although not required by Federal law, reports are received from all pipelin 
companies hued sing refined petroleun products. Data on reports are 
compared with data on previ oas reports for consistency, and data should 
have a high degree of reliability. 

Data will he useful in analyses of demand estination and modal split. 

I REF. 	NO, 	p /A/2S 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREUGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Railroad Agent's Report of 2. 	MODE! 	Rail 
Shipments of Minerals and 
'Ii neral 	Products 3 	TYPE: Traffic Floe, Shi pper/ 

Conss gene 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
A eonthly survey of 45 raIlroads versing mnejor areas of production of 
hard ferrous and non-ferross ninerals and nh nerul 	products. 	Used by 
eureau of Mines to update data nailing list of producers for other 
surveys of each commodity and to obtain data on son- respondents of 
other surveys. 	(Commodity flow. 	Shipper attributes, Co  

S. pJOR DATA CONTENT! 

Listing of shipper's nane/locetion 
Listing of consignee's mane/location 
Kind of material shipped 
Approsinete weight in pounds 

PUBLICATION CYCLE! No tabulations or summarizations compiled, Monthly 

DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. oeparteent of the Interior No materiel 	issued 

Bureau of Mines 

I REF, NO, P A / 25 

NCHRP PROJECT u-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE! 	Tanker and Barge Shipments of 	2. MODE! 	oonestic water 
Crude Oil and Petroleum Products 
from States in P.A.B. 	District 011 	3. TYPE: Traffic flow, Shipper! 

COLLECTED BY: 	U.S. Bepartmest of the Interior 
eureau of Mines 	 - 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape (1 tape) 	6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
beginning 1970 Month, beginning lgSO 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A survey of producers for barrels of crsde oil and 
petroleun products shipped from states Is P.A.D. District III to states out- 
side P.A.D. 	District 	III. 	(Connsodity consumption, nodal traffic flow, gjpQgr 
and market attributes) 

B. 	ISSUED BY! 	Office of Technical Data Service 
U.S. 	Departsenmt of the Interior 
eureau of Mines 

5. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None Insuod to 	10. PRICE! 	Unknown 
date. 	See Item 17. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All producers of crude oil and petroleem prodncts in P.A.D. 
(Petroleum Administration for Defense) District III. 	(Teses, Louisiana, 
dcci cvi 'ni. Alaluan, 	Arkangac 	New dx nirn . 
RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(Fend  pronotnen nr,uw) CODING SCHEuMF OR UNITS 

For each producer: 

Shipping state FIPS 
necelving state FOPS 
Prodsct sac 	(7-digit) 
Quantity shipped L000 barrels (42 gallons each 



13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: Crude Petroleum, Petroleum Products and Natural Gas Liquids. 

ISSUED BY! Same as Item 8. 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Summary of barrel s of crude oil and each petroleum 
product shipped by tanker and barge from the Gulf Coast to the New England, 
Central Atlantic and Lower Atlantic regions of the East Coast, and to P.A.B. 
District II and the West Coast, (Commodity production) 

NAME: Crude Petroleum and Petroleum Products (Reprint from Minerals Year- 

ISSUEO BY: Same an Item 8. 	
book) 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE! A::nually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Sunmmary by months of barrels of crude oil and each 
petroleum product shipped by tanker and barge from the Gulf Coast to the 
New England, Central Atlantic and Lower Atlantic regions of the East Coast, 
and to P.A.B. District II and the West Coast- (Coommodity production) 

14 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Report requested from all producers of crude oil and petroleum products in 
P.A.D. District lIE. Report submitted on a voluntary basis. 

III, EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Crude oil and petroleum products shipped by tanker and barge between and 
within states in P.A.B. District 111. 

FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Monthly collection and summarization to continse indefinitely. Publication 
follows approximately four months after collection. 

Il. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON OISSEMINATION: 

Source data not presently available to the public, anailability to states 
uncertain. 	Pregent plans call for some release of these data, form 
unknown - 

IS. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Alchongh not required by Federal law, reports are received from all 
producers of crude oil and petroleum products in P.A.D. District III. 
Data on reports are compared with data on previous reports for consistency. 
and data should have a high degree of reliability. 

these data esist only for P.A.B. District III, but this district probably 
accounts for a large portion of petroleum shipeents by barge and tanker. 

Data will be useful in analyses of demand estimation modal split, and 
networks. 

I REF 	NO. 	P /A /17 

NCHRF PROJECT 8-17 

FRtIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEMIOE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE OOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Monthly Report of Employees, 2. 	MODE: Rail 
Service and Compensation, Fonmm 
A & B, Class 	I 	Railroads 3, 	TYPE; Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Conani 55mm 
Bureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA:Hard copy and magnntic 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVEREO; 
tape 	(since 	1971) Monthly, beginning lgSO 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Class I Railroads financial 	statistics concerning nnmber of employenu by 
class, sersice hours and compensation. 

ISSUED BY: 	Class I Railroads 

FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard Copy 	10. PRICE:Raprsduction costs 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE! 	All 	Class 	I Railroads 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(From Reporting Fore) _COO]NG SCHEME OR UNITS 

Employees by occupation Number 
Numbers of service hours by occupation Hours 
Compensation by occupation Bollars 

 AVAILABLE SUISMARIES 

NAME: 	Statement 300. 	Wage Statistics of Class I 	Railroads in the 
United States 

ISSUED BY! 	ICC 

PRICE: Copy cost 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Seni-annselly, months 
of June and Becember 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Class I Railroads financial 	statistics summarizing number of employees, 
sernice hours and compensation by occupation, by railroad. 

NAME! 	Railroad Mileage, Employment, Payroll and Taxes by 
State 

ISSUED BY: 	Association of American Railroads 

PRICE! 	Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE! Esery third year. 
latest available Becember 31, 1975 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Ssnmmary shows, by state, statistics on railr sad mileages, employment, 
payroll 	and Eases for all Class 	I 	Railroads. 	(Financial, Operating 
statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Class Icarriers are reqsi red to report Form A & B monthly to the 
ICC, 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 

Present progranto continue indefinitely 

11. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are available to the public. 



These data are provided to the ICC by individual railroads whose 
collection processen may vary. Reports are audited by the ICC 
at irregular intervals. Monthly data should be treated as an 
interim reporting and as such will be subject to adjustment. 
Inforniation providen detailed labor costs by occupation. Useful in 
updating labor unit costs, developing productivity seassres and 
analyzing trends in railroad labor. These data are needed for 
aconosic and financial analysis. 

P 	/A 	8 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 	 - 

1, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Annual Report mm 	p-i MODE: 	mail, 	iighway 

Freight Forwarders - Class A 
TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate CoeTmerce Conssi 55mg 

eureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy, magnetic tape 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 

(Since 1911) Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This report is a primary source of financial, 
operating and physical 	statistics on the operations of freight fSCders. 

ISSUED BY: 	Each Class A freight forwarder (grsss revenues nxceed $100,000) 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Hard copy, 	10. PRICE: 	Reinburse copy cost/ 

magnetic tape 	(since 1913) hard copy and magnetic tape 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11, 	COVERAGE: All Class A freight forwarders 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) _COD.I.NSCWEMF DR UNITS 

States in which traffic is originated and/or 
tenninated Nane 

Comparative balance sheet Dollars 
Incense placement for the year Dollars 
Operating revenues by source Dollars 
Operating eupensen by type Dollars 
Schedule of enployees by occupation Number/dollarn 
Description of motor vehicles owned Number/dollars 
Statistics . Tons of freight received from 

shippers Tons 
- Number of shipments received for 

shippers 	 - Nunber 

 AVAILABLE SUES4ARIES 

NAME: 	Transport Statistics in the U.S. • Part 8, Freilht Forsaarders 

ISSUED BY: 	Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office. 
Washington, D.C. 	20402 

PRICE 	$25 	 PUDLICATION CYCLE: Anneally 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A sumary of Class A freight forwarders financial, 

operating and physical 	statistics. 	(Carrier financial, operating 

statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class A freight forwarders are required by the ICC to subnit Fone F-1 
on a calendar year basis, 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 	- 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Progran to costinuei ndefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 	These data are 

publicly evailable. 

 EVALUAT I ON/COPiENTS : These data are provided to the ICC by individual 
notor carriers whose collection processes may vary. 	Reports are audited 

by the ICC at Irregular internals, 

For Class A freight forwarders- the Fern F-1 provides useful financial, 
operatingand physical 	information for assessing financial 
viability, current regults of operations and overall capability. 	These 

reports are the prine public source of cost data. 

REF. 	NO. 	P/A/ 29 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: Annual 	Report Fern M-1 , Class e MODE: Highway 

Motor Carriers of Property and 
Holding Conpauies TYPE: Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate comerce Commi soion 

Rareau 	Accounts of 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Hard copy and magnetic 	6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 

1 tape 	(since lill) 	 Annual, beginning 1931 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: The Class I Motor Carrier Annual Report is a primary 
source for carrier financial, operating and physical 	statistics. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Class I notor carrier 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: Reimburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II, 	COVERAGE: 	All Class I notor carriers 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) I CODING SCHFME OR UNITS 

Relationship of renpsndent with affiliated 
conpanies Fercevt control 

Changes during year in intercity regalsr routes: 
New regular route service authorized Location 
Routes over which operation diocontinued Location 
States in which operations are conducted Location 

Major source of total operating revenue by 
coniaodity Tons, revenue 

Conparative statement of financial position Dollars 
Results of operations Dollars 
Statement of retained earnings Dollars 
Statenevt of changes in financial position Dollars 
Revenue equipment owned by type and use Nunber, dollars 



12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

- 	ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Operating revenues by source and carrier 
activities Dollars 

Operating expenses by type and activity Dollars 
Expenses by nquipeest type Dollars 
Operating tases and licensss by state Dollars 
Cooeeodities transported by tank and hopper type 

vehicles Tons, dollars 
Cl assi ficatioo of employees and conpessation by 

activity Number, dollars 
Operating statistics - i ntnrcity service shown 

separately by carriers of freight and house- 
hold goods: 
Total miles operated - owned vehicles by 

type and carrier class Miles 
Total miles operated - vehicles rented with 

drivers by type and carrier class Miles 
Total miles operated - vehicles rented with- 

out drivers by type and carrier class Miles 
Total miles operated - all 	vehicles in inter- 

city highway service miles - rail, water 
and air services Miles 

Tons of revenue freight carried in intercIty 
service by carrier class Tons 

Tons transported by leased eqaipisent with 
drivers by carrier class Tons 

Ton-miles - intercity revenue freight - 
notor carrier having service by carrier 
class Ton-riles 

Ton-miles-intercity revenue freight - rail, 
water, aircarrier service - by carrier 
class Ton-miles 

Sapplenental 	statistics by vehicles owned, 
rented with drivers and rented without drivers-. 

Number of hours in pickup and delivery 
service by line-haul 	vehicles hours 

Number of miles in line-haul services by 
pickup and delivery vehicles Miles 

Number of hours in pickup and delivery 
service by pickup and delivery vehicles hours 

Freight revenue from intercity service by 
weight categories Dollars 

Tons of intercity revenue freight carried 
by weight categories Tons 

Number of intercity shipnevts carried by 
weight categories Number 

Tracks and tractors in intercity revenue service - 
classified by use and ownership Number 

Percentage distribution of intercity traffic - 
con0000 carriers of property Percent 

Shipment statistics for household goods carriers 
by category of tbipnent Dollarsftoesleursber of 

shipments 

REF. 	NO. 	P/Al TO 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE: 	Annual Report Fore M-7, Class IT MODE: 	highway 
Motor Carriers of Property 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED 	BY: 	Interstate Coosnerce co.nsiovion 
Iureas of Accosiets 

EDRM OF DATA: 	Hardcopy, nageetic tape 5. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(Since 	1911) Annual, beginning 1937 

7. ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The Class ID Motor Carrier Annual 	Report is the prisary source of carrier 
financial, operating and physical 	statistics. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Class II rotor carriers 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: Reinburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION - 

COVERAGE: 	All 	Class II railroads 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(ppr., RFPDRTINC PfsPM) CODING SCHEflE_OR. UNITS 

Relationship of carrier with affiliated 
companies Percent ownership 

Changes during year in intercity regelar 
routes: 

New regalar roste service authorized Specific 	location 
Routes over which operation discontinued Specific 	location 
States in which operations are csndscted Specific location 

Major source of total operating revenue by 
coeimodity Tons, revenue 

Cooperative statenent of financial 	position Dollars 
Results of operations Dollars 
Stataement of retained earnings Dollars 
Statement of financial 	position Dollars 

3. AVAILADLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Transport Statistics 	in the uvitad States, Pars 7, Motor Carriers, 
calendar year 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$2.20 	 PUDLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

A5STRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A suoaeary of important Class motor carrier 
financial, operating and physical 	statistics. 	Carriers are grouped by 
district is all 	schadules and 	in several 	schedule s 	mdi vidual 	carrier data 
is set forth. 

NAME: 	Large class I household Goods Carriers Selected Earnings Data 

ISSUED BY: 	ICC 

PRICE: Reprodection cost 	PUDLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A suoanary of sel ected operating and financial 
statistics for large carriers of household goods. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All class 	I notor carriers are revuired by the 	ICC to sabeoit Fore M-1 	or 
a calendar year basis. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Progran to continue indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILADILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: These data are 
publicly available. 

 EVALUATION/COPeRENTS: 	These data are provided to the ICC by individeal 
Motor carriers whose collection processes may vary. 	Reports are audited 
by the ICC at irregular intervals. 	For class 	Inotor carriers, 	the 
Form M-1 provides sseful financial, operating and physical 	information for 
assessing carriers financial 	viability, current resalts of operations and 
overall 	capability. 	These reports are the prise public source of coot 
data. 	This file, 	therefore, 	provides significant 	inputs to econosic, 
financial 	and network analyses. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM - CODIND SCHEME OR UNITS 

Revenue equipaent owned by type and use Number, dollars 
Operating recesses by source and carrier 

activities 
Operating eopensen by type and activity Dollars 
Expanses by eqaipreet type Dollars 
Operating taxea and licenses by state Dollars 
Commodities transported by tank- and 

hopper-type vehicles Tons, dollars 
Classification of aeployees and cospen- 

sation by activity Number, Dollars 
Operating statistics . Intercity service 

segregated between carriers of freight 
and household goods carriers  

Total miles operated - owned 
vehicles by type and carrier class Miles 

Total miles operated - vehicles rented with 
drivers by type and carrier class Miles 

Total miles operated - vehicles rented 
without drivers by type and carrier 
Class Miles 

Total 	miles operated - All 	vehicles in 
intercity highway service Miles 

Miles - rail, water and air services Miles 
Tons of revenue freight carried in Inter- 

city service by carrier class Tons 
Tons transported by leased equipnent with 

drivers by carrier class Tons 
Toe-miles - Intercity revenue freight - 

motor carrier highway service by 
carrier class Toe-miles 

Ton-miles - Intercity revenue freight - 
rail, water, air carrier sereice - 
carrier class Toe-miles 

Supplemental 	statistics by vehicles owned, 
rented with drivers and rented without 
drivers: 

Number of hours in pickup and 
delivery service by line-haul 
vehicles 	 - Flours 

Number of miles 	in line-haul 
service by pickup and delivery 
vehicles Miles 

Number of hours is pickup and 
delivery service by pickup and 
delivery trucks Hours 

Freight revenue from intorcity 
service by weight and categories 	- Dollars 

Tons of Intercity freight carried 
by weight categories Tons 

Nanhar of intercity shipments 
carried by weight categories Number 

Tracks and tractors in intercity revenue 
service - classified by use and 
ownership Number 



U. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Percentage distribution of intercity 
traffic - common carriers of property Percent 

Shipment statistics for household goods I 
carriers by category of shipment Dollars/tons/number of 

shipments 

13. 	AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Tralsport Statistics in the United States. 	Part 7, Motor Carriers 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$2.20 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A summary of inportant Class II motor carrier anessl 	financial, operating 
and physical 	statistics. 	Detail 	on 	individual 	carriers fiThot provided, 
motor carriers are summarized on district basis. 

14. 	DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 

All Class I smotsr carriers are requi red by the ICC to submit Fono M-2 
on a calendar year basis. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15. 	SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

16. 	FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continue present pro gram in definitely. 

17. 	DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON OISSEMINATION: 

Data are publicly available. 

I REF. 	NO. 	2/n/31_ 

NCHRP PROJECT a-l/ 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. TITLE: 	Annual Report Eon M-3 2. 	MODE: 	Highway 

Class 	III Motor Carriers of 
Property 3, 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Commission 
aureau of Accounts 

S. FORM OF DATA: Hard copy and nuagnetic 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape 	(since 	lgil) Annual, beginning 1937 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The Class III Motor Carrier annual 	rep ort is a primary soarce of carrier 
financial 	statistics, operating statistics and statistics on carriers 
Physical characteristics. 

 ISSUED BY: 	Each Class III Motor Carrier 

 FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. COVERAGE: 	All Class III Motor Carriers 

17. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCNPME OR UNJJIS_. .&ODING 

Nusher and compmnnation of employees llLimber, dollars 
local operating revenues and espenses Dollars 
Revenue freight equipement by type and leased Number 

ns owned 
Intercity operating data. connmon and contract Dollars, 	truck and tractor, 
service miles, revenue tons 

For carriers with revenues of $50,000 or more 
the following detailed information is 
provided: 

Detailed general balance uheet Dollars 
Detailed results of operations Dollars 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

Theme data are provided to the ICC by individual motor carriers whose 
collection processes may vary. Reports are audited by the ICC at irregular 
internals. 	- 

For Class II motor carriers, Eons M-2 provides infonoation useful in 
assessing financial viability, csrrent results of operations, and overall 
capability of carriers. Reports are the prime public source of cost data. 
Therefore, these data are best used in economic, financial and network 
analyses. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE! 	(CONTINUED) 

ITEM CODING SCNEME OR UNITS 

Thre emsnt important cemmodi ties Nan 
ra as port ad 

Staten in which operations are Nane 
conducted 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	Selected Statistics of Class III Motor carriers of 
Property 

ISSUED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Cninmisaiom 	(ICC) 

PRICE! Reimburse copy cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Selected financial 	and opera ting statistics for Class III Motor 
Carriers ss,msmarized by dsstrlct. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class III Motor Carriers are raqui red to submit the Annual Report 
Form M-3 to the ICC 

III. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

For motor carriers with total operating revenues of lens than 
$50,000 the financial and operating data is only reported in 
nunnoary fan. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 	 - 

Continue present programi ndefinitely. 

1/DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are publicly available. 



78. EVALUATION/COMMENTS, 

The suer of these data should note the following ICC statement: 

"A uniform system of accounts has not been prescribed by 
the Conmnissi on for this class of carrier, and nany of the 
smaller carriers maintain only minimal records. 	Reports 
.are received with missing or obviously Incorrect 
information." 

This data file provides 	infornation useful 	in assessing financial 
viability, current reuults of operations and overall 	capability. 
Reports are the prism public source of cost data. 	Therefore, tbeue 
data are boot used in economic and financial 	analyses. 	Data on 
operating statistics are too general 	to be of use in network 
analysis. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Length and dinenslona of pipeline operated 
at close of year by state for each of 
the following line types: 

Terminal Miles 
Gathering Miles, 	Inches 
Trunk (by  crude oil and products) Miles, 	inches 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Transport Statistics in the U.S.. 	Part 6, Oil 	Pipelines 

ISSUED BY: 	Superintendent of Documents. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 	20402 

PRICE: 	$.70 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A summary of pipeline companies data under the 
jurisdiction of the ICC; 	financial • operating and physical 	statistics. 
Carrier data are shown individually. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Reports are required by all 	pipeline companies subject to the jurisdiction 
of the ICC, i.e.. they are common carriers engaged in interstate trans- 
portation of oil or other commodities (except water and natural or artifical 
gas) 	by pipeline, or partly by pipeline, 	railroad or water. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: None 

6. FUTSIREUPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Present program to covtivae 
indefinitely. 

7. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 	Data are publicly 
available. 

8. EvALUATIoN/COMMENTS: 	Theme data are provided to the ICC by individual 
pipeline companies whose collection processes may nary. 	Reports are subject 
to audit by the ICC. 

For pipeline colguanien. the Form P provides useful 	financial, operating 
and physical 	information for assessing carriers financial 	viability, current 
results of operations and overall capehility. 	Theme reports are the prime 
public source of cost data. 	As such. they are useful for conomic, financial 
and network analyses. 

I REF. 	HO. 	P 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE: 	Annual 	Report - Form p MODE: 	Pipeline 
Pipeline Companies 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate commerce Commission 
eareau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy, magnetic tape TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(since 1971) Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Pipeline conçanied annual report Is a primary 
source for carrier financial, operating and physical 	statistics 	for this 
mode, 

B. 	ISSUED BY; 	Each pipeline company 

6. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE; Reinburue copy cost 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All pipeline companies under the jurisdiction of the ICC. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(PBrma. RFPORTIIani 	FneW) CODING SEMEME OR UNITS 
Corporate control over respondent Percent control 
Compensative balance sheet statement Dollars 
Deconge by source Dollars 
Investment in affiliated companies Percent. dollars 
Operating espensee classified by crude oil 

and prodacts Dollars 
Operating revenue by source Dollars 
Tames by state Dollars 
Statistics of operation for originating/ 

terminating shipments: 
Deliveries from/to coneectieg carriers Number of barrels 
Originated/terminated Number of barrels 
Total 	received/delivered into/out of 

s vciu,v  11._Number _nf_barcals. 

!-.RE.E.. 	NO. 	P/A / 	33 

NCHRP PROJECT B-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUIIMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Annual Report Form R'l 	tothe 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 
Interstate Eomeerce Coenmissiom - Class I 
Railroads 

3, 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Coleli smi on 
Bureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Hard copy, magnetic tape 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(si 1) nce 197 Annual, beginning 	1915 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Annual 	Report Form R'l constitutes the primary source for carrier financial 
statistics. 	Also includes key operating statistics and carriers physical 
characteristics. 

B. 	ISSUED 	BY: 	Class 	I Railroads - Each Class 	I 	railroad. 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reinbarse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All 	Class 	I 	railroads 	(68 raIlroads in 1974) 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCUEEIE OR UNITS ..tQDING 
Relationship of respondent with affiliated 
companies Various 

Conparative General Balance Sheet statement Dollars 
Dncsaee by source for the year Dollars 
Proprietary companies Mileage, dollars 
Railway operating empenmes by type Dollars 
Railway operating revenues by source Dollars 
Mileage by type by class operated at close 
of year Miles 

Miles of road by type at close of year-by- 
states and territories Miles 

Inventory of equipment Number of units 



RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Highway motor vehicle operations by type Various 	(units, tons. 
passengers) 

Grade crossings - (by state) by protection 
device Number 	- 

Grade separations by type by state Number 
lies laid by type (alit costs) Number. dollars 
Vail 	laid by type (alit costs) Tons, dollars 
Statistics of Rail-Line Operations: 

Train-miles by type of motIve power Miles 
Locomotive unit-miles by type of usage Miles 
Lar-niles by type of car Thousand miles 
Gross ton-miles in road service Ton miles 
Train-hoar in road service Hours 
Revense/nonrevenue freight traffic Tons, toe-niles 
Net tom-miles of freight Train-miles 

Consumption of fuel by type Gallses/kilowatts/tons 
unit cost of equipment installed Dollars 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAE! Transport Statistics in the United States - Part I - Railroads 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE! 	$3.40 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A conpreheemise suni.aary of all Class I 	railroads financial, operating and 
physical 	statistics. 	Railroads are shown individually and summarized by 
distri ct. 

NAME! 	'leseese, Eapense and Freight Traffic - Class 	I Railroads 

ISSUED BY: 	Association of American Railroads 

PRICE 	Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Financial and operating statistics for each Class I 	railroad by district 
for the calendar year. 

j.Bff.,.JJ.O. 	P / A / 34 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Annual Report Form R-2 to the 	2. MODE: 	Rail 
Isterstate Coniomerce Cosimi sslon 
Class 	SI Railroads 	 3. TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate commerce Cooaiii slion 
Bureaa of Accounts - 

S. FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy and magnetic 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape (si'co1971) Ansual, bm1isnins 1914 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

The Class II railroads Annual Report Form R-2 is a primary source for 

carrier financial, key operating and ab5jfgj statistics. 

B. ISSUED BY: 	Class II railroads 

9. FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE! 	Reimburse copy 
costs - 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

 COVERAGE: 	All Class II railroads 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) CDm.NG. SCHEME 015 UNITS 

Comparative Balance Sheet Dollars 
Oncsme by source for the year Dollars 

Proprietary conpasies Dollars. mileage 
Railway operating revenues by source Dollars 
Railway operating eapesses by type Dollars 
Eeployeem, service and conpessatisn by class Aserage nunber of employees 

of employee - Total 	service hears 
Total conpensatisn 

Consumptionof fuel by eotive-power type Gallons/kllowattsftOns 
Revenue freight carried by commodity Tons. dollars 
:nventsry of equipment by type Number, capacity 

Mileage by type class operated Miles 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES (CONTINUED) 

NAME: 	Railroad Mileage, Employment, Payroll and Tases by States 

ISSUED BY 	Associeton of American Railroads 

PRICE: eeproduction costs 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Every third year, 
latest available, 
oecember 1975 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sunanary shows,by state, statistics on railroad mileagem, eamploymnent, 	pay- 

roll 	and tases for all 	Class 	I 	railroads- 	(rinancial. Operating statistics 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 

All Class I railroads are required by the ICC to submit an Vassal 	Report 
10mm R-1 at the completion of each caleedar year. 

III. 	EVALUATIDN/CDNSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	No shipper, consignee or traffic 
flow data are included. 	Revenue data not attributable to each class of 
freight. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

ICC presently revising the Railroads Umiforn System of Accouets. 	The new 
reporting and accounting nymton to be effective January 1, 1977. 	No 
vspected change in timing of Annual Report Form 5-1 	submissions. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 
Data available to the public at ICC. 

is. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 
These data are provided to the ICC by individual railroads whsse 
collection processes may vary. 	Reports are audited by the FCC at 
irregular intervals. 

These data are useful 	in assess1nl financial 	viability, current results 
of operations and overall capability of the railroads. 	These reports 
are the prime public source of cost data. 	Economic and network analyses 
will require much of the information included in these reports. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(r.DNTINUED)! 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Mileage by type operated by state Miles 
Statistics of rail-line operators: 

Average mileage of road operated Miles 
Train-miles by type of notive power Miles 
Locomotive unit trues - by type of 

usage Miles 
Car miles - by major classes Miles 

Revense/nonrevenue freight traffic Tons, tons-miles 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Transport Statistics in the united States ' Part I - Railroads 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$3.40 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A comprehensive summary of all Class 51 railroads financial, operating 
and physical statistics. 	Railroads are ounnmarizedbiBTiirict and are not 
identTfled individually. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class II railroads are required by the ICC to mub.nit an Annual Report 
Form R-2 at the completion of each calendar year. 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
No shipper, consigvee or traffic flow data. 	Revenue data not attributable 

to each class of freight. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 
ICC presently revising the Railroads Uniforrm Systeam of Accomnts. 	The 
new reportingand accoustieg system to be effective January 1, 1977. 	No 
expected change in timing of Annual Report pore 1-2 submissions. 

 DATA.AVAILADILITY/CDNSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data available to the public. 



18. EVALUATON/COMMENTS; 

These data are provided to the ICC by individual railroads whose 
collection processes may vary. Reports are audited by the ICC at 
irregular intervals. 

This file is useful in assessing financial viability, cerreet results of 
operations and overall capability of railroads. Reports are the price 
public source of cost data. These data provide inputs to econonic, 
financial and network analyses. 

I8t.E_,_NO. P 	/ A/ 35 

NCHRP PROJECT 5-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TI ELE : 	Freight Cosisiodity Stati ntics MODE: 	Highway 

Class I Ftor Carriers of Property 

12. 

Form TCS 3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier, Traffic flow 

4. 	COLLECTED EV 	Interstate Cmssverce Emiani sni 05 
Iureau of Accounts 

5, 	FORM OF DATA: Magsetic tape 6, 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Annual, beginning 1954 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Revenue freight originated and terminated, as wellas gross freight revenue 
by conrmodity (up to 5-digit ICC code). 	(Operatisg statistics, Consodity 
production) 

ISSUED 	BY: 	Interstate tosinnrcs Csnnmi ssios 
Bureau of Accounts 

FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: Cost reinbsrsable 
basis. 	Should not nsceed $75. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

IT. 	COVERAGE: 	Class : common asd .csn tract motor carriers of property 
(operating revenues of $1 000.000 or more) 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) 	- _COm.NG...SCHEEE.QS_UB.II3.. 
For each ccesssdlty: 

Total 	renenaefreight originated by type 
)terninacing on-line, delivered to 
connectinn carriers) Truckloads, 	tons 

Total 	revenue Freight recei ned from 
connecting carriers by type Truckloads, tons 

Total 	revenue freight carried Truckloads, 	tons 
Total gross freight revenue Oollars 

AVAILABLE SUMFRIES 

NAME: Freight Coninodity Statistics Motor Carriers of Property 

ISSUED BY: GPO (No. 2600-00973) 

PRICE: $1.50 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Samnary by conanodity (ICC Coda) of truckloads 
and tons of revenue freight originated. tir,sinatvd and total (including 
daplicationo), as well as gross freight revenue. (Operating statistics. 
Cosnsodicy productios) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Each Class I notor common and contract carrier subnits a fonm itS or a 
stellar-type computer printout for all traffic in a calendar year. 

III, EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: None 

16. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Annual publication to continue indefinitely. Publication follows 
approsinately three years after collectios. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Once subni tted. all data anailabl e upon relu est. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data areprovided to the ICC by Individual notor carriers whose 
collection practices may nary. Reports are audited by the ICC at 
irregular intervals. 

"Total" truckload and tonnage figures represent doable accounting as the 
traffic which a single netor carrier both origisates and tennisates is 
counted twice. Shirarents under 10.000 Its. are aggregated under one 
conmsdlty heading !Sarall Packaged Freight Shipments, including Lit. 

This file Includes geseral commodity-related operating statistics which are 
useful in network analysis And revenue data which are requi red by 
financial and economic analyses. ieerly comparisons can show shifts in 
traffic consist. 

I REF. 	NO. 	P/A / 	€ 
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FREIGHT DATA REOUIREMEMTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Annual Report Form H-I MODE: 	Osmestic water 
Class A and I Conimon Carriers by 
Water TYPE: 	Carrier 

4, 	CDLLECTEO BY: 	Interstate Cossnerce Cosnmissioe 
Bareau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Herdcopy and nagnetic 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape 	since 1n71) Annual 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Annual Report Form W-1 for Class A and B common 
carriers by water is a cosprnheisine source of financial, 	operating and 
9hy33s21_gtatisticp for each carrier. 

0. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Class A and 5 common carrier by water 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reinburse copy cost 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II, 	COVERAGE: 	All 	Class A and B csrnnnon carriers by water 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 
Corporations coetrolled by respondent Percent owsnrship 
Corporatioss general balance sheet Dollars 
Isconse account for the year Osllars 
Property and eqaipeent investment schedule Isllars 
Water line operating revenues by source Osllarn 
Water line operating espennes by type Osllars 
Water line tames by type sollars 
Freight carried during the year by coomnodity 

designation by type of sonenent )e.g. Tons/dollars 
joint rail and water traffic, and all 
other traffic) 

Freight carried during year (dsnestic and 
foreign) by source Bollars/tons 



12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS• 

Employees, service and te.mpensation by 
occupation and functional 	place of work Nusbor/houroldollars 

Total compensation of employees by nonth Dollars 
Statistics on individaal 	pieces of 

floatiml oquipmemt - year built Year 
- year acquired Year 

Character of ownership Internal 	code 
Sorvice for which adapted Internal code 
Cargo dead weight carrying capacity Gross tons 
cubic capacity kyle/hulk 
Rated horsepower of engines Horsepower 
Usual 	rate of speed mph 
Length Ft., 	in. 
Beam Ft.. 	in. 
Maximum draft Ft., 	in. 
Equipped with radio operators Yen or no 
Nunber of persons in crew Namber 

11. AVAILABLE SUPMiARIES 

NAME: 	Ports. Carriers by Water, Transport Statistics in the United States 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$1.25 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Selected financial and operating statistics for 
Class A and B carriers. 	Class A and B carriers are summarized by area 
and Class A carriers 	(only) 	are individually presented. 	(Carrier financial 
Operating statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Class A and B water carriers which are comusmn or contr act carriers by water 
are rnquired to submit Form W-1 annually to the ICC. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

A significant number of water carriers are not covered by ICC regulation 
and are designated no unregulated carriers. 	Unregulated carriers include 
hsth private operators who carry their own property and esenpt for-hire 
operators who transport those commodities which have been esenpted from 
regulation by the ICC Act. 	A number of provisions in Section 303 of the 
ICC Act allow exemptions from regulation for: dry and liquid bulk 
commodities, certain local and international movements of carlo and 
passengers, and special 	nsncompetitine and intrastate movements. 

IRfiE.. 	NO. 	P In / 37 
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FREI5HT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 2, 	MODE: 	Domestic Water 

Annual Report 5-3 (Class C Water 	Carriers) 
Inland & Coastal Waterways 3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce cosimi ssion 
Bnreau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA:Hard copy, magnetic tape 5. 	lIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(since 1971) Annual 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The Annual Report W-3 for Class C Water Cnrri nm 	is a prim ary source of 
informetiom on carrier financial 	and opera tinn statistics. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: Each Class c conoien carrier by water 

9. 	FORM DP 	ISSUED DATA: Hard copy 	10. PRICE 	Reinburse copy cost 

II. 	PETAlLED DESCRIPTION 

11. 	COVERAGE: 	All Class C common carriers by water 

12, 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCHEME OR UNITS .tODING 

Balance sheet statement Dollars 
Income statement (Remit by source) Dollars 
Deocription of flouting equipnent Horsepower/cargo Carrying 

tons/year acquired 
Nunber of enployeos - by type of work Number 
Tomo of renenue freight - foreign & doanentic Tons 
Commodities (B principal 	handled in domestic Name 
trade) 

16, FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Present program to contitue indefinitely. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are publicly available at the ICC without Constraints. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data are provided to the ICC by indinYduxi water carriers whose 
collnction processes may vary. Reports are audited by the ICC at irregular 
intervals. For Class A and I water carriers, the Form A and B provides 
useful financial, operating and physical infonnation for assessing 
carriers financial viability, current results of operations and overall 
capability. These reports are the prime public source of cost data. 
This file, therefore, provides significant inputs to economic, financial 
and network analyses. 

I?, AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	Transportati on statistics in the U.S. Parts carriers by Water 

ISSUED BY: 	G.P.O. 

PRICE: 	$1.25 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Selected financial statistics for Class C water carriers and given 
in sumnnare totals only. 	(Carrier financial) 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Class C water carriers which have average operating revenues $100,000 or 
less and which are Common carriers by water or a contract carrier by 
water are reqaired to submit a ions annually to the ICC 

II 	. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

A significant number of water carriers are unencumbered by ICC regulation 
and are designated as unregulated carriers. 	Unregulated carriers include 
both private operators who carry their own property and exempt for-hire 
operators who transport those commodities which have been been exempted 
from regulation by the ICC Act. 	A number of provisions in Section 303 
of the ICC Act allow exemptions from regulation for: dry and liquid bulk 
cowisodities, certain local and international movements of carlo and pas- 
sengers, special nos-conpetition and interstate movements. 

IS. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Present progrun to continue indefinitely 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTPAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are available to the pub lic without constraints. 



18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data were provided to the ICC by individual water carriers whose 
collection processes may eary. Reports are audited by the ICC at irregular 
intervals. For Class C Water Carriers, the Form C provides useful 
financial, operating and physical infonmation for assessing carriers 
financial viability, current results of operatisns and overall capability. 
These reports are the prime public source of cost data. This file. 
therefore, provides signi ficast inputs to nconomic, financial and 
oetwork analyses. 

I REF. 	NO. 	P/ A/ at... 
NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 7, 	MODE: 	oomentic water 
Annual 	Report Form ku-i, Raritinie Carriers 

3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce coonniosion 
Bureau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy,magnetic tape 6, 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
SInce 	1972) Annual 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	The Annual eeport for han ti nie Carriers Form 11-4 
is a primary source of information for carriers financial, operating 
and physical 	statistics. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each maritime co.uno n carrier 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

2, 	COVERAGE: 	All man time common carriers 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) ,.CQOING SCHEME DR UNITS 

Corporations controlled by Iespondent 
Comparative Balance Sheet 

Percees ownership 
Dollars  

Income Statement - by source 
Floating Fqaipnent - Vessels and Barges 

listed 	individually 	(current book 	value) Dollars 
Water line operating Revenue and tapemsen DoD lam 
Vessel 	Operating Statement Del lam 
Oparntimg Differential Subsidy Bollarn 
nostes or Services Narranine 
Freight carried by cononodity Tons, 	Dollars 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE! 	(continued) 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Consumption of fuel for p,aer on vessel 
by type - time operated Days 

- fuel consumed larrelo/Toms 
- distance or time operated Hours/MIles 

Employees, service and cempensation 
by occupation - number Number 

- time worked yours 
- compensation Dollars 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	Transport Statistics in the United States Part 5 Carriers by Water  

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: 	$1.25 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 
Selected financial and operating data for individual maritime carriers. 
(Carrier financial. Operating statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Allnari time conmmn carriers are required to report to the ICC 
anneal ly. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 

IS. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Present program to continue 
indifinitely. 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: Data are 
available without constraint. 

lB. EVALUAT I ON/COFVIENTS : 	These data are provi ded to the ICC by 
individual naritinm carriers whose collection procesnen may nary. 	For 
sari tlnw coninon carriers the Form W-4 provides useful 	financial, 
operating and physical 	statistics for evaluating carriers financial 
viability 	current results of operations and overall capability. 	These 
data are most useful for economic and network analyses. 

F REF. 	NO, 	P/A/39 

NCHRP PROJECT B-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Quarterly Condemned Balance Sheet, MODE: 	Rail 
Form CBS. Class I Railroads 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Conmoerce Cons) nslon 
Bureau of Accountn 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy and magnetic 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape 	(since 	1971) Quarterly — 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Carriers financial statistics covering certain income accountitems. balemce 
Sheet items and selected assets and liabilities. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Clans I railroad. 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: Relebarse copy cost 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All Clans I railroads 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) CODING SCHEME OR UMITS 

Income Account items by major clams Dollars 
Balance Sheet items Dollars 
Gross enpenditure for additions and 

betterments - by road and equilsoent Dollars 



 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME! Statement 100. 	Financial and Operating Statistics of Class 
Railroads 	in 	the U.S. 

ISSUED BY 	ICC 

PRICE! 	Reimburse copy cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	Seniannually first 
issue, second issue. 12 sos. 	cunulatine 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Sunisary of Class I railroads financial statistics dealing with Income 
accounts, balance sheet and expenditures for additions and betterments. 

 DESCRIPTION OF.COLLECTION PROCESS! 

Class I carriers are required to report Fore CBS quarterly to the ICC. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA! 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continue present progran indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON OISSEMINATION: 

Data available to the public. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data are provided to the ICC by Individual railroads. 	Reports are 
audited by the ICC at irregular internals. 

Data should be treated as an interim reporting and as such will 	be subject 
to adjustneot. 	Would provide a prelininary indication of the financial 
condition of railroads. 

 AVAILABLE SUMhRIES 

NAME! 	Statenent 100. 	Financial and Operating Statistics of Class I 
Railroads in the United States 

ISSUED BY: 	Interstate Connsnrce Coniminnion 	(ICC) 

PRICE: 	Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE! Seni-amnually first 
Issue; cumulative second iusue (12 months) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

All 	Class 	I Railroads operating statistics are lasted by railroad and 
sunruurlznd by district. 

NAME: 	Operating and Traffic Statistics . Class I Line-Haul Railroads 

ISSUED BY! 	Association of American Railroads 

PRICE: 	Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

All Class 	I Railroads operating and selected financial 	statistics 
are listed by railroad and ssamnarized by district. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 

All Class I Railroads are required to subsit a Form OS-A on a 
quarterly begin to the ICC. 

101. 	EVALUATRON/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA! None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Prenent program to continue indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are available to the public. 	 - 

- 	 IEEE. NO, 	/_aJgo. 
NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE: Quarterly Report of Trains & MODE: 	Rail 
Yard Service, 	Forn OS-A, Class I 
Line Haul 	Railroads 

TYPE! 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY! 	Interstate Csnmerce Connnisnion 
Bureau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA: 	dardcopy and magnetic TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape (since 1071) Quarterly, beginning 1964 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Class I 	Railroad operating statistics and physical 	characteristics 
subnittnd on a quarterly uasis. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Class 1 Railroad 

g. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA! Hard copy 	10. PRICE! 	Reinburan copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE! 	All clung n 	Railroads 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE! 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCHEME DR UNITO .&ODING 

Miles of roadoperated Mileu 
Train tiles by type of power Train ni len 
Loconotive unit niles by type of useege Locomotive unit niles 
Freight car-tiles by loaded, empty or Thousand scar-ni len 
caboose 

Gross ton-miles - locseiotineo Gross ton-miles 
Gross ton-miles - freight train cars. Gross ton-miles 

contents and cabossen 
Net ton-miles by freight Net ton-miles 
Total train hours Train hours 
Total train switching hours Train switching hours 
Total yard switching hours iard switching hours 

lB. EVALUATION/COP'dRENTS: 

These data are provided to the ICC by individual railroads whose collection 
processes may vary. Reports are audited by the ICC at irregulur intervals. 
This information 'meld provide a prelininary indicator of the trend in 
certain operating parameters. Reports are subnitted quarterly and show the 
cunulatine balance for the year. Since the Information is interin. It Is 
subject to adjustnents and should be treated as such. 



REF. 	NO. 	P 	/A /41 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: Quarterly Report of Operating 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 
Statistics, Revenue Traffic, 
Form 	OS-B, Class 	I Lime Haul 3 	YP 	Carrier 
Railroads 

COLLECTED BY! 	Interstate Coninerce Cosinnissiov 
Bureau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy, naugnetic tape TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
(Since 	1971) Quarterly/cuesulativn 12 maus. 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
This report contains several general operating statistics for Class I 
railroads describing their quarterly level of activity. 	(Carrier operating 
statistics) 

ISSUED BY: 	Each Class I railroad 

FORM OF ISSUED DATA: Bard copy 	10. PRICE: Reimburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. 	COVERAGE: 	All Class I- railroads 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) - COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Number revenue tons carried Tons 
Number revenue tons carried one nile Tons 
Freight revenue Bollars 

REF. 	NO, P 	/A / 42 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Quarterly Report of Operating Rail 
Statistics. Motive Power 8 Car 

LMODE: 

Equipment  Carrier 
Form OS-C, Class 	I Railroads 

4, 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate comerce Comi sslon 
Bureau of Accounts 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Bard copy and magnetic 6. TIME PEPIOD COVERED: 
tape 	(sivce 1971) Oaarcerly. bmgimsisg 1964 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Class 	I Railroads quarterly Informnatios on selected physical 
characteristics of railroad equipment. 

ISSUED BY: 	Each Class I Railroad 

B. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE; 	Reimburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All Class I Railroads 

12, 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM (From Reporting Fonn) _CDDING SCUEME_Oft UNITS 

Locomotives units assigned to various clauses Number 
of usrvice, indicating number serviceable. 
serviceable 	(stored) 	and unservicable. 

Freight cars on live classified as hone cars Number 
and foreign cars indicating serviceable 
and unserviceable cars. 

Freight cars owned at close of quarter. Number 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME! 	Statement 300, Wape Statistics of Class I Railroads In the United 
Staten. 

ISSUED BY: 	ICC 

PRICE: Reimburse copy cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Semiannually, 
months of June and December 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS 

ClassI 	rail roads  finuscial 	statistics sumimaricing number of employenu, 
service hours and compensation by occupation, by railroad. 

NAME! 	Railroad Mileage, Employment Payroll and Taxes by State 

ISSUED BY: 	Associatlos of Assericus Railroads 

PRICE; Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Every third year; 
latest available oeosmber 31, 1975 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Sanmmary shows, by state, statistics on railroad mileages, employment, 
payroll 	and tases for all 	Class 	E railroads. 	Financial, Operating 
statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class I railroads required to submit Form OS-B on a quarterly basis 
to the 	ICC. 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA; 

None. 

 FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Pretest progrum to continue indefisitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

These data are available to the public with out restrictios. 

lB. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Because of their limited scope and content these data are useful 	primarily 
for disaggregatimg and making seasonal adjustments 00 annual data. 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES! 

NAME: Statement 100. 	Financial and Operating Statistics of Class 
I Railroads 	in the united States 

ISSUED BY; 	Interstate Commerce Commission 	(Cc) 

PRICE: Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Sesmi-annoally first 
issum, cumulative second issue, 	(12 months) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

All 	Class 0 Railroads physical 	characteristics are listed individually 
and suommarazed by district. 

NAME: 	Operating & Traffic Statistics, Class I Live-Haul 
Railroads 

ISSUED BY: Association of Asslerican Railroads 

PRICE: 	Reproduction cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

All 	Class 0 	Railroads operating and selmcted financial 	statistics 
are listed by railroad and sumnmarlzed by district, 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS; 

All Class I Railroads are reqeired to submit Fonm OS-C on a quarterly 
basis 	to the ICC. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Contimue present program indefinitely 



P/A/ 43 

NCHRP PROJECT R-ll 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE! 	 2. MODE: 	TOFC/COFC, nail, 
Piggyback Traffic Originated by Class A Highway. Domestic water 
rrei ght Porwarders-Porn PTR-.FF 	 3. TYPE; carrier 

COLLECTED BY! 	Interstate Conamerce Conanission 
Bureau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATA! 	 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Hard copy, magnetic cape Quarterly 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

A report of trailers and containers originated by freight forwarders, 
loaded umit-si es and paynwnts to di rect carriers. 	(Operatiflg statistics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY! 	class A freight forwarders 

e. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; 	Hard copy 	TO. PRICE: 	Not applicable 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 	 - 

11. 	COVERAGE; 	All class A freight forwarders 

32. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORN) . 	_COO.1.HG.5CHEME DR UNITS 

For ful lend ng. nodes of purchased 
transportation 	- Rail 	Plan 	II, 	III, 	IV, V. 
rail-other, and water; 
Loaded, originated; 
Trailers Number 

Containers Number 

Lading Net tons 
Payments to modes for lien-haul services Dollars 

Loaded unit-miles, 	total, sasimun, minimum. Unit-miles 
ane rage 

Related payments and sernices 

li DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are available to the public. 

18, 	EVALUATION/CONtIENTS! 

Tio file prod des a preliminary indication of the states and 
utilization of railroads equipment. the primary use of these 
data will be in network analysis. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CoNTINuED)! 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

placing units on, or removing from 
cars or neosels; 
Sernices Number 
Payments Dollars 

Other related services Oollaru 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME; 	No regular publications. 	Published irregularly in 
summary fonm. 

ISSUED eY; 

PRICE: 	 PUBLICATIONS CYCLE! 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 
Indinidsal 	forwarders prepare from company records and file quarterly 
with 	ICC. 

- III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 

Present program to continue indefinitely. 

7. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 

Individual 	reports not available to public. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS! 
these data are also included in reports of railroads and regulated 
water carrieru. 

I REF ,  

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE; 	Piggyback Traffic or Class 	I 	2. MODE! 	Highway 

Motor Carriers of Property - 
Porn PTR-M 	 3. TYPE! 	carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY! 	Interstate Comerce Comi ssi on 
Bureaa of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Hard copy, magnetic tape 	6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! A report of selected ppg±!iflg.!tatisticn coynring 
motor carrier piggyback moveennts in connection with railroads and water 
carriers, revenue accruals to railroads 

ISSUED BY; 	Each class I motor carrier 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA! 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE! 	Reimburse copy cost 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II, 	COVERAGE! 	All 	notor carriers 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTE SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM 	 ORTING COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

trailers and containivered to railroads 

F by piggyback Plans I; Number 

Lading Net tons 
Accruals to rail Dollars 

Rail 	haul Unit miles 

Trailers and contain - 
Delivered to rai

Number of uni Number 

Lading Net tons 

Received from ra : 
Number of uni Number 

Lading 



 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Piggyback Plan V: 
Slumber of units delivered/received 

railroads Number 
Lading Net tons 

use of connecting or underlying water service, 
joint-rate or Plan V monenests: 

Number of units delivered to water 
carriers Number 

Lading Net tons 
Number of units received from water 

carriers Number 
Lading Net tons 

Steamship pier traffic 	(with detail 	by kind of 
water movement) 

Trailers Number 
Lading Net tons 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 	None 

 DEsCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS 

Carriers prepare report from internal 	records and submit quarterly to ICC. 

- 	 III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA; None 

le. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS, 	Present progran to continue 
indefinitely. 

17. DATA AVAI LAB ILITY/CONSTRAI NTS ON DISSEMINATION: 	Individual 
carrier reports not open to public. 

In, EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 	This is the central source of mmtor carrier 
Piggyback data. 	It is useful 	for inten-nmodal 	network analysis. 

 AVAILABLE SUP4ARIES 

NAME; 	Piggyback Traffic Characteristics 1966, published 1967 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE: $.45 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Irregularly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	Summary of financial and operating statistics 
of railroad piggyback traffic. 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All 	Class I 	railroads are required to submit piggyback traffic statistics 
to the ICC on a quarterly basis. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Prenent program to csntinae 
Indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 	Individual 
reports not open to public. 	Data published irregularly in suolnary fonss. 

 EVALUATION/COInUSIEMTS: 

These data are provided to the 	ICC by individual Class I railroads whose 
collection process may vary. 	For Class I railroads, the FORM PTR-R 
provides useful operating and financial statistics for dealing with 
piggyback traffic. 	Because of their limited scope and content, however, 
these data are primarily useful 	for disaggregating and making seasonal 
adjustments to annual data. 

I REF 	INC. 	P/ A/ 45 

NCHRP PROJECT u—si 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE: Revenue Piggyback and Container 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 
Traffic 

-
Class I 	Railroads 

Form .PTR-u 
3. 	TYPE; 	Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY; 	Interstate C000narce Commission 
Bureau of Accounts 

5. 	FORM OF DATA; 	Hard copy, magnetic tape 	6 	TIME PERIOD cOVERED: 
(Sivce 	1971) 	Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	A report of selected operating and financial 
statistics conering piggybaclqcsntainer traffsc movements. 

ISSUED 	BY: 	Each Class 	i railroad 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE; 	Reproduction cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION  

Ii. 	CDVERAGE: 	All 	Class I railroads 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) 	- .&QDJNG_SCiIIIP5E..QRJJRdJIS..... 

Trailer and container noammencsby type: 
Service categorized by originating on 

respondent line and recei sad from 
connecting railroads - data shown for 
each type of service: 

Quantity of trailers and containers Number 
Weight Net tons (thousands) 
Gross revenue los 	arm 	(thousands) 
unit miles Miles 	(thousands) 

NO. 	P / A/4i 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: 	Piggyback Traffic Terminated by MODE: 	Bommstic water 
Class A Water Carriers and 
Maritimie Carriers, Form PTR-W 

TYPE: 	carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Conmississ 
Bureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy, magnetic tape 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
(since 	99721 Quarterly, 	cissulative 12 sos. 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A report of selected operating and financial 
statistics covering piggyback traffic terminated by Class A water carriers 
and maritime carriers. 

REPORTED BY: 	Class A carriers 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None issamd 	'U. PRICE: 	Not applicable 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All Class A water carriers 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FR&i REIflUTIFC F NG SCHEME OR UNITS .101)1 

Total unit monenents by type Number, tons, gross renamua 
tiles per unit 



13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Piggyback Traffic Characteristics 1966, published 1967 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO 

PRICE 	$0.45 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Irregularly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Summary of financial and operating statistics 
regarding piggyback traffic. 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Al: Class A water carriers and maritime carriers are required to sabmit 
piggyback traffic terminated statistics 	to the :cC on a qaarterly basin. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 
Present program to continue indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 
Individual 	reports not open to public. 	Data puhlishnd irregularly in 
summary form. 

15. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data are provided to the ICC by individual water carriers whose 
collection proess may nary. 	For Class A water carriers, the form 
PFR-W provides useful operating and financial 	statistics for developing 
information concerning piggyback traffic. 

Primary use for these data will 	be found in disaggregating and nsaking 
seasonal adjusceents to annual 	data. 

This information is used in economic, market and network analyses. 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Freight Commodity,  Statistics. Class I Railroads 

ISSUED BY: GPO (No. 026-000.01030-6) 

PRICE: $1.50 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Summary by commodity (ICC Code) of carloads and tons of revenue freight 
originated, terminated and total (including duplications), as well 
as groin freight revenue. (Comodity production) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Each Class I railroad mubeits a quarterly Form QCS, or a similar-type 
computer printout for all traffic in each quarter of a calendar year. 

Ill, EVALUATION/CONSTRAI NTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT  EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: No shipper/consignee or point-to-point 
flow data included. 

FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Quarterly collection and yearly publication to continue indefinitely. 
Publication follows approximately 14 months after collection. 

DATA AVAILABLE/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Once subaitted, all data available apon request. 

EVALUATIDN/COPSIENTS: 

These data are provided to the ICC by Individual railroads whose collection 
practicei may nary. Reports are audited by the icC at irregular intervals. 

Total carload and tonnage figures represent double accounting as the 
traffic which a single railroad both originates and terminates is counted 
twice. Shipeents under 10.000 lbn. are aggregated under one coeesodity 
heading Small Packaged Freight Shipments, including LCL.' 

The report provides general commadity-related orating statistics which 
are useful in network analynis and revenue dat

pe  
a which are required by 

econonic and financial analysem. Yearly cogpariioes can show shifts in 
traffic consist. 

n 
NCHRP PROJECT a-l/ 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE -- 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Freight Coosoodicy Statistics, 	2, MODE: 	Rail 
Class I nallroads Annual Report, 
Form QcS 3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier, Traffic flow 

a. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Comerce Coaemistion 
Bureau of Accounts 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape (annual data 6- TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
only) 	 Quarterly, beginning 1964 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Includes certain carrier operating and conomoditroduction statistics as 
well as iross freight ree€ñUTh7000nsdiTiE7 rai road. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Interstate Coosserce Cosimi ssion 
Bureau of Accounts 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: 	cost reimbursable 
basis- Should not exceed $15. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 	 — 

Il. 	COVERAGE: 	Each Class I railroad. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE:- 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) LcoDIrlDScFitMDii.jaurS 

.For each comodity; 
Revenue freight orininaced by type 
(tereinating on-line, delivered to 
connecting carriers) carloads, 	tons 

Revenue freight received from connecting 
carriero by type carloads, 	tons 

Total revenue freight carried Carloads, 	tons 
Gross freight revenue Bollars 

'REF. 	NO, P 	/ A/vs 

NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 	- 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: Quarterly Report of Revenues. MODE: Rail, 	}lllhway, ooeesti 
expenses, and Stntistics of Freight For- water, International water 
warders Raving Annual grons Revenue of TYPE: Carrier 
$100,000 or More, Form gEF 

4, 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Commission 
Bureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Nard copy, magnetic tape 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(since 1972) Quarterly 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS 	Freight forwarders financial and operating 
statistics including revenues, expenses, incone and shipments, and tons of 
freight handled. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Freight forwarders. 	 - 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Hard copy or 	10- PRICE: 	Releburne cost 
nagmetic tape 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. 	COVERAGE: All freight forwarders having annual gross revenue of $100,000 
or more (approximately 125) 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) CODJPLG_ SCHEME OR UNITS 
Transportation revenues Oollars 
Rail, motor, water, and other transportation: 

and pickup, delivery and transfer service 
purchased Bollars 

Operating revenues BoIlers 
Operating expensem by category Bollars 
Net revenue from forwarders operations Bollars 
Transportation tax accruals Bollars 
Other income Bollars 
Fixed charges Dollars 
Incone taxes Bollarn 



RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM 	 - CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Extraordinary and prior period Itons Dollars 
Net income Dollars 
Number of shipments and toss of freight 

from ghippnrs Number/tons 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: Statement 950, Revenues, Expenses and Statistics of Freight 
Fonda rders 

ISSUED BY; 	ICC 

PRICE: 	Reproduction Cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Saniunnually 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Freight forwarder operating revenues, expenses 
and income, and nhipnents and tons of freight received from shippers. 
(Financial 	Operating 	statistics) 

4. 	DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 	Freight forwarders having annual 
grosn revenues of $100,000 or more are rvquird to submit Form QFF 
quarterly to the ICC. 

III 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15. 	SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Data on freight forwarders having annual gross revenues of legs than 
$1 00. ODD. 

16 	FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	Present program to continue 
indefinitely. 

7, 	DATA AVAILADILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: Noconstrannts. 

8. 	EVALUAT IOtI/CDIS9ENTS 	These data are subni tted to the ICC by individual 
freight forwarders, whose collection processes may vary. 

This information provides a preliminary indication of the annual performance 
of freight forwarders. 	Since the infonnatlon is Interin, it is subject to 
adjustments and should be treated as egtlnates of performance. 	The prinary 
use of these data would he in financial analysis of freight forwarders and 
operational analysis of rail, highway and waterway nodes of transport. 

12. RELEVANT 	CONTENT OF 	SOURCE 	FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM 	 CODING 	SCHEME 	OR 	UNITS 

,Number of miles 	is 	line-haul 	service by 
pickup and delivery vehicles . by type 
of ownership 	 Miles 

Nusther of hours in pickup and delivnvy 
service by pickup and delivery vehicles 	Hours 

Freight revenue from intercity service by 
weight categories 	 . 	Dollars 

Tons of intercity revenue freight carried 
by weight categories. 	 Tons 

Venter of intercity  shi pinnts carried by 
weight categories 	 Number 

IS. AVAILADLE 	SEMMARIES 

NAME: 	Statevent 800, Revenues, Expenses, Otbnr Income and Statistics 
of Class I and II Ptor Carriers of Property 

ISSUED 	BY: 	ICC 

PRICE: 	Reproduction Costs 	PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Seniansually/ 
12 months cuvssletise 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A sumary of carrier financial and operating 
statistics by region. 	Individual 	carrier information not provided. 
(Carrier financial, operating statistics) 

NAME: 	F & OS (Financial 	and Operating Statistics) 

ISSUED 	BY: 	Nnerican Trucking Association. 	Inc. 

PRICE: 	$175/yr. 	PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY 	WORDS: 	A summary of carrier financial and 
operating statistics. 	In addition to the individual 	carrier statistics, 
senmnary tables are included shoving aggregated figures by class of 
carrier, by region, and by type of carrier. 

 - 	DESCRIPTION 	OF 	COLLECTION 	PROCESS: 

All 	Class I and II notnr carriers are required to subvit Form QFR 
quarterly to the ICC. 

III. 	EVALEATION/cONSTRAINTS 	ON 	USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT E5ELUSIU5S 	OF 	DATA: 

None 

I REF. 	NO. 	Fl A/ 49 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIFAL DATA SOURCE 

I, 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Quarterlyneport of Operations MODE: 	Highway 
Class I & II Motor Carriers of Property - 
Form QFR 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Comission 
Bureau of Accounts 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Hard copy. nagnetic tape 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(Since 1912) Quarterly 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	The Class .0 and II Motor carrier teport QFR is 
a prinary ncurce of information on current carrier financial and operating 
statistics. 	(Carrier financial, operating statistics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Class I and II notor Carrier 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	iard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy cost 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II. 	COVERAGE: 	All Class I notor carriers 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(pnrnw pFpnv'rnHn nnnw) ..QDIIIUVG....CIIEh1EOL.  UNITS .... 

Carrier operating income by source Dollars 
Carrier operating expenses by type and 

activity Dollars 
Operating statistico: 

Total miles operated -by type of ownershil Msles 
Miles - rail and/or water services Miles 
Ton-miles - intercity revenue freight 

notor carrier Ton miles 
Ton-miles - 	intercity revenue freight - 

rail, water, air and other services Ton miles 
Freight revenue from intercity service Dollars 
Number of hours in pickup and delivery 
service- by lion-haul 	vehicles - by 
nvom Or ouseershin Hours 

16, FUIURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Present progran to continue indefinitely, 

I). 	DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

These data are publicly available, 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

These data are providnd to the ICC by individual mytor carriers whose 
collection practices may vany. Reports are audited by the ICC at 
irregular intervals. 

This report contains nemmyrous Items of useful data on a fairly timely 
basis. Thus, this report can serve as a relatively current input to 
the planning process, primsarily is economic, financial and network 
analysis. 



REF. 	NO.P 	IA/SO 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: 	Quarterly Rlport of Freight Loss 2. 	MODE: 	Highway 
and Damage claims - Motor 

Carriers Form QUO 3 	TYPE 	Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Commission 
Bureau of Accounts 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Hard copy 6- TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Magnetic tape (Since 1971 Quarcerly 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A financial 	summary of damage claim statistics for motor carriers. 
(financial, 	operating 	statistics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Cooinon and contract motor carriers 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy or 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy coot. 
magnetic tape 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II, 	COVERAGE: All 	common and contract motor carriers of property with average 
annual gross operating revenues of $I million or more (apprexieately 1100) 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM gFpesRTInan 	FITPM) QDDING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Claims on hand at beginning of quarter Number/dollars 
Claims recei ned or reopened during quarter Number/dollars 
Claims disposed of by quarter, by type of 

disposition Number/dollars 
Number of claims disposed of by time interaal Number/dollars 
Mount recovered during quarter by type Dollars 
Net claims paid during quarter Dollars 
Ratio of necclaino paid to revenue Dollars 
For each claim payment of $100 or more due to 

known theft and pilferage or bighiacking: 

. 	
FREE, NO. P/A/SI 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: 	Quarterly Report of Freight Loss 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 
and Damage Claims, Class 	I 

3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 
Foen QL&D-R 

 COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Comi anion 
Bureau of Accounts 

 FORM OF DATA: Hard copy 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Magnetic tape (since 1971) Quarterly 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

For Clasu 	E railroads, a financial 	sumesary of damage claim statistics. 
(financial, 	operating statistics) 

B. ED DY: 	Each Class I railroad 

OF ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy colt 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. COVERAGE: 	All 	Class I railroads 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(pRcal pFpneTINra FnPM) COIIING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Claims on hued at begineing of quarter Number/dollars 
Claims received or reopened during quarter Number/dollars 
Claims disposed of by quarter.by  type of 

disposition Number/dollars 
Number of claims disposed of by time interval Number/dollars 
Amount recovered during quarter by type Dollars 
Moans paid to leterliee carriers Dollars 
Ratio of net claims paid to revenue Dollars 
For each claim pa are, nt of $lDO or more: 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (coNTINuED): 

ITEM OR UNITS 

cciaaodicy 
Amount paid by cause of loss or damage  

FoIl owing iteess reported only by cosimon 
r 

carriers of general freight: 
Commodity 
Number and assoust of claims paid 

by cause of loss or damage 

13, AVAILABLE SUEB4ARIES 

NAME: 	Quarterly Freight Loss 8 Danage Claims - Motor Carriers of Property 

ISSUED BY: 	ICC 

PRICE: 	Reproductios costs 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Carrier financial 	statistics coverisg claims due to robbery, theft, 
pilferage, 	shortage or visible damage. 	(Carrier financial, operating 
statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All cosnenon and contract motor carriers having annual gross operating 
reseeueo of$1 million or more are requi red to sabnit Eons QL&D to the 
ICC on a quarterly basis. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	Claims filed with consse and 
contract motor carriers haaing annual gross operating reaenues of sess 
than $1 	million. 

6. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTnNSION PLANS: 	Present program to continue 
indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 	No coestraimts. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 	These data are submitted to the ICC by indleldual 
carriers whose collection procenses may vary. 	Reports are audited by the 
ICC at irregular interaals. 

Loss and damage data by comodity are useful as a cnmpsn ens in the estab- 
lishment of reliability measures by commodity. 	These measures are useful 
In economic evaluation of motor carriers. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Commodity STCC 	(s-digit) 

Data Month/day/year 

Mount of claim Dollars 

geternal co 
ksoaet paid Dollars 

TDEE/COFC indicator 

 AVAILADLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Quarterly  Freight Loss A Damage Claims - Railroads 

ISSUED BY: 	Interstate Commerce Conemissios (ICC) 

PRICE: Reproduction costs 	PUBLICATION CYCLE:  Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Carrier financial 	statistics csaering claims due to robbery, theft 
pilferage or shortage. 	(Carrier financial, operating statistics) 

4. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class I railroads are required to submit Eons DL&D-R to the ICC on a 
quarterly basis. 

IRI . 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Preseet program to contisue indefinitely. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

None 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS 

These data are submitted to the ICC by individual carriers whose collection 
processes may vary. 	Reports are audited by the ICC at irregular isteraals. 

Loss and damage data by couamodi ty are useful as a comp-onest In the estab- 
lisimment of reliability measures by toesnodity. 	These measures are useful 
iso econ,sic evalontion of rail 	cvcfesns 



'REF. 	NO, 	P 	/ A/ $2 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE; quarterly Report of Pipeline NOisE; 	Pipeline 
Companies - Form QPS 

TYPE; 	Carrier 

COLLECTEO BY: 	Enterstate Comnnerce Co.nmi osion 	- 
Bareau of Accounts 

FORM OF DATAHard copy, magnetic tape 	6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 

(Since 1911) 	I 	Qtery 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; Summary financial statistics on reeenae and products 
transported by pipeline companies. 

N. 	ISSUED BY: 	Pipeline companies with annual 	revenues above $500,000. 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; Herd copy 	10. PRICE: 	Reimbarse copy cost 

NI. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. 	COVERAGE; 	All 	pipeline companies with annual revenues above $500.000. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCHEME OR UNITS _CODING 
Transportation revenues by type Bollarn 
Qaantity of oil and products originated and 

received from connections narrels 

I REF. 	NO, 	/ A/SI 

MCHRP PROJECT 8-11 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Ruarterly Report of Revenae 2. 	MODE: 	Donestic water 
Traffic of Carriern by Water - 
Class A and I and Maritime 3 	TYPE; 	carrier 
Carrners, Form QWS 

COLLECTEO BY: 	Intorstate Cononerce Commission 
Bareau of Accounts 

P01gM OF DATA: 	Hard copy, magnetic tape TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
(since 	loll) Quarterly 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: The Class A and B water carriers report Form QWS 
is a prinary source of information on carrest carrier financial and 
operating statistics. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Each Class A and I maritime carrier 

9. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Relnbsrse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11, 	COVERAGE: 	All Class A and B water carriers 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM (FROM IFPORTINA FORM) 	- SQIIINQ SCHEME OR UNITS 

Freight revenae by type Bollersttsns 
Nunber of reeenoe cons carried one nile tons 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Statement 600. transportation, Renenae and Traffic of Large Oil 
Pipeline Companies 

ISSUED BY; 	IEC 

PRICE: Reprodactisn cost 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Semiannually! 
cunulatise 12 nonti 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Financial 	statistics of large oil 	pipeline 
companies summarized by company. 	Carrier financial, operating statistics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All 	pipeline companies subject to the jurisdiction of the ICC and having 
operating revenues of more than $500,000 are requi red to report quarterly 
to the ICC. 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Present program to continue indefinitely. 

',. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION; 

Data available to the public withoat constraint. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS; 

Data are provided to the ICC by individaal companies whose collection 
processes may vary. 	Reports are audited by the ICC at irregular iatersals. 

Prinaryase for thene data will 	be found in disaggregating and making 
seasonal adjustments to annual data. 

seing quarterly infornation, 	it is subject to adjustament. 

13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: Statenent 650, Revenue and Traffic of Carriern by Water 

ISSUED BY: ICC 

PRICE: Reproduction cost 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Seniannaally 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Selected financial and operating statistics of Class A and B water carriers 
by carrier and carrier group. 

14, DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

All Class A and I water carriers are required to report on Form QWS 
quarterly to the ICC. 

III. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

FUTURE UPOATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Present program to continue indefinitely. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data are publicly available. 

10. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Data are provided to the ICC by individual carriers whose collection 
processes may vary. Reports are periodically audited. 

Although the statistics are linited, financial inforniation is usefal in 
assessing trends in carrier operations. 

Primary use for these data will be found in disaggregating and making 
seasonal adjustmments to annual data. 



NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. .TITLE: REP, 	NO, 	P/8 	/54 

Annual 	Report, Rate Bureaus and 2, 	MODE: 	Rail, Highway 
Organizations. Form, RB0 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Identification (nane and address), financial data and employee 
data of rate bureaus and organivations operating under Section 
5a of the Interstate Cosanerce Act, 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

ICC ICC 
No charge 

I. REEaQ. 	F / A L.. 
NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE - 
1. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- TITLE: 	Qaarterly Report of Renenaes and 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 
Expenses and Inconn, Class I 
Railroads, For's REM 3 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Coniserce Cosunitsion 
Bureau of Accoants 

5, FORM OF DATA: 	Hardcopy and magnetic 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
tape (Since 1971) quarterly, beginning 1953 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Carrier financial 	statistics including operating reaenaes and eupennea, 
taaes, equipment and joint facility rents and net railway operating income. 

B. ISSUED BY: 	Each Class I railroad 

g. FORM OF ISSUED DATA: Hard 	copy 	18. PRICE: 	Rninbamse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

 CDVERAGE: 

All 	Class 	I 	railroads 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FELE: 

ITEM (FROSI REPORTING FORM) _cQD1NGCtffiNL.QB_IJU.LL&_ 
Miles of road operated Miles 
Operating renenues by source nollarn 
Operating expenses by category Bollars 
Railway tan accruals by purpose Bollars 
Net rents Bollars 
Net railway operating income Dollars 
Fined charges Bollars 
Extraordinary and prior period Itens Bollars 
Net income Bollams 
Bividenda Bollars 
Ratios to railway operating reaenues Percent 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: Statement in. Financial and Operating Scacistics of Class I Rail-
roads in the U.S. 

ISSUED BY: ICC 

PRICE: Reproduction costs 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: Semiannual 
Cuealatine 12 months 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Class I railroads operating revenues and enpenses, taxes, equipment, joint 
facility rents and net railway operating income. (Financial) 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Class I carriers are required to report Fonmi RESI quarterly to the ICC. 

III. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Nose 

ii, FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continued present progran Indefinitely. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data anailable to the public. 

18. EVALUATION/CDWIENTS 

Those data are pronided to the ICC by Individual railroads, whose 
collection practices may vary. 

This information proniden a prelininary indication of the annual financial 
performance of the railroads. Since the information is interin,lt is 
subject to adjustunents and should he treated as an entinate of financial 
perfonnance. The prinary use of these data would be in financial analysis. 

I REF, 	NO, 	P/A/Se 

PICHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: MODE: 	Rail 

Railroad Carload Waybill Sanple 
TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

4, 	COLLECTED BY: 	Interstate Coninerco Cosuni snion 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape 	(two tapes)6. TIME PERIOD COVERED:Annua 
Deginning 1g64 eaginnieg 1946 	uc. 	1967-8,78,71 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
A one percent sample of revenue waybills for carloads tenninated by line 
haul 	operating railroads. 	(Modal 	traffic flow, Vehicle flow) 

S. 	ISSUED BY: 	Federal 	Railroad Administration 

g. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE: Cost reimbursable 
(Two tapes) basin. 	Should not esceed $200. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: All cs.,nssdities, railroads having $3 million or more anerage 
annual operating renenuno In a three-year period. 

12, RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM DATA PROCESS FORMAT) COnING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Shipment data near/nonth/day 
Sloe of shipnent Carloads 
Origin railroad MR-Ad 	(3 digit) 
Origin station FSAE 
Bestinatlon railroad MR-AC1 
Beatinatlon station FSAC 
Rate type Internal code 
Commodity STCE (7 dIgit) 
Quantity Various 	gallons, tons. 

pounds. ato.) 
Revenne Bollaru 
Origin janctions .FSAC 
Distance fron origin station to origin road 

junctions Miles 



12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM ING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Origin location 
Origin rate area rnal code 
Origin territory  territory (5) 
Destination junctions 
Distance from destination stati
destination junctions 

I 

s 
Destination location C 
Destination rate area ernal code 
Oestinatios territory e territory 
Short-line niles (shortest rail es 
Car type car-type code 
Billed weight s 	(net) 
Origin/destination zone ernal code 

13, AVAILABLE SUFiARIES: 

NAME; 	1974 	Carload waybill 	Statistics (Territorial 	Bistributlon)Traffic 
and nevense by Commodity Classes 

ISSUED BY: 	GPO (No. TD.3.14,974) 

COST: $3.50 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; Annual 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Sanmnary, by commodity (51CC) of carloads, weight, 
revenue, ton-miles, car-ni las, average tons/revense per car, average 
haal and average revenue per hsndredweight/car-niile/tsn.mlle aggregated to 
eight territories. 	(Modal 	traffic flow) 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS; 

Each railroad submits imfoymatiog for all waybills ending with 01, 	Sanple 
Is 163.160 waybills 	(1%) resultIng in 231.195 carloads. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

lS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA 

Traffic originating in Meoico or Canada; shipments weighing less than 
10,000 poands and novins on less than carload rates. 

16. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Yearly collection and sanisarizatiom to montinse indefinitely. 
Peblications follow approsinatelv two years after collection. 

11. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAIMT5 ON DISSEMINATION: 

Edited soarce data anilable to states span official reqUest. 

LRff.. 	NO. 	P / v /s 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUHENTATION 

- 	PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE; 	Test Study Distrlbstion of the MDDE : 	Highway 
Shipments and Actsal weight (Pounds) of 

~2. 

lgtercity Revenue Freight by Weight IlocIc 3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY; 	Interstate Coonserce Commission 
Iureaa of Accoants 

S. 	FORM OF DATA; Magnetic tape 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
Annual, beginning 1865 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Include nUnber of shipments by weight block for Class I and II 	intercity 
motor carriers. 	(Operating statistics) 

ISSUED BY: 	Each of 10 majsr motor tariff bureaus and other non-nember 
carriers who are Class 	I and 	II, 	lestrection 21 carriers 	(i.e., derive at 
lead' mn of manes Cnn.. Inca.',- iCy 

FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE; 	Reinburse copy cost 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All regulated intercity truck shipments of Class I and II 
motor carriers. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) LCQD1HO1C±IE2ILQ&.UNL1t 

Nsmber, total actaal weight, and average 
actmal weight of truck shipments by type of Namber, pounds I 
carrier and service pounds/shipment 

EVALUATION/COMMENTS; 

Sanple results are affected by some waybills showing only a portion of the 
through revenue on outboasd shipments from transit paints; some shipments 
are rebilled at certain points because of lack of through-hilling arrange-
ments, some carload shipments ivcluded as less-carload and vice-versa; and 
some commodity descriptions Identical at successive digit levels of detail 
are inclsded at the higler digit level. Data from sampling sizes snder 30 
not very reliable. 

Data will he useful in analyses of nsdal split networks and traffic flow. 
The waybill sanplv is one of the most basic sources of nodal traffic flow 
data available to the planner. 

 AVAILABLE SUMfrRIES; 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Each tariff bareas submits an ICC Form 2 of Highway rot-mn A for the 
aggregate of all neenber Instruction 21 carriers (Class 0 & II carriers 
deriving 75% or more of their revenue from intercity transportation). 
Also, mos-buream, Individual 	Instruction 27 carriers subvnit Individmal 
Form 2's. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

15. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Form has chamged little in recent years - ICC indicates no forthcoming 
major changes. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Once filed at the ICC. Form 2 is available to all with no constraints 
from the ICC and issuing parties. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Form 2 has the specific purpose of arraying motor carrier traffic by 
weight brackets, as an input for cost allocatisn. 	Data are too 
aggregated and limited for other ames. 	However, Form 2 inputs come 
from carrier samples of waybills and thus, 	if espavded, could provide 
motor carrier traffic flaws. 	Presently Form 2 can be used to detvninine 
the distribution of shipment weights for regslated, intercity motor 
carriage, as well 	as general nodal demand statistics. 



NO, 	/ A/SO 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Federal 	Aviation Adninistration MODE: 	Air 
Airport Master Record (FAA Porno 

TYPE: 

	

of 	and 5010-1 	and 5010-2) 
Operating 

COLLECTEO EV - Federal Aviation Administration. Airpsrnc nasa Branch 
MS-no; eDO Independence Avenue. S.W. 
Wasbinetne 	n r 	'OtQl 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape 	 6, 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Annual 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Physical 	Facilities Data: 	Location; condition; 	Physical 	Facilities; 
Lighting; 	Sunnary of Military, Air Taxi, General Aviation Oparations. 
(Facility location, Operating characteristics) 

8, 	ISSUED BY: 	Federal Aviation Administration 
Airports Data Iranch AAS-730 
500 Independesca Avenue, 	SW.; Washington, D.C. 20591 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Data not iosued 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy cost 
(available at FAA for inspection and use) 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 	 -- 

COVERAGE: 	All 	airports, 	general 	and cneosercial, 	public and private in the 
U.S. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: - 
ITEM 	(FROM RFPGRTINE PORN) I_COD.LUQSCHEME OR UNITS 

Facility name, site sunber, nearest city. I 
state located Internal 	code 

Airport location identification number Internal 	code 
Airport onershi'p/type (airport, seaplane 

base, heliport. STOLport) Internal code 
Manager, address, telephone number Internal 	code 
Distance to annociated city, direction Statute silas 
Latitude, longitude, nagnotic variance, 
elevation Actual 	valves 

Runway length(s), width(s), composition; 
gross wt. 	strength Ft.; loading per 1000 lbs. 

Runway lighting, approach surface data Dnternal code 

EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Only data source relative to location, physical facilities, lighting 
and navigational aids of each U.S. airport. Useful in analyses of air 

networks. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OILLUITEES 

Threshold Latitude, longitude, 

elevation 
Standard and daylight time zones Internal 	code 
Beacon type, hours of operation Internal code 
Airport attendance schedule Montho/days/hnurs 
Runway lighting operating schedale Hours of service 

Landing fees 	(non-coninercial 	users) 5/user 
Custoes: airport of entry/landing rights ies/No 	(i/N) 
cargo handling facilities (1-hangars. 

other hangars) Number each 
Tasiway lights V/N 
Wind indicator V/N 
Segnented circle V/N 
Weather station i/N 
Administration/tenninal building i/N 
Repair facility; air franc, power plant 
(major vs. minor) s/N 

Estinated annual operations by type of 
operator Number of takeorfs and 

landings 
Based general aviation aircraft by type Number 
Traffic pattern alternative plan nesber Number 
Seaplane base data by type i/N 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Survey of individaal airport operators using FAA Standard Fore 5010-1 	for 
airports inspected by FAA and Fore 5010-2 for sail 	survey of airports not 
inspected. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None. 	Covers all U.S. 	airports regardless of size or other physical 
classification. 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENTION PLANS: 

Annual 	inqairy to all U.S. airports using FAA Fornss 5010-1/2. 	Data reported 
are held in forn basin for annual updating of base nagnetic tapes. 	FAA 
Fonis 5010-1/2 supersedes FAA Fore 29A and 29A-1 - 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Available from FM, but not in published form. Requests are nade routinely 
through the FM to use both esisting tape data and annual update data in 
hard copy fore. 

REF. 	NO. 	P /A /59 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	National Railroad-Highway Grade 2 . MODE: tail, Highway 
Crosging Inventory 

3. TYPE: Physical and Operating 

COLLECTED BY: 	Individual states (each state collected field data which 
was conpiled by the Tesas Transportation Destitute under contract to the FWMR) 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape TEME PERIOD COVERED: - 	Field data collected T972-1975 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
This file represents an Inventory of grade crossings inclading such factors as 
rail and highway traffic voluneg, type of protection and configsratlon. 
(Operating characteristics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Federal Railroad Administration 
Dffice of Policy and Plans 

9. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	Magnetic tape 	lu PRICE: 	No charge to states; 
others reimburse copy cost. 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All grade crossings in the U.S.. public and private. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

NG gCHEME OR UNITS 

Daily train nenenents by tiee peri r 

Train speed at crossing 
Nunber of tracks r 

Type of crossing protection nal code 

Train signal system type nal code 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM

7Ne.ber 

Type of land use nal code 

Traffic lanes 
Annual average daily highway traff er 

er 
of vehicles 

Functional dens of highway rnal code 

Crcnsing identification nanber rnal code 



 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	Procedure Manual: National Railway-Highway Crossing Inventory 

IssuED BY: 	U.S. Departeent of Transportation and the Association of 
Pjnerican Railroads 

PRICE: Free 	 P1!NLICATION CYCLE: 	Issued in 1972 (one.tinn 
study) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Tens relmrt is a nanual of procedures for states to follow In collecting 
grade crossing field data. 	There are no data contained In this report. 
Operating characteristics) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS 

On-site inspection of all grade crossings done daring the period 1972-1975 
by states. 	Rail 	traffic data supplied by individual railroads. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Continuous file update is planned 	to incorporate changes In grade crossing 
protection and features. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

There is no constraint on public disseeisatlon. 

II. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

The reliability of these data are presuned high because of the nature of 
the collection process. 	Accuracy, of course, is dependent upon practices 
of individual 	states. 	Because grade crossing data include such items as 
rail traffic and number of tracks they may provide helpful controls on 
other secondary rail 	Inventory data. 	These data are naisly usefal 
however, 	in network analysis and policy planning. 

-REE.NO,P 	/A /e: 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: MODE: highwny 
Truck Weight Study 

TYPE: Traffic Flow 

COLLECTEB BY: 	Individual states in cooperation with the Federal 
Highway Administration 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic Tape 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED:One 
day each year. latest year :974 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
This study is asurvey taken over a 24-hour period to determine the weight 
and characteristics of, and coenodity(ies) hauled by trucks pausing weigh 
station locations selected by states. 	In addition aehicle classification 
counts are nude. 	(Ilodal 	traffic flow. Vehicle flow) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	U.S. Bepartnent of Transportation 
Federal aighway Adninistration 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	lU. PRICE: 	Free (to states) 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. 	COVERAGE: All 	trucks in the United States, regulated and unregulated 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (Froe Data Process Format) srnlEME OR IINITS ._CODING 

For each truck: 
Type of truck 	 - Internal code 
Weight of truck(s) Pounds 
Type of highway Internal code 
Coonoodity SIC 

For each station: 
Counts of vehicles by standard Actual 
classification 

Location of station Internal 	code 

I REF. 	NO. 	F/A/Go 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	National Transportation Study MODE: 	All 

TYPE: Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	The 1974 National Transportation Study 
contains historical 	)1972) 	and proJected future (1910, 	1990) 	locational 
and ohic4l data relatiee to transportation terminal 	facilitoes by 
node subnitted by the states in the deaelopment of state and nati coal 
transportation planis. 	)racility location, Usage-capacity. Operating 
characteri stncs) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Freight terninal 	location; sane, related city and SMSA by nodal 	type 
Area 
Nunber of ternninals 
Total 	facility area 
Loading area 
Annual 	freight sbipnensu is tons 
Annual vehicle novements 
Cargo capacity in tons per peak hour 
Railroad (only) car storage capacity, nitiman 
Vehicle capacity; number per peak hour 

Annual 	cents of facilities by node (thousands of dollars) by location 
Sources of capital 	funds (state, SMSA, other locational 	bask) 
Sources of funds for annual costs (revenues, taxes) 
Historical and proJected population data by state and urbanized areas 
Reference sources for airport data, funds information 
Federal 	funding estimates for 1990 plan. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Iiennial 	1972, 1114 

 BEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
U.S. Department of Transportation U.S. 	Oepartment of Transportation 
Washington, D.C. 	fron data suSnitted Washington, D.C. 	20590 

by states No charge. 

13. AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: National Truck Characteristic Report 

ISSUED BY: FKWA 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: First report Is for 
1973, issued November 1915 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This report is a naninary of data from the 1973 Truck Weight Study. Graphs, 
charts and tables are used to show btstoricel trends In truck classes, 
weights and distribution. Both nitional and state specific data are 
presented. 	Traffic flow, Operating characteristics) 

NAME: Guide for Truck Weight Study Manual 

ISSUED BY: 	FHWA 

PRICE; No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: April 1971 version 
not usduted 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This volume contains no data but is the guide distributed to the states 
for conducting the Truck Weight Study. 

14. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

During one 24-hour period all vehicles passing a given weighing station 
are counted in classification blocks. Bering the same 24-hoer period, 
for one eight-hour period trucks are weighed and data concerning type of 
truck and colinodity are obtained from the drivers of the truck weighed. 
The results of the eight hours of sanpling are then estended to the 24-
hour period. This procedure results in a 0-15 percent sample (in 1974) 
actually weighed to be expanded to the lOg percent counts. 

In 1973, 622 weIgh stations were used reselting in a count of 12,148,123 
vehicles of which 20.88 percent were trucks and 1.84 percent (8.73 per-
cent of trucks) were weighed. 

III. EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 



FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Present program to continue Indefinitely. 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMIFIATION: 

Data available by special request to EISA. Constraints on dissemination 
are not yet foroslated. 

EvALUATION/COMMENTS 

The survey is designed to assess the total weight of vehicles passing 
on highways to aid in highway design and constraction. Other use is 
limited for there is no good nethod (due to sampling tachvlque) to enpand 
ssrvey data to represent the aniverte of vehicles including those not 
on the highways sanpled. In addition0 the cogrnodity designation is very 
unreliable. The basic use of these data for planning will be to extract 
control totals for vehicle flow estimates. 

REF. 	NO, 	P / A/el 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I 	SOURCE SUPtMARY 

1. 	TITLE! 	Interline Revenue Settlement Data 	F. MODE: 	
Rail 

(uSRA Waybill Abstracts Typical) 

3. TYPE: Traffic flow, Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	All 	
railroads in bankruptcy covered by the Rail Reorgan- 

cation Act and tome solvent railroads oneratigg in the Northeast region. 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape 	 6. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Tg73/4 or selected months 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: These data represent a censas of waybills covering 
on-lineshiptents of the involved carriers and a cannes of divisions 

those 
ahstracts (covering division of revenue) 	for interline shinlients via and destinatiOv stations, 
railroads. 	Incladed for each shipment are origin to each line haul 	carrier. latarnediate movements and revenues attributable 
I Modal trvffvr flow 	louts men I 

B. 	ISSUED BY; 	United States Railwsy Association 
Office of laformation Services 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	
10. PRICE: $200 for 1973 

. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION  

GE: T 	LII, In. P0G. CNJ and PRSL railroads are covered 

full 	The EL is covered for selected months of 1973. 

PSOURCE NT C 	SOURCE FILE: JREEV~AANT 

ITE 
 clas

ing Carrier alpha 

ing FSAC 
Carrier alpha 

ting 
ting FSAc 

SPLC Origin locution 
SPLC 

Ternsigatimg locution MR Rule 260 On junction 
Carrier alpha On railroad 
MR Rule 260 Off junction 	 . 

STEC (7-digit) 
Coognodity Csrloads. tons 
Quantity 
Revenue on reporting reilrovd Dollars 

Distamce on reporting railroad 	(short line) Miles 

jfiff cJtO, 	P/A / 62 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Rail, vighway 

United States Transportation Zone Maps 3, 	TYPE: Physical and Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Ccographical 	planning tool 	identifying hasic nrvck and traffic density 
characteristics for 486 din tricts within the 48 contiguous United States 
keyed to nujor highway network within tEns zones. 	(Facility_location, 

Operating characteristics) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Zone naps of 486 USD01-designated transportation zones: 

Transportation infrastructure by zone 
Rail system 
highway (lntvrstate, U.S. and state highways) system 

Tonnage/signals zone napo 

Rail 	system only 	(Class 	I 	railroads) 
Network/proprietershi p 
Freight density 
Signal 	systems 
Trackage rights 
nuther of tracks 
Freight stations by physical 	locatiov 

Outline nap of U.S. county boundaries/zone boundaries 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	To be updated and republished as needed 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. Departeent of Transportation Superintendent of Documents 

Federal Railroad Adnimivtratiov U.S. 	Government printieg Office 

Assoc. Adein. 	for Policy & Progran Washiegton,D.C. 	20402 

Oevesopnent 2 Vols. Stock No. 050-005-00012j 

400 Seventh Street. 1.14. 
W,hi,ont,,, n r 	,nsafl 

$10.90 

 AVAILABLE SUWIARIES: 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION pROCESS! 

The bankrupt railroads in the Northeast were required by USIA to provide a 
100 percent sanple of data from their interline revenue settlement sheets 

and waybills for 1973. 	1974 data were also requested. 	
Some of the solvent 

carriers in the Northeast voluntarily provided similar data at USMs 

request. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 	 - 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 
EL data for all months except October 1973 and Smile solvent Northeast 
carriers, such as SM, OTE, OTSL, CA, NEC, IAR, Ill and ACI. 

 FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS: 
These data were released on a single-tine basis. 	Similar data arm kept 

on a coetivuleg bnsls by railroads, but not usually released. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

This file is normally available only to governeent agencies or state those 
DOTs. 	Data for solvent railroads can only be used upon agrmeoegt of 

railroads. 

 EVALUATIOIJ/COPS4ENTS 
No croos-editing was done to Insure that the same number of cars were 

involved. 	Aalde from that reported on interline moves by all the railroads 
use in planning the fact, however, these data have been of enornovs 

They have been used for devand evtlmatlOn. revamped North4ast rail system. 
network analymls,Lfinancial and econoeic avalysis, etc. 

	Much of the value 

of these data liest In the fact that they are a complete census of shipments. 

making, statistical 	error insigniflcsnt. 

Almostall railroads routively process such data on computers. 	These data 

are known as Interline revenue settl ement abstracts. 	These tapes 
the data are not 

constitute a potential mosrce for any state. 	However, 
special arrangenento between the state normally released by the railroads; 

and railroad(s) wovld be neceSsary. 



REF. NO. 	P/I 	/01 

NCHP.P PROJECT 8-17 
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DATA SD gtE IIJ'e4TArIcTg 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOIPCE 

I. 	SOURCE SLPSARY 

1. TITLE: 2, 	NOIsE: 	Railroad 

PAR Railroad Data Package - T. 	yp€: 	Ph ysical and Operating, 
Recommended Carrier, Traffic flow 

LI, CO(J.ECTEJ) BY: 	Individual carrier operating and transportation supervisory 
off trials 

5. FQ4 OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape, hand copy 6. TIME PERIOD COVERCO: 	Variable 

7. ABSTICT/JCY WORDS: 

Reco.miended general and derailed "data package' 	to be aopplied by the 
railroads to the states to provide basic physical, traffic and operational 
infacnsa t inn for all rail lines in a requesting state (yaci lity location. 
Physical/operating oharacteris dos, Usage-capacity • Condition of plant, 
Schedules) 

3, ISSLEP BY: 	Designated individual operating tart let transportation and 
and operating officials 

9, F(Th OF ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape, 	10. 	PRICE: 	(tentatively) No 
sand copy 	 charge to designated 

state rail Planning 
agency 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

II. COVERAGE: Al 1 track operated by each ra tlroad within the reqoesting state. 

12. RELEVANT Ct1fIENT OF SOURCE Fl Li: 

CODING SCI-EPE 

ITEM (n'4ai REPCATING FO1) ON (lOTS 

MR Steering Consnittee on crate Roll Planning has 
pro pnsed that the railroads aubeit the following 
iniormatlon to the states in a 5f0Er11 data package 
for all lines an the railroad systen. 

For Do tailed 
Information 

Systen nap See P10106 
Track charts nec p10/10 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON ohssE!qIpTIcg4: 

g steering tnnn,ittee on State gail Planning has ret osnended that 
infonsatinn be released only  to the "designated state-rail planning 
agency" as described in the RgBR's Act upon official request and 
receipt of a050rtact to protect confidentiality of sensitive data. 

13. 	EVALUAT I al/CDEFITS: 

These basic source documents should give the state rail p tanner all the 
necessary inforna tian needed to oh rain a basic und erstan ding of the rail 
system. 

Eatrenely aseful tool for state rail ptanning. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CIIIT.) 

CODING SCIIEJ'E 
liEN (FF01 REPORTING Fl) ON UNITS 

Si gnal charts See P/C/oL 
Density charts See P/C/On 

3. 	Freigh ttrain schedules Sec P/I/il 
6. 	Operating tio,etabtes see p/C/Il 

Following oddi t iona 0 detailed isV orsatcos will be 
available to states where necessary to deal with 
spertfio problems surrounding abandoned or to be 
abandoned lines'. 

Physical condition data Format not standardized 
Rehabilitation costs data Portia t not standar diced 
Sonssargoed traffic data Sinilar to P/A/42 

4, 	sasic operating data Fornat not standardized 

gail roadg will also sobsi t the following info rosa- 
tian to states for economically national lines; 

Revenue per sdle lollars 
Carloadper silo Number 
Rehabilitation coats per nile Osilars 
Annual naintenasce cost a fret rehahinitatian Dollars 

S. 	Operation frequency Forsar not stasdardiced 

B. AVAILABLE SLflNARIES: 	None 

1!. DESCRIPTION OF C(1.I.fCTItta PRDEESS: 

tuttent physical, operating, and traffic data are costinu ally colncctod 
and reviewedbyregional,districr .dceisionalandsabdivisionalsuper- 
visotypersosnelfarose innaintaiecsg a000racyofrailrnadracords 

III . 	EVA!..) ATICIL/CONSTRA I ITS TI! I (SAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCUJSIONS OF DATA: 

Some data (e.g., traffic flow) may be asp pressed or aggregated to 
protect confidentiality of sensitive data, 

1F. FiFFURE iIPDATA OR E)CIENSIFOI PLN'iS: 

Revised, sayplenented and/or reissued as required to recloct changes. 
The ''data pachage" will be nodified, if necessary, to cnnfene with 
ICC and Feds regslatcnss 

MCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	P / 	1/02 

Atlas of Crwda-Oil 	Pipelines of the MODE: 	Pipelina 

United Staten and Canada 

TYPE: 	Physital 	and Operating 

ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Maps of crsdp-oil 	pipalinen nhiaing tonpasy, roatgn, pipe dianmter, 
pomp niatios locations. refinery locations 	and refinery capacities. 
(Futility lotsiion, Operating clisracterinticn) 

PUBLICATION- CYCLE: 	Annsal, as nspplasaci to The Oil and Gas Journal 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED DY/PRICE: 

Petrolsuc Publishing Cospany 
The Oil and Gas Journal 1421 Soath hondas Road 

Soc 1260 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 	74101 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	P/I 	/03 

Atlai of Prodocti Pipelines of the 2 	MODE' 	Pipeline 
 

United Staten 

3. 	TYPE:Phynical and Operating, 
...GEnrJsr 

ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Maps of patraless produtts Pipelines in continental United Staten, 
showing cospany routes, terminals, psnp stations, istarcocnattiong, 
refinery locations and areas for undergroundstorage of L-P gas, and 
also isdiracing pipe diaoeter and capacity (bbl'n per day) and 
refinery capacity. 	(Facility location. Operating characteristics. 
f)iyy.ical 	charsctenint)cn) 

PUDLICATION CYCLE: 	Ancoal, as nuppleyseet to The Oil and len Journal 

DEVELOPED BY: 1. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

The Oil and Gas Journal Petroleam Publishing Coa'pany 
1421 Sooth Shenidac Road 
Soc 1760 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 	74101 



I REF. 	NO. 	P  

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: 	Revenue Freight Loaded by 	- MODE: Rail, TOFC/COFC 
Coernoditieo and Total 	Received fr 
from Connections 
(Statement CS-54A( TYPE. 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Weakly report by railroad and operating district of carloads of revenue 
freight by 21 conisodity fieldo loaded during seeenday period. 	Data are 
compared with name week of previous year. 	Report includes cumulative 
carloading data by district and comparisov with two previous years car- 
loadings by cosmmodity type. 	(Operating otatistics) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Nationwide weekly carloadings by csvvlodity versus some week previous year 
total weekly Carloads of revenue freight 	(no commodity sort) received 
from connecting railroads 	(national, 	individual 	railroad and 
district) 

Oetailed revenue carloads loaded by individual 	railroad and district weekly 
and four preceding weeks, current versus previous year 

Piggyback cars and trailers or containers loaded nationwide by general 
TOFC/C0FC servica, nail and express and total by week and tunulative. 
current versus two preceding years 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Weekly and annually 

 'DEVELOPED BY: 0. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Association of American Railroads Same/single copy, single address 
Car Service Division no chargn 
1920 L Street Two copies, single addressee 
Washington. D.C. 	20036 $5.20/anneal 

' 	
REF. 	NO. 	P S 

NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	TeleRail Autometad inforillatiOn MODE: 	Rail 

Network-Il 	)Train II) 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow, Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
A computer data processing systen initiated by the AIRR to espedite the 
reporting and timely allocation of freight cars using real-tine car move- 
ment data reported to the Car Service Division. 	Elisinetes several pre- 
vious written reports filed by individual railroads with the MR and 
provides real-tine car tracing capabilities. 	(Modal 	traffic flow, Operutjt 

statistics) 
6. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Interchange reports between railroads 
eeginnal boundary crossing report 
Waybill 	data 
Empty car disposition report 
Waybill 	car record 
Waybill sunanary retord 
Car novevmmnt data 

release loaded/empty 
arrival time at devtloetion/platenent 
load order/storage 
load and/or enpty 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Systen being constantly upgraded to incorporateaddi- 
tionul toanpsterized data collection,Collattion, storage & reeortimo tboIgi 

 DEVELOPED BY: B, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Association of American Railroads Same 
Information Processing and Car 
Service Division Availability presently linited to 

1920 L Street. N.W. AAR nannber railroads 

Washiniton. B.C. 	20036 

IJEF. 	NO. 	P/S/01 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! MODE: 	Rail 
Railroad Abandoesent Applications 	(Under 
Section 1, Paragraphs ls to 20sf the TYPE: 	Traffic flow, 	Carrier, 
Interstste Coseerce Act.) Phoical and Opgjnn,Sj.gQgr 

Consignee 
 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Facility locatioe, condition of plant, operating characteristics, 	semite 

level • 	shipper attrsbstes, 	fsneocial 	data, 	trafficf'Isw. 	cooisodTtjffow. 

Environnvncal 	Impact Statement. 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Data preseeted in application relates to subject line and facilities 
proposed for abundonuent: 

Traffic - toes, cars and revonuns (usually by coeanodity) 
Plant - physical description salvuge value and rehabilitation needs 
Operutinl Statistics .- crew wages, 	train nibs, repair costs, gross 

ton-niiles, car-miles, cars, 	tons 
tnairosnental - law requires filing of as Inpact Statement 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	As abandoisnent applied for. 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Railroad filing for abandoasent jstnrstate Coinissrce Coisssi scion 
Washington, 	D. 	C. 	20423 
(cost reinburgeiiiont) 	Note: 	Also 
available from applicable state 
agency 

I REF. 	NO, P 	/&L.z._... 
NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	 2. 	MODE: 	Air 

Standard Unifonn Airblll 	 3. 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow. Carrier 
Sisi osmer/Cossienee 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Uniform air shipping bill 	identifying shipment by type, description, charges 
and traffic authority, origin/destination location codes, shi pment aailht 
and carri er idantiflcatioo and routing. 	(Operating statistics, Ratns/Tariffs. 
Modal traffic flow, Routinl, Shipper attributes. Level of sarvicel 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Carrier nane, Identification number, waybill number 
Waybill date 
Route of sbipnent 
Destination airport 
Shipper/consignee nane, address, account number 
Pickup/delivery trucker, charges, zone nunbers 
Size of shlpnent (number pieces, cubic Inch dimensions) 
Weight of shipaent (gross, chargeable. dinensional 	In pounds) 
Bispositiom of freight charges between shipper and consignee 
Tariff (rate) authority 
Description of packing pieces and contants/comodity number 
Collact or prepuid shipment/charges 
Shipper signature 
Specific charges data: 

Weight 
Pickup/delivery 
Eecees weight/value 
Advance destination charges 

Airbill 	is a key source of air traffic flow data. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	A waybill form 
distinrt 	 ae'rmTn,uaw panhskirtene Waybill An-I 

is issued by each air carrier and a 

DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Individual 	air carriers and jointly ondlvlduul air carriers/No charge 
through Air Traffic Conference of 
Aneric a 



IREENO, P / 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT OATA-REOUIREMEHTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	TITLE; MODE: 	Highway 

(Typical) Motor Carrier Coatinaing Traffic 
Study 

TYPE: 	Traffic  flow, Physical 
and Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Stratified randoes sample of rotor carrier waybi lIt undertake, by notor 
freight rate bureaus to determine statistically valid commodity flow, 
revenue and cost data prinarily ased in dafendiag rate proposals. 
(Nodal traffic flow, Routing, Operating Cost, Rates/Tariffs) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Ueifonm abstratt form used by all notor rate bureaus: 

Carrier territory/shipment idaetification codes 
tied of shi pmsent 	(-in. 	charge, LTL, TL) 
Type of rate (class, enception, tossenodity colunn, cennedity, etc.) 
Tariff 	ageecy/nunber 
Type of haul 	(single 	line. Joint) 
Type transportation (motor, rail, air and water) 
Actual/billed weights 
Thorough riles/origin carrier nibs 
Total reeenue/origin carrier settleeent 
Number of motor carriers in route 
Origin/destination SPLC codes 
Classi fi cation number/station number 
Freight bill 	number 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Sanple coeducted annually to obtain current revenue 
and cost data. 	Data are not published 

DEVELOPED BY: a. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 
Individual eotor carrier freight rate Not available to public 
bureaus from inforssatioe supplied by 
carriers and bureau staff neenbers 

!REf._JNO. 	P/G/o5 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: lsmestic water. 
(Typical) Port Authority Facilities Report Isternational water 

TYPE: Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Catalog of the various facilities and services eeailabel within and adjacent 
to esport/inport marine port locations. 	Semen asa guide to the shipping 
public and used as a sales tool to develop traffic through the specific port 
referenced. 	(Facility locatioe, Operating characteristics, Capacity) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Physical facilities by type, including photographic records: 

Cold storage and bonded warehouses 
Heavy lift/container/bulk freight transfer units 
Pecking, creating/esport boning firms 
Railroad yards/storage/bulk connenodi ty storage/handling 
Shipyards and ship repair 
Container/dry freight storage and temnninal areas 
General warehousing and storage houses 
Towing coilpanies/coscal 	..it intercostal 	shipping companies 
Ancillary services offered within the port area 
Bank international 	departnents/currency exchanges 
Ship brokers and steasahip agents 
Stesedoring and lightering companies 
Maritime Industry unions 
Foreign consuls in residence 
foreign freight forwarders 
Custons house brokers 
Air freight connecting services 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Generally published on a 2-3 year cycle or as 
rp's'ired he ehae,s and aeldi fines en 	funi5itie pee-n 

7.-DEVELOPED BY: 	 B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Individual port administration author 	Individual 	port adninistretion 
ities in conjunction with 	all, 	high- 	authorities 
way and naritine operators, industri- 	Cost of reproduction el 	development agencses, boards of 
trade, etc. 

!SEEHO, 	P/S/se 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	TITLE: 	- 	 2. 	MODE: Highway 

(Typscal) Motor Carrier Waybill 
3, 	TYPE: Traffic 	flow, Carrier, 

S hi easer/C onsianaa_,,_ 
ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Contains equipment identification, tfljppg, çgnsi 	nee, routine., cirrier(t), 
5211 oty shipped (number, weight), rate, waybill 	nsnsbe7d'flsery receipt and condition of shipment. 	Basic shipping do csmeet represenniag contract 
between shipper and carrier (Operating statistics, RetesjTariffs, Modal 
trafric 	flow, 	Routing, 	Shipper attributes) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Equipment number 
Bate of bill 
Origin 	station 
Carrier revenue 
Advance payment (if any) 
Destination station 
Waybill 	number 
Consignee and address 
Shipper and address 
Shipper's billing or account number 
Route (carriers, jusctioss, Physical 	route) 
Bill 	to 	instruction 
Description of articles 
ho, of pieces 
Physical 	(tariff) 	description 
Weight 
Rate 
Total charges 

Belisery report 
Driver sane 
Received condition 
Shipper release of carrier liability for dasane 

Source dccsment is a Consolidated Freightways, 	Inc. waybill 	fore 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Not applicable 

i: DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Motor Carrier Associations/ICC Carrier/No charge 
Standard Fore 

bEEu_ ND. P /s /06 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: MODE: 	Rail 

(Typical) Railroad Conpany System Map 
TYPE: Physical 	and Operating, 

carrier 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Geographically 	accurate saps which indicate location of system track routes 
in relation to state and city/town locations. 	Generally superimposed upon 
US/state topographic maps which 	include principal 	limes of other railroads, 
including connecting lines, 	(Facility location, 	Physical 	characteristics) 

5, MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Principal 	lines of individual 	railroad companies 
Identification of major cities/places sersed 
Connections with other railroads 
Basic railroad network located within individual states 
tocation of principal 	railroad conpaey sales offices including street 
address and telephone eunbers 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: As required as public 	information and sales tool. 
lei snued periodically to refl ect ahniduo,noifc . route rhannoec 	irarka geciehfl 

B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 	 etc.  DEVELOPED BY: 	 ' 
Individual railroad operating SaaB/No charge 
companies 



I REF. 	No. 	P 	/ G/07 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: (Typical) Railroad Employee Time 2- 	MODE: 	Rail 

table 
3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 

r'keraeino: 	Carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: Individual carrier operating and transportation supervisory 
officials. 

5. 	FORM OF DATA! Hard copy 6. 	TIME PERIOD CDVEREO! 
Issued sequentially as required 
L, 	.4Lie.c 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Contains operating rules governing movement of trains and engines including 
speed restrictions, 	signaling, number of tracks, speed classification and 
station locations by nilepost number, dispatchnent instructions. 	(Facility 
location. Operating characteristics, Physical characterj.gt)cy) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Individual operting carrier transportation and operating 

officials. 	May be updated by revision copy, self-adhesive anendcents, 
salenental nancy 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy; pocket-lb. PRICE: 	Not applicable - 
size book of procedures carried by 	I 	issued to employees 

II • 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1, 	COVERAGE: 	All 	track operated by each railroad. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM RFPrIRTINO FORM) RCHEME OR UNITS ,,CODING 

Tinetable tens, abbreviations, references 
Speed restrictions by directi on of nionenent, 

loconsative and freight equipnent type mph 
Train weight and size restrictions Narrative 
Changes/exceptions to general operating role Narrative 
Station nanes by line Nane 
Station location by line Milepost 
Crosnoner location Milepost 
Passing siding location and size Milepost, number of cars 
Signaling by)iee by type Rule number 

Trackage rights indication Narrative 
Speed linit between stations mph 
Speed restriction location and speed Milepost/nph 

REF. NO. P / C / lv 

NC!IRP PROJECT 8-3.7 
FREIGHT DATA REQUIRBE?ITS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PL5JINO 

- DATA SOIRCE tsXEB-EYffATI&l 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Railroad Signal charts 2. 	NflE! 	Railroad 

. 	TYPE: 	Phyai,al and operating, 
carrier 

D. ABSTRACT/VEt P)S! 

gohematic dcagraea of the physical featuree of a rail line associated 
with siena 1 control synteue . 	(Phynical Clsuructerin tics • Facilicy location, 
operating characters, ccc.) 

 ENnJOR DATA CONTENT! 

schematic map of a track aegmant isdicatine the foilowine isforssarisn! 

Nunber of track. 
Interlocking configuration 
Mile pests 
Pacilicy locations - 

Isterlocking and inrerlockisg towers 
iignsal block limttm 
Sigusala 

 P5EBLICATIm CYCLE: 	Updated irregularly as physical operating changes 
are ,sade. 

7, DEVELOI'E) BY! 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

Individual railroad operarin e Individual railroad companies upon 
compeoies. inqusry by designaced stete agency. 

No charee. 

12, RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED); 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Special operating instructions by line Narrative 

Yard locations Milepost 
Grade crossing locations and protettion type Milepost 

Nucber of tracks Nunber/eap 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: None 

 DESCRIPTION  OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Current physical and operating data are continually collected and reel owed 
by regional, district. dinisionol 	and sahdioisilnal 	sepernisory personnel 

for use in maintaining accuracy of employee timetables, 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA; 

None 

15, FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 
Revised, supplemented and/or reisseed as required to reflect changeo in 
track conditions, permissible speed s, functioning of signal systems and 
dispatching. 

17, DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 
Generally available upon request to railroad operating officials based 
upon clear evidence of need to obtain and use employee timetables- 
Otherwise circulatioe and distrihetion are limited to operating employees 

only. 

18. EVALIJATION/COEVIENTS: 

very useful tool 	in determining physical condition of tracks and related 
facilities as indicated by track-related speed restrictions. 	Also useful 

in determining the capacity and location of rail 	facilities and signaling 

systema. 	The timetable is a primary source for rail network inventories. 
It supplies nearly all rail physical and operating data likely to be useful 

for planning. 	In addition. 	tinetables are normally reliable and up to 

date. 

p/G/gg 

NCMRP PROJECT 	-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 	. 	- 

1. TITLE: 	 ' MODE: 	Rail 

(Typical) Railroad Synten Traffic Bensity TYPE! 	Physical 	and 
I Map Oseratino. Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

System and network tonnage density saps derived from individual railroad 
internal operating statistics (train dispatchers sheets, etc.) to 
Indicate sagnental 	facility usage between major yards and support yards 
(train make-up/break-up locations)- 	(usage-capacity, gperating statistics) 

 I'JOR DATA CONTENT: 

Schanutic sap of railroad systen or network indicating on a yard-to-yard 
segmental 	basis the actual gross and/or net traffic tonnage during a 
nançle period. 

Map format nayinclude designation of signalled or nonsignalled main or 
branch lines, number of tracks and yard location/nanie- 

Capacity data may also be denaboped and displayed on the density nap to 
indicate relative use of facilities. 

 PUBLI CATI ON CYCLE! As requi red for i eternal analysis by individual 
railroad operating companies and U.S. DOT/FM from data filed by the ruil-- - 

7.OEVELOPEO BY; 
loan 

S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

Individual railroad operating Available from individual railroads 

companies. ander eRRR Act of 1976, upon inquiry, 

U.S. 	T/FRA will 	also develop No charge. 
sinilar data for congressional use. 



EF. ND 	P/S/U 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE; MODE; 	Rail 

(Typical) Railroad Track Chart 
TYPE:physical and Operating, 

carrier 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This source is a comprehensive schematic diagran of the physical 	features 
of a rail 	line and a record of maintenance pnrfonnd to date. 	(fjcal 
characteristics 	racility location, Condition of plant, Operatin 
characteristics I 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

the following data displayed on a schematic diagran of a track segment; 

track physical characteristics (type of welding, type of surfacing, year 
ties 	installed, 	type of bars, 	type of rail, 	rail weight, etc.) 

Grades (in percent) 
Curves (degrens-ninntns) 
Programmed maintenance work 
Nile posts 
Facility locations 

Interlockings 	and Interlocking tswers 
Signal 	block 	limits 
Puhlic and private crossings showing protection type 
Yard 	linilts 
Sidings 
Stations 
Switches 
Bridges 
Interchanges with other railroads 

Speed linitn 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Updated irregularly as physical and operating changns 
ann .ade 

'DEVELOPED DY: 	 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Chief Engineering Office - Flaintenanc 	Indinideal railroad companies. 
- of Way and Structures of individual 	state puhlic utility comnisoions. 
railroad companies 	 Reimburse reprolluction coat 

NCHRP PROJECT n-I? 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE; Rail 

(Typical) 	Railroad Waybill 3 	TYPE: Traffic 	flow, 	Carrier, 
Sbionen/ Con 	iv men 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Railroad-preparnd shipping docunent nmployed to control traffic and 
settlenent of charges. 	Prnpared for every shipment. 	(Coonnodity flot. 
Routinn. 	Rates/Tan ff. Shipper attributes) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

sates of nhipmont and arrival 
Conanodity (STCC) 
Tons nhipped 
Freight statioms of origin and destination 	(FSAC) 
Originating, intermediate and terninating railroads and interchange points 
Freight charges 
Car nunber and type 
Consignor and consignno 
Instructions for special 	snrvice 
Trailer nunber, where applicable 

The waybill 	is the prime source of railroad traffic flow data. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Not Published 

DEVELOPED BY: n. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

Orilinating railroad SunTiari em which suppress shipper- 
confidential 	data may be available 
to staten by special arrangement 
with 	railroads 

REF. 	NO. 	P/G/l2 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

PRINCIPAL DATA SOURCE 

• TITLE: 	(Typical) Through Rail Freight MODE; 	Rail 
Schedule 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Olrectory of schedules and instruttions governing 
the consist, nakeup and operation of through-freight trains Including 
scheduled connections between freight trains. 	)Schndulev, Operating 
characteristics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Traim index of symbol 	freight trains 
Classifications made at each yard 
City yard name crons-indno 
Oetalled schedules by train Initial and nunber )synbol 

Frequency 
oepartnre/arrival 	tines, origin and destination 
Consist/classification inntructlonn 
Intermediate pickup and set out instructions 
Connactionn with other trains Including appropriate 

time nargin required at tonnectlonn 
Local 	freight schedules by operating raglon and division 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Monthly by anendnd pagen to reflect changes 

 DEVELOPED BYI ISSUED BY/PNICE: 
Individual 	railroads; 	chief Sane/single copy - generally no 
transportation officer charge including nonthly supplements 



LaoLjlo, 	0/Al 01 

NCHRP PROJECT 81/ 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Agricultaral 	Statistics. 	
llxx NODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Annual production by crop type; state; acreage 
planted. barsested and yield; disposition on and off-fare; season anerage 

his- price received by fareers and aggregate same of production. 	Includes 

issue 	)1972) contains earlier historical torical data since 1959. 	Earlier 

data since 1929/30 (principal 	crops and linestock), 	
1144 (fralt and saga- 

tables), 	1149/1954 	(national 	totals; livestock and poaltry). 
	(2n!nQdi.Sy 

prodaction. Commodity consumption) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Production, eunbars. price, value, supplies and disposition by 

commodity 	 - 
Fans resources. Income, expenses 
Taxes, Insurance cooperatives, credit 
Stabilization and price-support prograns 
Agricultural consersation and forestry statistics 
Consunptlon and fanily living 
Miscellaneoun statistics (eaport-inport, weather, futures, fisheries. 

refrigeration and Alaskan statistics) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Annual 

DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

U.S. Oepartment of Agriculture Saperintendent of zocanents 
Data Service eranch U.S. 	Gonernment Printing Office 
Statistics Reporting Service Washington. B.C. 	20402 
Washington, D.C. $5.15 Stock No. 001-000-03437-5 

)1975 edition) 

DOCUMENTATION OF OTHER DATA SOURCES 

LEGEND FOR REFERENCE NUMBERS 

P = Principal data source 
0 = Other data source 
R = Data reference 

A = Collected by/for public agency 
I = Collected by/ 	private organization or individual 

G = General; nonspecific to single organization 

LEEEuo.o 	IA/U? 

NCHRP PROJECT n-I? 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

[TITLE; Anrntnrregional Analysis of the 2, 	MODE; Nonspecific 
55.5. 	Grain-Marketing 	Industry, 
1966/57 (rechnical 	nalletin No, 3. 	TYPE! Traffic Flow 
1444) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 
A nultiproduct transshipnent model was developed to analyze storage and 
processing in the U.S. grain-narketing industry. 	Throagh use of the nedel 

optional regional 	flows that niinlnlzed the total cost of storage, acquisi- 
tion, processing, and distribution were deternined for five types of grain 
and two types of flow. 	(çpj3git 	flow) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Regional basing points for grain origins and destinations 
Estimated regional supplies of each grain 
Regional capacities in storage and processing and stillzatien 

including transportation rates between Regional narketing charges and costs 
grain origins and destinations 	handling costs for receiving and shipping 

grain, storage charges ansd costs of milling wheat into floar 
from supply and nilling rngions to donestic Optinum shipnents of each grain 

and export denand regions 
Optinan regional ending innentorins of grain 

origins and 
Entieatedregional 	donestic price differentials at grain 

destinations by type of grain and fleur 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine study 

DEVELOPED BY; a. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE, 

U.S. 	Bepartelent of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 

tcononic Research Service Econsnic Resaarch Service 

in cooperation with Olclahona State Washington, D.C. 	20250 

Usinersity 6./5 

------------------------------------ I.fi[f,NO, 	oJ A/03 

NCHRP PROJECT s-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE  

1. 	TITLE: 	Annual 	Senemary ef crop Production, 2. 	MODE; Nonspecific 

l9ss 
Report No. 	CrPr 2-1)as) 	 3. 	TYPE; 	lrdffic Flow 

4. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	
Report contains state and nati onal crop production 

data for reporting year and the two preceding years, by type of crop. 	A 

general 	sumneary of weather and growing conditions and yield by crop is in- 
cluded along with a partial 	index of production of key crops for the ten 

years ending with the reporting year..rally 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 
Data are psblisbed for each najor crop type (34 types) with a brief 
written comanontary on each crop type and its cosaprison with the preceding 
two years. 

Specific tables include; 
area planted (acres) by state and crop type 
area harvested (acres) by state and crop type 
yield per acre by state and crop type 
production (total) by state and crop type 
ten-year production by crop type 

PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Aneaally 

BY/PRICE; DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED 

U.S.Dnpartnent of Agriculture Sane/no charga 

Statistical Reporting Service 
Washington. D.C. 



NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE! 	EoUt of Operating Trucks for 2. 	MOOE 	Highway 
Livestock Transportation 
(Marketing Research Report No. 982 

3. 	TYPC. Physical and operating 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

An engineering-type cost estimate for a model 	10-truck firn operating at 
assumed lengths of haul, empty ratios and mi len per year, based on the 
average costs to the nine livestock trucking firms in the Core Belt, 
Greet Plains, 	Interemountain and Pacific Cost areas with varying size. 

in 	costs) 

5. MAJOR DATA CONTENT! 

Cost of operating a livestock truck (cents per sue): 

Fervarioun one-way loaded and round trip lengths 
At various trip lengths, with I-or 2-trips-per day constraints 
At five trip length and two levels of backhasl 
At a nisture of trip lengths and different annual mileages 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 1970 (one-time study) 

7. 'DEVELOPED BY; 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
U.S. 	Bepartement of Agriculture Same as iten 7 
tconoeilc Renearcli Service Free copy available on request 
Washington, D.C. 	20750 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

ITEM 	 COOING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Average length of outbound trips by truck 
type 	 Miles 

Truck capacity utilized, 	inbound and 
outbound by truck type 	 Percent 

Principle comemoditiem of inbound shipments 
by truck 	 Internal code 

Factors contributing to the difficulty 
obtaining interstate notor carrier service 	Internal code 

Motor carrier supplying service 	 Internal code 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	In the draft stage. 	The final report, if released, will take at 
leant a year to publish; most likely it will be issued by 
Economic Research Service, U.S. Departement of Agriculture. 

ISSUED BY: 

PRICE: 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Questionnaire adeinistered by personal interview, 	Approsimately IS firms 
were interviewed in each state. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Production plants. 	 - 

16, FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

No additional 	surveys are planned. 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Raw data are in the process of being destroyed. 	Summaries will 	be 
available 	(see 	Item 13). 

hEF. NO, 0.LJQL_. 
NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE; 	Dry Granular Fertilizer Transport 2. 	MODE; Domestic water, Rail 
Survey, Fornula Feed Transport 
Survey (shipper questionnaire) 

I. 	TYPE: Traffic flow, Shipper/ 

COLLECTED BY; 	U.S. Beperteent of Agriculture 
Statistical Reporting Service 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
1873 (one-tine study) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sample data on modal traffic flow (including 0-I) and shipper attribaten 
obtained from 	tóCF1iiiurveys, dry granular fertil zvr traenport survey 
and fonmula feed transport survey, using alnost Identical qsestionnaire, 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Same as Item 4. 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None Issued to 	lB. PRICE: 	Not applicable date 

II, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1. 	COVERAGE: Two coonmodi ty groups covered; national 	sample of trucki eq fires. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) COOING SCHEITE OR UNITS 
Dnshipmento of raw materials by mode Percent 
Outshipnents of fertilizer and formula 

feed 
Total quantity Tomo 
Major in-state and out-of-state 

destinations 	(city) Percent 
BY node Percent 
Truck shipments by major oat-of-state 

destinations Percent 
Seasonal pattern by month Percent 

Evaluation of quality and availability of 
service by mode Internal code 

Tuck equloeeqt by type and capacity, owned 
and leased I 	Number 

EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

The sample is too this when disaggregated to the state level. The 
exclusion of production plants from the survey makes these data of very 
limited usefulness for any but very specific planning tasks. 



NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

0 / A 	/ 06 1. 	TITLE: The Freight Car Supply Problem REF. 	NO. 

and Cur Rental 	PolicIes 2. 	MODE 	Rail 

3 - 	TYPE : 	Physi cai and - Ooeratine . Carrier 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Report pertains to railroad ownership, utilization and allocation of 
gener.el service boxcars used to ship agricultural commodities. 	Report 
includes forecast of future shortage of such cars despite provisions of 
incentive per die's rules adopted in 1970 to encourage replacement of 
this clAss of car which has become an unattrsctine innestnent for 
railroads. 	(Physical 	characteristics, Operating characteristics) 

PUBLI CAT ION CYCLE 	One-tiow report by USDA relative to 1170 and future 
anal lahi 1 	u o_f_4eaeraj_s.n.i.cg._boxcaC3 

DEVELOPED BY: 	 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 	Sane: 	Marketing Research Report 

Economic Research Service 	 No. 953 

Washington, D.C. 	20250 	 No charge 

I REF. 	MO. 	0 Is/so 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA -REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: Grain Market News 2, 	MOOE: 	Bonentic water, 
Intereational water 

3. 	tYPE: Traffic flow 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Statistical suo.nary reports on current grain market conditions, including 
shipments, prices, supply, denand. utocks, receipts and weather conditions 
gathered from numerous buyers and sellers inproduction areas or directly 
at pabllc markets. 	Seven major agricultural comoditleo are covered. 

itrOdaction) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 
grains: 	inspections for esport by coonmodities. four coastal areas and 

country of destination 

Barge shipments of grain by commodities and interior river points 

Wheat inspections for eeport by classes and four areas 	(Lakes, Atlantic. 

Gulf and Pacific) 

Grain inspections for evport by commodities, ports and areas 

Grains: 	U.S. 	emports and imports 

Wheat exports from major exporting coumtrias 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Weekly, monthly and annual 

7.'BEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. 	Department of Agriculture Sane/no charge 
Agricultural Marketing Service 
Grain Uivisisn 
Independence, Missouri 	64050 

LEEL.._NQJ 	a / A/op 

NCHRP PROJECT n-li LIEl"T DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOUNCE 

. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I 	1. TITLE: 	 ansportation Survey 	2. MODE: 	Hiphway. Rail 
andler Survey. Cattle 

F y) 	
3. 

ZStas 

TYPE. 	Shspper/Cnnslgeen, 

4. COLLEC . Department of Agriculture 

I istical 	Reporting Semice 

S. FORM O hed cards 	 j. TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
1973 	(one-t iioe'aLu dy) 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
A nanpie survey of livestock handlers and feed lot operators. 	Factors 

studied include gJ2pgr.jttribuS.es  and transport.  

level of service attributes. 

 ISSUED nY: 	U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Economic Research Service 

 FORM oF D DATA: 	None Issued to 	lOICEt 
available  

date 

I. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION _______ 

E: 	Sanpie cove,0 operations of livestock hendlers and cattle 
feeders in 13 states 

T CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: _______ 

EM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) COjJj55GliEME...QL.NJHu1$ 

f cattle and calves marketed Number W Percent 

(b) rail 	only 	and 	
)bI;?k 

nation
e distribution 	(mileage block) Percent 

head, 	hundred Bollaro per 	per charge per unit by distance and 
uck type 	. . 	weight, per full 	load and 

per mile 
for-hire truckers Internal code 

LE V ANT CONT ENT OF SOURCE H LE ft ONTIN 

ITEM UNITS 

Information on clemson hauls: 

CODII 

Town or point of origin (name Inter  

Town or point of destination (name) Inter  

One-way mileage 
Usual 	rate paid 

Miles 
Uolla r head per 

Lowest rate paid hundr fall 	load 

Highest rate paid or pe 

For-hire truckers who carried live- Internal code 

stock for the sample firm 

On backhaul 

Empty bnckhaul Percent 

For-hire backisaul Percent 

Commodity distribution of for- Internal 	code 

hire backhaal 

track eqaipssent owned by type Number 

Backhaal rates by mileane block Dollars/unit 

Cooeoon haul 	rate by mileage block sollars/unit 

AVAILABLE SUPMIARIES: 

NAME: 	Livestock Tracking Services: 	
Quality. Adequacy, and 

312 Shipnent Pattervs Agricultural Economic Report No. 

ISSUED BY: 	U.S. Department of Agriculture 	
- Ecovonic Research Sernice 

PRICE: No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	1975 (one-tine study) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

For-hire track service emperlenced by shippers of beef cattle and calves 

daring 1972 was esasimed: 	major nodal flow patterns for the five feeding 

states (Iowa, Nebraska. Colorado, California and Tevas) by area (Northeast. 

Corn Belt. etc. 	-- 	17 areas) of origin. 1970-1972 (obtained fran Statisti- 

cal Reporting Service's state offices): shipper attributes, coemnodity 
flow) attributes and tranuport level of service attributes- 	(Modal 	traffic 



 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

A stratified random sample was drawn for both livestock handlers 
and beef cattle feed lots. 	Different sample rates were applied 
to different strata. 	Data were obtained from personal 	interviews 
using pre-prepared qeestionnaires. 	The sample values were expended 
to yield population estimates. 	The population from which the sample 
was drawn Included about half of all cattle and calves marketed in 
the United States in 1571. 

Ill. 	EVALUATION/CON5TRAI NTS ON USAGE 

lb. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

None 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

No source data has been issued to data due to disclosure rules. 
Aggregated data has not been issued to date, reason snknown. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Statistical reliability is snknown, although presumed to be high 
because of high sample rates and sound method of collecting data. 
Becaase these data md ade major origin-destination traffic flows 
of a major comodity, they may be usefel in network and economic 

H 

analyses. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 	(CONTINUED) 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

For loaded backhaul 

One-way trip distance block Percent 
Mileages by month Percent 
Region of origin Percent 
Kinds of livestock Percent 
Rate by mileage block and truck Dollars/unit type 

do F g np )by vehicle type Miles/gallons 
73 and 

Quantity of fuel purchased Gallons 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	In the draft state, 	The report will be released by Economic Research Services; tilw uncertain 

ISSUED BY: 	-- 

PRICE; 	-- 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	-- 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

A two-stage sample study. 	The first stage is a stratified sampling 
of livestock trucking firms by mail 	survey, followed by telephone interview if no response. 	Perssnal 	interview constitutes the 
second stage. 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

hogs transport is largely escluded, as are shipment from 18 states. 

EF. NO,O1 
IOCHRP PROJECT B-I? 

FREIGHT DATA REOUTREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE; 	tinestock Tracker Survey II MODE; 	Highway 

TYPE: 	Carrier, Traffic Flow 

COLLECTEO BY: 	U.S. leparteent of Agriculture 
Statistical Reporting Service 

S. 	FORM OF DATA; 	Magnetic tape e. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
1973 (one-tine survey) 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A sample survey of cattle transport by truck including carrier operating 
statistics and rates. 	(Modal 	traffic flow.Operating statisti cs,  
ypjcal characteristics) 

S. 	ISSUED BY; 	U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Ecomonic Research Service 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: None issued to 	10. PRICE: 	Not applicable 
date 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE; 	Cattle transport by truck within 32 states 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) SCHE!IE OR UNITS .SODING 

Trucks used to haul 	livestock by type of trac Number 
Number of loads by kinds of livestock 	. Number 
One-way trips by mileage groap Percent 
Total 	loaded mileage, straight trucks and Miles 
trailers or cooblndtions 

Total mileage traveled by month Percent 
Total mileage by region of destination Percent 
Rate by distance block and truck type; 

Usual 	charge, 	1972-1974 Dollars/unit 
Seasonal charge, high and low, 1973 only Iollars/umit 
Quality and quantity of information on Internal code 

on shippers needs 

FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

None 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION; 

Tapes not available. Special tabulations may be supplied on 
request. 

EVALUATI ON/COMMENTS; 

Only sample statistics will be presented in the susmmary report. 
Few items will be eupanded to obtain universe estimates. 



'REF. 	NO. 	p/A /10 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE; 	International water 

Petroleum Transportation System Study TYPE: 	Traffic flow, 
Phvciral aMOnaraflno 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Development of a systems approach to analysis of total economic costs of 
alternative deepwater port, refinery, and transport combinatioes for crude- 
oil and refined products. 	Four chapters pablished. 	(Commodity flow, 
Irport/aspsrt, Roatings, 	Vehicle flow, 	Facility location) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Chapter II - Ocean Shipping and Transshipment Costs 	for Crude-Oil. 
envelops ocean ohipping costs 	1973 level) 	for various size tankers, 
over a range of diotancen, between specific origins and destinations. 

Estisatos cost by barge and pipeline betwnen refinerieo and ports. 
Chapter oil- 	Port Costs. 

Oeselops costs of constructing deepwnter ports for vessels of various 
at elesen locations on the Atlantic and Galf coasts, and one each 
in Canada and the lahaonas. 	 - 

Chapter IV - Petroleum Benand Forooasts. 
Estimates demand (barrels per day) 	through year 2000 by petroleum 

product group for united States at 5-year intervals and by state 
at 10-year inturvals, 

Chapter v - Refinery Operating Costs. 
Estioates costs of oonntraction and operatisn of refineries at thirteen 

locati Ons in the united States. 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE; One-tine stady. April 	1975 

7, DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

united States Army Engineer Institste 
for Water Besources (CUE) Chapter II 	AD No. 	A052606 $7.25 

Chapterlfl AB No. 	A012807 $6.25 
Chapter IV AB No. A012808 $5.25 
Chapter 	a 	vo No. 	A012809 $3.75 

REP, 	ND,0 	/A/  in 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE; 	T ran sportati on Series (No. 3, area MODE: 	Bsmastic water 

Lakes System; No. 4 Wins. 	River System & 
1 

Gulf introt 	may; No. 	S Atlantic, TYPE; 	C hysical  
Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Vessel operatorS, vessel characteristics, and 

description of operations for all domestic vessel operations. 	(Physical 

characteristics. Operating characteristics) 	- 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Alphabetical 	listing of operators 
vessel 	deocriptisn: 

Net registered tons 
Length (feet) 
Breadth (feet) 
Oruft loaded (feet) 
Braft light 	(feet) 
Horsepower 
Capacity (tons) 
Capacity (nunber of passengers) 
Hilhent point above waterline (feet) 
Cargo handling eqaipnent 
Year built 
Hose bane 

Description of operations: 
Principal commodities carried 
Areas nerved 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Anneal 

DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. 	Army Ointrict Engineer 

Corps of Enginenro U.S. Amy Engineer 

Oivision Engineer, Lower Mississippi New Orleans 

River Oinioiov P.O. 	Box 60267 

Vicksburg, Minnisoippi New Orleans, Louisiana 70160 
tl re_to so 

NCHRP PROJECT B-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 	1974 Census of Agriculture REF. 	NO, 	o/ A 	/ 12 
(Preliminary Reports only) 

2 	MODE; 	Nonspecific 

3. 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

4, 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	roar-page (prel mi nary) reports for each coanty, 
otate and the united States, covering farm characteristics, farm products and 
farms, and including data on nanber of fanny, farm acreage, land in farms, 
farm operators, size of farms, incone and sales, land-use practices, nachinery 
and equipment, livastock, poultry, livestock and poultry products, principal 
crops hareestnd and expenditaren. 	)Coonmodity production) 

S. 	PUBLICATION 	CYCLE; 	Fall census available at unknown date. 

6- DEVELOPED BY; 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 	Available for 

I purchase at varying prices, hard copy 
Bepartment of Commerce 

I only, froo Supt. 	of Bocunents; U.S. 
Social 	and Fconoeic Statintics I Government Printing Office; Washington, 

Administration B.C.2B4O2 or aureaa of the Census; 
Iareau of the Censas 
uhie,,es,. 	m r Washington. B.C. 	20233 

REF. 	NO. 	0/ A/13 

NCHRP PROJECT 1-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; 1972 Census of Manufactures MODE; 	Nonspecific 
(Advance Series, 	Indusnry Series, Area 
Series, Snnary Series, Subject Series and uo 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow  
Special Reports Series) 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	Enemerati on of establ i ohsents enganed in nsanvfnctur- 
ing actini ties in the U.S. 	Resultant peblications are issued in separate 
serien to show statistics by indestry, geographic area and subject 	employ- 

ment size, organization type. etc.) 	Two types of statiAtits are used: 	(1) 

general 	including number of eotabliohnents, payroll, nnploysenc, man-houmn, 

naterials cost, shipment valees 	capital nependi tures and improvemenns ; and 
)2) quantity and valsu of materials consumed and products shipped. (Coelnodit 

prousctlOa 
 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Manafactsri ng activities in government establishments 
Concentration ratios in nanufacturing 
Types of organization 
Water use in muanufacturing 
Textile nachinery in place 
fuels and elnctric energy consnsed 
Numerical 	IisC of manufactured products 
Data on 450 snlect eanufacturing industries 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Since 1947. condncted about in five or ten year 
intervals 

 DEVELOPED BY: B, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: Advance, pre- 

Oepartsment of Commerce linmnary and final 	repor to availabl 

Social 	and Economic Statintics in hard copy, magnetic tape and 

Adninistration nncrofiln at various prices from; 

Bureau of the Censuo Superintendent of Bocuments 

Washington. B.C. 	20233 U.S. 	Governoment Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 20233 



I REF. 	NO. 0 	/A /14 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

L TITLE 2. 	MODE 	Nonspecific 
1972 Census of Mineral 	Industries 
(Industry Series, Sunumary Series, Area 

TYPE: Series and Subject Series) Treffic flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Enumeration of establishments primarily engeged in mineral extractios 
Statistics are shown by industry, geographic area and subject in the 
separate report series and divided into geeeral 	statistics(number, establish- 
ments. employment, payroll, etc) and statistics on quantity and value of 
materials comsusmed and products shipped- 	(Commodity production) 

 I'JDR DATA CONTENT: 	 - 

For each state (Delaware, Maryland and D.C. combined): 

Statistics for state as a whole 
Comparable figures for earlier years 
For two and three-digit industry groups by type of operation and by county 
Number of establishments by size and county 
Value of shlpoentm 
Value added by mining 
Employment 
Payrolls 
Men-hours 
Capital espenditures 
Assets 
Rents 
Cost of supplies. 	etc. 
Purchased material 	installed 
Number of mining establishments 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	As required, 	First census in 1840. 	The 1972 census 
is No 	17 In the series. 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: Advance, pre' 

Department of Cosumerce luminary and final 	reports aeailehl 
Social 	and Econmnic Statistics in hard copy and microfilm atvarssi 

Admi mistration prices from: Superintendent of Docu 
Bureau of the Census nests; U.S. Government Printing 
Washington, D.C. 	20233 Office; Washington. D.C. 	20233 

NCHRP PROJECT B's? 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 1972 Census of Wholesale Trade. REF. 	NO. 	0 / A 	/17 
(Area Series, Subject Series and 
Wholesale Commodity Lime Series) 

	

.' 	onsPeci 	Sc 2 	MODE: 	Nonspecific 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	tmemeratinm of wholesale trade establishments with 
employees, in the U.S. 	Does not generally include separate administrative 
offices, warehosmes, garages, or other aumiliary units which serve wholesale 
establishments of the same company. 	Area series reports cover each state, B.C. 
and the U.S. 	Each state report presents data on number of establishments, 
males, payroll, employment and end-of-year inventories for as 1 wholesale trade 
establishments; separate state data show selected statistics for the state, 
SUISA, counties and certain msnicipalities as well as for certain specific types 
of wholesale trade operations. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Am required. 	First census in 1929. 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED DY/PRICE: Available in 
U.S.  Department of Commerce hard copy and microfiche at various 
Social and Economic Statistics prices from Sept. of Dncuments; U.S. 

Administration Government Printing Office; 
Bureau of the Census Washington, D.C. 	20402 or Bureau of 
Washington. D.C. 	20233 the Census; Washington, D.C. 	20233 

TITLE: 	County Business Patterns REF. 	NO. 	0 /A 	/sg 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	sir & Isa impact 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Reporto for each state, D.C. and U.S. 	(summary). 
Derived from payroll and employment infonsiatiom reported to Treasury Departmem 
supplemented by special Census Bureau survey of select nul ciuni t employers. 
Statistics are shown on employment and taxable payrolls and number and employ- 
ment-size class of reporting units by detailed industry(4-digit SIC) for states 
and counties and by major industry group (2-digit SIC)  for SMSA's. 	Also shown 
by major industry group are number of employees by class, number of reporting 
units with 500 or more employees by class, number of reporting units, employees 
and tamable payroll of auxiliary and administrative Units. 	(Economic) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED DY/PRICE: Available 
Department of Cumiumerce variously an hard copy • punched cards 
Social and Economic Statistics and magnetic tape at various prices from 

Administration Supt. of Documents; U.S. Government 
Bureau of the Cemsus 
Washington 	O.C. 20233 

Printing Office; Washington, D.C. 20402 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	TITLE: 'REF. 	NO. 	0 	/A 	/ IS 

1970 Census of Population and Rousing MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Census reports comprised of population and hossi ng 
data using selected location and characteristic data. 	Census characteris- 
tics include state, county, SMSA, urbanized area and places of 1,000 or 
more inbabitanto. 	Population data include statistics of ape, 	oex, race, 
marital status and relationship to head of household cross-referenced by 
distribstion among urban, rural-nemferm and rural-fan categories. 	Housing 
data include statistics of inventory change, residential 	financing. 
plmnibing facilities and dilapidated hossing cross-referenced on national 
and regional 	basis. 	Reports are available in hard copy, microfiche and 
summary computer tans form. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	nate published following processing of each 
decennial 	census. 

DEVELOPED BY: 17. 	ISSUED DY/PRICE: 
U. S. Department of Comuserce I 	Superintendent of Docaments 
Social and Economic Statistics 5.5. Government Printing Office 

Administration r 	Washington. D.C. 	20402 
Bureau of the Census 
Wacbinee,,n 	5 r 	20213 

Tape: 	$70 per reel; Current Pspsla- 
tim's icc 	ear yr 

- 	TITLE: 	1972 Census of Retail Trade. 'REF. 	NO, 	0 / A 	/ si 
(Subject Series, Area Series, 

12. Major Retail 	Center Statistics MODE: 	Nonspecific 
I 

Series and Merchandise Line SalenI 
Reports Series.) 3. 	TYPE: General 

4. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Emameration of retail establishments in the United 
States. 	Does not generally include figures for separate administrative offices 
wareheusms, garages or other auxiliary units which serve retail establishments 
of the sane company. 	Final 	reports published for each state. D.C. and U.S. 
State reports are secti onalized by state total, SMSA, areas outside SMSA, 
counties or cities with 500 or more retail establishments, cities with 2,500 
population minimum and counties generally. 	Figures include number of estab- 
lishments, proprietorships and partnerships, sales. payroll and employment, by 
kind-of-business groupings. 

9. 	PIIBL I CAT ION CYCLE: 	As requi red; approximately every five years. 

6. 	DEVELOPED DY: SSUED BY/PRJCE: Available in 
U.S. Department of Commerce ârd copy of micro: iche at various price 

Social and tcononic Statistics fran Supt. of Documents; U.S. Govern- 

Administration kent Printing Office; Washington. D.C. 

Bureau of the C ensus I 20402 or Bureau of the Census; 
Washis,tnn 	Sr 	70211 Washington, D.C. 	20233 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Enterprise Statistics REF. 	NO, 	0 / 	A / :g 
(lhree final 	reports: MODE: 	Nonspecific 
ES72-I 	through 3) 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Summary tabulations of data obtained for the 
various cmnsusns (manufacturers, mineral industries, wholesale and retail 
trades, 	selected smrsice undustri mm, and construction industrims) of the 
972 Economic Censuses. 	Statistics are tabalatmd by type of organization, 
size and industry classi fication and by cross-tabulations 	indicating 
industrial 	diversification patterns. 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Aoraqui red, approximatnly every 5 years. 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 7, 	ISSUED DY/PRICE: Availably at 
U. 	S. 	Department of Counserce various prices-depending upon 
Social 	and Economic Statistics report, 	from Supt. 	of Documents', U.S. 

Adminsstration Government Printing Office; 
Bureau of the Census 
Wacbimnem,n 	5 	r 	70711 

Washington, B. 	C. 	20407 or Bureau of 
the Cemcsss 	Wachinufnn. 	D. 	C. 	20211 



I REF. 	NO, 	0/A  /20 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE MODE 	International water 
Essential United States Foreign Trade 
Routes TYPE: Traffic Floss 

ABSTRACT/KEY WoRDS! 

A publication presenting deucriptions, traffic and operators of 
essentialU.S. foreign trade routes and trade areat. 	(Traffic flow, 
Usport/esport, Routings 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Description of nuseetial 	trade routes, trade arean and tn-continent service 
Long tons of exports and inports, by trade route and area, liner (scheduled) 

non-liner (non-scheduled) and tanker 	service and commodity 
List of U.S. 	flag operators by trade route and trade area namber 
Long tons and dollar value of asports and inports for essential 	routes and 
areas and all other by liner, non-liner and tanker service 

Long tons and dollar value of total axports and inports and percent partici- 
pation of U.S. 	flag ships by liner, non-liner and tanker service for 
years 1964-1913 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

7, DEVELOPED BY! 5, 

	

ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S.  Department of Commerce Superintendent of Docunents 
Maritime Administration U.S. Governnent Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 	20402 

$1 .45 

REF. 	NO, 	0 /A/zl 

IICHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 	 . MODE: 	Nonspecific 

Input-Output Structure of the U.S. 	Econony: 
1967 (three noluses) 	 . TYPE: Traffic Flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

These reports describe the input-output flows aoloeg 367 industries (in 
dollars) and their relationship to the national 	incone and product 
account. 	(Conmodity productioe. Comodity conuunption) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Voluve 1 	- Transactions data for detailed industries 
The dollar value of the transactions among the various industries 
The sales of each iedustry to final narkets 
The value added originating is each industry 

Volume 2 - Direct requiremmnts for detailed industries 
The direct inputs by insudtry required from all other 
industries to produce one dollar of outpst of that industry 

nolume 3 - Total 	ruuireeents for detailed industries 
The anount of out put requi red from each of industries for a 

dollar of deliveries to final 	daeand 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	1947, 1958, 1963 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED DY/PRICE: 

Oepartntant of Coosmerce 
Social and Econonic 'totistics 

Superintendent of Oocueentn 
US. Gonernsent Printing Office 

Administration Waohingtos, D.C. 20402 
Bureau of Fconoesic Analysis Vol. 	1- 	$3.25 

Vols. 	2 and 3 - $3.15 each 

I REF 	NO. 	0/A/ 

NCMRP PROJECT 8-1/ 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

I 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Inventory of punerican Intennodal MODE! 	International water, 

Equipment, 	1975 TOFC/COFC 

TYPE: 	Phyolcal and 
Op. rueins 	carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 	Inventory of U.S. container ships, containers and 
container transfer chussis, as of Oecnnber 31, 1974, 	(Physical 
characteristics, Operating characteristics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

For each U.S. 	steanship conpany (19): 
Names of vessels and container capacity of each 
Nunbars of containers owned, giving: 

Type (dry van, reefer. 	platforms, etc.) 
Outside dinensions 
Inside dnnensions 
Cubic capacity 
Door opening size 
Construction naterial 
Tare weight 

Chassis: 
Type 
Gross nebicla weight rating 
Tare weight 
Nunber and dimensions of carried containers 

For each U.S. 	container leasing compaey (5): 
Container and chassis data as for steamship conpanios 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE! Annual 

7, DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED DY/PRICE! 

o 	n5 	
Printing Office 

rtnent of Comerce U.S. Depu ngto WashiT C. 20402 
Maritine Administration $1.10 per copy 

REF. 	NO.0 	/A/23 

NCMRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! 	National Network Sinulation Model 2. 	MODE! All 
of Intercity Freight Movement is the 

3. 	TYPE: Traffic flow 
File) 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Covputuriznd traffic flow fil erepresentisg 1967 :stsruonal Commodity Flows. 
(Four comodity groups), small 	shipnento and large shipmssnts, 	Modal 
traffic flow) 

5. MAJOR DATA CONTENT! 

leteroonal coo'oodity flows by 506 national network sinulation zone systea. 
Data on tonemdicy flows is drawn from ICc waybill data, CAt airport and 
cargo 0&O data, Bureau of Public Roads Motor Vehicle 0&0 data, U.S. Amy 
Corps of Esgi neers Port-to-Port Oonastic Coeseodi cy Movenents and Department 
of Interior and Aainricun Petroleum Institute Crude and Petroleun Products 
data. 

Further documentation available from NBS 

'Final 	Report on National 	Network Sinulation' 555CR 75-912 
'A National 	Data Raso Systeen' 555CR 75-911 

3 	'Machine Readable Mapping from National Network Sieulation (NNS) 
Zones to Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) Areas" 	NSSIR 75-918 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	ge-going proJect 

7. DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

US oeparteent of Cuseunerce US Deoartssent of Conimerce 
National Bureau of Standards National Bureau of Standards 
Gaithersburg, MaryTand Gaithersburg, Muryiasd 

Os-going Research 



I REF. 	NO. 	U 	/ Al 24 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: Survey of Current Business MODE; 	Nnnspetific 

TYPE: 	Dir & Ind impact 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Current business and econseic indicators including menufacturing production, 
labor and esploymnenit, finante, money supply and interest retns, foreism 
and domestic trade. 	(Econonic) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

General 	business indicators: 
Cosmoodity price 
Construction and real estate 
Domestic trade 
Labor force 
Enployeent and earnings 
Financn 
Foreign trade 
Monthly commodity 	12 major manufacturing product classes) productsons 

PUBLI CAT ION CYCLE: 	Monthly with weekly utati stical ssppleeents 

DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED DY/PRICE; 

U.S. Department of Commerce Superintendent of Documents 
Bureau of Econonic Analysis U.S. Goverroment Printin9 Office 
Washington, D.C. 	20230 Washington, D.C. 	20402 

Annual 	subscri ption $48.30 includin, 
weekly supplenents 

13. AVAILABLE SIJMIMARIES: 

NAME: 	1963 Interregionan Coninodi ty Trade Flow Estimates 

ISSUED BY: NTIS 

PRICE; 	Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-time study 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Provides estinates of 1963 traffic flows in 	In. and tons for 61 commodity 
producing industri es, 	For each industry, origin/destination flows are 
estimated from census region to census relion, from state to state and 
from production (rest-of-state) areas to production (rest-of-state) areas. 
(commodity flow) 

14, DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Flows were asoenbled from secsndary sources of commodity mommoants, cannes 
of area output, inports by port of entry and the demand for lends at van oan 
locations. 	Principal 	data sources included the Census of Transportation, 
1963, Carload Waybill 	Statistics, For-Hire Motor Carriers Hauling Eaenpt 
Agricnitsran 	Commodities, etc. 

II, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Service Industries such as conutraction industry 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS; 

Sehsequent forecasts were prepared for 1970 and 1980 in a similar format 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CDNSTRAINT5 ON DISSEMINATION; 

Data are psbllcaly available 

8- EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

The nodal flow estimates have not been reconciled with the input-outpst 
estinates for each state. 

I REF. 	NO, 	0/ Al2j 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-1/ 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: MODE; All 

The U.S. Multiregional 	Input-Output Data 
File - Base Year (1963) TYPE! Traffic Flow 

4, 	COLLECTED BY: Jack Faucett Associates, Inc., 5454 wisconsin Avenue, Chevy 
Chase, Maryland 20015 for Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economic 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: Conputer tape 6. 	TINE PERIOD COVERED; 
1963; One-time study 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A set of eight tapes containing 1963 state-to-state nodal traffic flows by 
industry. in value (I) and tons for siu modes of transportation 	rail, 	truck, 
air, water, other and unknown) 	as well as the total. 	 - 

ISSUED BY: U.S. 	Department of Transportation. In the process of transferring 
to the National Technical 	Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 	22161 

FDRM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Coopeter tape 	10. PR)CE: $91.50 per tape 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	All commodity flow between 61 input-output industries and 51 
regions 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEM 	(FROM DATA PROCESS, 	FORPT) SDDING SCHEME DR UNITS 

For each state and industry pair; 
Quantity of shipments Tons and dollars 
Origin state Internal code 
Destination state Internal code 
Mode Internal 	code 
Industry Internal code 

REF. 	NO, 	U 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- TITLE: 	Waterhorne Shipping Market MODE: 	Domestic water. Rail 
Analysis 

Master File/Forecasting Data Base 
TYPE: 	Iraffic flow 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	Multi modal 	hi stsri cal 	traffic flow file conpri snd 
of: 	ICC one percent waybill data, Corps of Engineero waterborne csnmerce 
data, Cenous of Transportation data, and input/output regional commodity 
production/consumption data. 	(Modal 	traffic flow) 

5- MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 	Prndutti on/cossunpti os of coommmidi ties within Bareas 
of Economic Analysis regions 	(REAR's), 	including inter-nEAR cransportatisn 
by mode 	(water, 	rail). 

Corps of Ennineers commodity shipment data cosverted to etA regional basis 
ICC one percent waybill statistics modified to preclude disclosure of 

railroad conpanies 
Corps of Engiseers hard copy reporto of waterborne commerce - U.S. 

domestic movements 
Development of bridge-coding conversions of Corps of Engine ars rapor to 

to BEA regions 
Development of hridge-todimg conversions of ICC one percent waybill 

data 	(SPL.0 code basis) 	to sEA regions 
Development of bridge-co ding conversions of Corps of Sngineers commodity 

data to Standard Transportation Conmmdity code (51Cc) system 	- 
Development of computer programs/proceosing procedures to sanipslate 

each data source to produce a eEAs-oriented location and commodity 
grouping report 

Data used were assembled from existing secondary sources. 	iighway (motor 
cernier) shipments data excluded due to failure of census of Transportation 
to include raw or nsnmamufactured material flows. 

 PUDLICATION 	CYCLE! 	One-time forecasting basis for development of maritime 
industry/ports facilities under SARAn iarisdiction 

 DEVELOPED By 18. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 
Kearmey Managememt Comnultaets 	National Technical 	Iofornatisn Service 
100 S. sacker Drive 	 U.S. Department of Commerce 
Chicago. 	Illinsis 60606 	(for) 	 Springfield, 	Virninia 	22151 
U.S. 	Department of Commerce 	 SA-mO-900-73007 and Suppl ements A-NI 
Maritime Adnimistration 	 Cost of reproduction 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODEipipeline 

Cost of Pipeline and Compressor 
Station Cosutruction TYPE:tarrler, 	Physical and 

Operati nfl 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This report displays actual 	cost of interstate gas transmission facilities 
constructed usder the jurisdiction of the Federal Power comeoissiog. 
Financial, 	Physical 	characteristics, Capital 	costs) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Map of United States 	shi ml geographical 	classification of pipeline 
cons truction 

Comparison of total pipeline and compressor stations constructed and costs 
for presions and selected prior year 

List of companies filing construction cost reports;niles of transmission, 
lateral 	and offshore pipeline constructed Ind costs, by geographical 
regios, diameter of pipe and cost elemenits 

toot of right-of-way and damages of transmission pipeline by geographical 
area 

Comparison of miles of transmission, 	latsral 	and offshore pipeline 
constructed and costs by diameter of pipe and each of 10 preai sun years 

New and additions to euistieg compressor stations and costs by came of 
compaey, location and cost elenents 

Comparison of cosstructl on costs for compressor stations, by type, 
horsepower, cost elements and each of presious 10 years 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Federal 	Power Csninissi en Federal 	Power csnnmiouion 
Bureau of Natural 	Gas Bureau of Natural Gas 

Washington, 	B. 	C. 	20426 
No charge 

REF. 	
NO, 	0/A/28 

- 	 NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: MODE: Pipeline 

The Gas Supplies of Intnrotate Natural 
Gas Pipeline Companies TYPE: Traffic Flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A report providing data on past and projected domestic reserves, production 
and/or purchases, and imports and  exports of interstate natural gas pipe- 
line companies. 	(Commodity production, Import/Export) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Umited States map of gas pipelines and fieldu with listing of gas pipeline 
companies 	 - 

Domestic gas reserves and supply coder inpsrt contracts, gas produced 
and/or purchased, and projected deliveries for next five years 

Pipeline imports and exports by named companies 
Listing of geographical description of Federal Power Cominsion (FPC) 
gas areas 

Gas reserves and production and/or purchases, by FPC gas areas, states 
and named companies 

Estimated deliveries projected through 1994 by named Companies 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Federal Power Eom.mission Federal 	Power Comilission 
Bureau of Natural Gas Bureau of Natural Gas 

Washington, B.C. 

No charge 

- 	 REF. 	NO. 	0 /A/29 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Pipeline 

Statistics of 	Interstate National 	Gas 
I 	TYPE: Carrier  . 

Pipeline Companies 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This publicatioe presents financial 	and orating statics for interstate pe 

natural 	gas pipel ine companies subject to Federal 	Power C
ist

oninmission 

jurisdiction. 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

List of sames of interstate natural gas pipeline companies 	furnishing 

seriitein each state. 

Following data items delineatnd by composites of all Class A and 8 and 
najor gas pipeline companies, and by named Class A and I companies: 

salasce sheet (salue of assets and other deposits and liabilities and 

other credits) 
Operatieg resenues , expenses, intone and retained earni mgu 
Sourcms and application of funds 
Gas operating resenues , number of custoners and cmbic feet of sains, 

by type of consumers 
Capital 	stock and long-ten debt 
Gas operation and saistenance expenses 
salue of plant additions and retrisemento 
Cubic feet of gas received and delivmred, 	reserves, and stored 

Nunber of prsducigg and storage wells 
Miles of field, transmission and storage pipelineu 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Federal Power Connsissi on Superintendent of Oocunnnts 

Office of Accounting and Finance U.S. 	Gssnrnnnnt Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 	20402 

$2.6 S 

IEEF. 	NO.0 	/ A/30 

NCHRP PROJECT g-ll 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 2. 	MODE: Pipeline, 	Internatione 

United States Imports and Exports of water 

Natural Gas a. 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow, Carrier 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A report of volume and cost of natural gas and liguefied natural gas 
imported and gaflorsed. 	(Opera ting statistics) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Cubic feet of United States pipeline imports and eaports of natural gas 
from and to Canada and Mesico. by year for previous 20 yearn 

Cubic feet. B.T.U. 	and cost of natural 	gas pipeline imports and exports 

to and from Canada and Mesico by named companies and United States 
points of entry and exit 

Cubic feet and cost of ligunfied natural gas imports and exports by 
named companies, macdc of transport, country of orilin and destination, 
and United States receiving and leading points 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

7, DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Federal Power Comemi ssi on Federal Power Comnmissiom 

Bureau of Natural Gas Bureau of National Gas 
Washington. B. 	C. 	20426 

No charge 



!..BEf,_NO, 	0/8/31 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1, TITLE; MODE; 	Pipeline 
Crude-Oil and Refined-Products 
Pipeline Mileage 	in the United states TYPE; 	Carri er, Physical 	and 

flyaruf inn 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Report displays data on mileages of petroleuo pipeline in place, laid 
and taken up. and quantity of petroleum produttn 	in pipelines. 

Physical characteristicn, 	Facility location) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Mileage of petroleun crude and products trunklines and gathering lines 
for selected years and by size of pipe 

Miles of Pipeline in place, new and secondhand pipe laid and pipe taken 
up by states, type of line, and size of pipe 

Miles of gathering lines, product pipelines, and crude-oil 	trunklines 
by states and size of pipe 

Barrels of prod acts in gathering lines, trade-oil 	trunkl ines, and product 
lines as of January 1 of current and prenious reporting year, by states 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Triennial 

 DEVELOPED BY; a, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

United states Bepartuwnt of the Bffice of Technical Data Service 

Interior Uni ted States Bepartncnt of the 

Bureau of Mines Interior 
Bureau of Mines 
Washington. B. C. 	20240 
No charge  

REF, MO, 0 /8 / 32 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: p. 	MODE; 	Nonspecific 

Fuel and Energy Data, United States, by 
Staten and Region 3. 	TYPE: Trafflc flow. 

Bor & Ind lnivactn 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Suonnary infornatioe ubost reserves, production and consumption of fossil 
fuels (coal, petroleun, natural gas) and about electric energy produced 
by fossil fuel • hydropower and nuclear plants. 	(Comodity consumption, 
Commodity production, Energy consumption) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

United states gross consumption of energy resources. by energy source 
and consuming sector 

Ranking of states, by energy consumption per capita 
Gross and net energy inputs, by region and state 
Energy sonrces coeprinieg gross consumption, by region, inpercentagen 
The following for United States, each region. and state; 

Resernes and production of bitsnlnous coal, anthracite, lignite, crude 
oil, natural 	gas and uranium 

Number and capacity of petrol eun refineries, natural gas processing 
plants and urani unsi lls 

Consunption of anthracite, 	bituninous coal, 	lignite, natural gas and 
hydro and nuclear power, by consuming sector 

Number, installed capacity, and production of electric generating 
plants, by type of plant (fossil 	fuel, 	nuclear, hydropower) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY 

: 
a, 	ISSUEDJBY/PRICE: 

U.S. Bepartnmnt of the Interior Superintendent of Bocnzments 
Bureau of Mines US Government Printing Office 

Washington, B.C. 	20402 

$1.25 Stock No. 2404-01635 

REF. 	NO, 	0/8/ 31 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: 2. 	MODE; 	Rail, Highway, 
Bemestic water, 	International 

Mineral Facts and Problees 
3 	TYPE; 	Traffic flow, 

Bir & Ind impacts 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

A chapter devoted to each of 87 metals, ninerals and si neral fuels 
presents background facts, o,:E.look, and problens of the particular 
tonnuodi ty. 	(Cmionedi ty production, ConTnoii ty consumption, çcp.no5i0) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Size, organization, and geographic distribution of industry 
Production ncthodt 
Uses 
Byproducts 
Substitutes 
Bistribution of resernen by princspal areas 
Production by states or areas 
Consuilvtion by conssner class 
Foreign trade 
Price - 
transportation pnnnoe and medal split for some commodItIes 
Research activities 
Future projection of uses and production 
Principal problens in production and use 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Every five years. 	1975 edition scheduled for 
pvhliratinnl 	in 	1076 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
U - S - Department of the Interior. Superi ntendent of Bocunentn 
Bureau of Mines U. S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, B. C. 	20402 
$IB. 75 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- 	TITLE: United States Mineral Resources, REF. 	NO, 	0 / A 	/ 34 
Geological Survey, Professional 

MODE; 	Nonspecific 

TYPE; 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Provides assessment of resources of 70 minerals and mineral 	feels. 	An 
appraisal 	Is nade of the known resources of each coennodity as well as 
the geologic 	possibilities of finding additional 	deposits. 	The magnitude 
of ideetifs'ed and hypothetical 	(geologically predictable as existing) 
resources is displayed for each commodity by state and/or region and 
foreign country. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine (1973) 

DEVELOPED BY; ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

U.S. Bepartment of the Interior Superintendent of Documents 
U.S. 	Geological 	Sureey U.S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, B.C. 	20402 
$9.15 	Stock No. 	2401-00307 



REF. 	NO. 	(I/A /35 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

• TITLE MODE 	Rail 	TOFC/COFC 

Circuity of Rail 	Carload Freight 
TYPE: Traffic Flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 
Based on a sample of 9.132 rail curbed waybills and 2,063 TOFC waybill 	for 
freight ternnieation since 1964, the study deeebops circuity factoro in 
percentages by which actual 	rail 	route mileages exceed short-lire mileages, 
on which freight rates are based, between points of origin and destination. 
(A. 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Percent circuity delineated for rail carload traffic by; 
Territorial movement 
Type of car 
Mileage block distribution 
Selected conimodi ty or commodity group 
Local and interline monuments and type of car 

Percent circuity delineated for rail TOFc traffic by; 
Plum number (type of oernice) 
Territorial monemant 
Mileage block 
Local 	and Interline traffic 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-time (April 1968) 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

aterstate Cmnmnerce Comi suion 	- Superi ntendent of Eocumemts 
Bureau of Economics U.S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 	20402 

$0.30 

I REF. 	NO.° 	/A/36 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA -REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! 	Cost of Transporting Freight by MODE; 	Highway 
class I and class II Motor Common carriers 

neral 
C? 
	Regions 

?r?stories 
TYPE: 	Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Unitoperating costi refl ecti ni aariable sernice 
unit costs and operating permormance nacr.us,s on a current basis within and 
between ICC geographical 	(8) regions. 	Specific regional cost studies are 
conducted periodically to spdate regional data used in the compilation of 
this report. Construction of cost scales is possible using techniques 
described within the report for a range of shipment weights. 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT! 

Variable espenses, 	svrnice units and unit costs; regional/territsrial 	basis 
Variable seminal costs at origin, destination and interchange points by 

weight class 
Variable unit costs for pick-up and delivery, platform handling, billing 

and collecting services as origin, destination, interchange and inter- 
mediate points by weight bracket 

Variable line-haul costs per hundredweight-mile by weight brackets and 
mileage blocks 

Round-trip load facssrs for various weight shipments by length of haul 
Average load (tons, hundredweight) 
Average haul 	(niles) 
Average weight per shipeent (pounds) 
sensity adjustment for single-line costs for less-shun-truckload shipments 

(0-9.999 lbs.) 
Density adjustment ratios for single-line costs for truckload shipments 
(10,000 lbs. 	and over) 	- 	 - 

Line-haul costs adjusted for effect of speed 
sistribstion of annual tons, shipments and ton-miles and anerage weight 

per shipment by weight bracket 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	Annual 	(publication lags actual operating period 
analyzed by 15 months) 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Interstate Commerce Commission Superintendens of Docunents 
Bureau of Accounts, cost and Valuati m 	U.S. Gomermuent Printing Office 

Section Washington, D.C. 	20402 

(No. 	2600-00921) $1 .95  

- 	
REF. 	MOO 	IA/al 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Intercity Ton-MIles, 1939-1959 2. 	MODE: 	All 
ICC Statement No. 	6103. File No. 
10-0-7 3. 	TYPE! 	Physical and 

Oserati no 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 
Comparison of intercity ton-miles by mode: 	rail, highway, inland waterways, 
oil pipelines, airways for the survey period on a year-to-year basis. 
Source of historical modal market share by ton-miles. 	Includes graphic 
representation. 	Pablication pronides a description of ton-mile concept. 
(Operating statistics) 

5. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Comparison of intercity ton-miles by mode, by year, 1939-59 
Lengths of haul 
Average renensen per ton-mile 
Intercoastal and coastwlse deep-sea ton-miles 
Estimated nolume and percentage distribution of intercity freight 

traffic, public and private by transport agency 
annually 1939-1559 
percentage annually as 1959 

Estimated intercity total and rail 	ton-miles including revenue and non- 
revenue ton-miles and percentage distribution by type of transport 
agency annually 1939-1959 

Increases in ton-miles over 1939 levels by agencies of transport 1940-1959 
Intercity ton-miles of class s, II and II: rotor carriers and tstal 
intercity highway ton-miles, 	1939-1959 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: One-tine ICC stsdy, published April 	1961 

7. DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

Interstate Commerce Coemmi ssion Sanefcosc of reprodaction 
Bureau of transport Economics and 

Statistics 
Washington, D.C. 

I REF. 	NO. 0 	/A /38 

NCHRP PROJECT n-Il 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1, TITLE: Investigation of Railroad Freight MODE: 	sail 
Rate S sruccure-Scrap Iron and 

~2. 

Steel, 	En Farte No. 	210 (Sub 3. 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow, 
Carrl er 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Comprises ICC ismnssigation of the relationship between rates on scrap vs 
rate on primary raw naterial 	(iron ore). 	Contains sumsary table of actual 
car esonemnento, both single and nultiple by weight and distance distribution 
useful in constructing renenue per car, car-mile, ton and ton-mile scales. 
(Csnmsodity production, Modal traffic flow, Unit operating costs, sates/ 

 - MAJOR DATA CONTENT! 

Productisn and distribution data for steel Industry 
Variable and fully allocated cost computations for scrap iron and 

steel movements 
Earnings, rates, costs and net contribution computations for actual 
novenents of scrap tabulated by weight and distance for selected 
carloads taken from the 1972 one percent waybill sasple. 

Sinilar csn.modisy studies have been completed relative to Coal 	(Sub 
No. 	4). 	Iron Ore 	(Sub No. 	5) and future studies are planned for 
Lumber (Sub No, 7), Paper and Paper Products (Sub No. 5) and Grain 
(Sub No, 	I) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	A one-time ICC investigation undertaken under the 
gneral 	Fe Fame 770 ,,rnreeaiins 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Interstate Comarerce Cn.nmission Superintendent of Documents 
Special Projects Staff U.S. Government Printing Office 
Bureau of Enforcement Washington, D.C. 	20402 

Cost of repgrduction by CCC 



I REF. 	NO, 	° 	/ A/3 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

- 	OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE; MODE: 	Rail 

Rail Revenue Contri bution by Connmodity 
and Territory for Year 1969 TYPE: 	Physical and 

(ICC Statement 153-69) Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; Report indicates on an ICC territorial basis the 
extent by which revenue Contribution eet or exceeded the variable and fully 
allocated costs for each commodity Class. 	Included by commodity Class and 
territorial novensent are average load (tons) and haul 	(short line miles). 
revenue, variable cost and contribution to traesportation burden, (Unit 
operating cost. Operating statistics) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Data are set forth on five digit Standard Transportation Conamodity Code 
(51CC) basis of conmxodlty classification, based upon the one percent waybill 
data for 1969 prepared by U.S. Department of Transportation: 

Major data fields Include: 

Inter- and letraterritorlal 	carload esnements 
Carl oads 
Tons (total) 
Average load per car (tons) 
Average haul 	per ton 	(miles) 
Revenue 
variable cost 
Contribution 
Ratio (coverage) of revenue to variable cost 
Ratio (coverage) of revenue to fully allocated cost 

6 	PUBLICATION CYCLE;A5  one percent waybill data are available. ICC will 
ontlnuue rxParte 270 reports. 

7.'DEVELOPEO BY; 3, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE 

Interstate Commerce Commission 
Government Printing Office 

Washington 	DC 	20423 
Washington, D.C. 20402 

volsne 3451CC Reports, Pp. 	26-54 

LREE. 	NO. o /A /40 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; 2. 	MODE: 	Rail, TOFC/COFC 

nailroaa Carload Cost Scales, 	lgsX 
ICC Statement No. 	]Cl-7X. 3, 	TYPE; 	Physical and 

04eratinp 	C.Ilixr  

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Develops unit costs for Class I road-haul railroads 
(gross revenues of $5 million or more) by seven geographical territories 
from revised Rail 	Form A accounts. 	easic unit of meanUrenent is loaded 
railroad car by 15 specific car types. 	Costs are calculated on both 
variable and fully allocated levelm to produce unit costs and cost scale by 

_ 
region, by short-line milea9e blocks. 	Costs stated represent cost per 100 

_._...guuds (cwt) 	(Unit operating costs. Ooeratinn statistics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 
Carload Cost scales by seven regions inclading: 

Unit carload costs for varions weights for 15 specific different car types 
Terminal and line haul unit costs are shown separately by car type for the 

above weights, with line haul costs shown by (i) average, 	(ii) way and 
(iii) 	through tralnn 

Carload unit costs are shown for intratermoinal and intertenminal 	switching 
services 

Rail circuity factors (percentage of short line operating miles) 

Additional 	special 	cost data include: 

Regional average tons per car by car type 
Special 	service cost per carload 
variable switching costs per carload 
Interchange switching costs by region 
Intertrain and Intretrain switching costs by region 
Ratio of empty to loaded car-miles by type of equipeent 
Carload line-haul unit costs by type of equipment for interchange, 

intertrais and intratrain switching service 
Carload unit costs for floating equipment by equipment type 
variable cost per revenue ton-nile and revenue hundredweight-nile by type 

of rail 
Percent variability by ICC accosnLing groupn 
Method of calculating the cost of TOFC novemests 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Annual; publication lags service peried closing by 
anorosinutel a 18 	nths. e.g.. lCl -73 aubl i shed Aesmust 1976 

 DEVELOPED BY; ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) Snperintendent of Oocsments 
- 	Iureaa of Accounts U.S. 	Governseist Printing Office 
Section of Administrative Services Washington, D.C. 	20402 

Stock No. 	026-000-01011/ $2.50 

REF. HO.,..&.LA.L.4li 
NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Study of TOFC Operations, MODE: 	TOFC/COFC,  Rail. 
lgbg-lgio highway 

TYPE; 	Physical and Operatin 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Document contains TOFC/COFC unit costs and related operating statistics 
including terminal handling operations for the 169/170 study period and 
provides Input factors for canputing costs using Rail Fovm A. 	(Unit 
operating costs, Operating statistics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Railroad expenses and related statistics of 	orc,corc operations by 
trailer/container type 

Motor carrier aggregate expenses and related statistics of TOFC/COFC. 
operations by trailer/container type 

Trailer/container tare weights - total U.S. 
Selected terminal handling expenses and statistics 
Aggregate expenses and related statistics of terminal handling, picknp/ 
delivery and highway interchange operations reported by affiliate 
motor carriers 

Total TOFC/COFC cars switched and switching minutes reported by railroads 
Selected TOFC/COFC railroad line-haul and terminal operating statistics 
Average revenue pickup delivery unit costs for cerloads and affiliate 

motor carriers by selected major metropolitan areas 
Average revenue highway interchange unit costs for railroads and affiliate 

motor carriers for the Chicago and St. Louis netropolitan areas 
Average trailer days for railroad owned or leased servicable revenue 

trailers or containers at highway Interchange points 
List of participating railroads providing TOFC/COFC services and affiliatnd 
(railroad subnidiary) motor carriers involved in TOFC/COFC services and 
their parent railroad company 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; One-tine, 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

Interstate Commerce coemnissi on Superintendent of Documents 
nureau of Accounts, Section of U.S. Government Printing Office 
Cost and valuation Washington, B.C. 	20402 

$1.25 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; 	 'REF. ND. 0/A /42 

Transport Economics 	 12. MODE' Rail, Highway, Air, 
I 	Domestic aatnr, Pipeline 

I s. TYPE; Physical and 
I Operatiso. Dir 5 md inoact 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Traffic, speratins, financial, employment statistics and nodal 
comparisons. Ana$ytical tabsnn reported quarterly or annually. No 
fised fornat. (Operating statistics, Economic) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE; Monthly 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 	 17. ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

Interstate Commerce Connminnisn 
Interstate Commerce commission 	eureaa of Econonics 

Washington, B.C. 20423 

No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	The Barge Mixing Rule Study 7. 	MODE:Boninstic water 
(Water carrier questionnaire) 

3. 	TYPE:Traffic flow, Carrier 

4 	COLLECTED BY:   US 	Department of Transportation 
Office of Assistant Secretary for Policy and International 
Affairs 

5. 	FORM OF DATA: Magnetic tape destroyed; 5. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Present fonm of data uncertain. 1970 (sIngle time study) 

1. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

These data are derived from a survey of 93 barge and towboat operatimg 
companies. 	They comprise a limited source of modal 	traffic flow for dry bulk 
comnyodities moviml on waterways. 	)Operatinn stBflfffts, rnyiThif 
characteristics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Sane as Item 4. 

8. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	Hard copy 	10. PRICE: 	Unknown 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. 	COVERAGE: mdi vidaul barge novements of 13 dry bulk comodi ties eueaspt and 
monemempt in 1970. 

12- 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) SCHEME OR UNITS ..CODING 

Type of operation by commodity 	common or 
contract, exempt for hire, private) Internal code 

For each barge monement: 
Csnncdity Name, COE code 
Weight Net tons 
Barge type Internal code 
Place where joined tow Internal code 

- 	Place where left tow Internal 	code 
Type of operation 

FUTURE UPDATE DR EXTENSION PLANS: 

None- One time study. 

DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS DN DISSEMINATION: 

Although 001 collected actual originating and deutination ports, commodity 
moveaents were published for broad shippinl and receiving areas to 
protect the confidentiality of data provided by carriers. The availability 
of more detailed summaries is unknown. Source data has been destroyed. 

EVALUATION/COFS'IEHTS 

The data developed by this survey is largely a subset of that included in 
the Waterbnrne Commerce Statistics (see Reference P/A/oa). The significant 
addition to that file included in these data is information on rates and 
charges which has been heretofore unavailable. This will aid in economic 
and network analyses. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED) 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

For each commodity: 
Commodity Name, CUE code 
Vessel 	identification Name, number 
Weight Tons 
Origin port Internal code 
Origin date Month/day/year 
Destination port Internal code 
Destination date Month/day/year 
Type of operation Internal code 
Rate Cents/net ton 
Extra clw,-ges Boll ers 
Total trip charge Dollars 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	The Barge Mixing Rule Problem, A Report to the Congress (Vol. 	I & 
Il) 

ISSUED BY: 	U.S. Department of Transportation 
Office of Assistant Secretary for Policy and International 
Affairs 

PRICE: 	Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Single-time publication 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This report provides commodity summaries of generalized area-to-area 
traffic flsws Including tons by type of operations and rates. 	(Modal 
traffic flow) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTIDN -PROCESS: 

lasic data collected from barge and towboet operators by lOT using a 
mall-out/nail-back questionnaire with letter follow up. 	The sanple 
consisted of five days of operations for 93 companies. 	This represents 
a relatively snall portion of companies, but a much larger portion of 
total 	traffic Is dry bulk commodities. 

III, 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

15, SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSiONS OF DATA: 

Actual origin and destinations (ms. port of 060) are not shown. 	Shlpnents 
under 10,000 net tons are excluded. 

- 	 REF. 	NO. 	0/A /44 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

DTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 7. 	MODE: 	Highway 
Eoapvtltios in the nntercity Freight 

Study of the Motor- 
3. 	TYPE: Traffic Flow CarrierIndustry 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Defimitinn and composition of motor-carrier traffic by shipment size, weight 
length of haul and commodity designation compared with similar imdices of 
railroad shipment, also Intermodal competition. 	Sample based spom Mid- 
Atlantic conference of Motor Carriers continuing traffic studies and may not 
be extrapolated to entire motor carrier industry mdi scrinimately. 
commodity flow, Modal 	traffic flow) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 
Statistics of motor carrier traffic 
Shipment size, 	length of haul 	(toms/sbipmemt.mileg'ton, miles/shipment) 
Oistrlbstion of minimam charge, 	lets than truckload, 	trackload shipments 
Analysis of truck revenues (mean per shipment, ton and ton-nile) 
Rates per shipment weight/fitted equations 
Comparison trackload rates 1964 V 1961 
Comparison cost v rates on truck shipments 

Comparison of truck and rail freight characteristics 
Shipment weights, lengths of haul 	(percentage discri hatiom) 
Rail rates related to lengths of haul/fitted equations 
Rail 	rates related to shipment weights/fitted equations 

Commodity composition of motor-carrier traffic 
Track-rail competition by commodity 
Percent distribution of total manufacturing tonnage by mode 
Truck-to-rail rate ratio by commodity by mileage blocks and weight blstks 
Comparison of rates on identical cov,modites by varying weight and/or 

distance factsrs 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Ome-time study. 

 DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Alexander L. Morton for the u-S. National 	Technical 	lnfonmatiom 
Department of Transportation Policy Service 
and Internation Affairs U.S. Department of Commerce 

400 Seventh Street, S.W. 5285 Port Royal Road 
Washington, B.C. 	205g0 Springfield, 	virginia 	27161 

Study No. PB 198 518/16 00 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE; MODE; 	Nonspecific 

Energy Statistics, A Supplement to the 
Suonnary of National Transportation TYPE: 	Traffic flow, 
Statistics Dir S 	O,l 	ir,oact 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A sunimary for various selncted yearn of statistics on the transportation, 
predectien, processing and consanption of energy and fuel- 	)comnnoditv 

production, Ceninodityconeanption, Energy consemptien) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Pipeline mileage and ineentory of tent ships and railroad tank cars 
crude petroleum and netrolese products transported by node of transportation 
Petroleum Adninistration for nefense (PAn)  Districts 
Imports and exports of crude oil and petroleum products 
Production of crude oil, petroleum products, nateral 	gas, coal 	and electricit 
Reserves of crude oil, natural gas, oil 	shale, 	uranism and coal 
Maps of oil 	shale and areni en deposits, oil 	and gasand coal 	fields 
Nember of capacity of petroleum refi nerien 
CoesLnmption of energy resources by major snurves and cnnssming sectors 
Transportation fuel consumption by mode 
Reserves, production and camber and capacity of processing plants of 
fuel and energy by type and region 

Consanptlon of fuel and energy by type, user and region 
Ton-miles per gallon of gas and diesel fuel 	for trucks by type of truck 
Ton-ellen per gallon of kerosene for frei1bt aircarft by type of aircraft 
Ton-riles per gallon of diesel 	fuel 	for freight trains by train 
configuration 

6. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

DEVELOPED BY: 0. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. 	Eepartsnent of Transportation Superintendent of Documents 
Transportation Systems Center US. Government Printing Office 
cendall 	Sqaare Washington, D.C. 	20402 
Canbridge, Massachusetts 	02147 

12.35 Stock No. 	5000-00102 

IREF,NO. 	B 	/ A/4e 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: Air 

FM Air Traffic Activity 
TYPE: Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Aircraft operations at airports having FM-operated control 	tower, 
various measarenents of use of Federal air navi gation facilities; 
annual 	data. 	(Operating statistics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

For airports with FAA-operated control 	towers; 

Nember of aircraft landing and takeoffs by type of User )carrier, 
air taxi, general 	aviation and military) 

Instrument operations by type of bar 

A variety of measvren of use of flight service ntatiovu and ocher 
components of the air traffic control system 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annaally 

 DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

US Bepartnant of transportation Superintendent of Bocunents 
Federal Aviation Adnini otration US Government Printing Office 
Infernatiom and Statistics Division Washington, B.C. 	20402 
Office of Mveagenent Syutens 

$4.00 	Stock No. 	5007-00258 

I REF. 	NO. 0 	/A / 47 

- 	NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- TITLE: 	FAA Statistical Handbook of 2- 	MODE; 	Air 
Aviation. lgxe 

3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 
Ooerating 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Eonpendimm of historical data to assint in evaluation progress, deter- 
ninatien of trends, estimating future aeromautical 	activity. 	Data 	include 
airport statistics, eunber of civilian aircraft in service and selected 
operating data for cosinercial and general aviation. 	(Operating statistics, 
Physical 	characteristics) 

6. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Major sections include descri ptive and statisticel data relative to; 

National Airspace Synten 
Al rports 
Airporc actinity statistics 
US-civil 	air carrier fleet and operating data 
Al men 
US civil aircraft 
Federal aviation 
Aeronvatical 	production and exports 
Accidents 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annvally 

7, DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

Federal Aviation Adninistretion Seperintendent of Documents 
Washington. B.C. U.S. Government Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 	20402 
$2.75 

I REF. 	NO. 	B /A / 42 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

- 	TITLE; 	aigbway Freight Flow Stedy MODE: 	iighway 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

COLLECTED BY 	Kearney: Management Conseltamts (for) U.S. 	Oepartnent of 100 South Wacker Brige 	 Transportation 
Chicaoo, 	Illinsesic CITAI1A 	 FAWA  

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tapv 	 5. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED; lg7o 
(Single time stsdy) 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	This stedv developed a file of intercity truck modal 
traffic flow data. 	Origiss and destinations are ceded to 63 zones within 
the U.S. 	Eosnnodity is also identified. 

B. 	ISSUED BY; 	U.S. Beparinent of Transportation 
Federal Highway Administration 
Office of Program and Policy Planning 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape 	10. PRICE; 	$36 p1cm price of 
(Raw data tape and process tape) blank tape 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: 	Contiguoas 48 states; all trucks (ccamnon and contract) all 
trips, major comoditieo 	identified (all 	included) 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) CODING SCHEME OP 	JNITS 

Origin 	(63 possible 	in U.S.) 	- Internal 	code 
Destination (63 possible in U.S.) Internal code 
Volume Pounds 
Shipment size class 	greater or less than 

10,000 	Its. Internal code 
Commodity Internal code 
Type of service 	common, contract) Internal code 



 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES! 	None 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS! 

A meilout/mallback survey was administered to a stratified random sample of 
coolnon and contract carriers. 	Stratification was done on the basis of 
vehicle weight. 	Eosphasis wan pieced on samplinl those comonoditien which 
account for 75 percent of Interclty ton-miles. 	Sample size is smknown. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

The survey did not deal with local 	track freight movements and did not 
include private trucks. 

16- FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS! 

More- 	This study was perfonmed on a one-time only basis. 

17. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION! 

These data are available to the public without constraint. 

18: EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

The emphasis on major commodities was not carried through completely. 	In 
most canes only an estimate of total traffic is available, and there are 
some data editing errors. 	The 17 specific SMSA pair data are also missing 
from the final ostpot. 	comodity Identification is very weak, seriously 
detracting from the value of this file. 

These data are aseful for analyses of networks modal 	split and transport 
demand - 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- 	TITLE! 	intennsdal Cargo Study REF. 	NO. 	0 / A 	/ SO 

MODE: 	TOEC/COFC 

TYPE! 	Traffic flow 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 	Their rvport uses secondary sources, such as the 
ICC one percemt waybill 	sample. USDA fresh frait and vegetable unloads, 
and the ITS commodity survey to dsvslop potential 	loadings to test the 
feasibility of a matiomal network for TOFC/cOEc comtaineri med freight 
movement. 	(Modal 	traffic flow) 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Date: 	Report is dee within Fl 1176. 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

veebie Associates U. 	S. 	Oepartomemt of Transportation 

220 Railroad Avense Federal Railroad Administration! 

Greenwich, Eonmecticst Price to be determined 

REF. 	NO, 	0/A /4g 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! 2. 	MODE! 	Highway 

Highway Statistics 
3 	TYPE- 	Physical and 

no,- a 	s.d1.arvc 

 AHSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

vehicle population and characteristics, imfrantractare mileage and 
costs, energy comommptlon. 	(Operating statistics. Physical 	characteristics, 
Energy consumption) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Motor feel comsanption and tasation, by state 
State motor fuel 	tsa receipts and disposition 
State motor vehicle registrations, ownership, weight by vehicle class 
Drivers licenses enforce, by state 
State motor vehicle and motor carrier tax receipts and disposition 
vehicle miles, by weight and type of vehicle, by state and class of road 
Federal taxes paid by highway users, by class of ssers and kind of tas 
Receipts and eopemditures for highways, by source, level of government, 
kimd of roads 

Mileage of psblic roads and streets, by states and class of road 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 	 - 

 DEVELOPED BY: a. 	
is

SUED BY/PRICE: 
U. S. Department of Transportation. U. S. Government Printing Office 
Federal Highway Administration Washington, D. C. 	20402 

Stock No. 5001-00088 
$4.90 per copy 

0 /A/sl 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- TITLE! 	List of 	tights and Other MODE: 	International wster. 
Marine Aids. 	S solumms Oomestic water 

TYPE: 	Physical and 
Operating 

 A5STRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Location, type and function of navigational aids maintained by the U.S. 
Coast Guard. 	Location Includes 	latitade, longitade and physical 	location 
data by administrative region- 	In combination with charts, can be used 
to decensline probable coastal 	apd domestic deep-water shipping distances. 
(Facslstv lncatsom, ooeratsmo c arac eras ics I 

S. I.JOR DATA CONTENT: 

Location, 	type, 	functional 	patterm for seacoast, 	river, harbor and 
other lights by latitude, 	longitude and physical 	(misrine chart) 	location. 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	As required to reflect changes in channel 
boundaries. etc. 

7, DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. Coast Guard Superintendent of B acumen to 
Washington, D.C. U.S. Gosernment Printing gffice 

Washington, D.C. 	20402 
$3.25 each paperbound 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

1. 	TITLE: 	Nationwide Truck Commodity Flow 	2. MODE; 	Highway 
Study 

3. 	TYPE; Traffic flow, Physical 
And Coarauino 

COLLECTED BY: - Individual states in cooperation with the Federal 	Highway 
Administration 

FORM OF DATA: 	Magnetic tape TIME PERIOD COVERED: 
Generally July 1972 - June 1973 

ABSTRACT/KEY MOROSI 
Sarney consinto of a snall sanple of truck movements. Including origin- 
destination and comoditles. 	The survey covered a single day of operation 
of each sanpled truck (Vehicle flow. Modal traffic flow. Operating. 
characteristics) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: 	Federal Highway Administration 
Office of Planning 

9. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: 	None issued to 	10. PRICE; 	Not applicable 
date 

IT. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11 	COVERAGE; 	All 	trucks, all commodities, all 	shipments in the U.S. 

12. RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM (FROM REPORTING FORM) '....CODIHG SCHEME OR UNITS 

Vehicle description: 
Vehicle type (tingle, combination. esles, 

etc. Internal code 
Number of asles in each unit Number 
Body type Internal code 
Operating clans (e.g.. 	ICC regulated) Internal code 

Activity during specified 24-boar period; 
Distance drinen Miles 
Initial 	(primary) origin 	(address, city, Internal code, SPLC. SMSA, 

county, state) Censas Place 
Caiunodity type STCC 
Qauntity by commodity Founds 
Type of business SIC 

18. EVALUATI0N/cDfrWIENTS: 

This is a first attempt to ds a large-scale highway commodity traffic flow 
study. The temples sampling procedure, with management fragmented among 
states presented many adnisistrative problems. 

In additiort qaestionable survey responses, some qualitatively Implausible 
results, and a sisall temple size are factors which should be token into 
account when using these data. The nature of this survey gives it the 
potential to be a highly useful and perhaps the only source of cemprehensi 
motor carrier traffic flow data. 

 RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED); 

ITEM CODING SCMEME OR UNITS 

(Origin) destination addresses (up to nine) Internal code 
Land use at destination (origins) Internal code 
Distance to destinations (origins) Miles 
Time of arrival at destinations (origins) Internal code 
Trip purpose Internal code 
Comndities deliveeRd and quantity SICC. 	lbs/gallons. etc. 
Commodities picked ap STCC, 	lbs/gallons, etc. 
Departure time Internal code 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NNIE: 	Statement of Work for Processing Track Co,mnodity Flow Data 

ISSUED BY: 	Federal Highway Administration, Office of Planning 

PRICE; 	No charge 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Single time 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Describes processing and coding procedures for the Nationwide Track 
Comnmsdity Flow Study. 	(General definitions, Code reference) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

These data renalted from a stratified random sample of truck registrations. 
The sample was stratified by state size and vehicle weight. 	Sanple size 
was 100,000 trucks resulting in 307.000 shipment records. 	Survey was 
adninistered by states and processed by FWA 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Single time study 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

Data available by special request to issuer. 	No data has been released to 
date, 	but is pablicly available. 

I REF. 	NO. 	0/Al 53 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; 	Selected Statistics on Distance MODE: 	All 
Hauls of Freight According to 
Transport Mode TYPE; 	Physical and Operati 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A report to U.S. Inpartionnt of Transportation 
outlining procedures employed in developing data displayed by distance 
block, value and commodity classification of freight tons and revenaet 
by transportatism node for 1965 with projnctions for 1970 and 1980. 
(incharastics( 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Percentage distribution of tons and revenue by viode, commodity groups, 
and distance blocks for mavafactarimg 

Percentage diotribation of tons and revennen by commodity grsup and 
distance block for nommamufacturi mg products transported by rail 

Percentage dintribatiom of tons by commodity class 	for all nitdes 

eocept pipeline 
Ions of freight carried and freight reannamo by mode, distance block, 

and commodity value group 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One time study (Nonember, 	1961) 

1. DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Jack Paucett Associates, 	Inc. USIOl 

(for U.S. 	lept. 	of Transportation) 
5454 Wisconsin Aveuna Coot of reproduction 

Cheny chase, Maryland 20015 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Short Line Mileages MODE:Rail 

TYPE: Physical and Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This is a useful source for obtaining short line mileages from station to 
station. 	(Facility location, Operating characteristics) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Short Line mileages are calculated by a conputer proran as required for 
use in processing the ICE one percent waybill 	sample. 	As new origin/ 
destination pairs are encountered in the one percent sample, new short line 
mileages are calculated and retained. 	A magnetic 	tape is available 
escsmpassing origin station, 	FSAc and short lion mileages which have 
occurred in the course of the sample. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Magnetic tape updated yearly as needed. 

DEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
U.S. Department of Transportation Same/cost of reproduction 

400 - 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20590 

I_REF.. 	ND.  
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: 	All 

Suenmary of National 	Transportation 
Statistics TYPE; Physical 	and Operating. 

sir & Ind anssree 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A summary for the period 1963-1973 of selected financn'el , 	inventory and 
performance statistics on a national 	level 	by node of transport. 	Supple- 
nentary data includes fuel coesueption and environmental 	iepacte by node 
of transport. 	Operating statisticu, Energy consumption. Air quality, 
Water quality, Noise) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Following data items delineated by node of transport: 
Revenue 
Operating expense 
Federal espenditure (highway, domestic waterway, earitine) 
State and local expenditures (highway, domestic waterway) 
Number of companies, vehicles and enployees 
Mileage 
Vehicle niles 
los-miles 
Tons of freight hauled 
Average length of freight heel 
Neeber of facilities 
Fuel consumption 
Air pollutant eeissiceo 
Geographical distribution of number and outflow of water polluting 

incident of tankers 	(neritine) 
Noise levels 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U. 	S. Oepartmeet of Transportation Superintendent of Docunents 
Transportatios Systems Center U. 	S. Governeent Printing Office 
Kendall 	Square Washington, B.C. 	20402 
Cambridge. Massachusetts  

$3.05 Stock No. 050-003-00220-8 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Bonestic water, 

Traffic Report of the St. Lawrence International water 

Seaway, 	1900 3, 	TYPE: Traffic flow 

4. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Reports, annual earine traffic through the Seaway 
by segnent and total by vessel 	type and class, cargo type and class, domestic, 
foreign traffic and related traffic data for selected canadian and U.S. 	ports. 

Modal 	traffic flow) 

5, MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Data are presented for three segments of Seaway: 

(a) Montreal-Lake Ontario-Welland Canal 
Montreal-Lake Ontario 
Welland canal 

by the following categorization: 

direction of novemeot by vessel 	type, number transito, tonnage 
type of transit (overseas, island, coastal, 	non-cargo by vessel 

type, etc.) 
combined traffic by type of cargo (duplications eliminated) 
conbined traffic by conimodity and vessel 
coanbined doneutic 	(Canadi an verses U.S.) and foreign traffic by 

direction, number of transits and tonnage 
shipeente/receiptu by select Canadian ports (direction, tonnage) 
shipeents/receipts by select'U.S. 	ports 	(direction, 	tonnage) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 	I Same 51 	00 
202 Pitt Street 
Cornwall, Ontario 56J 3P7 

St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corp. 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	Transportation Projections: MODE: 	411 
1 g70-1 980 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This report provides historical estinates (1965 and 
1970) and projections of U.S. 	transportation 	(flow) activities, 	freight as 
well as pansenger, within an inpet-output franework. 	It includes estinauted 
distributions of outputs and inputs to 37 eontraesportation sectors and the 
40 transportation sectors, and via components of final 	deveaed. 	Model 
traffic flow) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 
oomentic freight revenues received by eight nodes (including rail, domestic 

water, 	local 	and 	istercity for-hire trucking, local 	and intercity 
private truckisn, air carriers and pipeline) from 37nontransportation 
sectors, 1965, 1970 and 1980 

Tons shipped bynode and by sector (same as above), 1965, 1970 and 1980 
Tan--siles by node and by sector (sane as above), 1965, 1970 and 1180 
The nation's eepeeditures on (freight and passenger) transportation. 1965, 

1970 and 1980 
Inputs 	1958 dollars) to each transportation mode, 1965, 197 	and 1980 
Separate distribution by commodity, value class and distance block by node 

tons. ton-sues and revenues for 1965. 1910, and 1980) 
Joint distri butioe-collneodity, value, and distance block by mode for the 

1970 historical 	final demand 
Final demands before adjustment for the private transportation sectors, 

1965, 	1970 and 1980 
Beflators for the transportation sectors (Base year - 1958) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine study for U.S. 	Department of Travsportatlon 

 DEVELOPED 8.Y: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Inc. National 	Technical 	Informsation 

Chevy Chase, Maryland 2001S Sp?flld 	Virginia 	22161 
$8.00 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 	IA 	Iss 

TSC Intnrci ty Freight Flows File MODE: 	All 
1972, 	1980 

TYPE: 	Traffic Flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Present and projected modal traffic flows by node and connunity class: 
1972, 	1980. 	File being developed includes traffic by two-digit STCC 
conenodities by BEAR origin to BEAR destination. 	(Modal 	taffic flow) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: On-going research 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

transportation Syutoos Center transportation Systenu Center 
Cendall Square Kendall 	Square 
Canbridge, Mansachenetts 	02142 Canbrldge, Massachusetts 	02142/ 

Price not established 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	A Guide for Users of the U.S. Flultiregional 	Input-Output Model 
(Revised version) 

ISSUED BY: 	National 	Technical 	Infoniratlon Service. Springfield, virginia 
22161 

PRICE: 	$7.76 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Renised as required 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	The report provides a general descri ption of the 
nultiregional 	accounting system, a description of the base-year (1963) 
data, and a guide for the actual 	implementation of the nul tiregional 	inpat- 
output nodal - 	(General) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Estimates of 1963 traffic flows were tabulated or calculated from various 
traffic flow data sources, such as the Census of Transportation, Carload 
Waybill 	Statistics, Minerals Yearbook, Waterborne Conirerce of the U.S., etc. 
Projections of 1970 and 1988 flows were developed from a colunn coefficient 
model. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

IS. SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 	None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	None currently planned. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION; Data are publicly 
available. 

 EVALUAT I ON/COFVIENTS ; 	Traffic flow data are conoi stent with data in the 
1963 state input-output tables. 	From ntate planner's viewpoint, the data 
are not as uneful as expected because their nodal distributions are not 
available. 	Because the 1970 and 1980 were generated from analytical nodelu 
their reliability is very questionable. 

REF. NO,0 	IA/SI 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE; The U.S. 	Multiregional 	Input-Output 	1. MUDE; 	Nonspecific 
Data 	File - 1963, 1910 and 1980 

3. TYPE; 	traffic flow 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Karen I. 	Polenske, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
Jack Faucett Alsoci aces, 	Inc., 	Silner Spring, 	Maryland 	20910 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
Magnetic tape 	 One-tine study 

7. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A set of two conpu ter tapes containing ntate-to- 
ttatn connodity flow data, by industry, for 1963, 1970 and 1980. 

B. 	ISSUED BY: U.S. Department of Transportation. 	In the process of transferring 
to the National 	Technical 	Infonnatlon Service, Springfield, vIrginia 22161 

9. 	FORM OF ISSUED DATA: 	 10. PRICE; 	$97.50 Per tape 
Eonputer tape 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11, 	COVERAGE: 	79 industries in SO-states and the Oietrict of Colunbia 
(51 	regIons) 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE; 

ITEH 	(FROM DATA PROCFSS. 	FORPT) ODING SCHEME OR UNITS 
ii 1963 colxnodity trade prices ollar/unit 

1963, 1970 and 1980 coneodity flow Including; 
Quantity Tons 
State of origin Internal 	code 
Statn of destination Internal code 
connodity Internal code 

!86E. 	NO. 	0  /9160 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I • 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

TITLE: USRA Northeast Railroad Project MOOt; 	Rail 
Field 	Inspection Master File 

TYPE; 	Physical 	and Operutin 

 COLLECTED BY: 	Bechtel, Inc. 	 (for) U.S. 	Railway Association 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 

S. FORM OF DATA; 	Magnetic tape S. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED; 
Inventory taken during 1974 

7. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Inventory of current railroad physical 	facilities, 
location, condition undertaken in conjunction with USRA development of 
ConRail systen plan. 	Inventory done by a sanpliag procedure. 	(Condition 
of plant, 	Facility locatioa, Operating characteristics. Physical 
characteristics) 

B. ISSUED 	BY: 	U.S. 	Railway Association 

9. FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA; 	Magnetic tape, 	10. PRICE: 	Reimburse copy cost 
hard copy 

II. 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

11. COVERAGE: 	All 	bankrupt railroads covered by the RRRA legislatine of 1913. 

12, RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEM 	(FROM REPORTING FORM) _CODIF6CSCIJEME_ORUJBJ.LS. 

For detailed itees. see 
Irack work; Meauuronent/condition: Eorn listed below; 

Track 	(primary, 	secondary, 	spur, siding) Form 	TR-Fl 
Turnouts Forn TR-F2 
Railroad crossings Fore TR-F3 
Grade crossings Fort TR-f4 

iar.d facilities; description/condition (large, 
nediun, 	snail); 

Arrival/clasnification/departare Fern YA-FI/F2 
Relay/storage Forms iA-Fl/F2 
Industrial/interchange Forn CA-Fl/F? 



12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE (CONTINUED): 

ITEM CODING SCHEME OR UNITS 

Signals; type/location: 
Interlockings Form SI-Fl 
Line signals ronn SI-F2 
Cut sections Form SI-F2 
Grade crossing protection Form SI-F3 
Detection devices Fore, SI-F4 

Bridge; type/condition/locatIon: 
Fixed, bascule, swing 	lift Fern, BR-ri 
Physical components of bridles/track 

structure Form BR-Fl 
Tunnels; type/condItion/location: 

Lined. anlined, boa section Form TU-Fl 
Physical components Form TU'Fl 

Servicing facilities; type/lscation/condltion: 
Loconotive (sanding, watering, fueling, 

other) Form SF-Fl 
Freight cars (cleanest, repair) Form SF-F? 

Shop facilities; 	type/location/condition: 
Locomotive repair Form SW-Fl 
Ear repair Form SR-F? 
Major overhaal Form SR-El 

Buildings; type/locatioe/condition: 
Operating (yards, shops, tensinalt, 

servicing, communication) Fern, RF-rl 
Administrative, data processing no-n 	NP-Fl 
Electrical, 	signals and controls Pen BF-rl 

Freight terminals; type/location/condition: 
lOFt/lOFt (all other types excluded) ron FT-Fl 

Marine terminals; type/location/conditon-. 
Railroad car float, car ferry Form NT-ri 
Ore, grain, coal Form lIT-F2 

Electric traction power; 	type/location: 
Mainline catenary (simple, compound, 

stitched), other (all) Form EL-Fl 
Mainline third rail 	(top contact, 

bottom contact), other 	(all) Form EF42 
Other electrical 	facilities; type/lscatisn/ 

condition: 
Substations and switching stations norm or-ri 
(Transsissiom and distribution lines 

excluded) 
Conmunicatsons facilities; 	type/locetinn/ 

condition: 
Pole line, 	buried cable Form CO-fl 
Radio frequency, VHF-UWF, microwane, audio Form CO-Fl 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	SOURCE SUMMARY 

I. 	TITLE: 2- 	MODE: 	sail 

USRA Northeast Railroad Project 
Rehabilitation Planning Master File 3, 	TYPE:Physical and Operatinl, 

carrier 

4. 	COLLECTED BY: 	Bechtel, 	Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland (for) U.S. 
- 	 -Railway Association 

S. 	FORM OF DATA: 	Mugnetic tape 6. 	TIME PERIOD COVERED: 1974 

1, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Rehabilitation cost of certain railroad operating 	facilities selected from 
the physical 	facilities inventory described in the preceding study report 
to USRA. 	(Physical 	characteristics. 	Financial, 	Unit capital 	costs, Condition 
of plant) 

B. 	ISSUED BY: US Railway Association 

g. 	FORM OF 	ISSUED DATA: Magnetic tape and 	DO, P5ICE: Reimburse copy cost 
Hard copy 

I, 	DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

COVERAGE: Certainrailroad facilities located within the Northeast and Mid- 
wast rail 	planning region. 

12. 	RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE: 

ITEPI 	(FRoM REPORTING FORM) SCHEME OR UNITS ..000ING 

cost to rehubilitatn the following 	itens: 

Irackwork: 
sail, 	ties, 	track appurtenances, ballast Dollars 
Gage, 	surfacing/al ignnnnt , super elesation , Dollars 

vegatetios control, drainage 
Tsrnout and railroad crossing rehabilitation Dollars 
Grade crossing renewal Dollars 

iardn 	(by large, eediun, 	small 	size and 
functional 	typo) 

Dollars 

Heep contiols/retarders Dollars 
Lighting Dollars 
Drainage Osllarn 

 AVAILABLE SUMMARIES 

NAME: 	5SRA Northeast Railroad Project - Field Inspection (Volume ID) 

ISSUED BY: 	Bechtel, 	Inc. 

PRICE: Unknown, 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	1974; smIle-time only 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This vsl une contains the detailed forms and 
procedures used in developing the network inventory. 	It contains no 
data. 	General) 

 DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS; 

Technical Direction tontractor supervised work on six essociaca contrsctsre 
who performed physical 	inventory work based upon a facilities sanpling 
technique established ones ad hoc basis between lead and associate 
contractors. 	Data collected were processed to yield archive nlcrofiln 
records, hard copy summaries, and archi ee photos. 	Data stored in LISRA 
archives. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

Data relatine to four types of freight terminal 	(bulk naterials, aato- 
mobile/multi-level, less-than-carload and tean track) and two types of 
other electrical 	facilities 	)trasnnlssloa and distribution lines) were 
excluded totally from the survey. 

IS. FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 	None; this was a niegle-time 
study. 

11. DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

These data are publicly available. 

18. EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 	Applicability of sanple data to sniverne of 
facilities qsestionable due to the time constraints and absence of a 
rigorbgs sanpllsq prncedere. 	Actaal- field verification of facility 
condition will 	be necessury to verify data incladed in each facility 
category. 

This file is the only generally available and comprehensive source of 
infonnutlon on condition of railroad plant. 

RELEVANT CONTENT OF SOURCE FILE 	(CONTINUED): 

I TFM SQUJIQ.aUJEtIE_OILUDIflE 

Signals: 	(by signal 	type by operational 	line Dollars 
segment) 

Bridges: 	(by  bridge type, clearance, mdi- Dollars 
vidual 	structure; 	rehabilitation estinates 
in dollars per foot) 

Damsels: 	)repair/replacenent decision to Dollars 
permit passage of AAR Plate ccars; rehabi 
litation estimates in dollars per foot) 

Sersiting 	facilities: 	rehabilitation essi- Dollars 
mates to covsr trackwork, nachinery, 
lighting/electrical. 	improaenants in 
facility productivity 

Buildings: 	restoration of architectsral/ Dollars 
structural 	systems and electrical/rsechani- 
cal systems keyed to functional 	psrpose 
)yards, shops, 	terminals) 

Freight terminals; track, 	buildings, Dollars 
machinery/other systems, other structures 
to achieve optimum productivity 

Marine terminals; evaleation of restoration Dollars 
to 	like new condition of all 	such terminals 

Electrical 	fraction systems 	eplacement of Dollars 
cat enary wire, supporting towers and sap- 
port wire to achieve USRA mandated track 
speeds, 	same criteria apply to third-rail 
facilities 

Other electrical 	facilities; 	sane criteria Dollars 
as electrical traction 	systems 

csonnenicatioe facilities; estimated rehebili Dollars 
tation cost of coenoumications facilities 
related to operating segnents selected for 
inclusion in trackwgrk estimates 

AVAILABLE SUMMARIES: 

NAME: 	USRA Northeast Railroad Project - Rehabilitation Planning 	Vol. 	III) 

ISSUED BY: 	Bechtel, Inc. 

PRICE: 	Unknown 	 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 1914 single time only 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This volume contains the detailed forns and procedures used in developing 
the rehabilitation cost file- 	It contains no data. 	(Geeeral) 



4. DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION PROCESS: 

Data were geneh'ated by various analytic procedures and condition 
data developed by field inspection. 

III. 	EVALUATION/CONSTRAINTS ON USAGE 

 SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS OF DATA: 

None 

 FUTURE UPDATE OR EXTENSION PLANS: 

Rose; single time study. 

 DATA AVAILABILITY/CONSTRAINTS ON DISSEMINATION: 

This file is available to the public. 

 EVALUATION/COMMENTS: 

Iacause these data result from an analytical procedure, the user 
is cauti ciTed to carefully examine the, procedures and unit costs 
enplxyad before using the file. 

These data are iniliortant inputs to network and financial analyses. 

I REF. 	NO.O 	/ I/O? 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

UIHER DAIA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 7. 	MODE: Air 

Air Transport 
3, 	TYPE: carrier 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A cenpilationof financial 	and operating statistics and data on 
Bbfli.cal 	facilities of airlises. 

N. EmJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Ton-niles of freight and nail by raced carrier 
Ton-miles of freight, empress and sail by type of carrier 
Operating reeenses, espessas 	i noose, assets and liabilities by 

type of carrier 
Average freight per toe-mile for dosestic and international carriers 
Enploynent and payroll by nspleyee category 
Number of aircraft in servi ces and on order by type 
Aircraft operatises at airports with FAA control 	towers 
Number of U.S. 	airports, FAA control 	cowers and points receiving 
scheduled airline service 

Aircraft departures and tons of freight enplaeed at 21 large airports 
Listing of airline cospamies by type of carrier 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Aeseal 

 DEVELOPED DY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Air Transport Association of America Air Transport Ansociation of Aieerio 
1709 New York Avenue, H.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	70006 

No charge 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: 
	

REF. NO, U / 1/01 

Air cargo Guide 
	 2. MODE: 	Air 

3, TYPE: Carrier 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Schedules for United States domestic and international all-cargo 
aircraft flights by United States and Foreign schedUsed airlines 
serving the United States. Also contains carrier special services, 
packaging requirenentn, restricted articles, aircraft-type data and 
ocher inforiaatien, (Physicul characteristics, Operating characteristics, 

Schedules) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: Monthly 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 	 7. ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

The Reuben H. Donnelley 	 The Reuhen H. Donnelley Corporation 

corporation 	 2000 Cleanaater Drive 
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 
$12.00 per year 

NCHRP 	PROJECT 	8-17 

FREIGHT 	DATA 	REQUIREMENTS 	FOR 	STATEWIDE 	SYSTEMS 	PLANNING 

DATA 	SOURCE 	DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	Of 	I 	/ 	53 

Listing of affiliated associations 
MODE: 	Highway 

of the ATA 
TYPE: 	General, 	physncal 

and operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

List of ATA affiliated associations by state. 	Approximately. 25 
state associations prepare and produce a 	truck facts 	booklet 
which present various 	financial, 	oparatino and physical 	facilities 
data from the state trucki nyindustry. 

S. PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. DEVELOPED 	BY 7. 	ISSUED 	BY/PRICE: 

American Trucking Associ ation, American Trucking Association, 
Inc. Inc. 

1616 P Street, 	N.W. 
Washington, 	D.C. 	20035 
No charns, 

I. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 	/ 	I 	/ 	04 

- 
Aeerncan Short Lime Railway Guide 

MODE: 	Rail 
 

TYPE: 	Carrier, Physical and 
Operating 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY 	WORDS: 

The Geide is a liscivg of E.S. 	tiasu 	II 	railroads 	reporting to the I.C.C. 
as of December 31, 	1974. as well 	as several iuErastate railroads not under 
I.C.C. 	regulation. 	It shows corporate/carrier information as well 	as 
selected infornsation about traffic, equipment, 	territory covered and 
operations 	in synopsis forn. 	(Facility location, Operating statistics) 

S. PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Single-time study (7975) 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUEO 	BY/PRICE: 

Pir. 	Ithard A. 	Lewis The laggage Car 
Strasbary, Pennsylvania P. 	0. Box 223 

Strashsrg, 	Pennsylvania 	lisle 
$7.50 



REF. 	ND. 	n/I /05 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: 	Highway 

American Trucking Trends, 	1900 - Carrier, 	Physical TYPE! 
and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Carrier Industry Statiotico: 	Financial, Operating 

and Physical 	data for Class 	I and class 	i Mstof carriers. 	Also 	j,,s.ladns 

select data 	for Class 	III Motor Carriers. 	Inclados nunber of carriers by 
class, 	geographical 	location and distribution on motor carrier 	indsst,y and 

industry structure, 	(Operating statistics. 	Financial, 	Facility location) 

S. FJDR DATA CONTENT! 
Truck registrations by states for selected years 
Distribution of ton-silos among regulated sstor carriers 
Track vehicle-nibs by year 
Number of carriers by class of carrier by class by year 
Location of Class 	I and II 	Carriers by ICE geographical 	region, 	state and 

So largest U.S. 	cities 	(1970 SMSA Population Base) 
Tonnage sistnibution by ICC geographicas regions (Index) 
Tonnage by product and percent of selected cosusoditieo shipped by track 
Operating revenaes, espeases and ratios for class 	I 	and II carriers 
Revenue distribution among regulated carriers 
Federal 	and state highway use tases 
Revenue and costs by region 
Financial 	Analysis; distribution of Operating espannaa and revenues 
Employees, eqaipnent owned and operated; average length of haal , average 

pay load, miles, 	cons and ton-silos by region 
States permittinn gross vehicle weight of 60,000 Its. 	or more (Sept 	1975) 

Indus try structure 
Fatality accident rates by road systen and type of vehicle 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: 0. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Trucking Aosociatioas. 	Inc. yunerican Tracking Associations, 	Inc 

tcononics and Public Relations Washington. D.C. 	20036 	- 

No Charge 

REF. 	NO. 	0/1/06 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! 	Annual Statistical Report: MODE: Rail, Highway, 
American Iron and Steal 	Ivostitate Domeitic water 
IS.. TYPE! Traffic flow, 

nv, -Ln,a leparfo 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Reports 	the combined activities of csnpanias prnearlly engaged 
in the production and mill 	distribution of pig iron and wrought steel prod- 
ucts, 	Excludes manufacture of iron and steel castings, forglmgs, electro- 
natal 	surgical 	products, fabrication of stractural 	iron amd steal, on well 
as distribution and farther prpcesslng by eatals service centers. 	(Connodnty 

F,- 	iv) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT! 

Data 	include: 

Financial, economic, employnent and waga statistics 
Shipments by product, gradm and market type 
Esports and inports by product, destination or origin country 
Raw steel production by furnace type, grade and state plus five-year 
historical 	Index and actual net tonnage comparison 

Pig iron and ferro allow production, consumption, raw naterial 
consumption per ton iron produced 

lasic material by type consumed in iron production 

Supplemental 	tables 	include: 

canadian and selected world production statistics 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

7, DEVELOPED DY: 8, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

American Iron and Steel 	Institute Same/$5.0O 
1000 	16th Street, N.H. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE! REF. 	NO, 	0 / s 	/ 07 

Annual 	Statistical 	Review MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Connodi ty production, coinnodity consumption statistics for crude oil, 
gasoline, 	kerosene, 	jet 	fuel, 	distillate fuel 	oil, 	residual 	fuel 	oil, 
lubri canto, natural 	gas 	liquids and liquified refinery gas. 	Also 
stock, imports. esports and typos of danand. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE! 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

American Petroleue Insittute American petroleum Inotitute 
Division of Statistics and Economics 
2101 	L 	Street, 	N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 

1. TITLE: 	ATA American Motor carrier REF. 	NO. 	0 / I 	ba 

Directory, National 	Edition MODE: 	Highway 

TYPE: 	Carrier, Physical 
amd Operatieq 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

Lists carriers, tenTlinals and tariffn. 	Has carrier naps, by staten; 
Interline gateaay maps; tariff baraau caps; ports directory; and list of 
pointy yarned in each state and generalconinodity carriers nerving each 
point. 	(Facility location, 	Physical 	characteristics, Aatas/Tariffs) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Semiannually 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Guide Servican 	Inc. 

American Trucking Ansocnatnons, 2161 	Monroe Drive, N.W. 
Inc. P.O. 	Boy 13446 

Atlanta, Georgia 	30324 
145 ocr sl,unl Prosy; 665 foTL.tu_.5aoai 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	 REF. NO. 0  

no American Motor Carrier Directory 	
2. MODE: 	Highway 

Special Services Edition 
3. TYPE! 	carrier 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Directory of nocor carriers proai ding specialiued services in the 
United States, such as refri geratad and heaay healing carriers. 
Lists carriers and special services offered from and to each state 

PUBLICATION CYCLE! Annually 

DEVELOPED BY: 	 7, ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Gude Services, Inc. 

American Tracking Associatioms. 	2161 Monroe Drive, N.E. 

Inc. 	 P. o, sos 13446 
Atlanta, Georgia 30324 



I REF, 	NO, 	0/i/SO 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE; 	Book of Official 	C.A.B. 	Airline MODE: 	Air 
Route Maps and Airport_to-Airport 
Mileages 

TYPE; 	Physical and 
Oflerati nun 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Contains routes and point-to-point mileages of all air carriers holding 
certificate of public csnaenience and necessity from Civil Aaromautics 
Board. 	Also. 	includes data relativo to routes and services of supplevantal 
aircarriars. 	Catalogues each airport used by CAB in conputinl  official 
mileages by airport new, code and coordinates of latitude and longitude. 
1eratinmrharacepricfirc5 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 

Routes 	mileages and certification authority for each certificated 
air carrier, 	including supplemental 	carriers 

Airport mane, code, latitude and longitude for each airport used by 
CAB in computing official statate mile 

Conditions and eaceptionu ts certification authority of each air carrier 
lonestic, overseas and international mileages between points in alphabetical 

order, indicating nerving carrier 
Alatkanmileages indicated separately 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Anandad by individual page inoertion as required by 
rhuananc 	in authmrieiec 	rn.,eas 	nOr 	alus nn,nlee. ,u,hliraeinnroaisinn 

DEVELOPED BY: 	 B, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Airline Tariff Publishers, 	Inc. 	 Airline Tariff Publishers, 	Inc. 
Dulles 	International 	Airport 
P. 0. 	Eon 17415 
Washington, B.C. 	20041 
Subscription: 	$5000 per year 

IREF. 	NO. 	0/8/ 	11 

NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE; MODE: 	Rail, Highway. 
Coal Traffic Annual Domastic water 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Coal 	handled by nodns, coal origins by srates. coal 	destinations by states, 
coal 	loadings and dunspings by Tidewater and Great Lake ports. 
)Connsodity production. Commodity consusçtion) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Data on coal origins and destinations by ports and states 	Data does not 
match origins with destinations, coverage of rail, water and highway. 

Rail 	tons originated and terminated by state 
Rail 	cars and tons dulved at ports 
Water tons moved by shipping area 
Truck tons originated and terminated by state 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY; B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

National Coal Association National 	Coal 	Association 
Trans and Foreign Trade Division 1130 Seventeenth Street. N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 	20035 

$10.00 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	 NET. NO. 	0/ I / 12 
CTOL Transport Aircraft CharacEnristico, 	2. MODE:  
Trends and Growth Projectisns 	- 	 Air 

3. TYPE: 	Physical and 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Physical characteristics of conventional aircraft, by type, including 
gross weight, wing span, lenith, height, wheel loads, takeoff field 
langth, landing field length, ramp area requirements. Trends and pro-
Jections of cargo payload grsatb, cargo compartment clear heighE, cargo 
utilization trend. Also jet eohaust wake characteristics, eohaaot 
eniosion trend and noise level trend. (Operating characteristics, Air 
qpjJty, Noise) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: Revised periodically, latest October 1973 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 	 17. ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Aefoupace Indastries Association 	Transport Aircraft Council 

of America, Inc. 	 I 	Artsapace Industries Association of 

REF. 	NO.  

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; MODE: 	Air 

TYPE: 	Carrier Traffic Flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Qotri.timl statistico  by route segment, 	in scheduled international 
operations, world wide (107 airlines of 80 countries) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Flight stage (segment defined.by  pair of cities) 
Airport - to - airport distance 
Airline 
Nsnber of flights in monthly, by aircraft type 
Revenue freight on board aircraft on flight stage 	metric tons) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Qaarterly 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
International 	Civil Aviation International 	Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) Organization 

1080 University Street 
Montreal 
Quebec, Canada 
sla 25 oar mmmv 



I REF. 	NO.O 	/1 / 	14 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1, TITLE: MODE: 	Rail 

Freight and Passenger Traffic Deesity - 
Class I Railroads - Western District TYPE: 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A compilation of ntatintics on ten-miles and revenue of Class I railroads 
operating in the 25 states of the Western District. 
(Financial, Operating statistics) 

 I'JOR DATA CONTENT: 

Revenue tons sinned one mile per mile of line for reporting and selected 
prior yearn, by states in the Western District. 

Following data items delineated by states in the Western District and by 
named railroads operating in each state:. 

Average miles of freight lines operated 
Revenue teen carried one mile 
Freight revenue 
Revenue per ton-mile 
Revenue tern one mile and freight revenue per mile of freight line 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

7.-DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Western Railroad Traffic Association Western Railroad Traffic Association 

Division of Costs and Economics Division of Costs and Economics 

222 South Riverside Plaza 222 South Riverside Plaza 

Chicago, 	Illinois 	60606 ChIcago, 	Illinois 50606 
Presently available only to immEer 
railroads 

NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

i. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 / 	I 	/ 	17 

Handy Railroad Atlas of the United States MODE: 	mail 

TYPE: 	Carrier. Physical 
and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
An atlas of state osups showing railroads, inportant cities, junction and 
terminal points, and mileages between key points on each rail line. 	In- 
cluded is a listing of railroads by name, home office, miles of railroad, 
type of service, TOFC/COFC facilities and states served; states showing 
rail mile age and reilroa,is operating in each; 	pending proposals for rail- 
road mergers; and non-railroads that own freight cars with number of 
cars owned. 	(Carrier physical characteristics. facility location) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Irregular 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Rend McNally & Co. Rand NcNally & Company 
P. 0. Box 7600 
Chicago, 	Illinois 	60680 
$3.95 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Gas Facts REF. 	NO. 	0/ 	IllS 

MODE: Pipeline 

TYPE: Traffic flow, Physical 
and Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Contains data on the gag utility industry 
consisting of regulated distribution and transmission companies. 	Data are 
shown by states on cubic feet of reserees, production and stored natural 
gas; miles of gas pipelines; Interstate shipsents; and user consumption. 
Operating statistics are shown for named major trassnissloe systems, as 
well as financial 	statistics by type of compemy and construction expendi- 
tures by type of facility. 	(Cooredity production, comodity comsunption, 
operating characteristics.) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Gas Association tamican  
515 	

cGas son8Asocieiom 

Arlington, Virginia 22209 

$8.00 

1, 	TITLE: REF. 	NO, 	0 / I 	/ 	16 

2. MODE: 	Domestic water 
Greenwood's guide to Great Lakes 
Shipping 

3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 
Operating. carrier 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Directory of operating co,mpenies and isdividual vessels, with 
ownership and characteristics of each. Lists 	docks, by cargo type, 
indicetlmg loading and storage facilities and vessel service available, 
depths of channels and other essential eessel 	handling infonmation. 

(Physical characteristics. Facility location, Operating characteristics) 	- 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

John I, Greenwood Freshwater Press, Inc. 
258. The Arcade 
Cleveland, Ohio 	44114 
$22 per copy 

I REF. 	NO, 	Dil/ 	18 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE 	Indexes of Railroad Materiel 2, 	MODE: 	Rail 

Prices and Wage Rates. 
Class 	I 	Railroad 3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Annual 	indices of charge-out prices and wage rates, and quarterly indices of 
'pot prices of railroad fuel, materiel 	and supplies. U.S. and three districts 
(IJnitperatisg costs. Unit  

S. FJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Annual indices 	1967 ' 100) covering U.S. and Eastern, Southern and 
Western districts for: 

Fuel 
Other materials and Rspplies 
Wage rates and cosposite indexes for: 

Material prices and wage rates 
Wage rates plus payroll 	taxes, health and welfare besefits 

and other allowances 
All components combined 

Quarterly indices. U.S. and districts for: 
Fsel 
Forest products 
Iron and steel prodmcts 
Miscellaneoss products 

Total, excluding fuel 
Total, including fuel 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Quarterly 

 'DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Association of American Railroads Economics and Fimance Depertement 

Association of American Railroads 
1920 L Street. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
No charge 	- 



I REF. 	NO.D 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

I 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

• TITLE: 2. MODE; 	Domestic water 

Inland Waterborne Commerce Statistics, 
lgXX 3 	TYPE: 	Traffic flow. 

Physical and Operatto2_. 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 
Conrmdity flow data for shipments transported over United States inland 
waterways. 	Includes historical data since 1957. 	Channel lengths and 
depths for each i ndl sidsal waterway segment included, plus ntssbers of 
towboats, tugboats and barges in sersice for most receot year of record. 
(Modal 	traffic flow. Physical characteristics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Coastal and coastwise traffic tonnage cooipared with other nodes. 

Inland waterways traffic 
Mileages . connmerclally nasagable 
Principal conimedities and tonnages 
Vesoels, towing and freight 

Annual 	traffic and principal commodities carried for (27) domestIc 
waterways. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY. B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
The American Waterways Operators, the American Waterways Operators, 

Inc. Inc. 
1600 Wilson Blvd. 1600 wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VIrginia 	22209 Arlisgtonn Virginia 	22209 

S 

I REF. No. 0 /E / 	20 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE; 2. MODE: 	Highway 

Intercity Truck Tonnage. lgXX 3 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 	Analysis of Intercity truck tonnage for Class I and 
Is motor carriers, incgsding historical data since 1950 by ICCs nine 
geographical regions. 	Tonnage displayed by regional and type of carriage 
(common v. contract), and ten conrodity groups, including nuirher of carriers, 
Coswarison is reporting year s. previous year. 	Regional carriers of liquid 
petroleum products indicated separately, 	(Operating statistics) - 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Indices of imtercity truck tonnage for Class I and EE motor carriers by nine 
:CC regions 

Intercity truck tonnage for all carriers by region and type (total, common, 
contract) of carriage 

Intercity truck tonnage for all carriers by coessodity class (10) and type 
of carriage 

Intercity truck tonnage for carriers of general freight by region and type 
of carriage 

Intercity tonnage for motor carriers of liquid petroleum products by region 
and type of carriage 

(NOTE; 	ATA also prepares and prodsces weekly and monthly indices of 
of interci ty truck tonnage -- weekly figsres are based on a set sampling 
of truck tenninal s in 35 ssetropol Itan areas; monthiy figures are based 
on a sailback postcard survey of all Class I and II Intercity General 
Freight carriers.) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly and annsally 

 DEVELOPED DY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Tracking Associations,Inc. American Trucking Associations, Inc. 
Department of Research and Transport 1616 P Street, N.W. 

Economics Washington, D.C. 	20036 

No charge 

I REF. 	NO. 	0/I / 	21 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 	Interstate Port Handbook, ggXx MODE: Domestic water 

TYPE; Physical and 
eratina 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Gaide to physical facilities, organization, ports 
and suppliers and services located on/or adjacent to the U.S. 	inland waterway 
network; Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway, inland rivers and intracoastal 
waterway and ports. 	Lists facilities (berths, cargo handling, storage, bunkering 
repair, towing) and nileages of ports, docks and terminals on inland river 
and intracoastal waterways 	gd gives clearances at by 	as, locks and dams 
lnuutin,sn 	(Fasility lrwatinn. 	Omerating characteristics) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT; 
Features/articles of timely imterest to users 
List of associations of operators and users 
Facilities and background 

Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seawey 
Inland river and intracoestel waterways 

Controlling clearances (bridges, locks, dams) 
Missoari River 
Lower Mississippi 
Ohio River 
Entracoestel waterway - Atlantic section 
Illinois waterway 
Middle Mississippi and Lownr Illinois risers 
Upper Mississippi river pools 

Marine services, supplies and terminals 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

'DEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

John Helows, 	Inc. John Holmes. Inc. 
300 West Adams Street 
Chicago. Illinois 	60605 
$10 per copy 

NCHRP PROJECT 8'I7 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 
OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 	:ron Ore REF. 	NO. 	0 	/ 	I / 	22 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 
Shlooer/Consionee - 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Areas in which iron ore Is nined in the U.S. and Canada are defined, and 
gross tons of production and shipeents are shown for each area. 	Statistics 
are also incleded on receipts, consumption and inventories at iron and 
steel plants by prodection and consuming areas (groups of states and 
Canada); Imports and exports; shiFsentn from loading docks destined to the 
Great Lakes; and prodaction of pig iron and steel. 	A directory shows the 
name and address ofnining companies. 	(connsodity prodnction, canrodity 
consamption. 	ipper attributes.) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 	No charge 

American Iron Ore Association American iron Ore Association 
1501 	Euclid Asenue 
514 Buckley Building 
Cleseland, Ohio 44115 

1. TITLE; 	Keystone Coal Buyers Manual REF. 	NO. 	0 / 	I 	/ 	23 

MODE: lull, Domestic water 

TYPE: Traffic flow, Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This publication provides a directories of coal 
producing coexpanles and mines by state • consumer coespanies by type and 
state, tidewater coal 	piers, river docks, and conpanles engaged in river 
transportation coal. 	Coal 	fields are shown and nap of the inland waterways 
systee as well as coal fields and means by state. 	Data are included on 
production of SO largept nines, use by eletric utilities, coal exported, 
and coal moved by snit trains and on inland waterways. 	(çgfly 
production, Commodity consumption, Carrier phynical characters stics. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Annual 

 DEVELOPED BY; ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
itGrasq-iiill, 	Inc. McGraw-Hill, 	Inc. 

330 West 42nd Street 
New York, New York 

$70.00 



NCHRP PROJECT B-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 	/ 	1/24 

Map of Cs.nnerclal ly Nani gable Inland MODE 	Domestic water 

Waterways of the United States 
TYPE' 	Physical and 

Oserati nfl 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Location and routes of navigable inland waterways, with controlling 

depths and mileages, by waterway groups and proposed extensions. 

(Physical 	characteristics) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Irregular 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE, 

The American Waterways Operators, The k,erican Waterways Operators,Inc 

I 

1600 WIlson Boulenard, Suite 1101 
Arlington, virgInia 	22209 
No charge 

1. TITLE: 	Metal Statistico REF, 	NO. 	0 / I 	/ 	25 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE, 	Traffic flew 

[4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS! 

conniedity production, shipments. inport and expert of iron and steal and 

related products. 	(Comidiy_production, j289yEsolt) 

5. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. DEVELOPED BY! 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 

Fairchild Publications Fairchild Publications 
New York 	 - 

REF. NO, 0 /1 / 2/ 

NCHRPPROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE 	National 	Petroleun council: 1 2. 	MODE: All 
Report of the comllittee on Oil and 
Gas Transportation Facilities 3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 

Ooeratinn 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Transportation systeil capaci ties as of 1961 of 
transnission/pipaline systems, inland waterway barges, railroad tank cars and 

tank trucks. 	Inclades saps of all gas and petroleum pipelines, location 
prepared for U.S. oepartinent of the Interior, and net available for public use 

due to defense classification. 	(!bzflcal_characteristics, Operating 
characterlsticc 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 
Series of reperts of detailed sannsary statistics regardins capacity by node: 

Tank trailer and semitrailer equipeent in U.S. by P.A.D. district (number 
of anits, total capacity in gallons, average capacity per unit), for 
private and for.hire carriers. 1961 	as. 	1957 data. 

Number of tank truck cleaning facilities by type for_each P.A.D. district 
Number of tank barges (self.propelled/towed. oner/ander 5,000 gallon 

capacity) by wate/way/location ([ant Coast, including New York State 
barge canal, Mississippi River and Galf Intracoastal Canal, West Coast. 

Great Lakes, Alaska) - also LNG. LPG barges by sane format 
Number and distribution by type and product service type of railroad and 

privately-owned tank cars in U.S. 	(no geographic distribution) 
Natural gas pipeline transmission systems: conpresnor station location,; 

ricer crossings, storage fields, location of gas control and 
distribution centers; list of companies participating in survey 

Petroleum pipeline facilities; crude and refined oil products capacity by 
P.A.D. district and capacity-use data among P.A.D. districts, najor 

consuming centers. 	Detailed supply/demand/flow data. 

PuBLICATION CYCLE' Study undertaken at request of Secretary of Interior 
and filed with Interior Department. 	Previous report covered 1957 data. 

7, DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

National petroleum Council Sane/Cost of reprodaction 

1625 K Street, N.W. Note' Does not include strategic 

Washington. D.C. distribution maps; clearance 
to use reqaired by Departlnent 
of nnterior, Defense 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. 	TITLE: 	 - MODE: 	Highway 

Motor Truct Facts, 191X  TYPE! 	Physical and 
Leraling, Dir & 2nd invacts 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Contains sanmary data from other sources relative 
in niannfar.taring. sales. reqistrations by vehicle type. 	Use and ownership 

data are catalogaed by type of acer (farm, fleet, government), purpose of use, 

shipments and vehicle-nibs. 	Correlated data include Industry esnploynient. 
GNP contribution and direct and indirect financial contribution to and by 

industry. 	(Physical characteristics. operating statistics. Econojeic) 

I'JOR DATA CONTENT: 

Factory sales of trucks and buses by gross vehicle weight, body type 
Truck trailer production by type 
Tractor, trailer, diesel vehicle registration by state 
U.S. truck assenbly (asits) by state 
Market share of intercity freight shipments, contrasted with other mmdes 

by 24 cowinodity shipper groups (tons and ton-miles) 
Intarcity freight novament by node (ton-riles, percent) for 10 years 
Characteristics of trucks owned by size, type, industrial use, annual operatin 
mileage, nedel year 

Major use of trucks by state by personal agricultural, selected nanlfactnring, 

utilities, servi ce use categories 	(thousands of vehicles) 
private and for-hire trucks by truck type (registrations. U.S. total) 
Gonernnent ownership of trucks by type by state of registration 
U.S. truck exports by six najor export areas and destination coantry 
Average state road-user and personal property tames by selected vehicle 

(weight) type 
Special state and federal truck tenes 1960-1973. with select earlier years at 

fine-year Intervals (1930.1960) 
fand receipts and user taxes paid by trucks by state Highway trust 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annael 

DEVELOPED BY: 3. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Associatis Sane 

of the U.S. • 	Inc. 
320 New Center Buildins No charge 

Detroit, Michigan 	48202 

NCHRP PROJECT B-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 
OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 / 	I / 20 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 
National Petrolean News Factbook. lixs 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS, 
Annsal 	report data for petroleum producing and refining 	conwanies in 
oamary financial format by conçany; other general petroleasi/products 
productions and consunwtion data, including product marketing data 
for each producing/refining conpany. 	Also includes index of gasoline 
prices (distrebutor and retail prices) for 55 cities and average united 
States commas of service station (retail outlets) by state; nunter, 
dollar sales, nuoter of proprietorships. 	State date also include 
market shares all petroleum marketers. 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Monthly and annually 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
National Petroleum News 

National Petroleun News McGraw Hill, Inc. 
Dm15100 of McGraw Hill. Inc. 1221 Aeenae of the Americas 

New iork, New iork 	10020 
624.50 annaal 	sabscrintanu, 
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NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Highway 

NCHRP 33- Values of Tiom Savings of 
3 	TYPE' 	Carrier Contwrcial Vehicles 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Method of estimating financi el savings to motor carrier from reduced 
transit time. 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Biscussion of estimating methods 
Value of seeings, coepeted by alternative methods: 

By carrier eccoent 	e.g. depreciation, driver wages, interest) 
By 	vehicle type (e.g. 	2-52 diesel, 	lioht. van) 
By region (e.g. 	New England, Mid-Atlantic) 

- Estensive annotated bibliography 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-time study, 1167 

DEVELOPED By' B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Tesas Transportatine Institute Transportation Research Board 
Tesas A & M lJni versity NCHRP Project 2-4 FY 1963 
College Station, Tesas Ni Publicatlos 1478 

Library of Congress Catalog 
Nunther 67-60059 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

/ 32 TITLE: The Official Rail=:L
Register 

 

, 	Physical 	and 
n9  

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This publ ication is coopri sed of fonr major 
sections including a listing of railroads, with physical characteristics 
of cars and points of freight connections and junctioms with other rail- 
roads, owners of heavy capacity and special 	type flat cars with physical 
characteristics of cars, private car owners with physical characteristics 
of cars, and a section presenting car hire and car service rules, equipisent 
diagrams for unrestricted and limited interchange, and instructions on 
placing and handling of embargoes. 	(Carrier physical characteristics, 
Operating characteristics) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
The Railway Equipment and The Railway Equipment and Publication Co. 

Publication Company 424 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 10001 
Single copy: $12.50; Annual 	subscription 

(57 
 

in 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: REF, 	NO, 	0  

Official Airline Guide MODE: 	Air  

TYPE: 	Carrier, 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Flight schedules, aircraft type, routing for all coetination 
passenger/cargo flights of scheduled airlines in North America. 
(Schedules, Physical characteristics) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Twice monthly 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
The Reuben N. Donmelley Corporation 

The Reuben H. 	Oannelley 2000 tlearwater Drive 
Corporation Oak Brook, 	Illinois 	60621 

- 12 monthly issues $50.00 
24 ceni-r,aIhle iss,.us 57n lii 

1, TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	o/ 	1/31 

The Official 	Internodal Equipment MODE: 	TOFC/COFC 
Register 

TYPE: 	Carrier, Physical and 
Ooeratino 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This publication provides a list of carriers that offer internmdal 
service, list of coepanies that own or operate TOFC/CDFc equipment, 
description of equipment, ports of call for maritime carriers, locations 
of loading rasps and cranes for railroads, listing of naomi and 
facilities of internodal ports by states and names and addresses of 
associations and government agencies involved in interniodal 
transportation, 	(Carrier physical characteristics, 	Facility location) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Quarterly 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Intenimedal Publishing Company, ttd 
Internodal Pablishing Company, ttd. 
424 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 	10001 

-. Single copy $5, annual subscription
tig  

NO.0 	/ 1/33 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- 	TITLE: 	The Official 	Railway Guide, 2. 	MODE: Rail 
North American Freight Services 
Edition 

3 	TYPE: carrier, Physical 	and 
Operating 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Freight service schedules for railroads in North and Central America, 
inte,-eodal 	(TDFC) 	services, 	imdes of railroad stations and seraiig 
railroads, manes and titles of railroad officials. 	(Physical 	characteristics. 
Operating characteristics, 	Facility location, 	Schedules) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 
lame and address of railroads in North and cestral America 
List of officials, each railroad 
Map of each railroad system 
Freight service schedules 	(some condensed) vsrioaslss showing: 

Key points on system 
Miles from dates point 
Scheduled trains and times 
tocaciom of piggyback rasps 
Traffic representatives 

Index to TOFC rasp locations on North American railroads 
Qsick refer ence in ins to schadoled TCFC service 
Goaernnnit agencies, state railroad cossnissioms, 	railroad associations 
cosdensed passemger service schedules 
Directory of rail 	points reached by water carrier routes 
Railway station index, showing railroad and kind of service 

6, 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Bimosthly 

7. DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
National Railway Psblication Company Nationa: 	Railway Pahlicatios Company 

424 West 33rd Straet 
New York, New York 10001 
$50 per year, single copy 610 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: MODE: 	Highway, Rail 

The Owner-Operator: 	Independent Trucker 
TYPE: 	Carrier, Physical and 

Oneratin, 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS 

A bask describing owner-operator truckers, the role they play in the 
united States transportation industry, and the present and potentiel 
reactions of sther transportation organizations to the competition of 
owner-operators. 	(Financial. Operating ntatistics . 	Physical 	characteristics 
Rates/Tariffs, mit operating costs) 

S. NAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Stracture of the interstate motor carrier indastry 
Estimated 	costs per ton-mile for owner-operators 
Rail 	territorial 	groupings 
Conparinsns of labor prodactivity and coot of prosidinl guide paths of 

Class I railroads and motor carriers 
Connnsdities carried by owner-operators 
Estimated camber of owner-operator trucks, by truck size, operating ranle, 

type fuel, fleet size and aserage annual miles per truck 
Number and percentage of sebicles of interutatn for-hire motor carriers, 
by type of carrier and eize of fleet 

Owner-operator productisity, miles per power welt year 
Estimated owner-operator espenses per nile by espense elements, net payment 

per nile and return an investnent 	 - 
Truckload and carload tonnage and revenue of Class I regulated roil and 

motor carriers by cooimodity classes 
Comparison of nwser-operatsr and railroad costs 
Prodactisi ty of operating investments of Class I railroads and motor 
carriers of general commodities and owner-operators 

Trailers and containers tenminated by Class I railroads 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: One-tine (1975) 

DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

D. Baryl Wyckoff B. C. Heath and company 
- 	Basid H. Naistor Lesington. rlamsachusetts 	07173 

$14. 50 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 	Petroleum Facts and Figures REF. 	NO, 	0 	/ 0 /35 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow. Physical 
and Operating. 	Dir & lad impacts 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Production, 	refining, transportation, prlces and 5daatlu,, 51 pwtrolauni 

products. 	Pipeline mileage and capacity, by states: world tanker fleet 
and capacity; petrolesan traffic at major U.S. 	ports; tank Cr movement on 

waterways; modal 	split of crude petroleun and products transported in U.S. 
(Commodity production,'Operatisl statistics. 	Ecsnoeic. 	Physical 

Eiicterm stics) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Biannual 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Petroleum Dnstitste American Petroleum Institute 
Bielsion of Statistics and Econonicu 
2101 	L Street, 	S.C. 

- Washington. D.C. 	20036 
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NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA -REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 

Railroad Milnale by States a. 	TYPE: 	Carrier, Physical and 
Donrat in, 

4. 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: Total single track (route) mileage operated by each 
U.S. 	Claso 	I and Class 	II 	railroad by state. 	Switching and terminal 	companies 

(Class I and Is), 	total 	track mileage shown by cmmpony by state. 	Mileages 
shown include road or tracks owned solely, Jointly, leased or operated under 
trackage rights or sther interrailroad agrannents. 	(Operating statistics, 
Facility location) 

5. MAJOR DATA CDNTENT: 

Data are required by (a) Class 	I 	Line Haul, 	(b) Class 	DI Line Haul and 	(c) 

Switching and Terninal 	Railroads, displayed alphabetically by state, and 
alphabetically by railroad within the above classifications. 

Mileages shown for Class I, Class IL and Switching and Terminal Railroads 
indicate: 

Total miles of line operated by each compasy 

Miles of line operated with each state 

Percentage of total 	system miles within each state 

6. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Every third year: latest report issued 
December 31, 1g74 

7.' DEVELOPED BY: 8. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Association of American Railroads Association of American Railroads 

Economics and Finance Deparcsnent 120 L 	Street, 	N.W. 	- 

fron data prodacad by individual Washington, B.C. 	20036 

railroad operating conpaniem. No charge 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-57 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE 	Railway Line Clearances REF. 	NO. 	o/ s 	/ 37 

Including Weight MODE: 	Rail 

TYPE: 	Physical and Operating 
terrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	This publication contains nasimun gross weight of 
car and lading and osamsisun height and width allowable on each of sarious 
line segments of each railroad. 	Included also are equipment diagrams for 
unrestrictedand limited isterchanle service, and recoonmended clearances 
for new construction. 	(Carrier physical 	characteristics. Dperating 

characteristics) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: Anneal 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
The Railway Equipeest and The Railway Equipment and 

Psblication Co. Publication Co. 
424 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 10001 

i. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 	/ I 	/35 

Rank of Class 	I Railroads MODE: 	Rail 

TYPE: 	carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Rankings of 67 Class 	I carriers by: 
miles of a) 	line and b) 	track operated 
Net inveotnent 
Operatingrenenue, total 	and freight 
Incone, set railway operating and ordinary 
Freight toe-si les 
Locsmotives and freight cars owned or leased 
Slueber of employees 

(Pissanslil 	nperaei ng sfanaeevr: , 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. OEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Bureau of 

Association of American Railroads Association Railroads 
1020 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 
Norisarop 
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DATA SOURCE 	DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: MODE; 	Highway 

Research Review TYPE: 	Physical 	and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEYWORDS: 	Newsletter contains pertinenc articles relative 
to the trucking industry, 	including reaiews of recent or proposed Federal 
and state regulation. 	Also, 	selected state trucking data are presented. 
(Operating characteristics, 	e-capecity, 	financial). 

S. MAJOR 	DATA CONTENT; 	- 

Data contents not stasdardized; 	report generally inclsdes indsstry-wide 
statistics. 

Each year, 	the ATA prepares a tabulation of selected notor trucking data 
on a state-by-state basis. 
Issue No. 	173 (April 	15, 	1976) 	includes a table with the following 
isforniation: 

Trucks registered by state 
Employnnnt in trucking by state 
Trucking wanes and salaries by state 
Truck paynents or federal and state highway use taxes by state 

 PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Monthly 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED 	BY/PRICE 

Asnerican Trucking Association. 	Inc. Anerican Trucking Association. Inc. 
Departnest of Economics. 1616 p Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 	20036 

No 	charge. 

NCHRP PROJECT n-li 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	0 / 	1/41 
Standard Highway Mileage Guide or 
Househosd Goods Carriers Barean Mileage MODE, 	in way 

Guide 

TYPE: 	Physical and 
Operating 

ADSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	 - 

Lists nileann by shortest practical 	truck route betweed pairs of 
key points (775 key points) in United States. 	Additionni leages - 
shown on state and ni cinity naps which also identify the key points. 
The two cited publications are almost identical and are both prepared 
by Rand McNally. 	(Physical characteristics) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

DEVELOPED DY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Rand McNally and Comeany Rand McNally and Cswany 
P.O. 	Has 7600 
Chicago, 	Illinois 60580/ 
$45.00 per copy 

ISEF. 	NO.5 	/ 1/40 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: 2, 	NODE: 	All 

Shirts in Petroleum Transportation 
3 	TYPE: 	Physical and Operatis: 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Operating statistics for crude petrolesn and petroleus products carried in 
domestic transportation, by node. 

S. MAJOR DATA OONTENT: 	 - 

Ptdal shares (pipelines, water carriers, motor carriers, railroads) of 
a) crude petroleum and b) petroleue products carried in donestiç 
transportation. 	Tons annually since 1938, 	ton-miles annually since 1972. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

 'DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Association of Oil 	Pipelines Association of Oil 	Pipelines 

1725 K Street, NW. 
Washington, D. 	C. 	20006 
No charge 
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FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS 	FOR 	STATEWIDE 	SYSTEMS 	PLANNING 

DATA 	SOURCE 	DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA 	SOURCE 

.1. 	TITLE: Highway 

State Gross and Asle Weight 3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and Operating 
Limits as of July I. 	1976 

4. 	ABSTnAcT/KEYWORUS: 	Set of maps which indicate the naxinus gross, single 
and tasden axle weight limits 	in each state as of July 1, 	1976. 
(Operating characteristics) 

S. 	MAJOR 	DATA 	CONTENT: 

Set of three eapt: 

Single aale 	load limits by states 
Tandem axle load limits by states 
Masinun gross weighl limits by states 

PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	7976 	(One-time scsdy) 

DEVELOPED 	BY: e. 	ISSUED 	BY/PRICE 

Aner:can Trucking Association, 	Inc. American Trucking Association, Inc. 
Departusent of Interstate Cooperation 1616 	P Street. 	N. 	W. 

Washinston, D.C. 	20036 

No charge. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: 	Rail 

Statistics of Railroads of Class 	I 	in the 
United States TYPE: 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Eleven year comparison of class I railroad data 

for the U.S. 	Industry wltbnsit 	invliairl'.al 	mnrpnrvtv 	statistics 	Identified. 
Report follows the basic format of the ICEs Anneal Report Form R-1 
and incisdes financial, operating and traffic data for the Class I railroads 
representing 95 percent of the mileage and operating resnnsen of all U.S. 	gin 

haul 	railroads. 	(Financial. Operating statistics) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Fell easing data shown for report year and 10 preceding years: 

Property innestsnent shareholders' 	equity, net working capital and operating 

income 
Total 	incone, fised and contingent charges, ordinary and net income, diasdend 

and capital 	espenditsres 
Renenues, expenses and income by primary ICc account - freight and passenger 

scm ice 
Employees and their compensation 
Freight trafficby 35 principal 	ce.nrsodity codes, 	inclsding less-than-carload 

Ears of renenue freight loaded 
Loconoti see 
Freight-train cars 
Loconotine, train and carmileage 
Distribution of rallaay operating renenues 
Railway tao accrsaln 
Freight operating statistics 
Locomotive fuel consuned, average cent of fuel, rail and ties laid 

6, PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annsally. 	Publlcstion lsgs end of reporting nyntsei 
by approninately 7-8 months. 

7. DEVELOPED BY: 	 B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Association of Americsn Railroads 	Association of American Railroads 

from data reported by individual 	 Econonics and Finance Department 

Clesn 	I 	railroad operating companies 	0920 L Street, I.W. 
to the DCC which prepares and Issues 	Washington, D.C. 	20036 

sunymaries of these data. 	 No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: MODE: 	International water, 

Transoci,aeic Cargo Stady Air 
Master tape File TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Forecast of the transportation denand derived from United States 
transoceanic comnerce 1970, 1975 and 1980. 	Waster tape yields data 

on conomodity flow by port. 

5, MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

commodity flow data by port in toes and dollars. 	The nester file 
Incorporates programing by which the data from Bureau of Census Tapes 
SA 705 and SA 305 (Wacerborne Foreign Trade) 	is sorted to net United States 

AID shipments and 	PL480 shipments from the United States transoceanic 
foreign trade and to add our shipments not available on magnetic tape. 
ahise the input waterborne data yields port-to-port commodity flow data, 
the program output aggregates data to the cosetry level. 

6. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine stsdy, 1971 

7, DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Planning Research corporation National 	technical 	Information 

1100 Glenden Avenue Service 

Los Angeles. California 	n0024 Springfield. Virginia 22151 
Vol. 	I 	PB 201-040 	56.00, 	Vol. 	ID 
PB 201-041, Vol. 	0:1 	P6201-042 

1/45 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Transportation Pacts and Trends MODE:All 
IS.. 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A statistical 	analysis presenting data which shows the Impact ned isportance 

of transportation to the U.S. 	Contains significant trends in transportation 

including comon, for-hire and private carriage. 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Csrrent traffic trends - transportation performance indicators 
National economic trends conpared with transportation trends since 1939 

Estimated national 	freight hill 
Domestic operating reeeeues of regalatedcarri ers 
Intercity freight by rmde, tonnage by node, volume of regaleted freight 
tons and ton-niles of shipments by meansfactsring establistnsents 
Anerage length of haul 	In donestic commerce 
U.S. Postal Service payments for transport of donestic nail by node 

U.S. 	employment in transportation by occspation, anneal 	earnings per 

fall-time employee 
U.S. 	Goneremeent transportation research,planning, R&D outlays by seede 
Federal and state eupenditeres for transport facilities 
Federal and state teses derived from transportation 
Net investnent in privately owned transportation eqsipneet facilities 
Expenditures for new plant and eqaipnentby transport and related industries 
Basic intercity transportation mileage within continental U.S. 
Transportation denand vs total donesti c deuoand for petrol earn 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

7. 'DEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Transportation Association of Same/No charge 

America 
SuIte 1107. 1100 17th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 	 - 

i. 	TITLE: z. 	MODE: 	Highway 

Triic s Else eook of the Trucking 
Indastry 3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Financial 	statistics, operating statistics, selected ratios for indimideal 

notor carriers of general freight and special 	carriers, with indsistry 

seminaries. 	Compiled from carrier reports to ICC. 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Assets 
Net worth 
Opera ci eg revenues 
Earnings 
Expenses, by accose 
Number of personnel 
Number of power units 
Renenue eqsipmenc owned 
nehicle miles 
Tonrevenue freight billed 
Renense freight ton-miles 
Number of shipments 
Average load-toes 
Anerage haul-miles 
Ratios, major nopense accounts to operating revenue 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

DEVELOPED BY: B, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
trinc 	Transportation Consaltants 

Trinc Transportation Consultants 

485 L'Eefant Plaza 
Washington, D.C. 	20024 

$125 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1- 	TITLE: MODE: 	Highway 

Truck Taxes by States 
TYPE: 	Dir & md Impacts 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Comprises a breakdown of highway user taxes, 
including the portion paid by trucks on a state-by-state basin. 	Comparison 
is eade between taxes paid and capital and naintenance expenditures for 
highways on an annual 	bahin. 	State and federal 	highway-user taxes are also 
shown of a state-by-state basis, 	iscluding trucks a, 	all 	vehicles. 
(Economic) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Data shown are for all rotor vehicles, trucks and truck percentale of total 
for the U.S. and each state: 

Regi strati ons/ Fees 
Miscellaneous fees (operators 	license fees, titl ins taxes 	fines and 

penalties, services charles) 
Fiotor fuel taxes 
Motor carrier taxes 
Total user taxes 
Capital 	and naintenance costs of state adninistered highways 
Truck and all 	vehicle percentage share of taxes paid to highway 

expenditures (capital 	and gaintenance) 

Sources of data are general 	Federal Highway Administration statistics and 
may represent averages rather than specific data. 	The purpose of the 
statistics cited is to indicate the notor carrier (truck) share of taxes 
paid on an order of nagni tude comparable with those payable by all 	vehicles. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

DEVELOPED BY: 3. 	ISSUED DY/PRICE: 
American Truckivl Associations, 	Inc. 

- 
American Trucking vssocsatsons, Inc. 

from Federal 	Highway Adninistratisn lelh P Street, NW. 
data. Washington. D.C. 	20036 

No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: Pipalime 

U.S. Pmtroleun and Gus Transportation 
Capacities, 	1967 TYPE: Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Report by the National 	Petroleum Council to the Departnent of the Interior 
updating the previous 1957 and 1162 reports relative only to crude oil and 
product pipeline location and capacity, 	Isclading principal 	construction 
planned and additional 	capacity constructed since 1961. 
(Facilities 	location. 	Physical 	characteristics) 

5, MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Defines ownership, capacity and location, Including schenutic nap data 
for crude oil 	and products pipelines of United States by PAD District 
and United States total: 

District 	I, 	East Coast Region 
District 	II: 	Midwest and Mid-Eontinest Region 
District Ill: Gull Coast Region 
District IS: 	escky Mountain Region 
District V: 	Pacific Coast Region 

Map 	data for product pipelines are given for each PAD District; crude oil 
pipeline map data are given for United States only. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Study undertakes at request of Secretary of the 
Interior 

 DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED DY/PRICE: 

National 	PetroleenCouncil Same 
1625 K Street, NW. 	 - $hOD per copy 
Washvsgton. D.C. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- 	TITLE: 	Weekly Statistical 	Bulletin REF. 	NO, 	o/ I 	/49 
Can Petroleum MooE: 	Nonspecific 

Institute 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Conanodity production, refinery crude russ of five najor refined products, 
by P.A.D. district, stocks, 	imports of crude petroleun and product, 
motor gasoline consumption. 	(Coinwdity production, Csmnmodity consunptioa) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Weekly 

DEVELOPED DY: ISSUED DY/PRICE: 

iarican Petrolnas Institute American Petroleum Institute 
Division of Statistics and Economics 
2101 	L 	Street, 	N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

- TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Rail, 	IOFC/coFC 

Yearbook of mailroad Facts, 1951 

3, 	TYPE: 	Physical and Operatigs 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Various financi al. operating and physical 
facilities data 	for the railroad industry. 	Data generally coeer Class 	I 
railroads. 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

General 	statistical 	highlights 
Condensed income account 
Rememues and empenses 
Taxes by states 
Net earnings, 	rate of return, net working capital 	by district 
mevenuse carloadings by district 
Revenue carloadings by conanodity group 
TOFC loadings, originated tonnage, revenue tov-niles and ton-nile ravenues 

by district 
Distribution of intercity freight ton-miles by transportation mode 
Freight train-miles,car nilen, 	cars per average freight train 
Average tons per freight carload, per freight trai 5, 	net ten-miles per train 

hour, daily car mileage, and ton-ni las per freight car-day by district 
gailread mileage by state 
Loconotives and freight cars in service 
Net railroad 	investnent by district 
mailroad enploysnent by state 
Price and wage indes 

6- PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

7. DEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Association of Americas Railroads - 
Economics and Finance Department Same/No charge 

1920 I. Street, 	N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. 	TITLE: 	Yearbook of the American 	- REF. 	NO. 	0/ 	E I 51 
- 	 Bureau of Metal Statistics MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

r.nmndiiy production. shipment and lmport/eeport data for aluminum and 
and bauxite. 	(Coenrodity production) 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6- 	DEVELOPED BY: 	 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Asnericam Bureau of Metal 	 American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Inc. 

statistics, 	Inc. 	 420 Lexington Avenue 
New York, New York 10017/610.50 

REF. 	NO, 	0/GI01 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 

5ICCS Maps 

(Demurrage & interchange Car Control System 3, 	TYPE: 	Physical and Operatin 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Maps of yard switching limitn includIng yard and csjstongr lidinl tracks 
used to control and monitor car utilization. 	Includes location data used 
for purposes of assessing denarrage against uhippers/consignees who hold 
cars beyond free time limits or order carsmoved by the railroad after 
initial 	placement. 	(Operating characteristics. Facility location) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Specific yard/siding location maps which mdi cate shipper siding locations, 
hold tracks within yards, release tracks and interchange tracks used to 
effect delivery and receipt of cars between railroads. 	Shipper/consignee 
siding identification, car capacity and direction of twitch facing are 
possible using maps, 	including record of where cars are phyuically located. 

Claps used in conjunction with varican control 	systems to expedite utiliza- 
tion, supply suitable empty cars for loading interim terminal areas and to 
aid in the tinaly disposition of foreign line eqeipnent when loaded and/or 
empty. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Prepared in varioun fonts by most railroads as 
required. 

 DEVELOPED BY: 8, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Individual 	railroad operating Generally available to shippers and 
companies. 	Known by this name em csesignees who ship or receive 
the ConRail system freight on own uidingv to expedite 

car.soveeieeto. 

No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

TITLE: 	Situation Reports MODE: Rail 
(Representativn Sample: 	Pnnn 
Central Transportation cempany) TYPE: Carrier 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Operating and financial performance Indicators and neasurenents of 
operating and financial efficiency. 	A sanple of internal 	railroad 
say indicater reporting techniques. 	(Financial) 

MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Traffic volume loaded on line, received from 	connections. Auto Rack and 
Trailean operations 	(carloads) 

Share of Eastern District rail market (based on reeenae ten-miles) 
Mnepower and productivity statistics (number of employees) 
Operating effectiveness statistics 	(loaded car handled. thru trains, 	local 

trains, derailments, 	slow orders, ahandosnent progran statas, freight 
car shortages, loads forfeited due to car shortages) 

Equipment utilization 
Operating statistics (met ton-nibs, gross ton-miles, freight train ailes 

freight car-ri 1 es) 
Financial data (income statement, freight revenues, operating costs) 

Data assembled and report prepared as a primary management tool on 
weekly basis. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Prepared weekly 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Penn central Transportation Ceepany, Trustees of PCTC for internal. 
Trustees court and ICC use, weekly from 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 	19104 Septeesber 1970 - March 1575 

REF. 	NO, 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

1. TITLE: MODE: 	Rail 

(Typical) eailroad Company Valuation TYPE: Physical and Operating  
Maps 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
leal estate plan maps of railroad right-of-way indicating property metes 
and bounds, ownership of railroad and adjacent properties, easements, joint 
tenancies and building locations and dimenniomo. 	Similar in scope and con- 

tent to highway location plan and property maps. 
(Fadflyjocat ion) 

S. MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

Plan map of railroad right-of-way, tracks and other operating facilities 
maintained for physical property record, valuation and tax purposes- 

Coetains metes and boumds of right-of-way, survey bearings and lemth of 
boundaries, location and size of railroad buildings and appurtenant 

facilities. 

Also identifies adjacent property owners, buildiml locations, joint access, 
easements, crossings and ocher joint occupacy of railroad property. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Not pahllshed. 	Maintained as an internal document by 
railroad real estate and mroeertv departments 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Individual 	railroads and property Not published. May be availahbe fro 

taxing 	jurisdictions 	- etate public utility commissioms 
which maintain tax valuation record 
or local property tax jurisdictions. 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

OTHER DATA SOURCE 

I. TITLE: MODE: Rail 
(typical) Railroad Yard Diagram 

TYPE: Physical and Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Schematic representation of individual 	railroad yard facilities by location, 
capacity of cars stored, handled, switched and nunber of tracks. 	Also 
includes details such as hump, track scales and servico facilities. 
(Facility location, Physical characteristics) 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

For discroto yard locatloss 

Number of tracks and layout 
Capacity of cars switches, stored, classified, weighed 
Service facilities for engines and cars, including repair facilities 
Condition and maintenance records of yard tracks 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE 	Issued by railroad companies for internal namagesoot 
omursosen 	aodated oeriodicallv. 

 DEVELOPED BY: S. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Irsdisidual 	railroad operatinl Not generally available to public 
conipani es 

DOCUMENTATION OF DATA REFERENCES 

LEGEND FOR REFERENCE NUMBERS 

P = Principal data source 
0 = Other data source 
R = Data reference 

A = Collected by/for public agency 
I = Collected by/ 	private organization or individual 

0 = General; nonspecific to single organization 

NCHRP PROJECT 0-17 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

I, TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	m/ 	Al DI 

Agricultural Oatlook 
MODE: 	Nonspeci fic 

TYPE: General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Onerall analysis of present and future world 
agrical taral sitnations with appropriate textual discussion on subjects, 
such as energy requiremmnts in the U.S. 	food oystes, world agricalture and 
trade, lenerel ecoeoly and policy developments, as well as statistical 
indicator section covering fans incone and prices; wholesale and retail 
fans prices and spreads; prices, supply and use of livestock, crops and 
related products; general economic data; transportation data and U.S. 
agricultural 	foreign trade. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Monthly except seceosber 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. Department of Agri cul tare Printing Office 

Econoeic Research Service an 

Washington, D.C. 	20250 Annual 	Subscription: 	$19.50 

1. TITLE: Guide to USDA Statistics REF. 	NO. 	R / A 	/ 	02 

MODE: 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This guide is abstracted from "Major Statistical Series of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture: 	Row They are Constructed and Used, 
(Agriculture Handbook No. 	365)  and It intended as a convenient reference 
for those wanting to locate e particular statistical 	oerles. 	A list 
of cities and states showleg the locations of colassodity offices and 
commodity coverage is included. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-time publication 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 7, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Superintendt of Bocunents 
Washington, D.C. 	20250 U.S. Govarsmers

en
t Printing Office 

Washington, D.C. 	20402 

5.55 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

I. TITLE: REF. 	NO, 	R 	/ 	A / 	03 

Riser Pout Directory for the Mississippi 2. 	MODE: 	oot*stic water 

River- Gulf Coast Inland Waterways 
Systen 3, 	TYPE: 	Physical and 

Operatimg 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Correlates various codes and point descriptions, 	including: 
Waterborne commerce statistics. port code and dock code, point 
descriptios, river name, river nile, state, county, BEA and olISA 
codes and Waterborne Freight eureau traffic indeu and WFB juectiom 
code, 	(facility location) 

5. PUBLICATION CYCLE: One-tine report, May 1915 

Y: 1, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
I. 	I. 	and 	R. 	W. 	McLarley Hydraulics taborutory 

boratory M US Army Engineer Waterways 
seer Waterways Experiment Station 
Statson Vlckuburg, Mississippi 31180 No tharg 

I. TITLE: 	Conolodity Transportation Survey REP, NO, 	5/ A / 	04 
Expansion Project, 	Phase I: 	Feasibility MODE: 	Nont ecific p Studies, eeport of Methodologies and 
Findings 

TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Stady of feasibility of expanding Census of 
Transportation, commodity transport survey to include: 1) time is-transit 
andshipping charges, 2) shi5xrents originated by the wholesale sector. 
3) ihipsents originated by the minerals industry and 4) display of flow 
data by 530 001 trasspsrtatlon traffic woes. 	Time in-transit found to be 
infeasible from shippei survey. 	Pilot studies recommended to puraaeother 
features of expansion. 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine study 

6. DEVELOPED BY 

: 
7, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Iuruau of the Census Chief 	Transportation Bivision 
Transportation Oivliion Iureau of the Census 

No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1- TITLE: REF, 	NO. 	RI 	sl 	05 

2. 	MODE: 	Nonspecific 
County and City Data Book 
A Statistical Abstract Sappleomnt 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Selected population, demographic and economic statistics, by United 
Stat en census regions and divisions, state, county and SHSA. 
Population distributions by area density, 	set, 	race and age. 	Also 

data on birth and death ruten. 	labor force 	(by enqnloyeent classification), 

family 	incone and Coating. 

5. PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Every 5 years, 	1972 latest. 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Goeernnient Printing Office 

Bureau of the Ceesas Stock Number 0324-00121 
$18.65 per copy 

1- TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	5 	Is 	lou 

Historical 	Statistics of the united MODE: 	All 

States - Colonial 	Times 	to 1957 

TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

consolidated in this publication are statistics on 23 subjects, such as 
population, prices, 	intone, agritsltsrs. manufacturing, foreign trade. etc. 
A chapter on transportatiom 	includes physical 	and operating data 	for rail- 

roads. water (domestic and nan time), bighaay and di rcarniers. some of 

which dates back to the 	late 1709's, 

5, PUBLICATION CYCLE: use-tine (1960). 	
New edition estendini coverage to 

1170 scheduled to be published in 1976. 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Superintendent of oocunests 
Bureau of the Census SI. 	S. 	Goseresent Printing Office 

Washington, B.C. 	20402 
$26 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1, TITLE: REF. 	NO. H 	/ 	Al 	09 
- Schedule B. Statistical 	Classification MODE. 	Nonspecific 
of Donestit and Foreign Commodities 
Eeportmd from the united States 

TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

An euport coeamodity classification enployed by Bsreeu of the Census in 
publishing eaport data. 	It is based on the Standand Information Trade 
Classification 	Slit) which permits conparison with trade data for other 
countries and with data on domestic production. 	(Code refsrence) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: Revised pariodicely as required 
Latest basic nublication - January 1971 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Superintendent of Documents 

Bureau 0 	the Census B 	 C U.S. Gosernnent Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 	20402 
$23.00 for basit plus supplements 

until 	reissue 

TITLE: 	Statistical Abstract of the 	REF. 	NO. 	R/ A 	/ 	10 

united States 	 2. 	MODE: 	All 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
Sunriary data on infrastructure, traffic tons and ton-miles, revenues and 
enpenses, fuel consumption, commodities, eariously aggregated at national, 
state and port levels. 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annually 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Government 	
it

in 	ica 
Washington, D.C. 	

L fOf 
Bureau of the Census 02 

Stock No. 	9324-00108 
- Clothback $10.50; Paperback $8.00 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

I, TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	RI 	A / 	07 

2. 	MODEl 	International water, ' 
Linting of Barges Specially Designed to 000iestic water 
be Carried Aboard Another Vessel 

3. 	TYPE: 	Carrier 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

This publication lists the manes of carriers that own aid/or opwrate ship- 
borne barges, and the type, bone port, Capacity and numbers of such barges. 
(y,sicelc'earactenlitiCs) 

5, PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: One-time (Nonenber 1975).  Plan to start publishing 
aenuully.  

6. DEVELOPED BY: 	 7, 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Office of Port and I nterenodal 	 Depnrooiont of ConTlerce • Man tine 
Development, Central Region. 	 Admini'stration 
CiaritisTl Adniniotration, 	Bepartnen 	Wnshington, 	5. C. 
of Co.snnerce 	 No Charge 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO, 	R 	IA 	/ 	on 

Schedule A -. Statistical 	Classification MODE: 	Nonspecific 
of Couaeodities Imported Into the united 
States TYPE: 	General 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Cosonodity classification which reduces 10.000 olasses in Tariff Schedsles 
of united States  Annotated (TSuSA) to about 2,400 groupings meaei ngful 
to united States import trade. 	Provides data in tones of Standard Inter- 
national 	Trade Classification 	(SITC). 	Inport statistics conpi led by Bureau 
of the Census are caluniflad according to Schedule A. 	(Code reference) 

5. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Revised periodically an required 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Superintendent of Bocunents 

Bureau of the Census U.S. Governeegt Printing Office 
Washington. B.C. 	20402 
$11.70 Stock No. 	024-01158 

REF, NO, 	5/A 

NCHRP PROJECT 8-17 

FREIGHT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR STATEWIDE SYSTEMS PLANNING 

DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

TITLE: 	National Petroleun Product MODE: 	Nonspecific 
Supply & Benand: 	lgXs 

TYPE: 	Traffic flow 

4, ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Bocuuegtatlon of the Federal Energy Administration short-torn petroleum 
supply and demand foreCasting methodology. 	Presents base case and policy 
option case niternatine scenarios reflective of 1175 State of the uiiTh 
nessags relative to elective national petroleum production/use alternatives. 
Coemiondity flow data by product between PAB districts, 

 MAJOR DATA CONTENT: 

nase Case/Polity Option Scenarios for 1975 

lane case demand forecast 
Base case import forecast 
Revi sad estinate of depeedence upon domestic sources 
Reductions in ilguorts due to the policy option scenario 
Price assumptions 
Price elasticities 
eackcant cosiparison'. 	total petroleum demand 
Forecast Comparison: 	total 	petroleum demand 
Osiestic crude production forecast 

Bane case national supply and demand balance and evaluation of period-to- 
period changes over forecast interval by major class of petroleum 
product 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Asrnqui red by changes in policy and supply! 

7, DEVELOPED BY: B. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Federal Energy Administration Superintendent of Bocuiments 
Office of Polity and Analysis U.S. Government Pringing Office 
Washington, 0. 	C. 	20461 Washington, B. 	C. 	20402 

$7.15 Stock No. 018-000-00168-3 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1- TITLE: 	- REF. 	NO, 	R/ 	A' 	12 

MODE: 	Rail 
Uni form System of Accounts for Railroad 
Companie, TYPE: 	carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Presents regulations prescribed by the Itt for railroads pertaining to 
accounting, destruction of records and rep orting requirements. 	Included 
is a complete list of accounts and regulations pertaining to each account, 
and a list of records and period to be retained. 	sescri ption and 
classification code of varicuo commodities are shown for use in reporting 
freight cosisodity statistics. 	(Financial) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 1. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Association of Aomrican Railroads 

Interstate toninerce Coninission Econosics and Finance Department 
920 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, 	U. 	C. 	20036 
6150 

I, TITLE: REF. 	NO 	R 	/ 	A/ 13 

The Standard Industrial 	classification 
2, 	MODE: 	Nonspecific 

 
Manual 	(SIC) 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
SIC is 	the standard classification of establishments by activity 
eepisyed by government for data collection, tabulation and presentation. 
It is a four-dIgit code toverin1 the entire field of economic 	activities. Other clanlsficatson systems such as SltC and schedules A and B are 
coordinated with the SIC 	(Code reference) 

 PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Renioed periodically. 1972 latest 

 DEVELOPED BY: i. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE! 
Esecutioe Office of rhe President i. S. 	Government Printing Office 
Office of Management and Budget Washington, 	D. 	C. 	20402 
tsecutiee Office Ioilding Stock No. 4101-0066 
Washington. D. 	C. 	20503 $8.80 per copy 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

I. 	TITLE: 'REF. 	NO. 	n/i 	/02 

Air Cargo from A to z MODE: 	Air 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The docnment in prepared in glossary fonll as an easy, sisplified reference 
for shippers and others to econuesic concepts and physical distribution 
practices 	in the air cargo field. (Definitions) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: As reqaired. Third printingi n May 1971s first 
published 	in 	earle 1167 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

lsfonation Services Department Information Services Department 
I 

Air Transport Aunociatlon of Air Transport Association of Asnrlca 
I 

America 1700 New York Avenue, N.W. 

I
Washington, D.C. 	20006 
No tharse 

I. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO, 	B 	/ 	I / 	03 

Aneritan Trscking Associations MODE: Highway  
Publications List I 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

List of ATA publications presenting financial and pprgjng statistics, 
phnical 	characteristics, 	nerniceu, regulatory iunueo and cuelonuni ty 
opinion of the motor carrier induutry. 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Irregular 

DEVELOPED BY: 17. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Trucking Associations, Public Relations Department
I 

Inc. American Trucking Associations 	Inc. 
1616 P Street, 
	

W. 
Washington, D.C. 	20036 
Mo rhnrop 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	R/A 	/ 	14 

A Standard Transportation Comsiodity MODE: 	Nonspecific 

Description and Code System 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A study of commodity descriptions and codes used in transportation, 
statistics and custoss. 	Provides a hermenizatios of items in the 
Standard Trannportation Commodity code (STCc) , Standard International 
Trade Classification 	(SITE) and Brussels Nomenclature 	(uRN). 
(Code reference 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One-tine study 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Transportation Data Coordinating Office of Facilitation 
coemnittee 

1101 	17th Street, NW. 
U.S. Department of Transportacion 

Washington, D.C. 	20036 
Washington 	O.C. 	20590 
No charge 

1, 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	P 	/ o 	/ 	01 
AAR Standard Route Code 

2. 	MODE: 	Rail 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The code identifies specific routes by using the Standard carrier 
Alpha Code (SCAC) 	for the origin and destinatson cirriers, an alphabetical 
character to show total number of carriers in 	he route and auni que four- 
digit nueber identifying the specific route for which the code applies. 
(Code reference) 

5. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Revised periodically as reqsired 

6. DEVELOPED BY: i. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: Esecutive 

Association of American Railroads Director - Data Systems Division 
Association of Americas Railroads 
1920 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 	20036 
Restricted to railroad 	induutrn 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO, 	S / 	I / 	04 

car iire Master List MODE: 	Rail 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Listing by named railroad and alphabetic code of cars owned and/or 
operated on a per dien basis and the per dies group into which cars 
are assilned. 	The per diem rate is shown for each groap, which is 
the anoust paid per day to car owners while cars are on uoing 
railroads 	lines. 	(Carrier physical_characteristics) 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Ouarterly with menthly snpplements. 

6. 	DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Association of American Railroads 

Association of American Railroads Operations and Maintenance 
Department 
1920 L Street, N.W. 
Wachin atom 	0 C. 	7oo3.s 	KAIT 'year 

1. 	TITLE:. REF. 	NO. 	R/I 	/05 
Commercial Atlas S Marketing Gnide MODE: 	Air, Highway, Rail 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Statistics are displayed on poplletion, agriculture. coonrunicatioes, liaeu- 
facturi pg and retail and whelenale trade by states with some by cosntsen. 
Included on transportation is a table of air diutances between major citieo 
list of schedaled airlines, 	interstate highway mileage chart (supplement). 
interstate highway nay, map and list of railroads, railroad distance be- 
tween major cities and pending proposals for railroad mergers. 

S. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Annual 

6. 	DEVELOPED BY: i. 	ISSUEDDY/PRICE: 
Rand McNally & coepany Rand McNally & Company 

P. 	0. 	Sos 7600 
Chicago, 	Illinois 	60680 
$90 (books remain property of Rand 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. 	TITLE: 	Freight Station Accounting Code REF. 	NO. 	P / 	i / 05 

Directory 2. 	MODE: 	Rail 

3, 	TYPE; 	General 

4, 	ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	A directory of alphabetical and nunerical 	listing 

of stations, followed by Standard Point Location code number, cross- 
referenced. 	It provides for the atandardiced showing of the station 
accounting niuoibern for both the waybilling and receiving statioeo, as a 
neans of accurate and ecoeonicul 	revenue apportionnent anong carriers and 
the verification thereof on interline novenent, and for the compilation of 
statiatical 	data. 	(code reference) 

5. 	PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Revised as required. 	
Fst recent publication is 

dated April 	1, 	lglq, 	replacinl April 	1. 	1969 issue. 

5. 	DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Association of American Railroads Association of American Railroads 

Accounting Division tcononics and Finance Departnnnt 

Washington, D.C. 	20036 Washington, D.C. 	20035 
$4 -50 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	RI 	0/07 

2- 	MODE: 	Nonspeci fic 
hazardous Material code 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 
The Hazardous Material Section (Code) of the Standard Transportation 
Cosniodnty Code (51CC) is organized according to the kind and degree 
of hazard associ aCed with hazardous materials or substances, with 
special 	provisioe to relate the identified coninodity to its prodstt 
class within the established conomodity code structure. 	It establishes 
a unique seeen-digit number to code and identify a specific hazardous 
conipodity. 	(Code reference) 

5. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Reeised periodically as required. 

6. DEVELOPED DY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Conisittee of carriers, 	shippers Safety and Special 	Services 	sinision 
and government. Association of American Railroads 

Washington, 	0, 	C. 	20036 
Na charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. TITLE: 	 REP- NO. 	R / I / 10 

National Diotribsation Directory of 	
2. MODE: 	Highway 

Local Cartage-Short Haul Carriers. 
Warehousing 	 3. TYPE: Carrier 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Directory of short-h aul carriers and services by state. Includes 
nnfornacnon on warehousing, pool car -. pool truck distribution, 
refrigeration, import-esport sernice, rail piggyback sernice. 
(Physical characteristics, ff1jli,$yjocation) 

S. PUBLICATION CYCLE; Annually 

6. DEVELOPED BY: 	 7. ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

Local Short Haul Carriers 	 Guide Services, Inc. 
National Conference 	 2161 Monroe Brine, N.E. 

Atlanta, Georgia 30324 
$5 per copy 

1. TITLE: 	 REF. NO. 	R / I / Il 

National Motor Freight Classification 	
2. MODE: 	Nonspecific 

 

u. TYPE: 	General 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Commodity classification tariff. Defines articles nening in 
transportation, at seven-digit level of STcc. Shows less carload 
rating, carload nininum weight and carload ratings. A tariff of 
rates and regulations governing classifications, packaging and shipping 
documents. (Code reference) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: Sapplenented and reissued periodically as required, 
latest i asia #100-C dated 23 Peril 1q76 

DEVELOPED BY: 

	

	 1. ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
kerlcan Truckneg Assoclatnons 

National Motor Freight 	 1616 P Street, N.W. 
Clanaifncation commission 	 Washington. 0. C. 

$17.qS 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	RI 	I / 	08 

MODE: 	Rail 
Manual for Ranlway Engineering 
(Fised property) 

TYPE: 	Physical 	and 
eratinu 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Manual 	of recolinended practices, containing principles, data, 
specifications, plans and economics pertaieing to the engineering 
design and construction of railway fised plant, eecludinR signals 
and coolnuni cations . 	(Eysicai 	characteristics. p0g,utip1,,cbaracterlstico) 

 PUBLICATION 	CYCLE; 	Periodic editioss, with annual supplements 

 DEVELOPED BY; ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
American Railway Engineering 

Aeemicau Railway Engineering Association 
Association Sg East Sac esren Street 

Chicago, 	Illinois 	50605 	- Price 
aariesainh each edifice, 8 	c,,nnle.e,n 

1. TITLE: 	Moody's Transportation Manual REF. 	NO. 	5 / I 	/ 	Og 

MODE; 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

Convenient reference for current and historical data 	regardiml inconie, 
assets, traffic and securities of carriers, all nodes. 	(Financial 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Annual, with semiweekly supplements 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE; 

Moody's Investors Service, Inc. Moody's 	Inveotors Service, 	Inc. 
gg Church Street 
New fork, New York 10007 

$252 Annually, 	includes 104 ssppleesents 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	R 	/0 	/ 	12 

Official List of Open and Prepay MODE; 	Rail 

Stations 

TYPE; 	Physical and 
Operating 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS; 

List of railroad stations and locations in United States. Canada and 
Mesico, with station code and indication of whether charges on freight 
destined to station east be prepaid, or whether a railroad agent is on 
duty to collect charges. 
(Facility location) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: Anneal, with seei-aneually supplements 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Station List Publishing Company, Agent 

Station List Publishing Company L. 	K. McBride, Traffic PelblisbingOffica 
giN Bliss Street 
St. 	Louis, Missouri 	63101 
$32 per year 

1. TITLE: 	Price List of Publications REF. 	NO. 	I / 	I / 	13 

Issued by Association of 2 	MODE: 	Rail 
American Railroads 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Lists about 1,000 documents published by MR relating to railroad, 
physical 	and operating characteristics, modal 	traffic and vehicle flows, 
fl eancial , 	technical eanuals • car service ralee . accounting and the 
Standard Transportation commodity Code. 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE; 	Irregular 

 DEVELOPED BY:. ISSUED BY/PRICE: 	No charge 
Office of Esecutive Assistant to 

Association 	Ameerican Railroads of 
President and Secretary-Treasurer 

Association of American Railroads 
lgDo L Street, N.M. 
Washi nafno. 	Is r 	PODIA  
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. TITLE: 	 REF. 	NO, 	e 	/ 	I 	/ 	14 

Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAt) 	
2. 	MODE: 	Nonspecific 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

The SCAt Code lists and codes with a eaxinum of four alpha charecters 
all 	transportation carriers operatinl in North America in order to 
identify thee for operating and other purposes. 	(Code reference) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 	National Motor 
National Motor Freight Traffic Freight Traffic Association, 	Inc. 
Association, 	Inc. 1616 P Street, N.W. 
1616 P Street, NW. Washington, U. 	C. 20036 
Washington, B. C, 	20036 Conwuter updated onaster tape $150.00 

Printed oirvrrnrv 040 annual 	snhsrri 

TITLE: 	Standard Definitions for REF. 	NO. 	R/ I 	/ 	15 
Petroleun Statlstics 

- Tech 
 

2, 	MODE: 	Nonspecific 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 	Presents definitions of tens used in reporting 
statistical 	information pertaining to crude oil, natural gas, and natural 
gas 	liquids on reserves, 	productlonn,and wells and drilling. 	txpansion of 
the report Is planned to incinde refinery products, transportation and 
marketing. 	(Befinitions) 

 PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	One time (mEg) 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 

American Petroleun Institute American Petroleum Institute 
2101 	L Street. N.H. 
Washington, D.C. 	20037 
No charge 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	R 	/ I 	/ in 

Studies In nailroad Operations and 
2. 	MODE: 	Rail 

Each nolune has a unique 	title) 3. 	TYPE: 	Physical and 
Operating 

4. ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

These first 	nine 	volumes in a continuing series eaanine aspects of 
reliability of rail 	freight operetions. 	Areen covered include 
definition, neasurement, affect at yards both in actual occurence 
and by sinulati onwith an analytic nodel, and affect on line- haul 
nonenent. 	The final two volumes are long and short sum.nsaries of 
the work in the previous volumes. 
(Bperati eq characterintics) 

5. PUBLICATION CYCLE: One-tine study 

6. DEVELOPED BY: i. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Massachusetts Institute of NTIS/No. 	PB 244 113 thru 124 & 125 
Technology - 

Cambridge. Massachusetts 	02139 63.75 to $7.25 per report 
Attn: 	Prof. 	0. 	Sassnan 	1-lni 

1. TITLE: 	Tariff Guide No. 	7 REF, 	NO. 	R / I 	/ 19 

MODE: Nonspecific 

TYPE: Carrier 

 ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

With the nultiplicity and diversity of freight tariffs in effect today, 
this guide represents an effort to simplify the process, frequently 
arduous, of selecting the properly applicable class rate tariff as well 
as general coolsodity tariff for a particular origin/destination movenent, 
prinarily intended as a working tool for otudents. 	(Rates/Tariffs) 

 PUBLICATION 	CYCLE: 	Revised as required. 	The latest issue, No. 	9. was 
published in 1973, 

 DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
Academy of Advanced Traffic, Inc. Sane/$3.Sg 
58 Broadway 
New York, New York 10004 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	R 	/ 	I / 	16 

Standard Point Location Code )SPLC) 2. 	MODE: 	lall, Highway 

(PoInts 	served by rail 	or highway) 
3, 	TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

Sis-diqit numeric code for all points in united States served by 
rail/motor carriers; 

first two digita -- state or portion thereof 
third and fourth digits -- county or equivalent 
fifth and sixth digits -- City, 	town, 	village 
(Code reference) 

PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Onetiose, updated periodically 

DEVELOPED BY: ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
American Trucking Associations National Motor Freight Traffic 
and Association of American Assncnatlon, 	Inc. 

Railroads 1616 P Street, NW. 
Washnngton, B. C. 	20036 

heard c 	t5,.laqulS4.,. ,sagg1ameot&L_ 

I. 	TITLE: 	Standard Transportation 
t,,-,.0 	$35. 

REF. 	NO. 	n/I 	/ 	17 
Commodity Code (STtC) 

MODE; 	Nonspecific 

TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A standard numerical code for classifying coesmodities to identify: 
Major industry groups 	(2-digit level)(SIC) 
Minor Industry groups 	(3'digit level) 
Industries 	 (4-digit level) 
Product Classes 	(5-digit level) 
Articles 	 (i'dlgit level) 

(Code reference) 

N. 	PUBLICATION CYCLE: 	Published Novenber 1963, revised periodically 

6. 	DEVELOPED BY: 	A special coolmlt- 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
tee of carriers and users, with Traffic Eseoutive Association - 
participation by government Eastern Railroads 
agencies. 	Approved by Office of Two Pennsylvania Plaza 
Statistical Standards, Bureau of 
the Budget 

New York, New York 10081 
Elarui rn,v 
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DATA SOURCE DOCUMENTATION 

REFERENCES 

1. 	TITLE: REF. 	NO. 	R / 	I / 20 
- . MODE: 	Nonspecific 

 
2, 

Unsted Nations Standard 
International 	Trade tlassification 

3. 	TYPE: 	General 

ABSTRACT/KEY WORDS: 

A statiotical classification of the commodities entering into the external 
trade traffic flow, designed to provide the cnnvsodity aggregates needed 
for econoni c analysis and to assist in the international cnnpvrisnn of 
tradu-by-comomodity data. 	Approxinately 30,000 articles of cmmalwrce are 
classified and are groaped according to the satire of the material 	from 
which nade. 	Code reference) 

PUBLICATION 	CYCLE; 	Revised periodically as required, latest 1976 

6, DEVELOPED BY: 7. 	ISSUED BY/PRICE: 
United Nations Sales Section 
New York. New York inited Nations 

New York, New York 
$7.00 per copy 



ADDRESS GUIDE TO ORGANIZATIONS REFERENCED IN THIS CATALOGUE 

Public Agencies 

Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) 	Federal Energy Administration (PEA) 	U.S. Department of the Interior 

1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 	12th St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 	Bureau of Mines (Boll) 

Washington, D.C. 20428 	 Washington, D.C. 20461 	 2401 P Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20240  

U.S. Department of the Interior 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive 
Restom, Virginia 22092 

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
The Mall, Between 12th & 14th Sts. , S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20250 

Federal Power Commission (FPC) 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Superintendent of Documents 
U.S. Government Printing Office 

(GPO) 
Washington, D.C. 20402 

U.S. Department of the Any 
Corps of Engineers (COE) 
P.O. Box 631 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 39180 
(Performance Monitoring System, 
River Point Directory) 

U.S. Department of the Any 
Corps of Engineers (COE) 
Institute for Water Resources 

(IWR) 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060 
(Petroleum Transportation Systea 
Study) 

U.S. Department of the Army 
Corps of Engineers (COE) 
P.O. Box 61280 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70160 
(Waterborne Commerce Statistics) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) 
Main Commerce Building 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Interstate Commerce Coaenission (ICC) 
12th St. & Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20423 

U.S. Department of the Army 
Corps of Engineers (COE) 
Board of Engineers for Rivers and 

Harbors 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060 
(Port Series Reports) 

U.S. Department of the Army 
Corps of Engineers (COE) 
District Engineer 
P.O. Box 60267 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70160 
(Transportation Series) 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
Bureau of the Census (Census) 
Washington, D.C. 20233 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
Maritime Administration (MARAD) 
Main Commerce Building 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
(US DOT) 

400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Highway Administration 

(PUMA) 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
St. Lawrence Seaway Development 

Corp. (SLSDC) 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

Aerospace Industries Association 
of America (AIAA) 

1725 DeSales Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
400 Seventh Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Transportation Systems Center (TSC) 
Kendall Square 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 

United States Railway Association 
(USRA) 

2100 Second Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20595 

Air Transport Association of America 
(ATA-Air) 

1709 New York Avenue, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Private Organizations 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Gaithersburg, Mary land 20760 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
(NBS) National Technical Information 

Service (NTIS) 
5185 l rt Royu I Road 
Springfield, Virginia 22151 

Airline Tariff Publishers, Inc 
Dulles International Airport 
P.O. Box 17415 	 - 
Washington, D.C. 20041 

American Gas Association (AGA) 
1515 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 



Association of Oil Pipelines (AOP) Internodal Publishing Company, Ltd 
Suite 1208 	 424 West 33rd Street 
1725 K Street, N.M. 	 New York, New York 10001 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) 

1080 University Street 
Montreal, Quebec 
Canada 

Motor vehicle Manufacturers 
Association of the U.S., 
Inc. (MVJ4A) 

320 New Center Building 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 

National Motor Freight Traffic 
Association, Inc. 

1616 P Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

National Petroleum News 
McGraw Hill, Inc. 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10020 

Petroleum Publishing Company 
1421 South Sheridan Road 
lox 1260 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101 

Moody's Investors Service, Inc 
99 Church Street 
New York, New York 10007 

National Coal Association (NCA) 
1130 Seventeenth Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

National Petroleum Council (NPC) 
1625 K Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

National Railway Publication Company 
424 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 10001 

Rand McNally 6 Company 
P.O. Box 7600 
Chicago, Illinois 60680 

American Trucking Associations, 	Association of American Railroads (AAR) 
Inc. (ATA) 	 1920 L Street, N.W. 

1616 P Street, N.M. 	 Washington, D.C. 20036 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

American Iron Ore Association 
(AIOR) 

1501 Euclid Avenue 
514 Buckley Building 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

American Petroleum Institute 
(API) 

2101 L Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

American Iron and Steel Institute 
(AISI) 

1000 16th Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

American Railway Engineering 
Association (AREA) 

59 East Van Buren Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Station List Publishing Company 
915 Olive Street 
St. Louis, Missouri 63101 

The Railway Equipnent and 
Publication Co. 

424 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 10001 

Traffic Executive Association - 
Eastern Railroads (TEA-ER) 

Two Pennsylvania Plaza 
New York, New York I0001 

The American Waterways Operators, 
Inc. (AWO) 

1600 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1101 
Arlington, virginia 22209 

The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation 
2000 Clearwater Drive 
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 

Transportation Association of 
America (TAA) 

Suite 1107 
1100 17th Street, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

t,J 

Transportation Data Coordinating Transportation Research Board (TRB) 
Coaunittee (TDCC) 	 National Acadeny of Sciences 

1101 17th Street, N.M. 	 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.M. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 	 Washington, D.C. 20418 

Trinc Transportation Consultants Western Railroad Traffic Association 
Suite 4200 	 (WRTA) 
485 L'Enfant Plaza 	 222 South Riverside Plaza 
Washington, D.C. 20024 	 Chicago, Illinois 60606 



Term Definition 	
Term Definition 

Motor carriers having an average annual gross 
A 	 both the numeric identification 	Class II Motor code covering AAR - ACI 
assigited to various railroads for interline 	 Carrier operating revenue of between $500,000 and 

$2,999,999 for a three-year period. 
reporting and the reporting marks and identi- 
fication 	codes used on U.S. rail freight and 

Class II Railroad Railroads having an average annual operating 
passenger equipment. revenue of less than $5,000,000 for a three-year 

AAR Rule 260 AAR accounting Rule 260 covers the alphabetic 
period. 

abbreviations for interline junction points 
Class II Switching A switching and terminal company having an 

used on railroad forms. 	It is also the authority 
and Terminal average annual operating revenue of less than 

for the AAR - ACT identifications, 
Company $5,000,000 for a three-year period. 

ACI Automatic Car Identification, also the AAR . ACT 
Class III Motor Motor carriers having an average annual gross 

code. 
Carrier operating revenue of less than $500,000 for a 

Air Freight Any indirect air carrier who consolidates 
three-year period. 

Forwarder property and is responsible for the transporta- 
Class A Carrier Regulated carriers by water having an average 

tion of that property from point of receipt to 
by Water annual operating revenue exceeding $500,000 for 

point of destination and who uses, in whole or a three-year period. 
part, the services of a direct air carrier, 

Class A and B Gas Interstate natural gas pipeline companies with 
AREA American Railway Engineering Association 

Pipeline Company annual gross operating revenues of $1,000,000 or 

Back Haul subsequent use of freight equipment in more. 

revenue service from point of delivery of 
Class B Carrier Regulated carriers by water having an average 

revenue freight generally a return revenue 
by Water annual operating revenues between $100,000 and 

haul to the originating terminal, $499,999 for a three-year period. 
To haul a shipment back over a part of a 
route which it has travelled. 	(ICC 

Class C Carrier Regulated carriers by water having an average 
Accounting Only) 

by Water annual operating revenue 	less than $100,000 

BEAR A geographical region defined by the Department 
for a three-year period. 

of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis for 
One 	holds himself out to the general public who - analysis of census data. 	 Common Carrier 
to transport property and passengers, intrastate, 

Cargo tons (marine) The cargo weight in tons of 2000 pounds carried 
interstate, or foreign commerce, for compensation. 

to 
by a vessel on each transit. 

Common carriers must operate from one point 
another over routes prescribed by the ICC 
(interstate) or Public Utilities /Service 

Certificated Air Holders of a certificate of public convenience Commission (intrastate). 
Carriers and necessity issued by the Civil Aeronautics 

Board under section 401(d) 	(1) and (2) of the 
Act, authorizing unlimited scheduled service 	 COFC Container on flat car. 

over designated routes. 
Contract Carrier A motnr carrier transporting goods for one or 

more concerns under contract specifically  
CIF Value Value of imported goods at initial U.S. port of designed to cover type of service, special 

entry. 	Equals the sum of FAS value plus import equipment, frequency of service at rates specif- 
charges. ically related to the contract service provided. 

Class I Motor Motor carriers having an average annual gross Customs Value Value of imported goods as determined by the 
Carrier operating revenue of $3,000,000 or over for a U.S. Customs service.  

three-year period. 

Divisions The proration of shipment revenues between 
Class I Railroad Railroads having an average annual operating carriers under a predetermined contract.  

revenue of $5,000,000 or more for a three-year Generally not a matter of public record since 
period. contracts are private agreements between the 

carriers. 	In case of disputes regarding divisions,  
Class I switching A switching and terminal company having an ICC has authority. 
and Terminal average annual operating revenue of $5,000,000 

Company or more for a three-year period. Domestic Goods wholly made or produced within the U.S. or 

Merchandise (in foreign goods remade or remanufactured within 

export trade) the U.S. 



Term 	 Definition 	 Term 	 Definition a 

Empty Ratio Ratio of empty miles to loaded miles (also known 	Major Gas Pipeline Class A and B interstate natural gas pipeline 
as empty return ratio, load-to-empty ratio). 	 Companies companies with annual sales exceeding 50 billion 

cubic feet of gas. 
FAS Value Value of imported goods actually purchased at 

foreign port. 	 - 	 Net Railway Operating revenue renaming after deducting 
Operating Income operating expenses, railway tax accruals, equip- 

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standards. 	States, 	(NRQI) nent rents and joint facility rents. 
UistricCof Columbia, and outlying areas of the 
U.S. 	(Noerican Samoa, Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto 	Net tons (marine) The registered net tonnage of a vessel according 
Rico, Virgin Islands) listed in alphabetical to the country of registry 
order and assigused numbers 01 through 56. 
Counties listed in alphabetical order assigned 	Net ton-mile The movement of a ton of 2000 pounds of revenue 
numbers beginning with 001. 	 (railroad) and nonrevenue freight a distance of one mile. 

Foreign Merchandise Goods imported, for which duty was collected 	 OBE Department of Coimoerce, Office of Business 
(in export trade) which are subsequently exported without Economics - End use code used to classify goods 

substantial alteration. Wy their final use. 

Freight Forwarder An ICC-licensed consolidator of freight who 	 Operating Revenue The amount of money which a carrier receives from 
(other than air) assembles less-than-carload or trailerload transportation and from operations incident 

freight from various shippers into carload or thereto. 
trailerload lots. 	(Air Freight Forwarder defined 
separately). 	 P.A.D. 	Districts Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts. 

U.S., including Alaska and Hawaii, divided into 
General Inports Imported goods both for imusediate use or sale and five districts with number of states per district 

which are deposited in bonded customs warehouse, ranging from five to seventeen. 
(cC Imports for Consumption) 

Per Diem Fees paid by a railroad carrier for the use of 
Gross ton-mile The number of tons of 2000 pounds including the railroad equipment owned by another party. 	Fees 
(railroad)-  locomotive moved one mile in road freight trains, reflect age and average valuation of equipment 

and are charged on a time and/or mileage basis 
Gross tons (marine) The registered gross tonnage of a vessel as set forth in the MR Car Hire Master Lists. 

according to the country of registry. 
PICADAD This is a Census Bureau computer system used to 

Import Charges Cost of freight and insurance incurred to inport 
compute the straight-line mileage between the 
city of orign and the city of destination. 

goods in to the U.S. 

Imports for Imported goods both for inmiediate use or sale and 	
Piggyback In railroad freight transportation, a tern used 
(TOFC/COFC) which are withdrawn from bonded customs to describe the hauling of loaded or empty 

Consumption highway trailers or containers on railroad flat 
warehouses 	(cf.General Imports) - cars. 

Indirect Air Any citizen of the United States engaged 
Carrier Production Area indirectly in air transportation of property who 

Production Areas represent relatively compact 

is not engaged directly in the operation of 	 (for Census of geographic concentrations of manufacturing 
Transportation) activity. 	Each Production Area consists of one aircraft. 

or more Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. 

Interline Revenue The apportinning of the through freight and 
Proprietary As defined by ICC refers to inactive (railway) 

Settlements other transportation revenue among the carriers Company companies which: 	(I) neithor operate nor participating in.joint transportation service, 
administer their financial affairs; 	(2) have been 
practically absorbed by the controlling railway; 

Line-Haul The movement of trains between terminals and and (3) no longer make a separate financial 
(railroad) stations on the main or branch lines of the report. 

railroad, exclusive of switching movements. 

Refining Districts Bureau of Mines Refining Districts. 	U.S., 
Locomotive unit- The movement of a self-propelled unit of equip- including Alaska and Hawaii, divided into sixteen 
mile ment or combination of coupled units operated districts. 	Some districts include portions of 

under a single control a distance of one mile, a state; and most districts include from one to 
fourteen entire states, 

Long Ton In non-metric convention, tons of 2240 pounds, 
sometimes referred to as freight gross tons, 



Term 	 Definition 
	 Term 	 Definition 

Registry Tons The deadweight tonnage of a vessel as reported TCC 
to the country of registry of the vessel. 

Revenue ton-mile The movement of a ton of 2000 pounds a distance TOFC 
of one nile for which a carrier receives compen- 
sation. TOFC Rail Plan I 

Schedule A Statistical classification of commodities 
imported into the United States based on the 
SITC. 

Schedule B Statistical classification of domestic and TOFC Rail Plan II 
foreign commodities exported from the United 
States based on the SITC. 

Schedule C Classification of foreign countries for U.S. 
foreign trade statistics. TOFC Rail Plan 11½ 

Schedule D Classification of U.S. customs districts and 
ports for U.S. foreign trade statistics. TOFC Rail Plan III 

Schedule K Classification of foreign ports for U.S. foreign 
trade statistics. 

Schedule p commodity classification for reporting shipments 
from Puerto Rico to the U.S. 

TOFC Rail Plan IV 

Schedule It Classification and definition of foreign trade 
areas. 

Service segment A non-stop link in air service between a pair of 
airports. 	An aircraft flight stage, or hop. 	A 
flight making one intermediate stop between flight 
origin and flight destination operates over two TOFC Rail Plan V 
service segments. 

sic Standard Industrial Classification - Numerical 
Zlassificäition of all business establishments 
by the Office of Management and Budget including Ton-mile 
a commodity code based upon classification system. 

SITC Standard International Trade Classification. Train-nile 

Short Ton In non-metric convention; a measure of weight of TSUSA 
2000 pounds. 

Unit train 
SMSA Standard Metropolitan statistical Areas are 

officially designated metropolitan areas by the Vessel Deadweight 
U-S. Office of Management and Budget. Tons 

STCC Standard IFansportatitDn Commodity Code: a two to vessel 1 og 
seven digit numerical code used to define 
commodities transported subject to ICC and U.S. 
DOT jurisdiction by rail, truck, water and pipe- 
line. 	 - 

Supplemental Air Holders of a certificate of public convenience 

Carrier (Freight) and neccesity issued by the Civil Aeronautics 
Board authorizing charter freight service in 
designated geographic areas. 

Transportation Commodity Code used in the Census 
of Transportation. 

Trailer on Flat Car. 

Carriage by railroad of trailers of common 
carrier truckers either at a flat charge per 
trailer or a so called "division" of the rate--
a "substituted" service performed for the trucker, 
who solicits the business and bills the shipper. 

Railroad performs all of the service including 
furnishing of trailer, loading and unloading, 
and pickup and delivery. Railroad solicits the 
business and bills the shipper. 

Similar to Plan II except that pickup/delivery is 
handled by shipper or consignee. 

Railroad furnishes the fiatcar and provides 
loading and unloading of shipper-owned or 
shipper-leased trailers. Shippers handle pickup 
and delivery. Raap-to-ralllp rates are based on 
commodity and quantity moved, or at a flat rer-

trailer charge. 

Railroad furnishes only motive power and rails; 
shippers furnish both flatcars and trailers, and 
perform all loading, unloading, and pickup and 
delivery services. Rates generally based on flat 
charge per car whether trailers are loaded or 
empty. 

Joint rail-truck rates or other combinations of 
coordinated service. in effect, such rates 
extend the territory of each carrier into that 
served by the other. 

The movement of any ton of 2000 pounds a distance 

of one mile. 

The movement of a train a distance of one mile. 

Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated 

Train handling only one commodity. 

The carrying capacity of a vessel. Usually 
expressed in long tons. 

A record of the position, speed, cargo, and 
other significant items occuring during a vessel's 
voyage.  



THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is an agency of the National 
Research Council, which serves the National Academy of Sciences and the National 
Academy of Engineering. The Board's purpose is to stimulate research concerning the 
nature and performance of transportation systems, to disseminate information that the 
research produces, and to encourage the application of appropriate research findings. 
The Board's program is carried out by more than 150 committees and task forces 
composed of more than 1,800 administrators, engineers, social scientists, and educators 
who serve without compensation. The program is supported by state transportation and 
highway departments, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations 
interested in the development of transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board operates within the Commission on Sociotech-
nical Systems of the National Research Council. The Council was organized in 1916 
at the request of President Woodrow Wilson as an agency of the National Academy of 
Sciences to enable the broad community of scientists and engineers to associate their 
efforts with those of the Academy membership. Members of the Council are appointed 
by the president of the Academy and are drawn from academic, industrial, and govern-
mental organizations throughout the United States. 

The National Academy of Sciences was established by a congressional act of incorpo-
ration signed by President Abraham Lincoln on March 3, 1863, to further science and 
its use for the general welfare by bringing together the most qualified individuals to deal 
with scientific and technological problems of broad significance. It is a private, honorary 
organization of more than 1,000 scientists elected on the basis of outstanding contribu-
tions to knowledge and is supported by private and public funds. Under the terms of its 
congressional charter, the Academy is called upon to act as an official—yet indepen-
dent—advisor to the federal government in any matter of science and technology, 
although it is not a government agency and its activities are not limited to those on 
behalf of the government. 

To share in the tasks of furthering science and engineering and of advising the federal 
government, the National Academy of Engineering was established on December 5, 
1964, under the authority of the act of incorporation of the National Academy of 
Sciences. Its advisory activities are closely coordinated with those of the National 
Academy of Sciences, but it is independent and autonomous in its organization and 
election of members. 
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